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Ass. O^rO
Looking back along life's trodden way,

Gleams and greenness linger on the track

;

Distance melts and mellows all to-day,

Looking back.

' Rose and pui-ple and a silvery grey,

Is that cloud the cloud we called so black

;

Evening harmonises all to-day,

Looking back."
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THE CHERBOURG FETES.

I "WAS in Paris at the end of 1857 and the beginning of the

year following, and had scarcely returned to London before

news arrived of the attempted assassination of the emperor

by flinging some hand grenades at his carriage as it drew

up at the opera-house in the Rue Lepelletier. The

attempt, as we all know, failed, though a dozen unfor-

tunate people were killed, and twice as many wounded by

the exploded bombs. Singularly enough while I was in

Paris I had been introduced by a friend to M. Claude, the

police-agent who arrested the three principal conspirators,

Pieri, Eudio, and Orsini, and who had moreover forewarned

the prefect of police of the existence of the plot, though

his warning was made light of at the time.

A friend who was present in the opera-house that

evening informed me that when the emperor entered the

imperial box, and showed himself to the audience, his.

VOL. 11. A
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countenance wore just the same calm, impassable look as

on the day after the coup d'etat, when he rode along the

boulevards thirty feet or more in advance of his staff,

while blood was still running in the gutters, and the road

and footway were encumbered with unburied corpses. At

the opera he glanced from side to side, surveying the

audience with his habitual fathoming gaze, and bowed his

acknowledgment of their plaudits in the calmest fashion,

without a muscle of his face seeming to quiver, or the

slightest sparkle lighting up his lack-lustre eyes.

I was several times in M. Claude's company, and was

sufficiently interested by what I had been told of him

—

that he was in reality a nobleman, and that Claude was

simply his Christian name—to study him carefully. He
was a thick-set little man, with a clean-shaven face, the

only thing remarkable about him being his piercing blue

eyes. Though his manner was cold and formal, and he

had much of the dignified air of the typical juge de paix,

I found him agreeable, and not indisposed to be com-

municative. Most likely this arose from my being a

foreigner, as he had the reputation of being remarkably

reserved. Although of noble birth, he was next to

penniless when he came up to Paris to engage in the

struggle for a living. I have heard M. Claude say

that he arrived in the capital from his native province

shortly before the fall of Charles X., bringing with him
letters of introduction to young M. Thiers, who, at the

1830 revolution, made him his temporary secretary. He
afterwards became clerk, he said, to the public prosecutor,

and on Louis Napoleon's election to the presidency of the

republic, he secured the great object of his ambition, an
appointment as commissary of police for one of the dis-

tricts of Paris. It used to be said that M. Claude warned
his old protector Thiers on the eve of the coup d'etat, but
Thiers either disbelieved his information, or would not act
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on it, SO that he was caught in his bed like tlie other

recalcitrant members of the Assembly.

Claude himself arrested several of the latter, and raided

various printing-offices, where he arbitrarily caused the

machines to be smashed to prevent the newspapers from
being issued. His zeal obtained him promotion, and after

his successful action in the Orsini affair, he was made chief

of the detective police. While occupying this post he

brought scores of notorious criminals to justice, and gained

the reputation of being the greatest " chef de la sArete

"

that the French police force ever had.

M. Claude, having been mixed up in many important

affairs, had of course a fund of interesting anecdotes at

'Command, but a certain official reticence generally caused

him to preserve silence on most of the subjects one would

have liked him to talk about. When I resumed my
acquaintance with him, after I went to live in Paris six

or seven years subsequent to the Orsini attempt, he told

me rather an amusing story, of which a smart young

member of his staff was the hero. A couple of ladies

belonging to the Bonapartist aristocracy had paid, he said,

a visit to M. Pietri, the prefect of police, to beg that he

would help them find two respectable women, mother and

daughter, in whom they were interested. A few years

previously they had befriended these persons, who had

been reduced by misfortune to a position of want. The

mother was a cripple, incapable of supporting herself, and

the daughter had earned what was at best a precarious

livelihood by giving music lessons. The pair had long

resided at BatignoUes, but had moved from their lodging

there a year or so previously, and all trace of them had

l)een lost. This was the more unfortunate, as a distant

relative had died leaving them a considerable fortune.

The notary who had charge of the deceased's affairs had

failed to find the missing legatees, and the property would
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soon be escheated if they did not come forward and

claim it.

As a rule, the prefecture of police never intervenes in

matters of this kind, but the application being made by
two grandes dames exercising considerable influence at the

Tuileries, M. Pietri graciously promised to render them q,ll

the help in his power. " With this view," said M. Claude,
" he requested me, as chief of the detective department, to

send him one of my most skilful agents, and my choice

fell upon a shrewd, good-looking young fellow of four or

five and twenty, in whom I placed considerable confidence.

The prefect acquainted him with the particulars of the case,

and told him to find the two women with all possible speed.
' I should like the matter settled in a fortnight,' said M.
Pietri. ' That is giving me very little time, monsieur le

prefet,' replied the young fellow, ' but I will do my best.'

" The fortnight expired, the prefect, anxious not to dis-

appoint his aristocratic applicants, was impatient to know
whether my agent had succeeded. ' Not yet, monsieur
le pr(5fet,' replied he, ' but I have a clue, and think I am
on the right track.' ' Well, take another fortnight,' said

the prefect, ' but understand the matter must be settled

by then. Eemember that time is flying, and that if these
people are not soon found, the property will be escheated.'

" A couple of weeks later my young detective, on beino-

summoned to the prefectoral sanctum, pleaded that the clue
on which he had relied had proved a failure. Some new
information, however, had reached him, and he hoped to
lay hands on the missing women very shortly. The prefect
was extremely dissatisfied with these excuses, and plainly
intimated to the young fellow that he considered I had
greatly overrated his abilities. ' However,' said he, ' I
will grant you a final fortnight, and if you have not then
succeeded, the matter will be taken out of your hands.'

"So frequent were the inquiries of the two grandes.
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dames," continued M. Claude, "that there was no possi-

bility of the affair escaping M. Pietri's memory, and the

last fortnight had scarcely expired, when he sent im-

patiently for my agent, and said to him :
' Well, I have

every day been expecting a report from you, but it is quite

evident that you are not the sharp fellow M. Claude took

you to be. We shall have to place you in some other

branch of the service, where less energy and acumen are

required, and the prospect of promotion is slight.'
"

' Oh ! pray do not trouble about that, monsieur le

pr^fet,' replied the impudent young fellow who, by the

way, had shown much more acuteness than the prefect

had given him credit for, ' I propose withdrawing from

the service altogether'.' ' And why, pray '?
' asked M.

Pietri in some surprise. Assuming a self-satisfied air, and

twirling his moustaches, the young rascal replied :
' Be-

cause, monsieur le prdfet, I found those two women you are

so anxious about several weeks ago ; the daughter is now
my wife, and I have taken the necessary steps to secure

the fortune she is entitled to.'

" The same day," continued M. Claude, " I received a

note from M. Pietri, wishing to see me. When I called

he told me the entire story, and laughed heartily over the

sequel. ' My friend,' said he to me, ' you were not mis-

taken in your estimate of that young fellow, and I look

upon his leaving us as a positive loss to the service.'

"

The close of January 1858 was unexpectedly fortunate

to me, as, on the occasion of the princess royal's marriage,

the current number of the " Illustrated Times," containing

a very complete series of engravings of the ceremony,

yielded me a clear profit of £1200. At the period in

question, newspaper representatives were steadily refused

admission to all Court ceremonies, and even on occasions

of more than ordinary interest editors had to depend ou

the Court Circular for such scanty information as they
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were able to give their readers. I determined, therefore,

to write to the Marquis of Breadalbane, the then lord

chamberlain, on the subject, and it was eventually settled

through Mr Spencer Ponsonby that five morning and two

illustrated papers should receive cards of admission to the

Chapel Eoyal, St. James's, on the day of the princess's

marriage, Jan. 25, 1858.

I was present with half-a-dozen of my confreres at the

ceremony. We were posted in a pew on the left hand side

near the entrance to the building, and, to comply with

the requirements of ofiicial etiquette which pretended to

ignore our presence, were screened by a dwarf red silk

curtain which in no degree interfered with our view. As
every one knows, the chapel is very small—so small indeed

that I remember by the time one of the very high gehoren

Prussian ladies, in attendance on the Princess of Prussia,

reached her seat near the altar, the whole of her long train

was not entirely within the nave.

All the handsomest women of the high aristocracy,

blazing with diamond coronals, necklaces and stomachers,

had managed to secure seats—Attenborough on this

particular occasion had considerately unlocked the door of

his strong room in which the diamonds of impecunious

peeresses were stowed away—and immediately in front of

us sat half a dozen ladies, including that queen among
Court beauties. Lady Alfred Paget, looking handsomer than

any of the rest. Presently some distinguished state and
other old fogies began to arrive, and while one of them
more than usually heavily decorated was hunting for his

place I somewhat disrespectfully asked " Jenkins " of the
" Morning Post," who was supposed to know every member
of the aristocracy a mile off :

" who is that old buffer oppo-
site with the stars and garters ? " To my great astonish-

ment the particular Lady Beautiful directly in front of me
obligingly turned round, and gracefully nodding her ostrich
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plumes, and causing her diamond head-dress to dazzle me
with its scintillations, courteously replied :

" That elderly
gentleman "—with a marked emphasis on the word gentle-
man—" is the Marquis of Lansdowne. Is there anybody
else you would like me to point out to you ? " I was so
surprised and confused that for the moment I hardly knew
what to reply; but noticing a veteran officer in tartan
breeks comfortably dozing against one of the pillars of the
opposite gallery, I thanked my handsome informant and
inquired who the sleeping warrior was. I soon discovered
that I had made a most unfortunate random shot, for the
lady, gracefully bowing again, replied :

" Oh ! that is my
papa, the Duke of Eichmond."

In spite of my unlucky inquiry my fair informant con-
tinued exceedingly gracious, courteously replying to what-
ever questions I put to her, and frequently volunteering

information of her own. Lord Panmure, who found him-
self encumbered by his big cocked-hat with its huge
scarlet and white plumes, prevailed on her to take
temporary charge of it, when, noticing how inconvenienced

she was by the burthen, I hastened to relieve her of it, and
wrapping up the war secretary's imposing head-gear in a

copy of that morning's " Times " I irreverently tucked it

under the seat. When the ceremony was over I thought

the least I could do was to see after the lady's carriage,

and on volunteering my services I learned that she was
the Countess of Bessborough, wife of the then Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland.

The most interesting part of the marriage ceremony

was at the end when the princess threw herself upon her

mother's bosom, and there ensued an artless interchange

of affection which touched the many lookers on. Kisses

soon gave place to audible sobs, and the eyes of the poor

little bride glistened with tears which she was unable to

control, as one after another her relatives affectionately
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embraced her. Such was her emotion that the procession

formed for leaving the chapel had to be delayed until the

weeping bride had in some degree recovered her self-

composure.

The Indian mutiny, which broke out in the summer of

the previous year, led to my making the acquaintance of

John Lang, a smart and prolific contributor to the light

literary publications of the day. He had practised at the

Indian bar, and been editor of the Bombay " Mofussilite ;

"

and some millionaire begum had presented him with

£10,000, it was said, for successfully pleading her suit

against John Company, then the ruling power in India,

in the native courts. Owing to this circumstance, Lang's

fame spread far and wide among the native princes, and

he used to tell a story of how the Eanee of Jhansi, when
her territory was about to be annexed and more than

half of her income confiscated, sent him a letter, written

on gold paper, urging him to come and advise her on the

subject.

The ranee's finance minister and head attorney-general

brought this letter to Lang, who was received with almost

royal state on his arrival at Jhansi. At the interview

which followed, the ranee—who in her youth had been

famed for her great beauty—was hidden behind a curtain,

but, woman like, she permitted Lang to catch more than a

glimpse of her, as though purely by accident, so that he

might see she was a handsome woman still. His journey

served no advantageous purpose, however, as the only

advice he could give the ranee was to petition the queen,

a proceeding not at all to her taste, as she knew well

enough how useless it would be. When Lang went away,

she paid him his fee in kind, which included such in-

convenient objects as an elephant, a camel, and an Arab

slave. To these she added a leash of swift greyhounds

and some embroidered silks and shawls. The ranee's state
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was of course annexed and never restored to her ; and

when the mutiny broke out, she rivalled Nana Saliib,

whose grievances were identical with her own, in the

fiendish cruelties she was guilty of.

Nana Sahib was one of Lang's especial friends and

had presented him with his portrait—a large oil-painting

—

for which he had sat to the European portrait painter to

King of Oude. This portrait Lang lent me for repro-

duction on a large scale in the " Illustrated Times," and its

publication excited a good deal of curiosity at the time.

Lang's literary career in England, though brilliant in its

way, was but brief In a very few years he succumbed to

an insatiable craving for champagne at all hours of the

day and night, after this pleasant but insidious beverage

had unstrung every nerve in his wiry frame.

The little world of purveyors of penny popular litera-

ture, which not unfrequently comprised

" the awfuUest trash.

About earls as goes mad in their castles, and females what settles their

hash,"

was startled about this time with the news that Stiff

the lank, cadaverous-looking proprietor of the " Ivondon

Journal," one of the most successful cheap publications of

the epoch, had sold the copyright of it to Ingram and

McMurray, the papermaker, for the large sum of £24,000.

This tempted me to start a penny periodical, a kind of

cross between the " London Journal " and Dickens's " All

the Year Round." Freytag's " Debit and Credit " formed its

first serial story, and I thought myself especially fortunate

in securing Sala's clever " Twice round the Clock," when

in its conception stage, to publish contemporaneously with

Freytag's clever tale. The new venture was called the

" Welcome Guest," and started with the respectable circu-

lation of a hundred and twenty thousand copies. The

censorious "Blackwood" and the dignified ''Saturday
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Eeview " went out of their way to commend the publica-

tion, still, from one cause or another, I managed to lose

between two and three thousand pounds by it. Mr. John

Maxwell (Miss Braddon's husband), fancying there was

still money to be made out of what had promised to be a

triumphant success, in an evil moment for himself, was

daring enough to buy this unlucky " Welcome Guest

"

from me, and lost another couple of thousand pounds

over the publication before he determined to abandon it.

To return, however, to the " London Journal," the

career of whose proprietor, a certain George Stiff, had

been rather a peculiar one. Originally a very bad wood-

engraver, earning little more than a pound a week, he added

a trifle to his income ]:)y starting a portrait club at some
" public " which he frequented. Subsequently, by dint of

putting a high estimate upon himself, he managed to

secure the direction of the "Illustrated London News"
engraving establishment in its early days, but his incom-

petency soon manifesting itself, he was sent to the right

about. He took his revenge by talking some ambitious

printer into starting an opposition paper, and persuaded a

few draughtsmen and engravers to assist in the enterprise ;

but the affair proving a miserable failure in the course of

a few weeks he was again adrift. The " Family Herald
"

had at this time secured a very large circulation, and Stiff

puzzled his brains how he could best cut into this.

Finally, he determined upon bringing out a somewhat
similar sheet with illustrations, and thereupon planned the

subsequently well-known " London Journal."

Stiff was beset by one serious difficulty in his enter-

prise. He had not a penny piece of capital, and was,

moreover, without credit. Still he knew that he possessed

a specious tongue, and determined this should procure

him all he wanted. His first step was to prevail on
some new printer to trust him for a moderate amount,
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and on Mr John Gilbert to make him a few drawings,

which he induced various engravers to engrave, for he

was fully conscious of his own incompetency. Finally he

talked over a large firm of wholesale stationers to open

a month's account with him. On such a frail super-

structure as this the " London Journal," which some
dozen years afterwards he succeeded in selling for

£24,000, was raised.

I remember being told by one of the firm who
supplied Stiff with paper, that they first began to press

their customer for thirty odd pounds, but that his account

with them gradually increased, until it amounted to

£13,000 odd before any attempt was made to reduce it.

It was part of a regular system in those days for im-

pecunious publishers and proprietors of struggling periodi-

cals to get sufficiently deep into a wealthy stationer's debt

as compelled him to find them both cash and paper, in

the hope of saving the amount they already owed him

from becoming irrevocably lost. When by pleading and

cajolery Stiff had succeeded in getting a few hundred

pounds into his stationers' debt, he knew that the game

was in his own hands, and before long ; on the score of

effecting certain necessary economies, he prevailed on

them to advance him large sums, first for the purchase

of printing machinery, and next to enable him to build

a printing office of his own.

Eventually Stiff worked up the weekly circulation of

the "London Journal" to several hundred thousand

copies, for he allowed nothing to turn him aside from his

one set purpose—the increasing of the sale of this publica-

tion ; not, however, by means of bogus prizes and iUusory

insurance tickets after the favourite practice of the present

day, but by providing his factory and servant girl readers

with lengthy and exciting stories, telling how rich and

poor babies were wickedly changed in their perambulators
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by conniving nursemaids, how long-lost wills miracu-

lously turned up in the nick of time, and penniless beauty

and virtue were " led to the hymeneal altar by the wealthy

scion of a noble house," after he had gained the fair one's

affections under some humble disguise.

In the early days of the " London Journal," radical

G. W. M. Reynolds furnished Stiff with his fiction, but he

subsequently resigned the task, and started a miscellany

of his own, when Stiff luckily came across J. F. Smith,

who, although he had failed as a three volume noveKst,

succeeded with his well-known novel of Richardsonian

proportions, called " Minnegrey," in raising the circula-

tion of Stiff's journal to half a million copies—an unheard

of number in the days when cheap publications were

heavily handicapped with a paper duty which positively

doubled the price of the material they were printed on.

So cleverly did J. F. Smith pile up the excitement

towards the end of the stories which he wrote for Stiff,

that the latter told me his weekly circulation used to rise

as many as 50,000 when the denouement approached. He
surmised that the factory girls in the north, the great

patrons of the journal, were in the habit of lending it to

one another, and that when their curiosity as to how the

story would end was at its greatest tension, the borrowers

being unable to wait for the journal to be lent to them,

expended their pennies in buying it outright.

Eventually John Cassell enticed J. F. Smith away
from the "London Journal" on to some publication of

his own, and the pair kept the affair a profound secret.

Smith, who always wrote his weekly instalment of " copy
"

at the "London Journal" office, chanced to be in the

middle of a story for Stiff at the moment he had chosen

for abandoning him. In this dilemma he decided upon
bringing the tale to a sudden close, and to accomplish this

artistically he blew up all the principal characters on board
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a Mississippi steamboat, and handed the " copy " to the boy

in waiting. Then, proud at having solved a troublesome

difficulty, he descended the office stairs, and directed his

steps to La Belle Sauvage yard to take service under his

new employer. When Stiff saw the number after it was

printed off, and recognised how completely he had been

tricked, he was thunderstruck, but he speedily secured a

new novelist—Pierce Egan, the younger, I believe—-who

ingeniously brought about the resurrection of such of the

characters as it was desirable to resuscitate, and continued

the marvellous story in the " London Journal" for several

months longer.

On the eve of starting the "Welcome Guest" [May

1858] I gave a dinner to its intended contributors and the

existing staff of the " Illustrated Times " at the Ship hotel,

Greenwich. Several of the invited guests had not yet " lost

their way to Bohemia," as Thackeray delicately puts it,

and I remember my surprise, on arriving rather early, at

encountering one of these literary gipsies, who had been

making a night of it, comfortably dozing in the sun on the

stone doorsteps of the hotel until he should be summoned

to the " spread." During the dinner another of the

fraternity, after swilling his fill of some particularly fine

Chateau Lafite, turned to his neighbour, the possessor

of a respectable competency, and to his astonishment

defiantly remarked—"If any one now were to offer to

stand me two penn'orth of gin I 'd punch his head."

It was at this dinner that Mr. Edmund Yates, then a

gay, good-looking young free-lance who took a keen

delight in tilting at all and sundry in the "Lounger"

column of the " Illustrated Times," first became ac-

quainted with Maxwell (the advertising agent of the

paper), who had recently commenced speculating in

periodical literature on his own account. Yates has told

us that Maxwell while driving him home offered him
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the editorship of a new venture he had just embarked in,

called " Town Talk," that he gladly accepted the post, and

a week or two afterwards wrote for the publication that

famous sketch of " Thackeray, his appearance, career, and

success" which caused such a stir in literary circles at

the time. In it Yates spoke of Thackeray's bearing as cold

and uninviting, and of his style of conversation being openly

cynical or affectedly good-natured, of his bonhomie being

forced, and his pride easily touched ; but worse than all

—

for this was where the sting lay—he twitted the author

of the " Snobs of England " with being an extravagant

adulator of rank.

Thackeray, as everyone knows, showed himself absurdly

sensitive, mounted the high horse, and scolded Yates as

though he were a peccant schoolboy, whereupon the latter

retorted with what was certainly a bumptious epistle to a

man in Thackeray's position and so much Yates's senior. As
we all know, the painfully susceptible author of " Vanity

Fair" sent the correspondence to the committee of the

Garrick Club, with the result that for a harmless bit of

banter—altogether a mild production in comparison with

similar flights of Thackeray's in his salad days—Yates was
expelled the club of which both he and Thackeray were
members, and a lasting coolness ensued between Thackeray
and Dickens,who had been Yates's adviser and principal sup-

porter after the affair had grown to unpleasant proportions. ^

I have alluded to this literary squabble because the

dissension, instead of being put an end to by the auto-

cratic action of the Garrick Club committee, was kept alive

on Thackeray's part by semi-veiled allusions, in "The
Virginians," to Yates as Young Grub-street, and on
Yates's side by intermittent sarcastic references to the
current writings of the author of " Vanity Fair," in the
"Lounger" column of the "Illustrated Times." Several

1 See Yates's "Recollections" (1885), pp. 237-259.
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of Thackeray's youthful admirers on the staff of the paper

conceived themselves to be in some way identified with

whatever appeared in its columns, and, when Yates, among
a batch of pretended Burns' centenary prize poems, furnished

a rather spiteful travestie of Thackeray's "Bouillabaisse"

ballad they urged me to curb the license he was giving to

his pen. The incriminated stanzas were, I fancy, these :

[TJiackeray loquitur.
'\

" I show the vices which hesmirch you,

The slime with which you 're covered o'er,

Strip off each rag from female virtue,

And drag to light each festering sore.

" All men alive are rogues and villains.

All women drabs, all children cursed
;

I tell them this, and draw their shillin's
;

They highest pay when treated worst.

I sneer at every human feeling

Which truth suggests, or good men praise

;

Then, tongue within my cheek concealing,

Write myself ' Cynic '—for it pays ! " ^

There is no denying the animus here. With all

Thackeray's cynicism, no one who knew him intimately

would for a moment deny that he was one of the most

liberal-minded and kindest of men. As, however, he

peevishly continued his uncomplimentary allusions to

Yates, I declined to interfere—though Thackeray had him-

self sent me a message on the subject by Hannay—on the

ground that it would be unfair to Yates to close the only

channel open to him through which he could respond to

these uncalled-for attacks. This brought about a crisis in

our own little set, and some half-dozen valued members of

my staff threatened to resign in a body unless the offending

versifier were peremptorily dismissed. Their demand,

however, was not acceded to; and, on reflection, they

refrained from giving effect to their injudicious threat.

1 " Illustrated Times," Jan. 29, 1859.
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I was anxious to ensure the success of the " Welcome

Guest " by starting with a good serial story ; and, as there

was not the slightest chance of obtaining one in sutficient

time from any author of the smallest repute, I endeavoured

to purchase the right of running some well-known recent

work of fiction through its pages. I first thought of " Jane

Eyre," but Messrs Smith & Elder were still making far

too much money out of Miss Bronte's popular novel to feel

inclined to sell the required right. I next endeavoured to

secure " Alton Locke," but the Eev. Charles Kingsley wrote

me word that he had parted with the copyright for a certain

period, and had no longer any control over the work. I

then saw Charles Eeade, to whom I offered £1000 for the

privilege of running " Never too late to Mend " through

the new publication. To my surprise he received me very

coolly, not to say rudely, the reason for which he after-

wards confessed. It seems that there had appeared in

the " Illustrated Times " a scathing review of his story,

" White liies," and he was still chafing under the castiga-

tion. In this review Sutherland Edwards had conclusively

shown that nearly the whole of the plot and portions of

the dialogue of "White Lies" had been coolly "lifted"

by Reade from a play of Auguste Maquet's, and Reade was

evidently intensely annoyed at the exposure. Edwards

opened his notice in the following nonchalant fashion :

—

"M. Auguste Maquet, the chief author of the work before us

(' "White Lies ') is really a most unfortunate writer, for in spite of the

very great success achieved by many of his books and plays, he remains

comparatively unknown, not only in England, but even in France itself.

It is certain that he composed large portions of the best novels of

Alexander Dumas, ... who has never produced any vastly popular

book such as 'Monte Cristo' and 'The Three Musketeers' since his

separation from M. Maquet. . . .

" It is the lot of M. Maquet not to get the reputation he deserves.

At first it was all put down to the account of M. Alexandre Dumas, and

when M. Maquet produced a piece written entirely by himself, Mr.
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Charles Eeade stepped in and took possession of it, and gave it to the
English public as his own.

" ' A story by Charles Eeade ' says the title page of ' White Lies/
But if there is one thing in the book to which Mr Eeade can establish
no sort of claim, it is the story which belongs to M. Maquet, just as the
plot of Mr. Eeade's ' Ladies' Battle ' belongs to the author of ' Bataille de
Dames.' . . .

"It appears that when 'White Lies,' the 'great tale of love and
battle ' was appearing in the ' London Journal,' some one suggested that
it was possibly a translation from the French. Upon this the adaptor
remarks in his preface :

' I cannot afford to let an error of this sort

defeat my great labour, and rob a reader of any pleasure or profit it

might otherwise give
!

' He says that he has taken a 'French theme,'

and that he has been to ' French sources,' but he carefully abstains from
admitting that he has taken a French story ' body and bones,' as the
saying is. . . . Indeed, are not the majority of Mr. Charles Eeade's

works, such as the 'Ladies' Battle,' 'Gold,' 'Clouds and Sunshine,'
' Art and Nature,' and now ' White Lies,' translations or adaptations

from the French "i

"

Charles Eeade, who set a very high pecuniary value

upon his novels, and eventually often succeeded in getting

large prices, did not find my offer come up to his own
lofty standard, so that nothing resulted from our interview.

He, however, kept me talking with him on a variety of

topics, and showed me, with evident pride, a large but

indifferent picture he had purchased from Millais of a

knight armed cap-a-pie galloping across a desolate moor.

He then produced his famous scrap-books—large folio

volumes, almost needing a porter to lift them—filled with

"cuttings" from the cheap weekly newspapers, including

remarkable police cases and trials, scraps of curious auto-

biography, strange histories and adventures, shipwrecks,

exciting incidents of travel, colonial experiences and the like,

and he dwelt enthusiastically on the use he was able to

make of these materials in filling up the outlines of his

stories. As he spoke, he every now and then turned over

the leaves of one of the huge volumes, and picking out some
" cutting " explained his method of utilising it, and his-

VOL. IT. B
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system of work generally, giving me, as it were, a complete

lesson on the art of novel writing, d la Charles Reade. In

the course of conversation he allowed me to suppose that

he had lived comparatively the life of a recluse, so that his

accumulated materials might be said to be doubly useful

to him. He got from these, however, only the mere back-

grounds to his stories, the characters peopling which were

of course his own conception or the result of observation.

In the autumn of 1855 I had witnessed the queen's

arrival at the palace of St. Cloud, and three years later,

thanks to M. Mocquard, the Emperor Napoleon's private

secretary, I was present at her reception at Cherbourg. It

was on the occasion of the f^tes celebrating the completion

of the famous military port, commenced as a threat to

England nearly eighty years before when our neighbours

had been helping our revolted American colonies, and we
had retaliated by knocking their fleets about at Gibraltar

and in the West Indies. People thought it strange that

our queen should be invited to such a ceremony, and,

stranger still, that her advisers should countenance her
attendance at it; but there was great anxiety in high
places to patch up the recently disrupted entente between
the two nations and the opportunity was gladly profited

by.

The fact of the Orsini bombs having been manufactured
in Birmingham, coupled with the acquittal at the Old
Bailey of Dr. Bernard—a French political refugee charged
with complicity in the Orsini conspiracy—when Edwin
James amidst loud applause denounced the emperor as
a despot, had moved certain French colonels to indulge
in some very tall talk about paying us a visit in force, and
seizing the culprit. During some earlier invasion scare
our gallant neighbours had even mooted the feasibility of
carrymg off the queen from Osborne, and shutting her upm France. This was, of course, all mere bravado, yet it
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•awakened disagreeable reflections in the minds of those

placed in authority over us, and who knew how helpless

we then were to resist any attempted invasion. And to

-add to this uneasy feeling, the French military journals

commenced descanting on the formidable nature of tlie

Cherbourg works, the aggressive character of which, in

regard to England, was made no secret of.

Before applying to the emperor's secretary, T had

•solicited a pass from the Cherbourg commandant, who
required my passport to be first vised by the British

consul. As but few of our merchantmen entered the port

five-and-thirty years ago, this official enjoyed almost a

sinecure, and when I called at his charming suburban villa,

and discovered him in a light striped suit and panama hat,

-the picture of a southern planter, lounging in a hammock
swung to some large trees in his garden, while smoking a

londres cigar and skimming the Paris papers, he displayed

much impatience at being bored. He was proof, too, against

-the temptation of the big consular fee for signing his

name, so it was evident that no vise could be extracted

from him.

I found Cherbourg in the throes of preparation. Scaffold-

in o-s and triumphal arches were springing up on all sides

;

gilt masts bound up like faggots were lying about among

bales of banners and piles of emblazoned shields, golden

•eagles, imperial crowns, and all the rest of the raw

materials, which a few hours were to transform into impos-

ing decorations. The emperor and empress arrived from

Paris in the afternoon, and were only half way through

their dinner, when a solitary shot from the French

.admiral's ship saluted the queen's yacht, as it steamed

rslowly into the harbour.

The firing of this shot was the signal for a most

-appalling cannonade from the three thousand big guns of

*he French men-of-war and the forts and batteries pro-
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tecting Cherbourg, suggesting anything but the peaceful

welcome which was really intended. This deafening deton-

ation lasted for nearly half an hour, until, seawards, it

was one mass of fire and smoke, while inland the ring of

fire not only embraced the town, but extended to the

neighbouring ravines where no one suspected big guns

lay lurking, and to the summit of the surrounding hills

where only solitary farm-houses were supposed to lie

nestlinff among the trees. As soon as the turmoil ended,

a state barge took the emperor and empress to the queen's

yacht, and a, resplendent illumination of the two fleets

followed.

Next day at noon, when the queen and Prince Albert,

with the Prince of Wales travestied as a young highland

chieftain, disembarked, the deafening welcome of the night

before was repeated, and the emperor and empress con-

ducted their guests over docks and arsenal and treated

them to a sight of the most formidable of all the Cherbourg

forts. Then there was a banquet on board the French

admiral's flag-ship, and the emperor, in toasting the queen,

talked prettily about " the resentments and passions of

another epoch being broken as the waves broke upon the

neighbouring mole, then sheltering the combined squadrons

against the violence of the sea."

This imperial flummery of course sounded all very

amiable, but while the emperor was speaking I was among
the crowd in the Cherbourg streets and heard the rabble

coarsely revile the queen and rail in set terms against poor
" perfidious Albion," occasionally varying their diatribes by
threatening unofiending visitors with an unwelcome plunge

in the sea. And no sooner were the f^tes over than belli-

cose French journalists vaunted this inauguration of the
grand military port as a glorification of France, and as

sounding the knell of her intimate neighbour whom they
politely designated the "brigand of the sea." "England will
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sulk for a time," said one of these scribes, " but she dare

not resist or she would be lost, for Cherbourg is there

!

"

To-daj this sounds like the veriest balderdash, but the

language aroused uncomfortable feelings at the time ; and
a year or two later the persistence in similar threats led

to the enrolment of our volunteer corps, when the strained

relations of the two countries formed the subject of this

amusing jeu cCesprit—
" There 's a sly little man living over the way,

"Who always has something quite civil to say

:

Yet he looks at my House, from his own, with an eye

That says ' I perhaps may look in by and by '

:

So I think my best plan

With the sly little man
Is to make all the premises safe, if I can.

" I have not the least doubt he would think it no sin.

Any night that he thought me asleep to look in
;

There 's the old pewter spoons and the old tankard too,

And the sword o'er the mantelpiece marked ' Waterloo '

—

And it 's clearly the plan

Of the sly little man
To take them all from me—whenever he can.

" So my doors and my windows I've bolted and barr'd

And the truest of watch-dogs takes care of the yard—

^

A watch-dog of whom I, his master, will say,

' Woe betide the housebreaker that comes in his way !

'

For really the plan

Of the sly little man
Is one I must foil if I possibly can.

" No doubt he will say, as in fact he has said,

' What fancy is this that comes into your head ?

Your House once was open ; it surely can't be

That all this is meant for a kind friend like me ?

'

1 This referrrd to J. A. Roebuck, M.P. for Sheffield, who had proclaimed himself to be

the watch-dog, Tear 'em.
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But then it 's the plan

Of the sly little man

To deal much in hlarney wherever he can.

" There 's one of the scullions, a fellow in drab—

^

An impudent tyke, with the gift of the gab.

Who often will say ' Is it not a hard case

That our door should be shut in the gentleman's face T

'Twould be far the best plan

To trust to the man

—

No fear of our losing a pot or a pan !

'

" But the views of the scullion I own are not mine

And still to the bolts and the bars I incline

;

Nay, I should not much care if my neighbours all knew
That I 've lately been getting a rifle or tteo ;

That 's my simple plan

With the sly little man
;

And so he may now take the spoons—if he can."

1 John Bright.
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XXIII.

(1858.)

AN EXPEDITION TO HOMBURG—EARLY SUCCESSES AND
SUBSEQUENT DEFEAT—PHILOSOPHIC INDIFFERENCE

—

GARCIA, THE GAMBLER—BOHEMIAN BILLETS-

DOUX—A HYPOCHONDRIACAL HUMORIST.

This year (1858) my friend Gus Mayhew succeeded to a

modest inheritance, and with the proverbial impetuosity of

youth he was in an -uncommon hurry to dissipate so much
of it as was free from legal trammels. Consequently, he

listened sympathetically to certain lamentations in which

the author of "Twice round the Clock" occasionally

indulged over a dear relative's legacy that he had had the

misfortune to leave behind on the tapis vert of Homburg
kursaal, all through some fatuous framer of an infallible

system having prevailed on him to apply the bequest to

testing it. Eespect for his deceased relative's memory
made it incumbent on him, he used to say, to leave no stone

unturned to recover the lost legacy, and, after my return

from Cherbourg, from hearing the subject continually

broached I began to take a personal interest in it, which

led to my discovering that I sorely needed a holiday, and

craved
" a truce from myself,

From books and men, and care and pelf."

The necessary excuse having been found, I arranged with

my two friends to accompany them on their semi-chivah'ous

expedition, and an early date was fixed upon for our

departure to the fabulous Tom Tiddler's ground among

the Taunus mountains.
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"Fleet the time carelessly" must have been in our

minds as in a lazy mood we determined upon the dilatory

Ehine route, and agreed to meet at St Catherine's wharf,

whence the Eotterdam boat started. I remember on

arriving there noticing a horsey-looking individual in a

peaked cap, tight "pants," and close-fitting jacket reaching

below his hips—who only needed the conventional straw

in his mouth to have passed for a respectable ostler in his

Sunday suit—lounging on the wharf, and keeping watch

out of the corner of the more vigilant of his two eyes on

a huge iron-bound trunk, in which two or three people

might have comfortably packed themselves. On a closer

inspection I recognized in our horsey friend the erratic

author of " A Journey due North " and " Twice round the

Clock," and at once congratulated him upon his jaunty

get-up, suggesting at the same time that he had un-

necessarily encumbered himself with heavy luggage. I

soon discovered my mistake, however, when a porter,

shouldering the huge trunk as though it were some flimsy

band-box, rattled the cake of brown windsor, the hair and

tooth brushes, and the few other toilet requisites it con-

tained, as he strode with it to the boat.

Before many minutes had elapsed we were joined by

Augustus Mayhew, whose get-up was highly melodramatic.

He wore a hat of some newly introduced brigand shape,

decorated with an eagle's feather, and a tourist suit of

exaggerated pattern, which he had discreetly half-hidden

with a capacious drab Inverness cape. A broad belt was

slung across his shoulders, and to this was attached a

monster gourd, filled, as we presently discovered, with some

capital dry sherry. The steamer was soon under way, and
by the time we had passed Greenwich the refreshing

contents of the gourd, which were to have lasted the entire

voyage, were all consumed, and the gourd was flung over-

board as being of no further use.
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There is no need to tell of the various adventures we
met with, or to describe the charming young ladies,

christened by us the Fawn and the Beauty, whom we
encountered on our journey to Homburg vor der Hohe,

or to dwell upon the changeful incidents of our sojourn in

the dangerously fascinating little Taunus town, for these

were all long since chronicled in Mr. George Augustus

Sala's amusing " Make your Game ; or the Adventures of

the Stout gentleman, the Slim gentleman, and the man
with the Iron-chest."

I have only the vaguest recollection of the lithe,

graceful English girl by whom we were captivated on board

the Rotterdam boat, and to whom we gave the name of

the Fawn, or of that charming fair - haired, blue - eyed

German maiden, deservedly designated the Beauty, who
listened so graciously to the dry lecture upon comets—it

was a great comet year—which Gus Mayhew on the

flimsiest of pretences ventured to deliver to her one autumn

evening on the deck of a Ehine steamer. I distinctly

remember, however, our evening drive from Frankfort to

Homburg, and the incessant crackings of our coachman's

whip, which with him served the purpose of the conven-

tional horn, and caused every one to scurry out of the way

of his galloping team as we spun merrily along in the

growing darkness.

I remember too my first introduction to M. Blanc's halls

of dazzling light, and how I roamed inquisitively through

them, taking stock of the sinners of both sexes assembled

round the gaming tables. There were mummified old

fogies, blase young swells, guileless looking girls, and

vulpine matrons, all with more or less nervous quivering

of the lips, but otherwise tranquilly intent on trente-et-

quarante. Chief among the players at roulette were a

tall, handsome-looking young Russian noble, and his

kursaal friend, a ivoM gehoren Prussian cavalry colonel,
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both of tliem engaged in spotting the board with louis,

while a fat, bejewelled jew sought to emulate their per-

formances with florins ; an Englishman and his wife,

Homburg residents, who played against each other quite

unconsciously at opposite ends of the table, and a youthful

yet used-up little French marquis, dressed in the latest Eng-

lish fashion, who had brought his own small pocket rake to

enable him to hook in his golden rouleaux more readily.

There was, moreover, a full complement of professional

gamblers, well and ill-dressed, with sharply defined

Mephistophelean features, quick restless eyes, and villain-

ously compressed lips, who, after trying all systems, gen-

erally find themselves landed croupiers or blacklegs in the

end. There were also a few seedy-looking Poles of the last

emigration, who prudently placed their florins d cheval,

transversalement, and sur le carre, and some deep calcu-

lating Germans, who made ventures with painful hesita-

tion and after long intervals of abstention, and, as a

matter of course, almost invariably lost ; with Jilles du

monde—both heathen and Jewish of nearly every nation-

ality, the majority of them young, and robed liked prin-

cesses, and be-eoifi'ured, be-jewelled, and be-gloved as

only Jilles du monde ever seem to be. One and all laid

down their louis with charming indifi'erence, though with

a decided partiality for les quatre premiers and zero. The
foregoing, with the watchful old women, and rogues of

hang-dog look who beset every public gambling-saloon, wait-

ing an opportunity to pounce upon the stakes of the more
unsuspecting players, Avere among those crowded around

the roulette table that night, when the play ruled high,

and the players seemed unusually eager.

After a cautious hour or so at roulette, I found myself

the winner of some sixty or seventy friedrichs d'or,i with-

out having risked so much as half-a-dozen thalers of my
1 The obsolete friedrich d'or was worth 16s. 6d.
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own. The fact is that, like many another fool whose
money and he are soon to be parted, I had played upon
what I conceived to be an infallible system, and certainly

thus far it had worked exceedingly well.

The next day I naturally followed this system, which,

as it continued to prove a winning one, was partially

adopted by my two friends. After a couple of hours' play

I strolled on to the terrace to smoke a cigar, and there

met an acquaintance, a hard-headed mathematician, who
had recently embarked on the sea of matrimony, and was
spending a portion of his honeymoon at Homburg, avoid-

ing the tapis vert, however, much as the grand tempter

of mankind is said to avoid holy water. I explained my
system to him, and how well it had worked, but he sneer-

ingly smiled, and observed that a very few hours would

demonstrate its fallibility. To prove he was wrong I

returned to the tables, and during the afternoon increased

my winnings to upwards of £500 ; still my incredulous

mathematical friend failed to be convinced, neither was

he when the kursaal closed for the evening leaving me
a winner of almost a thousand pounds, and my two

companions of nearly the same amount between them.^

We sat up late that evening over our cigars and

Eudesheimer-berg. We ridiculed the philosopher's stone,

and thought all the old alchemists arrant fools. The

Homburg kursaal offered a swifter way to wealth than

any they had ever hit upon, and we made up our minds

to win some thirty thousand pounds in a steady fort-

night's play, and to start a London daily newspaper such

as the world had never seen before. With this contingent

excitement in store for us, we decided that our first

thoughts ought to be given to our health, so next morning

found us early at the Elisabeth brunnen, gulping down

1 This was, of course, an insignificant feat compared with the Monte Carlo achieve-

ments of " Bonne chance " Wells, whose winnings, doubtless much exaggerated, were

lately recorded in the newspapers.
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the prescribed number of tumblers of nauseous sparkling

water, and promenading the orthodox hour munching

grapes, while the kursaal band discoursed its liveliest

strains. In our anxiety to resume play we bolted our

breakfasts, and, to make certain of front places at the

roulette table, posted ourselves outside the saloon doors

long before the hour for opening arrived, although, owing

to the lateness of the season, there was no chance of the

saloons being at all crowded.

There were two players at roulette who every morning

were punctually in their places when the kursaal flunkey

arrived with the treble-locked oak-bound chest containing

the notes and specie which the officials hoped would

suffice for the requirements of the day. These were

the wealthy Mr. Thistlethwaite and the notorious Laura

Bell, whom he had recently married, and who had of

course not yet embarked on her hysterical mission of

" saving souls." The pair sat day after day at the table

courting fortune with a patience which Penelope might

have envied. I forget exactly liow the play went with

myself on the third day, but I know that my croaking

mathematical friend's warning had begun to come true,

and that in less than a week the three of us were cleared

completely out, not only of all our winnings, but of the

rolls of beautiful crisp banknotes we had brought with us,

and of nearly every trumpery thaler besides. As it is in

war so it is with kursaal gambling, and the big battalions

of the bank routed us at last.

Discomfited, but not disheartened, we drove over to

Frankfort, where I telegraphed to England for further

funds to be sent through Eothschild's iDank. While await-

ing them we negotiated several little loans at the Lombard
establishment, the accommodating " uncle " of cleaned-out

gamblers, and whiled away the time by playing at the

tables with paltry florins instead of heavy rouleaux of
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double-friedrichs, and limiting our daily losses to a mere
bagatelle. At the same time we became utterly indifferent

about our health, and early morning no longer found us

imbibing the hygienic waters of the Elisabeth brunnen and

promenading to the strains of the kursaal Imnd. For a

while we paid daily visits to Frankfort, so anxious were

we to resume play again on a grand scale, but were always

disappointed, for although Eothschilds had the cash within

an hour after the arrival of the telegram, some careless

clerk had failed to advise the Frankfort firm of its receipt.

Full of an imbecile faith that one or other of certain

new systems we had carefully concocted would trium-

phantly break the kursaal bank, we rather recklessly in-

vested a golden friedrich, which we could ill afford to part

with, in the acquisition of an artistic-looking medieval

coffer and an antique iron-bound oak chest at a gloomy-

looking old curiosity shop opposite Rothschilds' bank in

the ancient Judengasse. These we all agreed were admir-

ably adapted to hold the piles of notes and the heaps of

rouleaux which we had made up our minds we should

day by day carry across from the kursaal to our hotel.

On the occasion of our last visit to Rothschilds' dingy

old banking house we lost our tempers, I remember, and

gave the astonished clerks what angry people term a bit

of their minds. The result was that late the same evening

a mounted messenger from the great Frankfort banking

house galloped over to our hotel, bringing with him the

anxiously-awaited remittance and a letter full of apologies.

All this while our hotel bill had been mounting up^

besides which we had become rather deeply indebted to

our obliging Lombard friends, and sufficient money had

moreover to be reserved for our return fares to England,

The balance was soon lost at the tables, and our grand

dreams of breaking the kursaal bank and establishing a

model daily London newspaper were finally dispelled.
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We did not, however, take our disappointments—as old

Froissart said the English took their pleasures—sadly, but

ffot all the amusement out of them we could ; unlike those

poor devils who, heavy at heart and light in purse, shuffled

off this mortal coil of theirs in the neighbouring woods,

damping for the moment the feverish excitement of the

kursaal, and causing too sensitive losers uncomfortable

twinges. Having paid our hotel bill we secured our rail-

way tickets, and turned our steps homeward with merely a

few francs and pfennige in our pockets, but neither sadder

nor, 1 fancy, even wiSer men.

Edmund About used to tell an amusing though some-

what improbable story of one of his fellow-countrymen

who had met with a run of ill-luck at the Homburg and

Wiesbaden kursaale. The novelist pretended that when

strolling one day in the woods of Saverne he encountered

a strange-looking animal crawling slowly along on its hands

and knees, and to his astonishment saw that it was wear-

ing a swallow-tail coat and patent leather boots, the soles

of which were completely worn away. This encouraged

him to interrogate the apparent monster, which proved to

be a French professor who had lost his last napoleon at the

gaming tables, and being too footsore to continue walking

erect was moodily making his way on all fours to the

bosom of his anxious family in far-distant Angouleme.

I remember, while we were waiting at the Homburg
hotel for the long-expected remittance, how, smitten with a

sudden taste for historical archaeology, we paid a morning

visit to the quaint old schloss with the galloping statue of

Landgrave Friedrich of the Silver Leg, in plate armour

and full-buttoned wig, careering through an opening above

its courtyard gateway, and were shown over the rambling

and deserted rooms, full of souvenirs of George HL's

daughter, the Landgravine Elizabeth. The reigning land-

grave led very much the life of a recluse, never by any
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chance visitiag his capital, but taking his daily solitary

drive, down the long avenue leading to the Taunus range,

in an exactly opposite direction.

He was the last of eight brothers, four of whom had
preceded him as rulers of the landgravate. He entered

on the succession at an unfortunate moment durins

the year of revolutions, 1848, when, like other poten-

tates at that epoch, he found himself forced to confer

a constitution on his subjects though they scarcely cared

two straws about one, and of course he promptly withdrew

it at the first favourable opportunity. His one claim to

the gratitude of the rapacious set who resorted to his

capital, was that he had championed the cause of public

gambling both against the meddlesome interference of the

Frankfort parliament and the envious remonstrances of his

fellow petty potentates.

At the time of our visit the gambling tables at Hom-
burg had scarcely been in existence a quarter of a century.

It was two or three years after Frascati's at Paris was

closed that the Brothers Blanc bargained with the land-

grave of that day for permission to provide the dyspeptic

and emiuyes drinkers of the nauseous Homburg waters

with the exciting amusements of trente-et-quarante and

roulette. Eventually the concession was transferred to a

company, which, in addition to an annual expenditure

of from twenty to thirty thousand pounds for the benefit

of the town, and a heavy contribution towards the pay of

the landgrave's standing army of four hundred and eighty-

eight men, paid a dividend to its shareholders of no less

than 150 per cent. I

Occasionally the Homburg tables had their seasons of

vicissitude. A few years subsequent to our visit, a rather

shady individual, the Spaniard Garcia, made his appear-

ance at the kursaal with a few thousand francs, obtained

most likely by cardsharping. His run of luck at the out-
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set was extraordinary, and at the end of his first week

or ten days' play he found himself the winner of nearly

£20,000. Thereupon he appealed to M. Blanc to raise

the amount of the maximum stake, which was then £480,

on the plea that the sum was too paltry to play for.

Blanc, believing that Garcia's luck was not likely to last,

and with an eye to securing a capital advertisement,

agreed to humour the Spaniard, to whom he accorded the

exclusive privilege of staking up to £2400 on any turn

of the roulette wheel or throw of the cards at trente-et-

quarante. This privilege Garcia turned to such good

account that at the end of a couple of months he bade

M. Blanc good-bye, driving off from Homburg in a chaise

and four with winnings amounting to £80,000. Next

season he was again extremely fortunate, his play at Hom-
burg and Wiesbaden having brought up his winnings to

upwards of £120,000.

Garcia now made a vow never to play again, and

betook himself to Spain, where, in gratitude to his tutelary

saint, he built a church in his native town, and for a brief

while lived the life of a wealthy grandee. Somehow or

other the Rhineland spas still had an irresistible fascina-

tion for him, and he went as an ordinary visitor to Baden-

Baden, spending his afternoons and evenings in hovering

round the tables and watching the play, but being a devout

catholic never breaking his vow.

One day, however, as he was quietly looking on, he

heard a voice behind him exclaim, "Are not you playing.

Monsieur Garcia ? " Garcia turned round, and recognizing

the Duke de Morny, replied :
" No, monsieur le due, I

have given it up." " I am sorry you should say so," re-

marked the duke, "for I have heard so much of your

wonderful skill in wooing fortune that I am anxious to

see your mode of operation." Garcia declared this to be

impossible, whereupon the duke taunted him with dreading
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bad luck, which stung Garcia, and, regardless of his vow,
he laid down and promptly lost a thousand franc note.

A second and a third were in like fashion swept away.

Next morning Garcia sat down at the tables provided

with a large sum of money, and when play finished for

the night he had lost nearly £20,000. Day by day he

continued playing until the season came to an end,

when only a few thousands remained of his vast gains.

The discomfited gambler then betook himself to Paris,

and tried his luck at cards at some of the more notable

clubs. Finally, in company with Torridio Calzado, the

director of the Italian opera-house, and impresario of

Tamberlik and Adelina Patti, he was detected cheating

whilst playing baccarat at the house of a leading lady

of the demi-monde. At the instance of the principal

victim, a chamberlain of the Queen of Spain, who had

been despoiled of some £6000, Calzado was tried and

sentenced to fine and imprisonment ; whilst Garcia, who
had fled to Monaco, where his old friend Blanc had lately

started the now famous Casino, was condemned by default

to five years' hard labour. All the pulilic gaming tables

were henceforth closed to the blackleg, who, in his last

years, was in the habit of preying upon unwary neophytes,

to whom he would explain his infallible system for always

winning in return for a hundred francs or less.

I remember that, when I and my friends had been

cleaned out at the tables, and had not even a thaler

between us, we were suddenly smitten with an admiration

for the beauties of nature, and nothing less would satisfy

us than an excursion to the Feldberg, the highest moun-

tain of the volcanic Taunus range, where we were reduced

by our impecunious position to dine off" sour apples plucked

by the roadside, and to quench our thirst with the crystal

water of the mountain rills without the smallest dash of

cognac in it. And yet, with all its drawbacks, this kind

VOL. II.
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of existence somehow seemed preferable to the old mill-

horse grind in dingy Fleet-street. At its best the editorial

conduct of a couple of journals, circulating upwards of

a quarter of a million copies, was not an altogether un-

alloyed pleasure. One or two bohemian members of one's

staff, who knew their own value, and believed that their

contributions could only be dispensed with at the risk of

a collapse in the circulation, used to send in their " copy
"

pretty much as they pleased, with the coolest of excuses for

their repeated shortcomings. A few extracts from letters,

which, by a miracle, escaped the wastepaper basket at

the time, will show the sort of missives with which one

was continually being pelted, and that the editorial bed

of roses was by no means devoid of the customary thorns.

I wonder whether the present editors of the illustrated

papers, and of Chambers's, Sala's, and Strange Winter's

journals are assailed by their contributors in a similar

strain to-day. Should the now distinguished writers of

these hillets-doux of forty years ago chance to see and
recognize their amiable effusions, I hope they will pardon

my indiscretion in giving them publicity.

" Brussels, Tuesday.

" I send some leaderettes after having missed doing so for the past

two weeks. Among them is one called the ' Eoyal Game of Bishop,'

which I am ' nuts ' upon as a specimen of chaff without slang. I hope
the subject, from its ecclesiastical nature, will not press too heavily on
your religious corns. . . .

" Literary business out of the way, I now come to pecuniary, to

which I beg you will incline the ear of attention. I want you to send

me at least ten pounds, and as much more as you like by return of post.

I must get away from Brussels, as I am in hourly fear of being sum-
moned—as prosecutor mind—at the trial of some artful thief who stole

my portemonnaie—you need not recall 'Monte Cristo ' to recollection;

there were only seventeen francs in it. I have already had to go seven

times to the Palais de Justice to be interrogated, and the assizes come on
next Monday, so that if I am not non inventus, I shall lose a couple of

days clear. If you send me enough cash I am coming home through
Paris, as an aunt there has a ruby pin I want to inspect."
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" Wednesday.

" I always thought Thursday to be your day for making up the W.
G. . . . I told you when you left me standing in the rain on a doorstep,

Saturday fortnight, contumeliously refusing to give me a halfpenny, that

you went a very excellent way to work to get copy out of me. . .
."

The best, and indeed the only way of getting copy out

of these erratic contributors was to follow Mrs. G-lasse's

advice with regard to the hare. It was only, however,

when the defaulter was in a desperately impecunious posi-

tion, and his necessities rendered him as gentle as a lamb,

that he was ordinarily to be caught. His capture accom-

plished, he would then roll copy off the reel under one's

eyes, and content himself with being let out for an hour

in the middle of the day with a florin to spend on his

lunch. Now and then he pleaded urgently for a sovereign,

but it was thought prudent only to hand over the coveted

bit of gold when all arrears of copy had been supplied.

From the subjoined excerpt it will be seen that the

bohemian brotherhood, though ready enough to rail in

unison against successful rivals, were not too charitably

tolerant of one another :

—

" I return you your friend's [he ought rather to have said his own
friend's] characteristic production with a few comments that may amuse

you. It was a pity to add to it, for it is one of the finest illustrations of

the discharged footman throwing stones at the drawing-room window

that I know of.

" I hope you have come to a decision about my poem, but whether

or no, send me some more money by who will wait for it. Make it

as much as you can, for I am irritatingly ill and plaguily penniless."

The following refers to an unfortunate accident which

befell a somewhat free-speaking contributor, the prominent

feature in whose handsome countenance was, as Augustus

Mayhew realistically expressed it, split like a raw potato

—a mishap which involved two or three weeks' close seclu-

sion on his part :

—
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" Wednesday.

" I have yet to learn that the fact of a man's being nearly killed

—

never mind whether through his own fault or not—and utterly incapaci-

tated even from holding a pen, can make him deficieit in honour.

Since I became convalescent I have written as much ' copy ' as I could,

compatibly with other work I was being hourly bullied for, and which

provided me with that daily bread you would have seen me broiling on

St Lawrence's gridiron before you gave me a crust of, unless you thought

I was in a condition to write humorous ' copy
;

' . . . yet the chances

were that within a week you would have been asked to subscribe to-

wards burying me, which I daresay you would have refused with a

chuckle. . .
."

" Friday evening.

" You seem to take a delight in working me into a frenzy of excite-

ment every time you want ' copy.' ... I cannot stand this continual

strain on my brain ; it is more than Angus Reach, who went mad through

it, had to submit to. I wonder how many who read my articles have

any idea of what a poor hunted devil I am."

In a subsequent letter this " poor hunted devil," as.

he calls himself, piped to a somewhat different tune :

—

" Is there no way in which I can compensate for my disgraceful dis-

asters on the W. G. 1 Cannot anything be done 1 . . . My pen is at

your service, and I feel the loss and annoyance to which I have subjected

you far more than you give me credit for."

With all his reckless ways, the literary bohemian com-
monly set a sufficiently high estimate on himself, and,

when it was necessary, proved to be a perfect dab at

figures.

" You were to have given me," he writes, " three hundred pounds
for , and it was only through my omitting many chapters that I got
merely two hundred and thirty. This was exclusive of copyright, and I

was then comparatively unknown, and in many things a ' duffer.'

" Give me now three hundred for
, and fifty more for the copy-

right in perpetuity, and I will do it right off, and stop drawing at a
hundred and fifty. With the remainder I will go to America, and
write, ' Over the Way : from Kew York to New Orleans,' which will
yield a fortune to you, and only a bare pittance to yours truly. ..."

Among the more constant contributors to the two^
publications of which I had the direction was Robert.
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Brough, dubbed "clever" by way of distinguishing him
from his elder brother, William, to whom the epithet of
"clean" was applied, not so much because of any close

proximity to godliness on his part, as of the contrast he
presented to his cleverer brother. In addition to their

other work, both the Broughs were usually busy over some
smart burlesque or other, which in these more appreciative

days would have yielded them twenty times as much as

they were in the habit of receiving. ^ Eobert readily

turned his hand to anything—writing stories, inventing

"^itty^rebuses and charades, penning facile verses, criticis-

ing books and pictures, and scribbling punning paragraphs
;

and yet chronic melancholia claimed him for her own.
With all his wit and the laughable turn he gave to most
of his productions, his existence seemed doomed to be one
of apathetic wretchedness, leading him to look at life with

a jaundiced eye, and view the brightest scenes under a

gloomy aspect. On one particularly beautiful spring day
he was walking, I remember, with some friends in the

Luxembourg gardens, when a lady, under the influence

of the brilliant sunshine, the balmy air, the budding trees,

and the lively chirruping of countless birds, could not

refrain from exclaiming, " What a lovely day it is
!

"

To her very natural remark the dyspeptic jester queru-

lously rejoined :
" Ah ! you may say so, but I think it

beastly." Brough invariably took such a dismal view of all

things that Jerrold's suggestion about some kindred spirit

not even allowing there was a bright side to the moon,

fitted him exactly.

I lately came across some verses by Brough, written to

accompany an engraving from a picture by Louis Haghe,

called " The Fair Reckoner," in which his own habitual

mood is very distinctly reflected, though in a pleasanter

1 The old Olympic accounts show that Robert Brough received only £1 per night for

his burlesque of " Medea," in which Robson made so tremendous a reputation.
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fashion than was usual with him. The verses are styled

" A Plea for Old Times."

" We are growing too proud of our age and its wonders,

Our telegraphs, presses and calico prints

—

Conceit is the very foundation of blunders :

The time stands in need of some chastening hints.

We fancy our thoughts than our fathers' profounder.

Because we can send them by lightning through air

—

Believe that the hearts in our bosoms are sounder.

Because we wear shirts at five shillings a pair.

" But take an old picture, or read an old poem—

-

Here 's one of the former : you '11 say, that 's a bull.

As the artist who drew it (I really don't know him.

And therefore can laud him) of years hardly fidl,

Still lives, and still works
;
yet the picture 's an old one

—

From my point of view—for it breathes of a time

When heroes and martyrs, crowns richer than gold won ;

When Hampden was glorious and Milton sublime.

"Just look at the group—(what tradition it 's built on,

Or story, I know not, nor very much care)

—

A youth (by the way, not uidike the said Milton,

Perhaps John himself) of poetical air

;

A swashbuckler warrior, tobacco inhaling

;

A background of topers in liquor and talk ;

A Hebe at top of the cellar-stair railing,

Inscribing a score on her daybook with chalk !

" That poet, no doubt, wrote on very bad paper

—

His work with vile spelling and grammar was rife

;

Eough printed by hand, not by magic and vapour,

And bought for five pounds, though the toil of a life.

'Twas bound in coarse leather, with no illustrations

—

But still 'twas the fruit of a heart and a brain

;

Not written to order, to sell at the stations.

For boys and old women to read in the train.

" The soldier was coarse, ill-condition'd, unletter'd
;

His weapons were clumsy, his science but small,

I doubt in his calling if he had been better'd

By Lancaster cannon or conical ball

;
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His meat was not press'd, or preserved in tin cases,

But still he could get it ; though slender his cares

What the cause he defends, he would spit in their faces

Who hinted desertion on ' private affairs.' ^

" The topers drink ale from horn measures or pewter.

Or sack, that perchance is not guiltless of lime
;

What then ? They are free from deceptions astuter.

The strychnine and quassia of civilized time.

They sit in rude chairs, in a rough room are quarter'd.

Without any fittings of rosewood or glass
;

No matter ! the drink is not poison'd or water'd

To pay for rare engines through which it must pass.

" The girl cannot write—what a fearful admission !

No doubt, never heard that the world is a globe
;

In dancing knows scarcely a single position,

Can barely make pudding, or stitch a coarse robe :

Can neither work slippers, nor paint upon satin

—

Of crochet or Berlin knows none of the charms
;

But I wish half the girls who teach music and Latin

Could show such bright faces, or jolly round arms.

" They had not our gas-lights, with wonderful burners

(Then, time was less precious—folks slept in the night).

They had not our schools for the hungriest learners,

They had not our knowledge of wrong and of right,

They had not our critics—we have not their poets,

Their martyrs, their heroes, their captains, and kings
;

They had not our cliques of slaves, cynics, and low wits.

To sneer and pooh-pooh the amendment of things.

" Yes, men were then better, and stronger, and greater

—

A man was a man, and a spade was a spade
;

They branded the rogue, and beheaded the traitor,

Whatever his family, calling, or grade.

Oh, could we but some of their greatness inherit.

With light on our pathways and books on our shelves

What might we not do ! if we could, in their spirit.

Think more of our duties and less of ourselves !

"

Robert Brougli was one of the originators of the

1 This was an allusion to the Duke of Cambridge having returned home during the

war in the Crimea, without leave, as was said at the time.
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Savage Club, and in its early days was certainly one of

its most notable members. It has often been discussed

whether the club was named after the poet Savage, or

some extinct tribe of red Indians which, as Mark Twain

puts it, never existed. I have little doubt myself but it

was Brough who gave the club its name, and that when he

did so, he had the bohemian career of Eichard Savage

—

with which he had a sort of sympathy—in his mind. Dr
Strauss, the Old Bohemian, says the club was originally

installed at the Crown tavern. Vinegar-yard, but I believe

this highly notable association had even a more humble

beginning than that.

I remember quite well being taken by William Brough

to the club within a few days of its formation, when it had

its quarters in a small room on the topmost floor of a

dingy Chancery-lane "public," a few doors down on the

left hand side proceeding from Fleet-street. Some half-

dozen members were smoking the homely clay with empty
tumblers and tankards before them, which they were not

at all averse to having refilled at my expense. On paying

the waiter I told him to keep the change, and the moment
he had left the room William Brough administered a mild

rebuke to me. Tipping the waiters by members was
strictly forbidden, he said, and if visitors infringed the

rule, the waiters would speedily become demoralized.

Considering that no restrictions were imposed on visitors

paying their own scores, and that the Savages even
accepted drinks from them without demur, I thought
William Brough's scruples partook somewhat of straining

at the insignificant gnat while swallowing the strapping

camel.
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XXIV

(1858-59.)

THE PAPER DUTY AGITATION AND THE REPEAL OF THE IMPOST

—A CONVIVIAL CLUB AND SOME OF ITS MEMBERS—THE
BOOZING CARPENTER AND POPULAR EDUCATOR

—

IN IRELAND AND SCOTLAND ON THE STUMP

—

A SALE AND WHAT SPRUNG FROM IT.

Somewhere towards the end of the " forties " a political

association with a catching title came into existence, with

the object of bringing about the repeal of what were

rather cleverly described as the " taxes on knowledge,"'

—

in other words the tax upon advertisements, the newspaper

£tamp, and the excise duty on paper. The two first were

got rid of after a good deal of agitation, but the paper

duty remained and seemed likely to remain, as it brought in

a million and a quarter of revenue, and the expenditure of

the country was always on the increase.

Mr Milner Gibson had taken up the question of these

duties as a sure means to political popularity and inflaence,

a,nd after the advertisement tax and the newspaper stamp

had been swept away, he had in and outside parliament, in

-season and out of season, pressed the claims of paper to be

freed from the trammels of excise. Tall and slim of figure,

of placid and somewhat aristocratic manners, with no

particular oratorical gifts, and not a particle of that

democratic fire which is looked for in prominent radicals

of his class, Milner Gibson was one of the few " one-idea"

members who had the gratification of accomplishing the

jnission they imposed on themselves. By sheer persistence
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he succeeded in getting the House of Commons to pass

a resolution asserting the maintenance of the excise on

paper as a permanent source of revenue to be impolitic.

Disraeli, who was then chancellor of the exchequer, ad-

mitted that the tax was one of those which on a favourable

opportunity he should be glad to see removed, and so far

he committed himself to its future repeal.

The thin end of the wedge being thus inserted, the^

advocates for the removal of the tax took new heart, and

lost no time in appealing to the premier (Lord Derby) to-

give effect to the resolution of the Lower House ; and

a meeting of the supporters of the old Abolition of Taxes,

on Knowledge society was held at Peele's coffee-house to

devise new means of reviving the agitation on the subject..

A few years before I had suggested in " the Times
"

that the revenue derived from the paper duty should be

applied to the purposes of national education—in those

days too Utopian a suggestion by a long way to have had
much chance of being seriously entertained. Convinced

of this, I joined the abolition party and attended the

meeting just spoken of. At this time the cheap daily

newspapers and many cheap periodicals were weighed

clown most oppressively by a tax which, as it had the

effect of doubling the cost of the paper on which they were

printed, imperilled their very existence. It seemed to me,

therefore, that the best way to get rid of the tax was
through the efforts of those who were pecuniarily interested

in its repeal, rather than to depend on the more or less

sentimental support which, notwithstanding the great

exertions of its indefatigable secretary, C. Dobson Collet,

was all the Abolition of Taxes on Knowledge association

was able to give. Accordingly I suggested that instead of
attempting to galvanize this almost moribund society into

new life the more politic course would be to found a new
association composed exclusively of individuals who had.
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powerful pecuniary motives for getting rid of the obnoxious

duty.

My suggestion was forthwith adopted and "the News-

paper and Periodical Press association for obtaining the

Repeal of the Paper duty " came into being, and its officers

were at once appointed. . These were Milner Gibson,

president ; John Cassell, chairman of committee ; John

Francis, of "the Athenaeum" (who had been in the thick

of the fight against the advertisement tax, and was one of

tke most steadfast advocates of the repeal of the paper

duty), treasurer ; and myself, honorary secretary. A fund

of a few hundreds—eventually increased to something

less than a thousand pounds, towards which the shrewd

proprietor of "Lloyd's Newspaper" had the pluck to

contribute a hundred—was promptly subscribed, and we
instantly set to work.

I question whether any recent great movement, such

as this in its far-reaching results has proved to have been,

was ever pressed onwards to success at such a small

pecuniary outlay. The active members of the association

worked in no half-hearted fashion for upwards of three

years. The committee, one of the ablest and most reliable

members of which was the present Sir Edward Lawson of

the " Daily Telegraph," met regularly at short intervals
;

public meetings, in which, however, people mostly took only

a languid interest, were from time to time held to petition

for the repeal of the duty, and Francis and I-^occasionally

accompanied by John Cassell—interviewed scores of mem-

bers of parliament, either at their homes at some uncon-

scionably early hour in the morning, or in the House at some

still more unconscionably late hour at night, throughout

the session, and prevailed on them to become vice-presi-

dents of our association, all of whom, at Francis's sugges-

tion, we had determined should be M.P.s.

The committee meetings I have spoken of were occa-
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sionally attended by a singularly quiet individual, whom
no one bowed to or otherwise recognized, and who always

seated himself almost timorously apart, as though doubtful

of the feeling which the other members of the committee

might entertain towards him. They certainly shunned

him as much as he appeared to shun them, and in order

that he might see he was not entirely ostracised I made a

point of now and then sitting beside him and exchanging a

few words with him on the business in hand. And yet what-

ever subject chanced to be under discussion he never once

ventured to speak upon it, but always contented himself

with giving a silent vote. The individual I refer to was

George Jacob Holyoake, author of " Fifty years of an

Agitator's life," and in those days a free-thought bookseller

in Fleet-street, who was looked askance at not merely by
men of genuine religious feeling, like Francis, but by ordin-

ary men of the world, as though they dreaded coming into

any kind of contact with him. I remember one intensely

bigotted churchman, a near neighbour of Holyoake' s, who
if he could have had his way, would, I believe, have burnt

him at the stake without the slightest compunction, so

bitter was the feeling against agnosticism in every form

among men of a particular type so recently as five and

thirty years ago.

John Francis laboured energetically to secure the repeal

of the obnoxious tax, and his example kept his covfr^res

well up to their work. I was willing enough to look up
M.P.s in the lobby of the House at midnight and later, as

at this time I was in the habit of keeping alarmingly late

hours myself ; but I did not particularly care about making
untimely journeys on damp and chilly mornings to Bel-

gravia and Tyburnia to catch those early birds among our

legislators, who made it their business to be in their city

counting houses soon after nine, so as not to miss the pro-

verbial worm. Nevertheless, Francis always prevailed on
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me to accompany him ; and I can recall to mind the pair of
us talking over more than one distinguished legislator to be-

come a vice-president while he was only half awake and
we were pleading outside his bedroom door, or while he
was nervously shaving himself in his dressing-room.

The late hours I have spoken of were due to a little

coterie to which I then belonged, whose members thought
it the greatest enjoyment in life to prolong the night until

an hour or two before sunrise. We commonly met when the

day's work was over at Stone's in Panton-street, where
journalists, artists, wits, critics, and men in public offices

were accustomed to assemble, and where parties were made
up to dine together at some neighbouring restaurant.

The one most in favour was Rouget's in Castle-street, a

survival of some French dining place dating back to the

emigration of 1792, where passable French cookery and

excellent French wines were to be had at moderate prices.

Among its habitual frequenters were several notable

personages, and there was one whom I particularly remem-
ber—a short, slightly-built youth, remarkable for a shock

of ruddy hair, who always dined at a table by himself in

solitary state. All that appeared to be known of him was

that he had lately left Oxford, though it was rumoured he

had written some remarkable Greek epigrams, and this

circumstance, coupled with his singular personal appear-

ance, caused him to be regarded with a certain curiosity.

The youth in question was Algernon Charles Swinburne,

who a few years afterwards leapt into fame with his

" Atalanta in Calydon."

After they had dined, the habitual gamblers of the

coterie adjourned to play cards, while others made up

parties to the theatre, and later on in the evening generally

found it necessary to refresh their exhausted frames at the

Albion or the Caf^ de I'Europe in company with actors and

newspaper men, but oftener in a more mixed assembly at
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Evans's subterranean supper rooms at the corner of the

Covent-garden piazza, where it was no uncommon thing to

fmd Thackera}-, Jacob Omnium, Serjeant Ballantine, Albert

Smith, Shirley Brooks, Morgan John O'Connell, Peter

Cunningham, Lionel Lawson, Captain Burton, and crazy

Chisholm Anstey ; with " Paddy " Green strolling vacuously

round, and chatting with one or the other of his " dear

boys," as he delighted to call all those whom he addressed.

When Evans's closed, there were still ample opportunities

of misspending time in the mixed society of roistering

swells, professional men of lax habits, retired prize-fighters,

music-hall singers, imbecile young fellows about town, and

provincial greenhorns, at some of those nocturnal estab-

lishments which then abounded in the neighbourhood of

the Haymarket.

In connection with one of the more notorious of these

haunts, in Panton-street, an amusing incident once occurred.

A rising young litterateur, who had been dining too well

at some swell gathering, dropped in at the establishment

in question, where he was very well known, in a fuddled

and helpless condition during the small hours of the morn-

ing. The proprietor, seeing the state he was in, charit-

ably conducted him to a cab, and told cabby to drive

Brompton way, where it was tmderstood our young friend

lived. The cab started off, but had not gone many yards

before its obfuscated occupant, leaning out of the window,

hiccupped, "Barnes!" then subsided into the cab again,

and dropped off to sleep. Cabby believed, or affected to

believe, that Barnes, and not Brompton, was his fare's

place of residence, and foreseeing a ten shilling job, whipped

up his horse and was soon coursing through Kensington

Gore.

His inebriate fare, however, simply wished to be driven

a few dozen yards—to a neighbouring Haymarket tavern,

kept by one Barnes, and notorious for its late hours and
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mixed company. The motion of the cab only conduced to

the soundness of the fare's slumbers, and by the time

Hammersmith-bridge was crossed, and Barnes -vras reached,

he was in that comatose state that no information whatever

as to where he desired to alight could be extracted from

him. Cabby thereupon drew him gently from his vehicle,

and stood him against a neighbouring lamp-post, when the

freeze from the river so far freshened him up that by

means of much arguing and coaxing he was prevailed on

to pay the somewhat exorbitant demand made upon him,

and the cab rumbled back to town.

It was then near 6 a.m., and it chanced that the

man-servant of a well-known London architect, who had

lately leased a neighbouring river-side villa and was

superintending its repair, caught sight of an individual

of melancholy mien, and in full evening dress, walking

slowly and unsteadily along the river bank. His first

thoughts were of an intending suicide, and he rushed back

to the house to communicate his suspicions to his master,

who hurried with him, in the hope of dissuading the

stranger from his rash purpose. In the meanwhile, the

latter had quietly seated himself on the damp grass, and

was peering intently into the swiftly flowing stream, as

though hesitating whether he should take a sudden

" header " or slide gently down the slippery bank, and so

shuffle off this burdensome mortal coil. The architect on

nearing him, at once recognised in him an intimate friend,

and with his servant's assistance raised him up and led him

to his new villa, where, observing his utterly helpless con-

dition, he had him instantly put to bed. Here, the good-

natured architect used to say, his young literary friend

slept four and twenty hours off the reel, and as soon as

he was awake clamoured for devilled kidneys and bottled

stout.

The coterie, so partial to turning night into day, to
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which at this epoch I belonged, were all members of "the

Sheridan," a convivial club keeping very late hours, where

those who had forensic aspirations, or were qualifying for

parliament, used to bore their more taciturn companions

with after-dinner speechifying ; though the latter much
preferred to tipple their liquor to the dulcet strains of

the musical members of the party, who chanted such

sentimental or convivial ditties as
—

" What wilt thou do

love when I am going, with white sails flowing, the seas

beyond ? " which sounded somewhat strange in the rich

brogue of a brawny six-foot young Irishman ; or " Let the

toast pass, drink to the lass," and " Down among the dead

men let him lie," trolled out by my friend Rudolphus Gus-

tavus Glover, a sarcastic but genial young tory of the old

school ; or Thackeray's " Mahogany Tree," which poor

Ponny Mayhew gave in his deep bass voice with un-

common verve.

Among the members of "the Sheridan" who have

passed away are the two younger brothers of Charles

Dickens,—Alfred,—whose pet name of Boz when a

youngster furnished Dickens, as we know, with his

world-renowned pseudonym—notable for his marvellous

flow of spirits, reaching its height just as morning was
breaking, and everyone else was thoroughly used up ;

while Fred, another slave to late hours, firmly believed

that matutinal rum and milk was the specific for all

ailments misguided flesh is heir to. Another member
was Gus Mayhew, merriest of men and pleasantest of
companions, who told the funniest of stories and wrote
the drollest of farces ; and on succeeding to his modest
inheritance, kept open house for his friends in an old

Kentish mansion ; then retired to an obscure Derbyshire

village to retrench, and such are the freaks of fate, sub-

sided in his later years into an almost misanthropic breeder

of pug dogs.
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Then there was Gus's elder brother Horace who, from
his aristocratic mien and premature baldness, coupled

with his propensity for pursuing pretty women, Wiltshire

Austin christened "the wicked old marquis," but who was
commonly known to his intimate friends by the pet appel-

lation of "Ponny." He was for many years sub-editor of

" Punch," which published his amusing " Model Men and

Women," but his smartest contribution to the humorous

literature of the period was a shilling brochure called

" Letters left at a pastrycook's." The latest of late hours

were Ponny Mayhew's bane. For a quarter of a century

—save an annual fortnight devoted to recruiting himself

at Scarborough or elsewhere—he scorned to seek repose

before the milkman started on his rounds, and during

the greater portion of the year never thought of rising

until the sun had set, when he would emerge from his

Bond-street rooms spruce and gay as a lark. Like the

author of " the Two Roses,"

" He revelled 'neath tlie moon,

And slept beneath the sun."

To the foregoing should be added Wiltshire Austin,

mentioned above, an indifferent writer, but a facile

speaker, with a handsome and commanding presence, who

sacrificed the successful career at the bar which all his

friends prophesied for him to his fondness for ignoble

ease and convivial indulgence; Captain Burton, the

adventurous traveller and hero of a famous Mecca pil-

grimage ; Blanchard Jerrold, the popular journalist, and

one of the most versatile and diligent of authors, and a

favourite with all his friends ; with Jerrold 's two clever

l)rothers-in-law, Sidney and Edmund Blanchard, sons of

the Laman Blanchard I knew at Orrin Smith's in the

" thirties." Edmund was an inveterate railer against

most things, but more especially at royalty and all its

doino-s ; while Sidney presented both in appearance and

VOL. u. D
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manner an amusing reflex of Sothern's famous Lord

Dundreary. He is, however, best remembered for his

mot at the time of the popularity of A'Beckett's " Comic

Blackstone" and comic histories, when he suggested the

starting of a " Comic Punch." He once neatly silenced a

financial bore, son of a defaulting bank manager in the

north, who was drearily extolling the manifold merits of

the Scotch system of banking, by naively enquiring

whether he included " cutting ofi" with the cash-box

"

among them. Of the living members of the quondam

Sheridan Club it will be sufficient to say that the majority

have long since made their mark in the public service,

the learned professions, literature, and the press, while I

have been a laggard in the race.

To return, however, after this long-winded digression

to the agitation for the repeal of the paper duty. I should

mention that in order to stir up our newspaper brethren

in Ireland and Scotland, Cassell, Francis, and I went as

a deputation from the English association to Dublin,

Belfast, Glasgow, and Edinburgh late in the autumn of

1859, after my return from a trip on board the Great

Eastern steamship, of which I shall have occasion to speak

by and by ; and that we called meetings of those interested

in the question, when the formation of kindred associations

in the Irish and Scotch capitals was decided upon.

Cassell and Francis started before I did, and I re-

member that on the stormy night the mail train took me
to Holyhead it stopped at Bangor, when a seafaring man
entered our carriage, inveighing as he did so against the

boisterous weather. I, in my land-lubberly simplicity,,

suggested that it was blowing a capfuU. " A capfuU !

"

exclaimed the new comer disdainfully, " I call it a gale ;:

and no one but a madman would cross the channel such a

night as this, though I'm forced to go myself, for they

have routed me out of bed with a telegram, telling me to.
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come on to Holyhead and take my boat across out of my
turn, as several steamers from Kingstown are still overdue."

The passengers by our train, on hearing this, protested

that their business was so urgent that though it were
blowing the biggest of great guns this should not prevent
them from continuing their journey. But they changed
their minds when, on arriving at Holyhead, they saw the

dark angry clouds and heard the tumultuous roar of the

wrathful waves, and almost found themselves swept over
the quay by the raging gale. Without much hesitation

we all betook ourselves to comfortable quarters in the

neighbouring hotel, where we were reinforced night and
morning by fresh arrivals from London whom the fury

of the storm deterred from crossing the Irish channel.

It was in this awful gale, which lasted for several days,

that the " Eoyal Charter " went down off the Anglesea

coast, when nearly five hundred lives and almost a million

worth of gold were lost. When the steamers from Kings-

town arrived at Holyhead, it was seen that their bulwarks

had been swept away, and the sailors told of the sea being

crowded in parts with the floating carcasses of dead cattle

washed overboard from wrecked or disabled cattle-boats.

At the meetings held in Ireland and Scotland to pro-

mote the repeal of the paper duty John Cassell regu-

larly spoke, and with a few trifling variations always in

the same strain. He had a mouthing delivery and an

ungainly action, and his orations sorely needed a few

flashes of logic to render them at all tolerable. The par-

ticular speech, which he favoured his Irish and Scotch

audiences with, was evidently not of his own composition,

but had been prepared for him by one of the literary

hacks in his employ, who thought more of metaphor and

flowery language than of argument, and Cassell had learnt

it by heart. So proud was he of the oration that when we

were alone in the railway carriage, he would suddenly
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break out with some declamatory passage, and bore Francis

and myself about the particular key with which the cabinet

of knowledge was to be unlocked. At the Dublin meeting

he seized the opportunity to puff the books published by

the firm he was connected with, but I effectually stopped

a repetition of this by threatening a counter-blast which

he did not care to run the risk of.

The story which John Cassell, with captivating can-

dour, was in the habit of telling of himself on temperance

platforms, was to the effect that as a drunken provincial

carpenter he came to seek his fortune in London, where

more than once he had been picked out of the gutter and

temporarily reformed by the usual magisterial fine. Again

reverting to his old courses, he had sunk lower and lower,

till in one of his repentant fits he took the pledge and

commenced exhibiting himself at teetotal gatherings as an

attractive specimen of the reformed drunkard. Under the

auspices of his temperance friends he started selling a

mixture of coffee and chicory at some absurdly low price,

but with great profit to himself—this was before the

passing of the adulteration act ; and some years later he

drifted into publishing, and carried on business in Belle

Sauvage-yard, where among other cheap periodicals he

produced the "Working Man's Friend" and the first issue

of the well-known " Popular Educator."

At that time a Bolton paper-maker and cotton spinner,

Crompton by name, was on the look out to finance with

some of the large capital at his command any firm or indi-

vidual using great quantities of paper. He had already

lent considerable sums to Murdo Young of " the Sun "

newspaper, and to a well-known firm of manufacturing

stationers, and held a mortgage on the " Morning Post,"

which he eventually foreclosed. Still, he was anxiously

seeking new channels for the employment of his superflu-

ous capital, when chance threw him into contact with John
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Cassell. The mere idea of a drunken mechanic raising

himself out of the gutter, supplanting his fustian jacket

with superfine broadcloth, and setting himself up as a

temperance reformer and an instrument to educate the

masses, tickled Crompton's fancy, and business relations

were soon entered into between the two men.

Cassell played his cards so well that new printing plant

and ample pecuniary resources were placed at his disposal

by Crompton, and in due course he blossomed forth as a

publisher on a large scale. The £60,000, or so, advanced

him from time to time was promptly sunk, and further

capital was still needed to develop John Cassell's varied

undertakings. Before supplying this, Crompton, rather

late in the day, had the accounts of the concern overhauled

by some hard-headed man of business, with the result that

he closed the establishment forthwith, disposing of all

Cassell's copyrights and printed stock to a London pub-
lishing house, and his type and printing machinery to

a firm of printers ; losing, it is said, by the realisation

of his misplaced investment upwards of £40,000.

Cassell had very wisely employed much of Crompton's

money in advertising his own name in connection with

the various cheap publications issued by him, embracing
" Cassell's Popular Educator," " Cassell's Popular History

of England," " Cassell's Family Paper," " Cassell's Diction-

aries," and the like. The consequence was that the firm

of printers who had acquired his printing plant thought it

worth their while to take him into partnership, and con-

tinue on more sober lines the class of publication which he

had striven to force into popularity. This was the origin

of the great publishing house of Cassell, Petter & Galpin,

one of the most remarkable enterprises of its kind.

To return once more to the agitation against the paper

duty. Our Irish friends oppressed us with their persistent

hospitality, and every day we had to breakfast, lunch, and
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dine with some party or other. Cassell was a recognised

teetotaler, and Francis was to a considerable extent an

abstainer, so that I had to do the drinking for the entire

deputation, which in Ireland was certainly no trifling

matter. After imbibing much more wine than was good

for me, I was required to tipple unlimited punch, so that

to preserve a due sobriety under these onerous conditions

and talk glibly at public meetings about the " iniquitous

paper duty," was a somewhat difficult task. One evening

we were driven in jaunting cars to some ancient mansion

in the environs of Dublin, where, according to tradition,

Cromwell had once taken up his quarters, and here I

remember a demonstrative guest singing a song while bal-

ancing a full glass of wine on his head to prove that he was

as sober as the traditional judge. Plenty of capital stories

were told, which were new at the time, but have I dare say

since got into print. One told by Dr. Gray of the " Free-

man's Journal " was of some jocose protestant who chaff-

ingly asked a catholic of his acquaintance if he had heard

the awful news. " No ; whatever is it ? " anxiously en-

quired his friend. " Why the bottom of purgatory has

fallen out, and every catholic paddy has tumbled into hell,"

was the curt reply. " Bedad ! that is a calamity," rejoined

the other ;
" what an awful crush the poor protestants must

have got
!

"

Another good story was of some tippling Mike or Larry,

and a disciple of Father Mathew's who, when other means
of reformation failed, sought to frighten the incorrigible

toper with the fearful fate which he pretended had befallen

another whiskey-drinking sot, whose breath, he said, caught

fire while he was blowing out the candle just before stum-

bling, as he intending doing, into bed ; when the typical

torch-light procession passed in reality down his throat

and set him in a blaze. In Mike's eyes, however, the story

pointed an entirely different moral to what his well-mean-
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ing upbraider had intended. " Begor !
" exclaimed he,

" that 's a rale warning to me ; and I promise yer honour,

be all the saints, I '11 niver blow out another blessed candle

agin as long as I live."

Then followed an anecdote of an Irishman who wanted
a receipt for his fine at a Dublin police court, and on
being told that receipts were never given, expostulated

with the magistrate in this urgent fashion :
" You see,

yer worship, when I go above, Peter '11 be at the door and

say, ' Befor' I let yer in, Pat, I must know you 've paid all

yer debts in the place you 've just come from' ; and he'll

ax me for the resates. I shall say, 'Yer holiness, here

they all are bar one.' Then he 11 &ay, ' Pat, you must

get the missing resate, and I '11 let yer pass.' Now, only

think, yer worship, the mighty inconvanience it '11 be for me
to have to go down below and hunt up yer worship among
the big crowd of protestants that 's shure to be there."

After singing songs, telling stories, and drinking

whiskey punch until two o'clock in the morning, it was

thought desirable that we should set out on our return

journey to Dublin. The night was pitch dark, the jaunt-

ing cars had no lamps, and our friends who drove were

so elated with liquor that they spirited us onwards at a

pace which only Irish horses are ordinarily put to. As

we scuttled along in the darkness I devoutly prayed that

we might not collide with any vehicle coming in an

opposite direction, and the general smash result in horses

and riders being " in one red burial blent." The lateness,

or rather the earliness of the hour, saved us, however, from

this calamity. Such were some of the ways the repeal of

the paper duty was agitated for in Ireland.

At Edinburgh we met with a warm advocate in

Alexander Russel, the genial editor of " the Scotsman,"

who mentioned to me, I remember, a recent visit which

Delane of "the Times" had been paying to Scotland,
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when, as Eussel expressively put it, " every ducal door was

flung open to receive him." At the meeting which we

called Adam Black, the publisher, was in the chair, and

told us how the obnoxious duty on the current edition

of the "Encyclopaedia Britannica" amounted to nearly

£10,000. All the Scotch speeches were purely practical,

dealing with dry facts and solid arguments, so that when

it was John Cassell's turn to have his metaphorical fling,

and talk of his favourite cabinet of knowledge and the

mysterious key that was to unlock it, the chairman

glowered at him, and moved uneasily on his seat. After

the meeting was over, Adam Black growled to me in an

undertone, " However could you put up a man to talk in

that style ? That kind of thing doesn't suit the Scotch."

When we were at Glasgow it was, I believe, a period

of self-mortification according to the rules of the presby-

terian church, and everybody was supposed to humble him-

self for forty-eight hours or so, and attend kirk. With all

this I noticed that the streets were full of drunken people,

and that every post supported its tipsy dependent. Cassell,

in accordance with his usual practice, had taken us to a

temperance hotel, and I remember on the Sunday morning,

after I had been called once or twice to no purpose, how
put out the proprietor was at my persistence in lying

in bed, and, as he indignantly remarked, disgracing his

establishment by missing early morning kirk, which all

good presbyterians were expected to attend.

After some hundred M.P.s had been enrolled vice-

presidents of the English association, the time was
thought opportune for tackling Lord Derby again. An
appointment with the premier having been made, the

principal members of our association, accompanied by
deputations from Ireland and Scotland, and fifty or sixty

members of the House of Commons, proceeded to Downing-

street, when Lord Derby, closely scanning through his
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spectacles the phalanx of M.P.s who supported us with

their presence, and many of whom were of course known
to him by sight, seemed somewhat impressed by their

number, which was looked upon as a good omen. For

my own part I was, I confess, struck by the eager anxiety

of all these M.P.s to have their names taken down offici-

ally, in order that they might appear in next day's papers.

The deputations having been introduced to the premier,

it devolved upon me to open the proceedings by reading

the memorial in favour of repealing the tax, which had

been drawn up by the English association.

One of the principal passages in this memorial drew

attention, I remember, to the fact that the paper duty

had been condemned by every authority in the country

which had a right to speak on the subject ; by those

journals which represented the most accomplished thought

;

by political organs of various shades, and especially those

which claimed to be the mouthpieces of the unrepresented

masses ; by journals privileged to speak on behalf of

literature and science, and by the particular one ("Punch")

which symbolized the wit of the nation. . . . The memo-

rial also set forth that since the reduction of the duty

from 3d. to IJd. per lb. in the year 1836, until 1851,

the annual circulation of newspapers in the United

Kingdom had risen from 39,000,000 to 95,000,000, and

yet even at this greatly increased rate it was less than

one-fifth of the annual newspaper circulation of the

United States, which had, moreover, a smaller population.

Mr William Chambers read the memorial from Scot-

land in his habitual dry and sedate manner, and Dr, after-

wards Sir John Gray read that from Ireland, in alto-

gether a more lively tone, with a pleasant flavour of the

brogue, and a restless twinkle in his laughing eyes. Then

Lord Derby delivered himself of the typical official reply,

admitting on the one hand the objections to the tax to be
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worthy of serious consideration, and maintaining on the

other that the financial condition of the country rendered

its continuance absolutely necessary.

Lord Derby's disappointing rejoinder to our array of

unanswerable arguments only led to a more vigorous

agitation against the duty. As secretary to the associa-

tion, I at once put myself in communication with all the

proprietors of cheap provincial newspapers, and urged

them to press the matter on the attention of their readers,

to organize local public meetings wherever practicable,

and to deluge the House of Commons with petitions. The

latter used to arrive in batches, and of an evening I took

them to the House and distributed them among the more

notable members of our association, such as Cobden,

Bright, Milner Gibson, and Ayrton for presentation. A
few public meetings were held in London, one in particular

at Exeter Hall, at which I tried very hard to get Mr
Charles Dickens to preside. Although he was strongly in

favour of the tax being repealed, he declined the proferred

post, because, as he wrote me word, he had long since

determined not to mix himself up personally in any of the

political questions of the day.

I pointed out to Mr Dickens that the question was

rather a social than a political one, and urged him to give

us the benefit of his presence and personal advocacy, but

I failed in overcoming his objections. The fact is, he

was so pestered to preside at all manner of public meetings

and charity dinners, that he refused almost every appli-

cation of this character that was made to him.

On one occasion when I went down to the House with

a batch of petitions, shortly after a general election in the

spring of 1859, I waited in the lobby to learn the result

of an important division which was to take place that

evening on some amendment of Lord Hartington's to the

address, moved in reply to the speech from the throne.
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It was early morning when the Commons divided, leaving

the Derby administration in a minority of thirteen. For
-some minutes the building rang with frantic liberal cheers,

a.nd by and by the House broke up, and the members, still

in a state of intense excitement, commenced streaming

through the lobby. Frederick Dickens was with me, and
we waited to see Disraeli leave, that we might discover

whether in his imperturbable countenance any trace of the

bitterness of his disappointment could be read. We had
io remain, however, until the House had emptied itself

before he passed out, unaccompanied by a single colleague

-or friend. Although the half dozen late loiterers in the

lobby were none of them conservatives, all were ardent

admirers of the man and his indomitable pluck, and we
raised our hats deferentially and greeted the pallid and

harassed-looking chancellor of the exchequer with a re-

spectful cheer as he passed by. He turned round towards

us and bowed his acknowledgments, with his face moment-

-arily lighted up by a smile of seeming satisfaction, and

then went on his solitary way. It will be remembered

how on a similar occasion, six or seven years before,

Carlyle railed against Disraeli to Gavan Duffy, stigmatis-

ing him in his wrathful fashion as " a cunning Jew who

got a parcel of people to believe in him, though no man of

the smallest penetration could doubt he was an impostor

with no sort of purpose but to serve his own interests.."

It is unnecessary to tell the story of all the dishearten-

ing difficulties that the advocates of the repeal of the

j)aper duty had to encounter before success was finally

reached. It is a matter of history that the repeal formed

^ part of Mr Gladstone's 1860 budget ; that Lord Robert

•Cecil, now Marquis of Salisbury, was cock-sure the repeal

" would only benefit papermakers and publishers, and have

no appreciable effect on the difiusion of knowledge "
; that

Lord Derby contemptuously remarked, " only proprietors
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of penny newspapers and makers of band-boxes would

derive any benefit from tbe measure " ; that Mr Disraeli

lamely endeavoured to excuse his concurrence, when

chancellor of the exchequer, in the resolution come to by

the Lower House several sessions before ; that the House

of Lords, with nearly the entire bench of bishops in their

lawn robes present, threw out the bill at the bidding of

Lord Derby ; that the Commons bristled up at this in-

fraction of their privileges, the bill being a money bill

;

that John Bright vehemently denounced the peers' action ;:

and that finally the bill was reintroduced the following

session in such a form that the Lords dared not interfere

with it, and became law on October 1, 1861.

In the spring of 1859, after having lost a couple of

thousand pounds in the unlucky speculation I had made^

with the " Welcome Guest," I sold my share in the
" Illustrated Times " to Mr. Ingram for rather more than

double that amount, and undertook for an additional

£4000 to continue editing the paper for a term of five

years. The arrangement came about quite unexpectedly

in a curious way. Ingram had handed me his cheque for

the purchase money, and I had given him a receipt, when
a friend of Mr Ingram's, who accompanied him, casually

asked me what I intended doing in future. I had formed

no plans, and more in joke than otherwise, I replied,

" Starting another illustrated paper." Ingram and his

friend both looked amazed, and recognized at once that

I was in no way restrained from adopting such a course

by the terms of my receipt. Eventually it was suggested

that I had better take service under Ingram, and I named
my terms, which were thought much too high, but presently

Ingram rose from his seat, and jingling the loose coins

in his trousers pocket, according to his habit when he was.

unusually excited, exclaimed, "I'll give him what he asks,"'

and the agreement was at once drawn up and signed.
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XXV.

(1859-63.)

ON BOARD THE GREAT EASTERN DURING THE EXPLOSION

—

THE DROWNING OF INGRAM IN LAKE MICHIGAN—

A

BIRD OF ILL-OMEN ON BOSTON STUMP—MY SECOND

MARRIAGE " WELCOME ALEXANDRA !
"— THE

PRINCE OF WALES's WEDDING AT WINDSOR.

The " Illustrated Times " published a large number of

engravings of the Great Eastern steamship, depicting the

construction of the huge vessel step by step, and also

the various efforts made to launch it, after its movements

towards the water had met with a most unexpected check.

From this circumstance I was one of the half-dozen news-

paper men who received invitations to join the party

assembled on board the ship when she started on what

proved to be her disastrous trial trip in the summer of

1859. The trip was originally intended to have lasted a

week or longer, but was cut short, it will be remembered,

by an unfortunate explosion which sent one of the ship's

funnels, weighing over eight tons, flying into the air,

while the scalding steam half-flayed eight or ten poor

stokers, who were keeping the furnace fires going at the

time.

The construction of the great ship, which it was

boasted would carry some four or five thousand emigrants

to Australia in a single voyage, and return home laden

with colonial produce, had been watched with the keenest

interest, for perfect faith was placed in Brunei's predic-
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tions in regard to the grand future in store for this so-

called leviathan of the deep. The hitch at her launching-

caused much concern, and when one fruitless effort after-

another to move the unwieldy mass was being made,

people were as solicitous with regard to the result as-

though national, and not merely individual interests were

at stake.

The party on board the ship during the trial trip was-

a mixed, and certainly a pleasant one. Eank was repre-

sented by the Marquis of Stafford, afterwards Duke of

Sutherland, the Earl of Mountcharles, a swell young-

guardsman, and Lord Clarence Paget, rigged out in the

undress uniform of yacht club commodore. Among the

M.P.s known to me were Herbert Ingram and A. S.

Ayrton, while the foreign visitors included the French

Admiral Paris and the American Captain Comstock.

There were also plenty of scientific notabilities, including

Nasmyth of steam-hammer renown, Trotman of anchor,

and Smith of screw-propeller celebrity, Scott Russell, the

naval architect of the ship, Hobbs, the noted Yankee lock-

picker, and a perfect tribe of engineers. Among my
newspaper friends were Nicholas Woods of " the Times,"

George Augustus Sala of the " Daily Telegraph," Murphy
of the "Daily News," John HoUingshead of "All the

Year Eound," and E. J. Reed—now Sir Edward and

K.C.B., F.R.S., and M.P. for Cardiff—of the " Mechanic's

Magazine," which publication he then edited.

On the first two nights, to while away the long hours after

eight bells had sounded, pleasant little parties were made
up in one of the smaller saloons, when the ship's regula-

tions with regard to the supply of B. and S.s and the

extinguishing of lights at a given hour were set at nought,

and noisy revellers sorely disturbed the nightly rest of the

more steady-going visitors. When we anchored the first

night off Purfleet, some eager gamblers whom we had on
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board, were completely stupefied at discovering that among
all the ship's stores there was not a single pack of playing

cards. So next night, when the great ship anchored off the

Nore, several of the passengers hastened on shore to pro-

cure packs of cards at Sheerness, but somehow or other

they were tempted to make a night of it, and on their

return next morning, discovered to their great consternation,,

that the ship had already started on its course.

This was particularly unfortunate for one gentleman,

the correspondent of the " Morning Post," who, to conceal

the mishap he had met with, kept his paper well informed

by telegrams despatched from various seaside towns of all

that he fondly believed had happened on board the Great

Eastern during its voyage round the coast. His was a

succession of rose-coloured recitals—a monotonous repetition

of how well all was going, with of course not the faintest

suggestion of one of the huge funnels having shot into th&

air, of the moans of the poor scalded stokers, or how a

scene of bright festivity had been suddenly changed into

one of general gloom.

The accident happened on our third day out. We had

just finished dinner, and the ladies had hurried on deck to

peep through telescopes at Hastings, off which we were

then steaming. Murphy of the " Daily News " had given

over grumbling about the absence of champagne and at

the guests being put off with " kitchen " wines, as he dis-

paragingly termed the purser's dry amontillado and old

beeswing port, neither of which, however, seemed to come

amiss to his uncommonly droughty gullet. He had just

asked Ingram to join a party of newspaper men at one of

the side tables, and was proposing his health with more

than his accustomed blarney, when a loud rumbling noise

suggestive of the bursting of a 20-ton gun, followed by a

tremendous crash and a downpour of broken glass, supple-

mented by showers of splinters and dense clouds of soot

and coal dust, cut short his eloquent periods.
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I remember that I at once vaulted over the table and

rushed up the saloon companion on to the deck, which was

enveloped in rolling clouds of steam. When this had

cleared off I noticed one of the ship's huge funnels lying

athwart the deck, crumpled up like a piece of crisp paper,

while round about were fragments of gilt mouldings, piles

of splinters and broken glass, and shreds of curtains,

carpets, and hangings. Among the prevailing confusion

I was struck by the almost comical sight of one of the

directors of the Great Eastern Steamship Company rushing

backwards and forwards without his hat, which in his

excitement he had canted overboard, and tugging away

at his hair like a man distraught. From Ayrton, M.P., I

gathered that there had been an awful explosion in the

lower regions, and that a poor scalded stoker had leapt

through one of the portholes and been killed by the

revolving paddles.

A sickening sight now presented itself—such as I hope

never to see again. Six or seven poor half-naked fellows

were borne with difficulty up a narrow spiral staircase

from below, some with their faces literally flayed, and others

with the skin dangling from their arms and legs in long

strips and exposing the raw red flesh. The poor suffer-

ing wretches trembled violently and cried hysterically, or

moaned most piteously in faint quivering tones. They

were conveyed at once to the infirmary, and their scalded

bodies, after being saturated with oil, were encased in

wadding, obtained by slashing open the heavy curtains

and couches of the saloon. For a time it was sought to

quench the poor fellows' burning thirst with cooling drinks

provided for them in bucketfuls, but very soon copious

doses of brandy had to be administered as the suff'erers

sank rapidly from increasing exhaustion.

Suddenly a report spread that the ship was on fire,

and the passengers grew alarmed when they saw the
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pumps set to work to deluge the hold. In spite of the

ship's fireproof compartments, there were plenty of timid

ones who conjured up ideas of a general conflagration,

and the burning alive of all on board. It soon turned

out, however, that the object of the pumping was to

extinguish the fire of one of the furnaces, the massive

doors of which had been blown open by the explosion,

thereby admitting a draught, which set the flames raging

furiously. Later on, when the smoke and steam had

all cleared away, I inspected the compartment of the

ship where Sala, Hollingshead, and I had our berths, to

ascertain whether our effects were safe. To my dismay

I found the flooring had been blown up, and everything

smashed to atoms, the frail wooden chairs and the light

iron toUet appurtenances having been violently dashed

backwards and forwards against the iron walls of the

compartment tiU the first were shattered into fragments,

and the others crumpled up like tissue paper, while our

personal effects seemed to have fallen through the aperture

in the flooring, and been speedily burnt to tinder by the

fierce tongues of flame shooting out from the fiery furnace.

Another mishap befel the Great Eastern just as we

were nearing Beachy Head, when a large ship calmly

prepared to cross the leviathan's path. In the effort

made to avoid a collision and the certain sinking of the

venturesome vessel snap went our starboard tiller rope,

and in a moment the huge ship was rolling and pitching

at what is conventionally characterized as the mercy of

the waves. Tall Lord Clarence Paget was, I remember,

in an awful funk, and urged Captain Harrison to run the

vessel ashore, sublimely regardless of the rocky nature of

the coast. But the captain had not lost his head as the

yacht club commodore evidently had, and he calmly pro-

ceeded to supplant the severed rope by a chain which

he had in readiness, with the result that in a very short

VOL. II. E
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space of time the rolling mass was steadily pursuing its

westward course. After this second mishap, it was very

generally admitted on board that the ship was in far from

a fit condition for being seut to sea.

In the evening, to their great surprise, all the news-

paper correspondents on board received liberal presents of

choice cigars from the purser of the ship, although he had

previously pretended he had not even a single havannah

for his own smoking. At the same time he invited them

to a private meeting with the directors and their friends,

in order that authentic information, as he termed it, might

be furnished them respecting the cause of the accident.

Instead, however, of any authentic information being forth-

coming, a cool attempt was made to hoodwink the press

representatives, when Mr. E. J. Eeed's technical knowledge

proved to be of great value to his confreres in framing the

questions they found it necessary to put to the engineers

and others, who sought to explain away all official respon-

sibility for the lamentable disaster. Eventually the latter

were forced to admit that the accident had arisen through

some imbecile workman having, before the vessel started

on its voyage, carelessly closed the stop-cock of a pipe

belonging to the funnel casing. It was rumoured on board

that after the explosion the stop-cock of more than one

of the remaining funnels was discovered to be in a similar

perilous condition, and that a succession of explosions

would in all probability have occurred, had not immediate

steps been taken to obviate such a catastrophe.

At this meeting Mr M'Connell, one of the engineers of

the London and North-Western railway, in seeking to

explain how the funnel had shot up and then fallen,

illustrated his meaning by the aid of a bottle of Bass

which he raised and lowered again, preserving all the

while its perpendicular position. At this, I remember,

the Marquis of Staff'ord interposed, and, taking hold of
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the bottle, said, " Pardon me, but when this goes up it

invariably comes down so," indicating a horizontal position

for the bottle, which admitted of its contents flowing freely

into an adjacent glass.

I and other passengers spent the night on deck, where
news reached us from time to time of the poor scalded

sufferers whose lives were ebbing fast in the infirmary

below. By morning two of them had died, and five others

of the injured men eventually succumbed. We now learned

that it was intended to anchor in Portland roads, and by
and by steamers from Weymouth and neighbouring coast

towns, dressed out with flags and thronged with holiday

people—all ignorant of the disaster that had befallen the

great ship, for singularly enough neither they nor anyone

along the coast seemed to have noticed that it was minus
one of its five funnels—came to greet us with bands of

music and ringing cheers. To their great surprise their

continued acclamations met with no response, and it was

some little time before they learned the reason of our

mysterious silence.

Very soon afterwards the newspaper correspondents

quitted the ship for Weymouth, to telegraph to their

respective papers the first news of the extent of the dis-

aster, in order that those who had friends or relatives

among the passengers might know that they were quite

safe. This having been accomplished, we started by

the first train for London, and arrived there late in the

evening. Five days afterwards the famous engineer, whose

active brain had conceived the grand idea of bridging over

the twenty-two thousand miles separating the mother

country from Australia, but the attempt to realize which

proved one of the most gigantic failures of modern times,

died from over mental anxiety caused by the succession of

disasters that had befallen his bold conception.

I had made known the loss of my baggage, and had
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furnished a list of the various articles to the officials of the

company, in case that by some lucky chance everything^

might not have been burnt. In about a fortnight a

messenger called to tell me that the whole of the debris in

the ship's hold had been carefully examined, and that

among the articles found there was' only one the owner

of which had not been identified. Saying this he produced

a disreputable-looking gampish gingham, and inquired if it

was my property. I indignantly repudiated the ownership,

and heard nothing more of my lost effects. This was the

ludicrous climax to an adventure which might have been

attended with far more serious consequences to myself.

When I recalled the appearance of my berth after the

explosion, with the flooring blown up, the chairs broken

into splinters, and the iron washing utensils crumpled

into unrecognisable shapes, I felt grateful at having escaped

the certain death which would have befallen me had the

accident happened a few hours later.

The year following, Ingram in alluding to the accident;

referred to the speech he intended to have made in acknow-

ledgment of Murphy's toast of his health. He told me
that he was shortly going to America, but would be back

before the anniversary of the accident, " when," said he,

" I shall want you to let me have a list of all who were

sitting at our table, so that I may invite them to a dinner

I intend giving, and at which I hope to deliver the con-

templated speech under pleasanter conditions than on the

former occasion." Ingram was here anticipating the

future far too confidently. He went as he intended to-

the United States, but never returned from there alive.

Exactly twelve months after the Great Eastern left the

Thames on its trial trip, the proprietor of the " Illustrated

London News," accompanied by his eldest son, a lad of

fifteen or sixteen years of age, started on an excursion

through Lakes Michigan and Superior. The steamer, the
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Lady Elgin, touched at Chicago at midnight, when Ingram
and his son went on board, and the vessel proceeded on its

way. Although the weather was stormy a ball had been
decided on, and it was while the fiddlers were merrily
playing and the passengers gaily dancing, that a large

schooner with all its sails set, bore down upon the ill-fated

Lady Elgin with a terrible crash ; and in less than half an
hour the steamer sank with some three hundred of its four

hundred passengers, both Ingram and his son being among
the drowned. Ingram being a first rate swimmer, his

death was attributed to his having been stunned by a blow
from a piece of floating wreck, as when his body was
washedfon shore, a few miles from Chicago, a severe bruise

on the head was discernible.

Ingram had been intimately associated with the town
of Boston in Lincolnshire for the best part of his life. He
was born and brought up there, and at the height of his

London success, was chosen to represent his native place in

parliament. Moreover, as I have already mentioned, by a

liberal expenditure of money and endless perseverance, he

secured a railway for Boston, and was mainly instrumental

in providing the town with gas and water works. Shortly

before he went to America I heard him say that having

given his fellow-townsmen gas, water, and a railway, he

nextjintended furnishing them with healthy houses to live

in. This was in allusion to a grand scheme he had in

hand for providing the inhabitants of the dreary fen sea-

port with attractive surburban villas, for, which Abraham,

the architect of the Middle Temple library, made the

designs. I mention all this as it gives a certairi point to

the following circumstance.

A few hours after Ingram's death, and long before in-

telligence of it had reached this country, for the Atlantic

cable was little used in those days, a huge strange-looking

bird was seen to perch itself on the lofty tower of old St.
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Botolph, the famous Boston stump. After remaining aa

hour or two it flew away, but during the night returned

again, and, with the exception of an hour or two in th&

afternoon, continued perched there throughout the follow-

ing day, causing a crowd to assemble and watch its move-

ments. Next morning the bird was still at its post, and

the door-keeper of the church, with the usual passion of

the ignorant provincial for killing everything that is

strange to him, determined to have a shot at it. Taking

aim he brought down the bird, when it was discovered to

be a cormorant, measuring four and a half feet from tip to

tip of its wings. A local newspaper, well up in its biblical

knowledge, pointed out that in Isaiah xxx. 11, and in

Zephaniah ii. 14, the cormorant is alluded to in connection

with desolation and departed glory, and it went on to say

that anyone disposed to be superstitious might regard this

appearance of a cormorant at Boston as decidedly ominous.

About a fortnight after this incident news came that

on the morning of the very day when the strange bird was

first observed perched on St. Botolph's tower Ingram and his

young son lost their lives under the circumstances already

mentioned. The Bostonians thereupon assumed that there

was a positive connection between the bird's phenomenal

appearance and the unhappy death of their fellow-towns*

man from whom they had derived such substantial benefits.

I was informed, by one of the various solicitors whom
Ingram ordinarily employed, that Messrs Baxter, Kose &
Norton, the Carlton Club solicitors, strangely enough—

-

Ingram being an advanced liberal—acted as solicitors ta

the dead man's estate. I was further told that among the

shoal of papers carted to their ofiice they discovered, ta

their great astonishment and glee, the highly compromising

note from Edwin James to Ingram, which so disastrously

affected James's future career. Sir Edward Watkin, how-

ever, stated to the benchers of James's Inn that it was he
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who found the damaging letter in a box containing leases

and other papers of importance. Edwin James was at this

time M.P. for Marylebone, and expectant solicitor-general

in the next liberal administration. He had been counsel

for Vincent Scully, a well-known Irish politician, in some
action the latter had brought against Ingram in relation to

certain transactions in which the two had been mixed up
with the notorious John Sadleir, M.P. for Sligo, and an

ex-lord of the treasury. Sadleir, it will be remembered,

after plundering the Tipperary bank of an immense amount,

and forging title and other deeds right and left, had com-

mitted suicide early one Sunday morning on Hampstead
heath by swallowing a large dose of prussic acid out of a

silver cream jug, which he had taken to the heath for the

purpose. He made efficient preparations for self-destruc-

tion, as besides the half pint of prussic acid he had provided

himself with, a case of razors was found in his pocket.

In the action above mentioned James had severely cross-

examined Ingram and made him contradict himself on cer-

tain essential points, so that the jury could not help giving

a verdict against him. An application for a new trial had,

however, been successful, and when the trial came on James,

to everybody's astonishment, agreed to a compromise not

particularly favourable to his client. Why he did so

the letter which Sir Edward Watkin claimed to have un-

earthed, and which had been written between the two

trials, clearly explained, for it admitted the loan, tanta-

mount to a gift, of £1250 from Ingram, and contained this

significant sentence, " You shall not regret your kindness

to me." This compromising letter had much to do with

Edwin James being subsequently disbarred. After his

public disgrace, the former distinguished Q.C. retired to the

continent, where he speedily picked up and married a

rich English widow, who, however, soon got divorced from

him. For a time he practised at the New York bar, but
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eventually returned to England, where until his death, he

gave legal advice to shady clients respecting shady, not to

say nefarious, transactions.

Towards the end of the year following the accident on

board the Great Eastern I spent some months at Broadstairs,

where I met a young lady—with

" The sweetest face of all the faces

About my way,

A light for night and lonely places,

A day in day "

—

who during the ensuing spring (1861) became my second

wife. She was one of the gentlest, kindest-hearted, and

most conscientious women that ever breathed, and until

her early death twelve years afterwards, our life together

was one of perfect happiness.

While I was residing at Broadstairs I frequently came

across Frank Talfourd, son of the famous literary Serjeant

and judge, and one of the cleverest and most inveterate

punsters of his day. He was fond of cruising round the

south-eastern coast in a toy yacht which he owned, and

puttiug in for days together at cockney Margate, then

much patronized by the bohemian brotherhood. When
the judge died, and Frank was elected a member of

the Athenaeum Club in his father's place, he found the

restraints of this transcendent establishment somewhat

irksome, accustomed as he had been to the free and easy

ways of the Savages and the Arundel. He used to say

that he managed to reconcile himself to the dignified

demeanour of the bishops and the self-satisfied air of

superiority which one or two of them assumed, and which

rendered him painfully conscious of his own unworthiness

;

but the solemn manners of the waiters, and the surveill-

ance they seemed to exercise over him until they had

satisfied themselves that he ate both his salmon and his

peas with a fork, combined with the suppressed ton,e of
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voice in which everyoue was constrained to speak, were

more than he could stand, and he rarely favoured the club

with his company.

It was, I remember, soon after my second marriage

that George Francis Train crossed the Atlantic with his

^rand tramway scheme for accelerating locomotion in

suburban London. An experimental line of rails was
.speedily laid down between Bayswater and the Marble

Arch, and Train organized a grand luncheon at St James's

Ball to boom the enterprise in approved Yankee fashion.

Tickets were liberally distributed among newspaper men
and people of any note, or who could help to push the

scheme into popularity ; and, in order to ensure a good

attendance, it was notified that there would be clear

turtle, and champagne of the best brands ad lib. The

promise was certainly kept, and, while the guests swallowed

their turtle and gulped down iced Clicquot and Moet,

'Train, with long dishevelled hair, strode nervously up

and down the platform of the hall like a wild beast in

-a cage, pausing every now and then to address the guests

and commend the undertaking in extravagant fashion,

varying his encomiums with parodies of fragments of

popular nigger songs, extemporized for the occasion.

One or two accommodating M.P.s, whose services had

been judiciously retained beforehand, and whose full titles

Train sonorously announced in a style which only an

austere republican would dare venture on, backed up the

scheme ; which was also supported, I remember, by Hep-

worth Dixon, then editor of "the Athenaeum," who, as

he spoke from a corner of the hall, was called upon to

;mount the table, in order that he might be better seen

and heard. More orations followed, most of them pointed

.and witty, while others, hiccupped out under the influence

of Veuve Clicquot, were erratic and obscure. Still the

.speechifying, on the whole, was most amusing, and the
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guests tripped out of the hall at dusk, pronouncing the-

lunch to have been an unequivocal success.

This success, unfortunately, did not extend to the tram-

way itself, for Train had made the mistake of commencing

operations at the aristocratic end of the town, thereby

drawing upon himself not merely the opposition of omnibus

and hansom cab drivers, but of the well-to-do owners of

landaus and broughams, who found themselves unpleasantly

jolted when the wheels of their vehicles caught the tram rails,

which were objectionably raised a trifle above the level of

the road. The consequence was that west-end vestries which

had given permission to lay down the rails, peremptorily

ordered them to be taken up again ; and, to make matters

worse, Train and the Lambeth vestry found themselves

indicted for a nuisance in regard to a tramway between

Kennington and Westminster. Train was found guilty,

and the upshot was that he retired discomfited to the

United States, and solaced himself by posing as a candi-

date for the presidency. A year or two afterwards a new
company took up his idea, and prudently laid down an

improved description of rail in a less aristocratic thorough-

fare, where the tramway only encountered the interested

and futile opposition of omnibus proprietors.

When the Prince of Wales went to meet his future-

bride at Gi'avesend on a dull March morning thirty years

ago (1863), to conduct her through London and intro-

duce her to the masses, Lord Mayor Eose, whose acquaint-

ance I had made at the Palmer trial, when he was sherifi",,

was good enough to send me an invitation to the Mansion
House to see the royal party pass. The city architect had
decorated the outside of the building as though it were a
piece of upholstery ; had hung it with gilt cords and tassels

and floral wreaths, and against the crimson and gold

drapery in which all the columns were encased, had sus-

pended huge medallions of the prince and princess, sur-

mounted by large ostrich plumes.
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Looking down from the balcony which had been thrown

out in front of the Mansion House, the large space inter-

vening between here and the Bank and the Exchange

seemed one mass of human heads, intersected by a narrow

strip of roadway, along which the procession was to pass.

By dint of the soldiers persistently backing their horses,,

and the police freely plying their truncheons, the royal

party had slowly struggled on from London-bridge, and

what a struggle it was the queen's coachman who drove

the prince and princess has recently told. " He had never

in his life," he said, " seen such a crowd before or since

;

the volunteers were lifted bodUy off their feet into the

air, and one mounted officer who had been thrown down
rolled with his horse under the royal carriage, which for

the moment was in great danger of being upset."

To clear the necessary space opposite the Mansion

House for the lady mayoress to present the " blissful

bride of a blissful heir," as Tennyson styled the princess,

with the conventional bouquet, seemed an impossible task

;

but the police got over the difficulty in arbitrary fashion.

Failing to force the crowd back by vigorous thrusts of

their truncheons, they took to breaking the heads of the

unfortunate possessors of front places, cracking skulls right

and left with the precision of mechanism. One heard

piercing screams and heart-rending moans and passionate

appeals for mercy, but there was no interruption to the

rainfall of blows until blood spurted forth in all directions.

When the carriage of the prince and princess moved on

again, with a string of newspaper reporters at its tail, the

spokes of the wheels almost grazed the shins of the pitiable-

looking wretches, who with blood streaming down their

faces, still occupied the front rank ; and the poor princess

perceptibly shuddered at the sickening sight, while the

loud welcoming cheers of those beyond the reach of police

bludgeons were ringing in her ears.

The painful spectacle affected the occupants of the
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]^Iansion House balcony but slightly. It seemed indeed

to be looked upon as a necessary part of the programme,

and, as soon as the procession had passed, the ladies tripped

off unconcernedly to the cold collation awaiting them in

the Egyptian hall. While chatting over their champagne

there were no limits to their admiration of the prince's future

bride, but not a word of pity escaped them for the unhappy

yictims of civic mismanagement and police brutality.

During the afternoon I went by train to Windsor to

pass the night there so as to be in good time for the inter-

esting event of the following day. The morning dawned

gloomily, and there was a sharp frost. Guests bidden to

the wedding commenced arriving by railway at rather an

early hour, and rattled off forthwith in the royal carriages

over the crisp frozen ground to the castle. When the

Maharajah Dhuleep Singh drove past, the ladies, who, since

the Indian mutiny, had come to regard every oriental

prince as a monster, shuddered at the sight of him
;
yet

could not take their eyes off the diamonds, pearls, and

emeralds in which he was smothered from head to foot. A
little later on, just as the first portion of the procession

was starting from the castle for St George's chapel, a

ludicrous incident temporarily detained it. Stalking up
the centre of the roadway from an opposite direction, un-

challenged by the soldiers, and deferentially regarded by

the police, came a plainly dressed, rosy-gilled, white-hatred

individual with two porters, one with a common looking

carpet-bag and the other with a big blue one, trudging at

his heels. Seemingly unconcerned at the hitch his inoppor-

tune presence was causing in the proceedings, and disre-

garding alike the jocular remarks of the spectators, and the

black looks of the magnificent state coachmen, who frowned

•down upon him from their resplendent hammercloths, he

marched leisurely on to the castle entrance and walked

unconcernedly in as though the place belonged to him.

Everybody asked who this commonplace-looking personage
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was, and wliat part he could possibly have to play in the

coming ceremony, but no one seemed able to tell. I con-

cluded he could be none other than that impersonal

functionary, the Court Circular, whose rather monotonous,

chronicles are such interesting reading to the grand legion

of tuft hunters.

Before the rest of the procession left the castle I secured

my seat in the organ loft of St George's chapel, whence a

capital view was had, both of the nave, up which the

guests', the bridegroom's, and the bride's processions had
to pass, and of the chancel where the high officials and
grand Court ladies had their allotted places, and the gouty

purple-mantled knights of the garter sat sedately in their

carved oak stalls with their dusty emblazoned banners,

which to-day have lost all significance, hanging above their

bald heads. When the chancel became filled, the sight was a

bewildering one, and in the crowd of Court costumes it was
difficult to recognise even the best known public men under

their garish disguises. There was, however, no mistaking

Frith, R.A., in Court suit and ruffles in the midst of a

little crowd of ladies, all desperately coquetting to ensure

their portraits figuring in the picture which the artist had

been commissioned to paint by the queen.

Besides Mr. George Augustus Sala and a few other news-

paper men whom I knew, the Eev. J. C. M. Bellew, repre-

senting the " Morning Post," was among those who had

secured places in the organ loft ; and he was good enough

to identify some of the choicer flowers of the British aris-

tocracy for the benefit of his less well-informed confHres^.

He told, moreover, some piquant stories to their disadvant-

age, and especially in regard to certain " grandes dames de

par le monde," whose reputations the former fashionable

preacher tore complacently to tatters, while narrating

several new romances of the aristocracy, and certain strange-

mysteries of Queen Victoria's immaculate Court.
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XXVI.

(1863.)

A SUSPICIOUS FIRE AT CAMPDEN HOUSE, AND AN ACTION

AGAINST THE "sun" OFFICE—MY BROTHER FRANK's

EVENTFUL CAREER AS WAR CORRESPONDENT

—

HIS PRESUMED DEATH IN THE SOUDAN.

There was a notable trial the year of the Prince of Wales's

marriage (1863)—Wolley against the Sun Insurance com-

pany—to recover some £30,000 for which Campden House,

Kensington (burnt down the year before) had been insured,

and payment of which was resisted by the Sun ofl&ce, on

the ground that the fire had been intentionally caused by

Wolley himself. Although Wolley was the owner of this

historic Jacobean mansion—which, by the way, was some-

what of a white elephant—the evidence pointed to his

being in serious pecuniary difficulties. In many respects

the case was one of grave suspicion, and yet, to the sur-

prize of everyone who had carefully followed the evidence,

the jury gave a verdict in WoUey's favour without even

leaving the box.

I was living at the time on Campden-hill, and the

window of my bedroom commanded a view of Campden
House and its grounds, as well as of the adjacent Little

Campden House, where Egg the painter resided. It

chanced that when the fire first broke out about 3 o'clock

on a Sunday morning, I was kept awake by rheumatism,

and saw the first tongue of flame shoot out through the

large window on the ground floor of the doomed building.

For nearly an hour previously I had noticed that the
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apartment seemed to be brilliantly lighted up, and thought
this strange at such an hour, and on a Sunday morn-
ing too, but I imagined the window to be one in Egg's
house, and knowing that the artist was travelling abroad,

I concluded his servants were simply holding high jinks in

their master's absence.

When the long tongue of flame lighted up everything

around I recognised at once that Campden House itself

was on fire. In my crippled condition all I could do was
to arouse my two sons, who hastened to the spot to find

that a policeman already had the start of them. There

was a strong wind blowing at the time, with a good deal

of rain, and very soon after they had gained admission to

the grounds the entire building was in flames.

Some curious circumstances came out at the trial.

Wolley in early life had, it seemed, been a waiter at

Raggett's hotel, but having the gift of making himself

agreeable, subsequently managed to wed an heiress, most of

whose fortune he spent in the restoration, embellishment,

and furnishing of Campden House, which was a mere shell

when he first leased it.^ To secure the artistic internal

fittings of old buildings of the same epoch, he would pur-

chase a mansion outright with the object of dismantling it

and transferring all its fine old carved work to the house

he was renovating. After his wife died and her fortune

was exhausted, Wolley commenced borrowing of his sister-

in-law, who had come to live with him, and expended

twelve or thirteen thousand pounds of her money ; reducing

her income to a bare sufiiciency for the pair to live upon,

even when practising the strictest economy. To add to

1 Campden House was built, circa 1612, for Sir Baptist Hioks, the wealthy mercer of

Cheapside (who was elevated to the peerage as Viscount Campden), on the heath near

the old graTel pits, which, it ia said, he won at play from Sir Walter Cope. Cope was

then lord of Kensington manor by purchase from Archibald, Earl of Argyll. In 1691,

Princess Anne rented the house, and lived there five years with her son. For the

princess's retinue the adjoining house, the Elms, since called Little Campden House,

w as built.
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his resources he used to let Campden House whenever he?

had the opportunity, and, in order to cut some little figure

among his neighbours while residing there himself, he

was in the habit of lending the theatre, an attractive

feature of the edifice, for private performances, mostly for

charitable purposes, thereby securing a succession of aristo-

cratic assemblages in his house and grounds.

WoUey, in his cross-examination, admitted having been

sued in the county court by a butcher whose debt was twelve

months overdue, and also that the journeyman carpenter

in his employ had got his acceptances for small amounts

discounted for him. The entire property was insured for

nearly £30,000, which was not supposed to be largely in

excess of what WoUey had expended on it. The theory,

however, was that the place was of the nature of a white

elephant, and that the pecuniary position of its owner was

such as made it necessary for him to capitalize his outlay.

The suspicious circumstances dwelt upon at the trial were

the following :—That nearly all the carved wood work had

been newly varnished with several coats of varnish to

render it more infiammable, and that sheeting and long

rolls of paper were hung loosely before it on the pretence

of protecting it from dust ; that numerous pieces of wall

paper had been hung high up in the rooms and unrolled so-

as to fall loosely to the floor ; that a large number of books

in the library had been removed from the shelves and

spread with their leaves open all over the room, [Wolley

said this was to dry them, the apartment being damp]

;

that a cwt. of candles had been recently stored in one

of the cupboards ; and that tapestry and coarse cloths had

been hung before all the windows visible from the road,

in order to conceal the flames until the fire had taken

a thorough hold of the building.

The policeman who was first to arrive at the fire

stated that, although it was raining and a cold wind
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was blowing when he entered the grounds, both Wolley
and his valet, clad only in their shirts, were shivering

on the lawn, shouting out " Fire !
" and a milkman deposed

that just inside the house he kicked against a bundle
containing wearing apparel, which, it was argued, had
been placed there for the use of Wolley and his valet,

though what bearing this had on the case is by no means
clear. A Kensington tradesman, who knew Wolley and
his servant well, swore to seeing them going towards the

back entrance to the grounds of Campden House, about

half-an-hour before the fire broke out, but as he was
believed to have been in liquor at the time, his evidence

was regarded as of little moment.

I have already mentioned that Wolley secured a

verdict, but the insurance people did their best to baulk

him of its full advantages, and instead of handing the

amount over to him, expended it in re-instating the

building and furnishing it, leaving its owner still in

possession of the white elephant which it was believed he

was so anxious to disembarrass himself of

All who knew manager Batemau of the Lyceum will

remember how he used to pride himself on having dis-

cerned the tragic instinct in Henry Irving, when every-

body else simply saw in him a successful comedian.

Before Bateman had made this discovery, and boomed the

great actor iu Hamlet and Charles I., in a fashion which

slower-going managers on this side of the Atlantic had

never so much as dreamed of, his daughter Kate had made

a successful debut at the Adelphi in the character of Leah.

To commemorate this, Bateman gave a late supper at his

Bayswater villa, to which a crowd of literary and news-

paper men were invited, and the young tragedienne,

always kindly disposed and aJBable, insisted, I remember,

on waiting on the guests herself Late in the evening, over

the imported Bourbon whiskey and the cigars, many good

VOL. II. ^
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stories were told ; and my brother Frank, who had just

arrived from the seat of war in the Southern States, having

run the Northern blockade for I think the second time,

chimed in with a few of his recent experiences. He was

an admirable raconteur, who cleverly mimicked the voices

and action of his dramatis personse, and gave point to the

simplest incidents by his dramatic method of unfolding

them. Full of the recent experiences he had passed

through, he was literally brimming over with battlefield

anecdotes ; among others, that of the mortally wounded
Virginian, who, when his last moment drew nigh, on

being impressively appealed to by the army chaplain as

to whether he died in full faith of the life to come, had

just strength enough to gasp out, " Stranger, now is this

a time to be asking a man conundrums ?

"

Another story referred, I remember, to a practical joke

played ofi" prior to the war upon a couple of planters,

intimate friends, who, on their way to some slave auction

at a considerable distance from their own homes, had to

seek accommodation in the house of another planter for

the night. Here several guests chanced to be already

staying, and during the evening gambling went on for

heavy stakes, and old Bourbon whiskey was freely con-

sumed. As the day had been sultry and the two planters

had liquored up frequently on their journey, they found

themselves effectually overcome about midnight, and were

conducted in an unconscious state by a couple of negro

servants to their sleeping quarters—a large apartment,

formerly the state bedroom of the old-fashioned mansion,

which dated back prior to the War of Independence. In

it was a cumbersome, antiquated four-post bedstead, a

family heirloom, which, being too heavy to be moved
whenever the room underwent its periodic cleaning, had

been provided in the old days with an apparatus of ropes

and pulleys, enabling it to be hoisted up to the lofty ceiling

well out of the way.
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One or two mischievous young fellows among the

guests, who knew of this bedstead and its ropes and pulleys

arrangement, thought it would be capital fun to play off

a practical joke upon the pair of obfuscated planters ; and,

entering the apartment, where they were snoring loudly,

on tiptoe, they moved the few articles of furniture into

a corner, drew up the bedstead seven feet or so from the

ground, and closed the shutters so as to leave the room
in perfect darkness. They then retired and left events

to take their course.

By and by one of the planters woke up with a burning

thirst, with "hot coppers" as he expressively phrased it in

his throat, and sprung out of bed for the water-jug. To
his astonishment, instead of alighting at once upon his

feet, he tumbled into space, and eventually plumped down
on his hands and knees on the bare boards, falling, as it

seemed to him, some twelve to fifteen feet. After seeking

such relief as a few southern oaths and sundry loud groans

afforded him, he shouted to his friend in order to wake

him up, but only succeeded in extracting from him a few

incoherent grunts. By steady perseverance, however, he

at last aroused him sufficiently for him to hiccup out an

enquiry as to what was up now, although he firmly be-

lieved that his friend was far too intoxicated to give him

a coherent reply.

" Fell through some darned trap ! " the latter piteously

rejoined. " For heaven's sake jump up and light a candle,

but don't get out on my side of the bed I

"

" All right
!

" exclaimed the other, dimly comprehending

that some accident had happened ; and he agilely stepped out

of bed on his own side, when, after turning an involuntary

somersault, he alighted on one of the hardest planks in the

flooring on the small of his back. His heavy fall caused

the room to shake, and as soon as the mixed moans and

maledictions in which he indulged had ceased, his friend
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asked him whereabout they were, and if he could recollect

how it was they came there. But neither of them could

remember anything beyond playing at cards for big stakes

and backing their ill luck with libations of Bourbon

whiskey. They both groped about cautiously on their

hands and knees in the dark, vainly hoping to discover

some elucidation of the mystery, and eventually finished

their night's rest on the hard and uncomfortable couch, on

to which they had unwittingly tumbled.

When morning broke, a few gleams of light penetrating

through the chinks of the shutters disclosed to them the

bedstead floating, as it were, in the air. Being rather of a

superstitious turn, they ascribed this to some supernatural

agency, and looked upon the mishap that had befallen them

in the light of a chastening for their many shortcomings.

Both thereupon mentally vowed to amend their ways, and

especially to moderate their consumption of Bourbon spirit

in the future. But when the day had fairly dawned, and

they had flung back the shutters and discovered the ropes

and pulleys by means of which the bedstead had been

hoisted up, and realised the practical joke that had been

played upon them, all their good resolutions went by the

board, and they were troubled almost of nightly with " hot

coppers " in their throats.

As there was no chance of discovering which of their

companions of the evening before had sought to amuse

themselves at their expense, they deemed it prudent to

preserve silence on the subject. They quietly lowered the

bedstead into its proper place, and in answer to anxious

enquiries at the breakfast table as to how they had slept

during the night, replied, " Splendidly ! like a dormouse in

winter."

There was so much point and freshness about most of

my brother's stories from Dixie's land that, urged on by
gratified listeners,—all men of some note, and anxious to be
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amused,—he rattled them off one after another, and not a

member of the company made a move towards leaving,

until daylight streaming in through the clouds of tobacco

smoke warned the party that it was time to break tip.

Frank Vizetelly's career was an eventful one, and had

a tragic ending, from which the veil of mystery obscuring

it will in all probability never be drawn aside. He was
brought up by me to newspaper work in connection with

the " Illustrated Times," and the first occasion on which

he distinguished himself was when I sent him to Paris,

shortly after the birth of the priace imperial. By some

means or other he succeeded in getting admitted to the

presence of the emperor, who, at this proud moment of his

life, actually remained conversing with him for several

minutes while he made a portrait sketch in the young

prince's nursery, for publication in an English illustrated

newspaper.

Subsequently he acted as representative of the " Illus-

trated Times " in Paris until he secured the editorship of

the " Monde lUustr^ " soon after that journal was started.

This post he retained for some time, during which he was

one of the pillars of Dinochau's noted restaurant in the

Rue Br^da, much resorted to by rising Parisian journalists,

several of whom were on the staff of the new paper.

Among its frequenters were Charles Monselet, Jules Noriac,

Pierre Veron, Henri de Pfene, L^o Lespfes, subsequently

celebrated as the Timoth^e Trimm of the " Petit Journal,"

Gustave Claudra, Tournachon, better known as Nadar,

Philibert Aud^brand, &c., with several artists, such as

Cham, Anastasi, and Gustave Courbet. Dinochau prided

himself on the literary and artistic connection he had

secured, and was punningly called the " restaurateur des

lettres," a nickname which subsequently passed to Paul

Brabant.

After Frank Vizetelly's return to England, on war
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breaking out between Austria and Sardinia, I despatched

him to Italy to sketch such incidents of the campaign as

he chanced to come across. The result was a series of

interesting sketches and letters, relating both to the mili-

tary operations and his own personal adventures. At

Alessandria he met with the war correspondent's usual

experiences—arrest as a spy—and owing to the difficulty

in obtaining a safe conduct, he failed to get to the front in

time to see the battle of Magenta. But he was present at

the engagements of Palestro and Vercelli, and saw the

great fight of Solferino from the same hill where Victor

Emmanuel and his staff had stationed themselves.

During the long hours whilst General MoUard and the

Savoy brigade were contending with Benedek's 30,000 men
for possession of the important position of San Martino,

Victor Emmanuel sat on the grass watching the fighting

with a pail of water beside him, from which by the aid of

an iron ladle he from time to time slaked his thirst—too

absorbed to notice that he was meantime sitting for his

portrait to an artist of an English illustrated newspaper.

, Solferino, as we all know, resulted in a cessation of

hostilities, and my brother followed Napoleon and Victor

,
Emmanuel back to Turin, where the former, having broken

his promise to free Italy from the Alps to the Adriatic,

,
met with anything but a cordial reception. All the French

flags had been removed from the balconies they had lately

decorated, and the printsellers replaced the portraits of the

,
emperor, in which they had been recently doing a roaring

trade, by portraits of his would-be assassin, Felice Orsini.

Frank Vizetelly's sketches in the " Illustrated Times
"

attracted a good deal of attention, and led to his being sent

, by the " Illustrated London News " to Sicily in the follow-

ing year (1860), when Garibaldi made his famous descent

upon the island. On reaching Messina early in May, he

found a, difficulty in getting to Palermo, where he hoped to
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join Garibaldi, knowing that the capture of that city was
one of the chief points in the general's programme. The
Neapolitan authorities allowed no passenger steamers to
sail from Messina to Palermo, and a journey by road was
out of the question, the troops echeloned between the two
cities having orders to stop all suspicious persons.

In this dilenama my brother obtained unexpected help
from the skipper of a small coasting vessel, who, like most
Sicilians, sympathised with the efforts being made in their

behalf. He rigged out F. V. in the costume of a Sicilian

mariner, including of course the orthodox red phrygian
-cap, entered him by the name of Francesco Vizetelli as one
of his crew ; and, having secretly conveyed his campaigning

kit on board at night time, sailed off the following morning
•and carried him safely to Palermo.

Here all was confusion and excitement. Garibaldi,

leaving a detachment of volunteers in his camp with orders

to keep up blazing watchfires, so as to deceive the Neapo-

litan army, which barred his entry into Palermo by the

main road from Marsala, had made a circuitous detour and

turst in by the southern gate of the city, through the

streets of which he was now fighting his way ; whilst the

inhabitants were rising on all sides to his support, so that

in whichever direction the Neapolitan garrison turned they

found themselves confronted by foes.

Frank Vizetelly landed whilst this street fighting was

going on, and sketched many of its exciting episodes.

Among the tragic sights he witnessed was the massacre at

the White Benedictine convent, when scores of non-com-

batants, men, women, and children, who had taken refuge

there were cruelly shot down by the infuriated Neapolitans.

The corpses remained unburied for many days, and my
brother spent several hours among them while making

.sketches of the horrible scene, which was rendered more

hideous by the rats sallying out of their holes in broad day-
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light to gorge upon the decomposing bodies, and by the

myriads of flies which, after satiating themselves, buzzed

around threatening him with their poisonous contact.

Whilst Garibaldi had his headquarters at the Senate

House, my brother succeeded in obtaining an interview

with him, and in one of his letters to the " Illustrated

London News " he related how effusively he was greeted by

the general, who, on learning that an artist and correspond-

ent of the world-renowned English journal had arrived

within his lines, abruptly left his staff with whom he was

discussing some grave question of strategy, and hastening

forward, gave the new comer a fraternal embrace. After

eleven days' fighting the Neapolitans capitulated, and

Garibaldi became undisputed master of the Sicilian capital.

For some days Frank Vizetelly was laid up with fever,

brought about by the fearful odour from the dead bodies

lying in the streets and rotting in the excessive heat. As

soon as he recovered he followed Garibaldi towards Messina,

and was at his side during the fight at Melazzo, when for

the first time in the war the general's volunteers wavered.

They were all on foot, and were greatly disconcerted by the

attack of a body of Neapolitan cavalry ; but Garibaldi

rushed to the front, and cutting the Neapolitan com-

mander down with his sabre, restored the confidence of

his own men.

Whilst proceeding through the island Frank V. had

many personal adventures. On one occasion he waa

attacked by a party of brigands, who thought these

troublous times favourable for the sequestration of such

unescorted travellers as appeared to be possessed of means.

As my brother neglected to draw rein when summoned

to do so, the ruffians fired their blunderbusses at him,

but fortunately missed their aim, and his horse being

fleet of foot he succeeded in escaping. A day or two

later he came upon Alexandre Dumas pere travelling
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about in princely style, escorted by a dozen enthusiastic

young Frenchmen. Dumas had not witnessed a single one
of the engagements, having kept well in the wake of the

Garibaldian forces, but this did not prevent him from
penning glowing accounts of the war, in which the merest

skirmishes were magnified into great battles, brimful of

deeds of heroism that had never been performed. On the

day my brother was introduced to him some conversation

arose about the battle of Calatafimi, which had followed

the landing at Marsala, when an officer present began to

describe to the great French novelist the positions held by
the respective forces. Dumas listened for a minute, and

then exclaimed, " Merci, merci, that wiU do. I see it all

now as if I had been present." Then, taking his pen, he

speedUy disposed the contending armies, and fought and

won the battle on paper in accordance with his own
imaginative idea.

Frank Vizetelly accompanied Garibaldi to Calabria and

on to Naples, and subsequently to St. Angelo before

Capua, where the Neapolitans were stationed to cover

Gaeta, whither Francis 11. had fled. The " Illustrated

London News" of this period is full of engravings from

F. V.'s sketches—charges and skirmishes, triumphal

entries and camp scenes, views and portraits. Among
the latter are Colonel Peard, " Garibaldi's Englishman,"

and Edwin James, Q.C. and M.P., who had come out from

England, according to his own account, "to make certain

suggestions to the general on behalf of some persons of

consideration, respecting the future government of Naples
;

"

and who swaggered about in a costume resembling that of

an English navvy, but girt round with a red sash, in which

he had defiantly stuck a pair of huge horse-pistols.

My brother, after witnessing the arrival of Victor

Emmanuel at St. Angelo, where he contrived to get

presented to him, and whom he had the " cheek " to
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remind of the water-pail and iron ladle incident at Sol-

ferino, embarked on board one of the vessels blockading

Oaeta ; and, on the fall of that stronghold, which ended

the war, he accompanied Garibaldi to Caprera, where he

spent a couple of weeks with the general, sketching the

rocks and stones in his back garden, and joining him in

the fishing expeditions with which he beguiled his time,

now that he was freed from the cares and dangers of a

military enterprise which all Europe had watched with

amazement.

In the spring of the following year (1861) on the War
of Secession breaking out, the " Illustrated London News "

despatched Frank Vizetelly to the United States, and from

New York he made his way to Washington, where Dr
Howard Eussell, with whom he became very intimate, was

representing " the Times." Lord Lyons was then British

minister to the States, and, pending an opportunity to

proceed to the front, my brother and Dr RusseU, according

to current reports, organised private theatricals and tableaux

vivants at the embassy, at which President Lincoln and

his entourage were occasionally present, although a period

of civil war was, perhaps, scarcely the time for them to

have taken part in such festive gatherings.

F. V. began his campaigning by accompanying

General Burnside on his famous expedition to North

Carolina, a berth being allotted him on board the general's

ship, the Picket, which was accompanied by a couple of

score of vessels conveying troops and military stores. A
few of the ships came to grief among the reefs off Cape

Hatteras, where a fearful gale was encountered, but the

others sailed safely up the Pamlico Sound to Roanoke
Island, several sketches relating to the capture of which

were sent by my brother to England.

Hearing that the Grand Army of the Potomac was

about to be set in motion, he hastened back to Washing-
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"ton, where he waited some weeks hoping to obtain per-

mission to proceed to the front. About this time he fell

in with the Count de Paris and his young nephew, the

Duke de Chartres, who had come to the States with the

desire to emulate the deeds of Lafayette and Rochambeau,
and the pair of whom my brother used to say were placed

under the supervision of General Stoneman at this stage of

the war, to keep them clear both of danger and mischief,

for M'Clellan, the commander-in-chief, had little confidence

•either in their discretion or ability. Subsequently, how-

ever, the Count de Paris proved a fairly competent and

useful ofl&cer, and M'Clellan presented him with a certificate

to this eff"ect, which has since been frequently flourished

before the French people, as an inducement for them to

confide their destinies to the count's keeping.

Failing to obtain permission to accompany M'Clellan,

Frank Vizetelly hastened to St Louis and joined the

Mississippi flotilla of gunboats, with which he spent a couple

of months steaming up and down the river and witnessing

numerous engagements, during which Federal and Confed-

erate vessels were alike sunk. One next hears of him at the

capture of Memphis by the Northerners, which virtually con-

cluded this campaign, and then once more at Washington,

.stdl eager to join M'Clellan, who was now before Richmond;

but Mr Seward refused the necessary authorisation, just as

he had refused it to Dr Howard Russell, dreading no doubt

•a similar European publicity as had formerly been given to

the scuttle of the Northerners at Bull's Run. Indignant

^t the manner in which he was treated by the Federal

.authorities, the famous war correspondent of "the Times"

,^t once made arrangements for returning to England.

My brother was loth to follow his example, but as he

: -could see no more of the war on the Northern side he resolved

on making tracks for the South. This was, however, easier

.determined on than accomplished, for to reach Richmond a
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considerable stretch of country and a couple of big rivers,

which were vigilantly patrolled by Federal scouts and

gunboats, had to be crossed. At last he unbosomed

himself to a Maryland friend whom he strongly suspected

of Southern sympathies, and learned that the matter might

be managed, though not without considerable risk. He
would have to follow the "underground route," he was

told, and when he expressed his amazement at any such

route existing, he was given to understand that the expres-

sion was merely typical of the secret way in which Southern

sympathisers were conveyed beyond the Federal lines.

As a preliminary he was required to furnish a photo-

graph of himself, and was then given a minute description

of a man whom on a certain day he would find on board a

West Eiver steamer, starting from Baltimore. He was not

to speak to this individual on board the boat, but was to

land wherever he landed and accompany him whither he

was bound, without making any inquiries as to the names

of the people he might come in contact with, or the locali-

ties through which he passed. The arrangement was duly

carried out. My brother met the mysterious stranger on

board the steamer, landed when he did, and followed him

to a lonely spot where a buggy drawn by a " span" of fine

horses was waiting. The stranger then invited him to

enter the vehicle, and drove him to a beautifully appointed

residence some twelve miles distant, where he was received

in princely style. Food and wine were furnished him in

profusion, and any desire he expressed was immediately

gratified ; the members of the household addressed him
deferentially, and every remark that fell from his Hps was

anxiously listened to. The following day my brother was

driven to another country residence, where he met with a

similar reception, and a third day was attended with the

same experiences. He marvelled greatly at the deference

shown him until by a chance remark he discovered that
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in view of securing him a cordial reception, liis friend who
had made the arrangements had passed him off as a secret

emissary of the British government.

On the fourth day he reached the river Patuxent, and
after eluding the Federal cavalry scouting in the neighbour-

hood, was rowed across by some negroes in a flat-bottomed

boat, the only craft on the stream that the Northerners had

not destroyed. Another day's journey brought him to

Leonard's town on the Potomac, and at the house where

he was entertained he was introduced to a secret committee

of Southern sympathisers, and was waited upon by a score

of ladies who entrusted him with letters and messages for

their sons, all of whom had fled from Maryland to join Lee

and Stonewall Jackson. Owing to there being no boats of

any kind on the Potomac, he had to embark in the hollow

trunk of a tree, usually called a " dug-out," with a buck

negro named Job to paddle him over to the Virginian shore.

This primitive craft seemed likely enough to capsize, but

his friends consolingly observed that even if it should do

so it would instantly right itself, and, moreover, that a

good ducking or two in the water would be rather agreeable

than otherwise in such sultry weather.

Under cover of the night Frank V. and Job attempted

to cross the river, but the plashing of their paddle was

heard by the watch of a Federal patrol steamer, which

fired at them, though fortunately without effect. Job was

paralysed by fright, and only came round on my brother

putting a revolver to his head, when, with his arms flying

about like the sails of a windmill, he paddled the " dug-

out " swiftly back to the Maryland shore, among tall rushes,

which effectually screened them from observation. For

some hours the patrol steamer's search lights continued

playing over the river and its banks, but nothing being

discovered, the captain cast anchor, evidently purposing to

remain in this part of the river until the little craft should
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emerge from its hiding-place. For two nights and one

tedious day—tortured by mosquitoes during the former,

and roasted by the burning sun during the latter—they re-

mained crouching in their hollow log among the dank

reeds, with the patrol boat close by. All this while, too,,

they were without a particle of food.

When morning broke on the second day my brother

noticed that they had drifted down stream, stiU under

cover of the rushes, and were now some distance from the

steamer. To attempt to cross the river was, however, out

of the question, though unless they could secure something

to eat there would be nothing left for them but to paddle

into the open and surrender. F. V. questioned Job as to

any means there might be of obtaining supplies, but Job

only answered with inarticulate moans, tUl my brother

quietly told him he should be obliged to eat him unless he

could rouse his torpid brain to suggest some plan for pro-

curing food. Job's wits seem to have been quickened by

this threat, for he communicated the welcome information

that plenty of remarkably fine oysters were embedded in

the river bank.

No sooner did Frank Vizetelly hear this than he sprang

out of the cockle-shell craft in search of the bivalves, of

which he procured sufficient to calm his own hungry

cravings, though not to satisfy the inordinate appetite of

the negro, who, my brother declared, had " a mouth that

yawned like a churchyard full of tombstones, but still with

an unlimited capacity to bury."

Night again set in, and in the gloaming they rejoiced

to see the patrol boat steaming away at full speed towards

the river's mouth. As soon as she was well out of sight,

they left their hiding place, and in a couple of hours set

foot on Virginian soil. My brother then journeyed on to

the Eappahannock in the company of a couple of young

Marylanders, and having eluded various Federal scouting
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parties reached Richmond just as the second advance of

the Northerners had been repulsed. This was in the

autumn of 1862. He now accompanied General Stuart,

the famous Confederate cavalry officer, on one of his daring

raids, and in the month of December was with General

Longstreet at the bloody battle of Fredericksburg when the

flower of Burnside's army was destroyed.

F. V. remained in the Confederate camp till February,

sending various characteristic sketches, including capital

portraits of Lee and Stonewall Jackson, to England ; but

many of his drawings and letters failed to reach London

owing to the vessels that conveyed them being captured

by the Northern blockading squadrons. In these cases the

sketches were frequently sent to New York, and published

in " Harper's Weekly," much to the disgust and indigna-

tion of the proprietors of the " Illustrated London News,"

who repeatedly but vainly remonstrated with Messrs

Harper on the subject. The difficulties in running the

blockade were very great, and the Honourable Frank Lawley,

"the Times " correspondent on the Southern side, had to pay

as much as a hundred doUars in gold to each messenger

whom he despatched with copy to the Savannah, whence it

was sent by ship to the Bahamas, en route to England.

In February 1863 my brother went to Charleston, and

remained there throughout the bombardment, an account of

which he wrote for " the Cornhill " later on. Subsequently

he ran the blockade, and came to England, where he was

present at the Bateman supper, as I have previously men-

tioned. Shortly afterwards Garibaldi arrived in London on

his memorable visit, and Frank Vizetelly, whom the general

greeted as an old friend, was constantly in his companywhen-

ever the simple-minded soldier could escape from the weary-

ing ovations which his English admirers pestered him with.

In June my brother returned to America, running the

blockade from Nassau in the Bahamas to Wilmington in
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North Carolina, and joining Longstreet on the James river

as soon as he had landed. He was with Longstreet and

Hood in September, when the pair of them defeated

Rosencranz in the famous two days' batttle on the Chica-

manga creek, and the slaughter was something fearful.

The Federals alone lost 15,000 men in killed and wounded,

and the Southerners paid very dearly for their victory,

four of their brigadiers being killed, and half-a-dozen of

them put liors de combat.

If I recollect rightly it was in this battle that Frank

V. distinguished himself, by carrying instructions from

Longstreet to the commander of some distant post after

two or three mounted messengers despatched on the same

errand had been picked off by Federal sharpshooters.

Putting his horse into a gallop, with " loose rein and

bloody spur," my brother successfully accomplished his

mission, and when he returned Longstreet dubbed him

an honorary captain on the field of battle. And this was

the man who, after he had gone through more rough cam-

paigning than any other war correspondent before or since,

was described in some book on the Soudan by a carpet

soldier. Colonel Colborne, as being unable to ride

!

From this period till his final return to England in

1865 my brother was present at many of the more notable

engagements fought in the States, but comparatively few

of the sketches he made appeared in the " Illustrated

London News," as they were mostly seized in transit by

the Federals, and sent to New York, where " enterprising"

Yankee editors and publishers eagerly competed for them.

Every now and then F. V. ran the blockade to England

and back again to the South, and invariably got through

successfully. On these occasions, after being f^ted over

here by his titled and wealthy acquaintances, and warmly
welcomed by his feUow-members of the Savage Club, he

would spend a few quiet evenings with some habitues of
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the Cheshire Cheese chop-house, whose friendship with him
dated back to his old " Illustrated Times " days. Then he

would begin to pine for the exciting campaigning life of

the South, and would suddenly hasten off to again run the

blockade, without so much as saying " good-bye " to any of

the numerous friends who esteemed his genial nature and

courted his pleasant society.

When war broke out between Prussia and Austria in

1866, Frank Vizetelly was sent by the " Illustrated London
News " to Vienna, and duly reported himself at the head-

quarters of Marshal Benedek, of whose defeat at Solferino

he had been an eye-witness some seven years before. The

account he used to give of Benedek was rather amusing. He
found the marshal to be not merely a professed coxcomb, but

the most vain-glorious and boastful of the many commanders

he had come in contact with. With a map of Prussia

spread out before him, this military Brummel was wont to

explain to his staff-officers and hangers-on how he intended

to invade King William's territory, defeat the king himself

here, the crown prince there, and the red prince somewhere

else, and then march in triumph upon Berlin. Whilst,

however, he was basking in a fool's paradise, and

winning victory after victory on the map, the Prussians

burst into Bohemia, and Benedek had barely time to collect

his scattered wits and straggling troops, when the enemy

came down upon him like a wolf on the fold at Konigs-

gratz, and in a single battle decided the issue of the war.

After his return to England Frank Vizetelly dabbled

in various newspaper and theatrical enterprises, and in con-

junction with our elder brother James eventually started a

weekly periodical called " Echoes of the Clubs," the un-

doubted percursor of the many society papers which have

since come into existence, and the principal contributors

to which were Mortimer Collins, Crump, now Q.C., and

Nathan Sheppard.

VOL. u. G
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An important feature of " Echoes " was its cartoon,

generally the production of F. V.'s pencil. The publica-

tion gradually made its way, being written with consider-

able spirit, but was killed, I believe, at last through certain

heavy law and other expenses consequent upon an action

for libel brought by some military man who had been

assailed in it.

Always in a fever of excitement whenever there was

a warlike outbreak in any quarter of the world, no sooner

had the adherents of Don Carlos raised his standard in the

Basque provinces than my brother hastened to Spain,

where, throughout the insurrection, he was " the Times
"

correspondent with the pretender's forces. From reports

which reached London it would appear that he ingratiated

himself with Don Carlos and obtained an appointment on

his staff"—rather an odd transformation for an ex-Gari-

baldian—with a promise of the title of count or marquis,

and the customary grandeeship of Spain as soon as the pre-

tender should have conquered the Alfonsists, and been pro-

claimed king at Madrid. The wished-for consummation

was never brought about ; still this did not prevent F. V.

from parading himself as " El Conde Francisco," so long

as he remained in Navarra.

Our mutual friend, O'Shea, who, as a " Standard

special," went through the Carlist campaign with Frank
Vizetelly, has told many an amusing story of this portion

of my brother's career. When Don Carlos had his head-

quarters at Estella, Frank lodged in the house of a devout
old lady, into whose confidence he had ingratiated himself

by a daring artifice. O'Shea mentions ^ that one night

when F. V. was about turning into bed, he was struck by
the expanse of white wall immediately behind his bedstead,

and an idea occurred to him, which he at once acted upon.
With a bit of charcoal he made a rapid sketch of the

1 "Rambling Eecolleotions." By John Augustus O'Shea.
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Virgin and Child just above his pillow, then hastily jumped
into bed, and was soon sound asleep. " Next morning,"

says O'Shea, " Frank lay abed late. The old lady entered

his room to wake him, and drew aside the curtains. He
was snoring at high pressure. As she raised her, eyes to

the wall she caught sight of the sketch ; she was startled,

crossed herself, gazed attentively, recognised the sacred

likeness, and sunk upon her knees. Frank, who had been

simulating sleep, gave a turn, threw his arms over his

head, yawned, and cried, ' Mother, is that you ? On your

knees? What's the matter ?
' She pointed to the Virgin

and Child. Frank raised himself on his elbow and looked at

the sketch. His face was a changing chart of amazement
and delight, with shadings of doubt and terror, and finally

he assumed a rapturous expression of worship. The lips

of the crone were moving in prayer. From that morning

she ceased to be Frank's landlady and became his hostess.

He was a man marked by protection from on high, for had

not the marvellous manifestation been made above his

head?"
The wild guerilla warfare which for a few years was

carried on in the north of Spain was apparently quite to

my brother's liking, though every now and again, after

some brush with the enemy, he would betake himself for

rest and recreation to some seaside Biscayan vUlage within

the Carlist lines. On one of these occasions he repaired to

a little place called Lequeitio, the inhabitants of which

were mainly dependent on fishing for their support. Their

boats, however, dared only venture out in the evening, and

were forced to return before sunrise, as Alfonsist war

vessels were cruising in the open.

Frank Vizetelly accompanied a party of fishermen on

one of these nocturnal expeditions, when a good haul of

sardines having been made, they turned their prow shore-

wards just as dawn was breaking. At that moment, how-
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ever, au Alfonsist gunboat came in sight and fired a shot

as a signal for the fishing craft to lay to. The injunction

being disregarded, the gunboat fired again, and a round

shot promptly brought down the fishing smack's mast.

The skipper was in a state of consternation and wished to

surrender, but F. V., remembering his old blockade-run-

ning days, and realising that as a Carlist staff-ofiicer he

would obtain but short shrift from the Alfonsist captain,

had the mast and sails thrown into the sea, and ordered

the men to take to their oars. The smack was heavily

freighted and lay low in the water, and the mast no longer

ofiiering a convenient target, the gunboat fired shot after

shot in vain at the little craft as it cut through the waves.

It reached the harbour of Lequeitio in safety, and when
the party landed, the skipper complimented my brother on

his nerve. Had it not been for the English caballero, said

he, we should all have been prisoners and perhaps dead

men.

When the insurrection came to an end, and F. V. dis-

covered that his dreams of a grandeeship were not likely

to be realised, he crossed the Pyrenees into France and

established himself at Hendaye, where for a year or two he

lived in comfort at the principal hotel on the strength of

his glowing description of the exciting adventures he had
passed through and his grandeeship in esse under Don
Carlos's own hand. When it became necessary to raise

supplies he coolly gathered about him a band of ex-Carlist

mountaineers with whom he organised an elaborate system

of smuggling goods across the Pyrenean frontier into Spain.

The goods in question were obtained at Bayonne, and were

carried on men's backs at dead of night over the moun-
tains, by way of San Gregorio.

More than once members of the band were surprised

and shot by the carabineros, who were ever on the alert

;

and henceforth these dangerous journeys had to be per-
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formed in perfect silence and with the most minute pre-

cautions, care being taken not to loosen even a single stone

from the rugged mountain track, as the sound of its falling

into the valley below would probably bring the carabineros

to the spot. One night my brother and some of his men
were nearly caught in the mountains. A scout reported

the approach of the soldiers, and the contrabandists had

only just time to fling themselves into some neighbouring

furze bushes, where, with their hands and faces lacerated

by the thorns, they remained for an hour and more whilst

the carabineros, ignorant of their proximity, stood by

smoking and chatting. The soldiers fortunately went off

at last, and F. V. and his men started again on their

perilous journey.

At this time I was living in France, and it chanced

that my next door neighbour went with his wife and family

to spend their autumn holiday at Hendaye. At the

hotel table d'h6te they encountered a singularly pleasant

individual, full of anecdote and prompt to oblige, with

whom they soon became on intimate terms. On the

latter discovering from some casual remark they let drop

that they were neighbours of mine at Nogent-sur-Marne,

he disclosed his own name, and confided to them somewhat

mysteriously that he was then engaged in rather a danger-

ous calling. This agreeable individual was of course my
brother, but what the calling was to which he alluded, they

had not the faintest idea, until one day, with their consent,

he took their two boys on an excursion up some neigh-

bouring mountain, when to the lads' intense alarm he

introduced them to the unkempt and semi-savage looking

members of his band. After the youngsters had been

regaled with mountain fare and saw they were in no kind

of danger, they grew elated with their adventure ; and

some time afterwards, on their return to Nogent, they

delighted to brag of their visit to what they called the
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brigands' camp to their awe-struck, home-abiding com-

panions.

Had the life which the ex-Carlist staff-officer was then

leading been persevered in, it would doubtless have had a

tragical ending. This was, however, averted by my
brother quitting Hendaye and making his way across the

sandy Landes to the wine-producing region of the Gironde.

Here he made a number of drawings of the femous cha-

teaux and vineyards of the Medoc and surrounding districts.

Subsequently he went to Paris for a short time, and the

next I heard of him was from Mr A. M. Broadley—Axabi

Pacha's advocate—who had encountered him loafing in

Tunisian caf^s. From Tunis he seems to have made his

way to Egypt, and arranged with " the Graphic " to accom-

pany Hicks Pacha's expedition to the Soudan and send the

paper sketches of this disastrous campaign.

The result of the expedition is well known. Tn Novem-
ber 1883 Hicks' little army, led into an ambush by false

guides, was attacked by the Madhi's troops near El Obeid

and utterly routed, when all the European officers were

either killed during the fighting or subsequently massacred

by the victors. It was currently reported at the time that

Frank Vizetelly alone had escaped, and the rumour was
in a measure confirmed by subsequent intelligence from
Dongola respecting the existence of a European artist in

the Mahdi's camp.

This last piece of information induced me to write to

Mr Gladstone, at the time of Lord Wolseley's expedition

to relieve Gordon, and inquire whether, as a large expendi-

ture of public money was being incurred to effect the

rescue of a single Englishman invested at Khartoum, in-

structions would be given for diverting an insignificant,

portion of the amount to obtaining my brother's release by
ransom or otherwise. Mr Gladstone forwarded my letter-

to Lord Hartington, who had known Frank Vizetelly well.
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and had, as my brother used jocularly to tell, once borrowed
a pair of socks of him when they were together in the

South during the American civil war. Lord Harting-

ton informed me that he had communicated with Lord
Wolseley, who would do everything in his power to rescue

my brother, and he, moreover, added that Lord Wolseley

in his last letter had mentioned that he had information

from various sources that Frank Vizetelly was still alive at

El Obeid.

Unfortunately this information proved to be erroneous :

the European prisoner in the Mahdi's camp who had

been observed making sketches was now stated to be

some German scientist. From that day to this Frank

Vizetelly's fate has never been ascertained. Whether he

was killed in fighting or succumbed to captivity will in all

probability never be known, for none of those who from

time to time have made their way from the Soudan to

Cairo have been able to supply any reliable information

concerning him. This circumstance alone would seem to

point to his having fallen with the other Englishmen at

El Obeid.^ Even if he escaped their fate, the life he had

led for several years previously was not of a kind to fit a

man approaching sixty years of age for the endurance of

African slavery.

I may mention that Frank Vizetelly's name figures on

the memorial raised in St. Paul's cathedral to the English

journalists killed in the Soudanese campaigns ; and on the

occasion when this was inaugurated. Lord Wolseley,

—

who, so long as it was thought my brother was alive and

in slavery, had been most anxious to secure his release,

—

speaking at the London Press Club, mentioned that of

the various correspondents whose fate the memorial com-

memorated, " the only one with whom he had been in any

1 This is stated to have been the case in Father Joseph Obrwalder's " Ten years'

captiTity in the Mahdi's camp," on the authority of Klootz, Baron Seckendorf 's German

servant.
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degree intimate was Frank Vizetelly, whom he had always

found not merely of an extremely genial, but also of a

most gentle disposition." This kindly encomium of Lord

Wolseley's is perhaps my brother's best epitaph. The

general's appreciative words found an echo in the breasts

of the old war correspondent's many friends, all of whom
were conscious of his genial and gentle nature. It must
be confessed, however, that although he was no one else's

enemy, he was certainly his own. This, alas ! is " the

pity of it."

" ' All honour to him who shall win the prize !

'

The world has cried for a thousand years
;

While he who has tried and fails and dies

Eeceives the meed of a few stray tears."
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XXVIl.

(1863-65.)

THE SHAKSPEARE TERCENTENARY COMMITTEE AND MR.

THACKERAY—REMINISCENCES OF SOME GUILDFORD-

STREET GATHERINGS—THE DAVENPORT BROTHERS
AND CHARLES READE—A CHANGE IN MY

POSITION—T. W. ROBERTSON, NEEDY
AND AFFLUENT.

Some time in 1863, after several preliminary hole-and-

corner meetings of a few literary enthusiasts, it was

announced in the newspapers that a National Shakspeare

committee had been formed with the object of celebrating

in some unexplained fashion the tercentenary of Shak-

speare's birth. Hepworth Dixon, the then editor of " the

Athengeum," who was always hungering after notoriety,

seeing the chance of a little cheap popularity, joined the

movement, and speedily placed himself at its head. It

was commonly rumoured that Dixon aspired to the honours

of knighthood, and hoped to secure these if, when matters

were ripe, the Prince of Wales accepted the office of

president. His first step was to persuade his friend the

Duke of Manchester, whose Kimbolton papers he had

edited for him, to act as chairman of the committee.

His next was to strengthen the latter by adding many
notable individuals to it ; after which he autocratically

a,ppointed his principal satellites as secretaries, nominating

no less than a round dozen of them. He then chose a

council who submitted their own names for the approval

of the general committee, and were elected by the narrow
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majority of two, which they thought warranted them in

describing themselves as the representatives of the " in-

tellect, wealth, and commercial enterprise of the nation."

Vice-presidents were next appointed, including a string of

noblemen, and three distinguished literary men—Sir Edward

Bulwer Lytton, Alfred Tennyson, and Charles Dickens.

A section of the committee was strongly of opinion

that Mr. Thackeray should be joined to the foregoing, and

at an ensuing meeting I proposed inviting him to become

one of our vice-presidents. Colonel Sykes, who presided,

intimated that in the case of so distinguished a personage

as Mr. Thackeray, there could be no question as to the

propriety of the proposed course, and was about to declare

the motion carried nem. con., when Hepworth Dixon

—

who had not forgotten a former snubbing Thackeray had

given him—interposed with the objection that a circular

sent to Mr. Thackeray asking him to join the committee

had not been responded to. Nothing being thought of

this, Dixon's henchman, J. Cordy Jeaflfreson, came to hi&

aid, and, after talking vaguely about the inordinate

opinion which he knew Mr. Thackeray to entertain of

himself, suggested that the committee would be only

demeaning themselves by again applying to him. As-

Dixon had a considerable following, composed of con-

tributors to "the Athenaeum," and timid literary men
who trembled for their next book, he secured the rejection

of my proposal and the carrying of a counter resolution,,

little dreaming that he was bringing about the speedy efface-

ment of the National Shakspeare committee at the same time.

It was in the large room at the Society of Arts that

the committee meetings were held, but so little interest

did the public take in the proceedings that the news-

papers sent no reporter to chronicle what transpired, and
the outrageous resolution only oozed out by degrees. I

took the matter up warmly, and supported merely by
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one or two friends, agitated it at one committee meeting

after another, suggesting among otlier things the rescind-

ing of the resolution, and thereby avoiding a public

scandal, but to no purpose. I then published an account

of the affair in the " Illustrated Times," which, as the

other papers quoted it, led to the committee being vigor-

ously assailed in all directions for their asinine resolu-

tion. Laurence Oliphant, in an indignant article in the

" London Eeview," called attention to the circumstance

that the two most prominent members on the self-elected

council were " the David and Jonathan of a literary organ

whose columns had been disfigured by a virulent and in-

decent criticism—needlessly cruel, ofi'ensive and unjust

—

on Miss Thackeray's charming novel, ' The Story of

Elizabeth.' To one or both of them," said he, " the

father of the authoress attributed (rightly or wrongly)

the slashing review, and was highly indignant at the

cruel attack. This was known to the council, and yet,

with exquisite taste, they put forward these two gentle-

men to invite the adhesion of the greatest satirist of the

day to the movement they had assumed the direction of."

The sad part of the affair was that, within three weeks

of this affront being put upon Mr. Thackeray by men

unworthy of unloosing his shoe-strings, London was

startled by the news that the great novelist had been

found dead in his bed on the morning of Christmas Eve.

" The angel came by night

(Such angels still come down).

And, like a winter cloud.

Passed over London town
;

Along its lonesome streets

Where Want had ceased to weep.

Until it reached a house

Where a great man lay asleep :

The man of aU his time

Who knew the most of men

;
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The soundest head and heart,

The sharpest, kindest pen.

It paused beside his bed,

And whispered in his ear :

He never turned his head.

But answered ' I am here !
'
" ^

A year or two before his death, Thackeray, with a

forecast, as it were, of its near approach, wrote to an

old Charterhouse schoolfellow somewhat mournfully

—

" Now we are half-a-oentury old, and the kind hand which wrote the

name in the books, in that fine, well-remembered writing, is laid under

the grass which will cover us old gentlemen too ere long, after our little

life's journey is over. And the carriage is going down the hill, isn't it?

Mine is, after having had some pleasant travelling, after being well-nigh

upset, after being patched up again, after being robbed by foot-pads, &c.,

&c. The terminus can't be far off—a few years more or less. I wouldn't

care to travel over the ground again ; though I have had some pleasant

days and dear companions."

What Carlyle said of Thackeray was perfectly true

—

" he had many fine qualities ; no guile or malice against

any mortal." If proof were needed of his sensitive-

ness and absolute good-feeling, it is to be found in the

circumstance of his turning back after he and Charles

Dickens had passed one another without speaking in the

hall of the Athenaeum Club, at the time of their quarrel over

Yates's afiair, and saying, as he grasped Dickens warmly
by the hand, that he could no longer bear their being

iU friends. That Thackeray was generous and unostenta-

tious in his gifts no one who knew him will gainsay.

One notable instance may be cited, that of the friend

whose acquaintance he had originally made at " Pater

"

Evans's (of B. & E.). On hearing the news of his death,

Thackeray wrote

—

" Can't we, his old comrades, do something to show his poor widow

1 R. H. Stoddard in the New York " Round Table." The " I am here
!

" is, of course,

are-echo of Colonel Newcome's Adsmii

!
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and family our sense of his worth'? He has a son at Chriatchurch,

where, with the family's altered means, it may not be convenient to-

support the young man. Is the career likely to be serviceable to him,,

and would he desire to continue it ? I shall be heartily glad to give

£100 towards a fund for his maintenance at Oxford, should he think fit

to remain there. Others of our friends, no doubt, would join in it. It

is through my connexion with ' Punch ' that I owe the good chances

that have lately befallen me, and have had so many kind offers of help-

in my own days of trouble, that I would thankfully aid a friend whom
Death has called away,"

A note, enclosing a cheque, sent by Thackeray ta

George Hodder, who subsequently accompanied him on

his provincial reading tour as representative of the

firm who financed the affair, is characteristic of the

writer

—

" May 19, 1855.

" I am sincerely sorry to hear of your position, and send the little

contribution which came so opportunely from another friend whom I was

enabled once to help. When you are well-to-do again I know you will

pay it back, and I dare say somebody else will want the money which is

meanwhile most heartily at your service.

"W. M. T."

As may be supposed, the painful incident of Mr.

Thackeray's death cast considerable gloom over the next

meeting of the National Shakspeare committee. Hep-

worth Dixon figuratively wept crocodile's tears, and

gravely moved that all record of the sHght put upon Mr.

Thackeray should be erased from the minute book, which,

at one time, he had fondly talked of depositing in the

British Museum ; and of course Jeaffreson again did vassal' s-

service. The suggestion, however, was too much for the

meeting, which peremptorily determined that the offensive-

resolution, together with the names of its supporters, should

remain inscribed on the committee's minutes, but that the

committee should record their expression of deep regret

at such a resolution having ever been carried. This was

the beginning of the end, and a few weeks afterwards a
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protest against the proceedings of the executive, signed by-

Theodore Martin, Shirley Brooks, Dr. Brewer, and others,

appeared in the morning papers, and the grand National

Shakspeare committee, with its superstructure of a dozen

secretaries, toppled over like a house of cards.

In company with one or two friends, who, like myself,

had known Mr. Thackeray well, I was present at Kensal-

green cemetery on the bright frosty morning of the last day

but one of the year when the great writer was laid to his rest.

In a modest way the honours almost of a public funeral were

rendered him, for besides the throng of Hterary and artistic

celebrities who came to do their dead colleague reverence

a large sympathetic crowd of admirers testified to their

regard for one of whom it was truly said that while " a

man in all the qualities of intellect he was still a child in

all the qualities of heart."

Shortly after Mr. Thackeray's death his house in Palace-

gardens and its furniture were sold, the latter by auction.

Among the articles was an old-fashioned bureau, or writing

table, that used to stand in its owner's bedroom, and

being somewhat shabby-looking, was knocked down with-

out competition to a neighbouring broker for a few shillings.

As soon as the broker had got his purchase home, he began

furbishing it up and overhauling it, when, to his surprise,

either in some secret drawer or an ordinary drawer, which

not even the auctioneer's man who lotted the goods had

troubled himself to open, he discovered heaps of letters,

including those written by Thackeray to his mother in his

schoolboy days, copies of a few important letters he had

written to other people, and numerous letters that had been

addressed to him by individuals of some note, such as

well-known public men and the more distinguished among
his brethren of the pen and pencil.

The broker, elated with his " find," and desirous of

turning it to profitable account, in the full belief that
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having purchased the writing table at public auction he

had acquired a property in the contents of the drawers,

took the parcel of letters to Julian Portch, the artist, who
lived close by, and with whom he had previously had some
dealings. After consulting with Portch he came to the

conclusion that the letters were worth a considerable sum
—either one or two hundred pounds, I forget which—and
asked Portch if he would ascertain for him whether

Thackeray's family would like to purchase them for that

amount. Portch agreed to do so, and the letters being

left with him, he submitted them to Mr. Frederick Green-

wood, who was then editing " the CornhiU" and the "Pall

Mall Gazette," and with whom Portch was intimate

through the former connection of the two with the " Illus-

trated Times."

Greenwood at once recognised the importance of the

discovery and submitted the broker's offer. Unluckily for

the man the family solicitors were consulted, and at once

pooh-poohed the claim. They insisted on the letters being

retained, and the broker being left to prove his title to

them in a court of law. Irritated beyond measure at the

turn affairs had taken, the latter threatened proceedings

against everybody concerned for the illegal detention of

his property. Eventually, however, he calmed down and

accepted some moderate compensation in lieu of enforcing

his imaginary rights, and the Thackeray correspondence was

secured to the family.

When Mr. George Augustus Sala returned home from

the United States after penning the last of his clever letters

to the " Daily Telegraph " on " America in the Midst of

War "—letters which in their republished form are excel-

lent reading even at the present day, his house in Guild-

ford-street became the favourite resort of his many literary

and journalistic friends. The merits of Charles Dickens's

able coadjutor on " Household Words," and the author of one
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of the most amusing short stories in the language (" Colonel

Quagg's Conversion "), and the most discursive novel ever

written (" The Baddington Peerage ") had long since been

recognised in literary circles ; and now the public had

come to know of his versatile abilities, and to look upon

him as a brilliant essayist, a clever novelist, a picturesque

biographer, and the most readable of leader writers, and

most amusing of special correspondents. It was, moreover,

an additional feather in his cap that, as editor of " Temple

Bar," he had, in conjunction with his friend Edmund Yates,

piloted that rather risky undertaking into safe waters.

Sala was feted a good deal on his return to England,

and among others by some aristocratic swells, half-a-dozen

of the younger of whom he invited to spend an evening in

Guildford-street, promising, by way of a bait, to introduce

them to the same number of literary and artistic bohemians

of the genuine stamp. Horace Mayhew and I chanced to

meet G. A. S. the same afternoon, and he asked us to join

the party. We arrived at GuUdford-street at the appointed

time, and found the half-dozen bohemians spruce in new
paper collars and boisterously jolly—having been well

feasted by their host—piiffing away at their cutty pipes

while waiting the arrival of the blase young fellows whom
they were expected to entertain. It is needless to publish

their names ; still, I may mention that among them were one

or two who every morning they rose had no idea whether

or not they would dine that day, and others who were in

the same blissful state of ignorance as to where they would

pillow their heads at night time.

One of the fraternity formerly boasted possession

of a luxurious three-pair back, the rent of which he had

allowed to get fearfully in arrear. He had, however, an

indulgent landlady, who darned his socks for him when he

happened to own a pair, and seemed willing enough to

wait for the mythical " good time coming," which he was
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always putting her off with. Yet he exhausted her

patience at last ; not, however, because the arrears of rent

kept mounting up, but because of his indulgence in certain

bad habits which, do what she would, the poor woman was
unable to break him of. The fact is, like many another

bohemian gourmet, he had a weakness for fried fish, which

he was particularly fond of supping off in bed. His plan

was to purchase a nicely-browned plaice or flounder the last

thing at night and carry it home with him wrapped in a

piece of paper, and after he was comfortably between the

sheets to feast off it leisurely. The bed linen got greased

a good deal of course, but this the good-natured landlady

did not so much mind. What annoyed her was having to

pick an infinity of small fish bones out of her lodger's bed

almost every day. This was too much for her long-tried

temper, and repeated remonstrances proving unavailing,

she determined to cut matters short ; so one day when her

incorrigible tenant had gone out in search of a dinner, she

turned the key of her comfortable three-pair back room

upon him for good.

To return, however, to the Guildford-street gathering.

The young bloods from the west soon turned up displaying

an amplitude of elaborately-worked shirt-front such as

Bloomsbury was quite unaccustomed to. Oddly com-

pounded as the assemblage was, Sala's wonderful qualities

as a host speeddy put every one at his ease, with the

result that a general fraternization ensued and an ex-

ceptionally jolly evening was spent. When shortly after

midnight the broughams and private cabs of the more

affluent members of the party drove up, their owners

politely offered to drop the other guests anywhere they

pleased en route, but as most of the latter had no place of

their own, and were in the habit of pitching their tent for

the night wherever circumstances willed, they found these

offers slightly embarrassing. However, the company eventu-

VOL. II. H
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ally dispersed—swells and bohemians going off in pairs.

In some cases the swell carried off the bohemian to yawn

away an hour or two at some late west-end club, and in

others the bohemian induced the swell to enlarge his views

of life within the limited area of an early Covent-garden

coffee-house, so that Sala's ingenious admixture of the

opulent and impecunious classes was altogether a complete

success.

I remember another evening in Guildford-street, the

occasion, I think, being the eve of our host's birthday.

Among the guests were " Guy Livingstone " Lawrence,

squinting consumedly as usual ; Captain Burton—the

" Ruffian Dick " of his intimate friends—on leave from

Fernando Po, singularly quiet for a hero of marvellous

adventure, and chiefly remarkable from his bronzed scarred

face ; Hepworth Dixon, garrulous and dogmatic, as became

the critical Jupiter ; about half of the numerous brothers

Mayhew ; Blanchard Jerrold of " Lloyd's Newspaper " ;

Rudolph Gustavus Glover, Sala's former chamber chum in

Clements' Inn—where, like Falstaff and Shallow, we often

heard the chimes at midnight—and sagacious, clear-sighted

J. C. Parkinson, in whom several of us thought we dis-

cerned a future chancellor of the exchequer. To these

should be added Edward Tinsley, the publisher of most of

G. A. S.'s books. Our host, I remember, returned thanks

on his health being proposed during the small hours of the

morning, and kept his guests laughing heartily through

a long speech, full of humorous autobiographical reminis-

cences of his early days.

Later on Tinsley's health was drunk, and he replied in

characteristic fashion, detailing among other things his first

arrival in the great metropolis on the top of a haycart,

with the traditional three half-pence in his pocket. A
day or two afterwards I chanced to meet Tinsley, when

he anxiously enquired if he was not drunk on the occasion,

and whether he had not made a great ass of himself. On
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my assuring him this was not so, he asked if he had said

anything about his first coming up to London on the top

of a load of hay, with a billycock hat on his head and less

than sixpenn'orth of coppers in his pocket. On my reply-

ing, " Yes," " Then I must have been tight as a drum,"

he exclaimed, "for whenever I return thanks for my health

being drunk somehow or other it always comes into my
head to tell of my coming up to London when a farmer's

boy with only a few coppers, but I do my utmost to keep

the matter dark. If I let it escape me the other night,

I must have been tightly screwed indeed."

Among the bohemians I was thrown in contact with a

dozen or more years before, was a youthful satirist whose

juvenile escapades had led to the closing of the parental

doors against him. At the time I knew him he was lodg-

ing temporarily at a coffee-shop off the Strand, where he

was commonly very much behindhand with his payments

for bed and board. One evening some of his friends paid

him a passing visit, when, knowing that they would prefer

something more exhilarating than mocha and bohea, he

entertained them with liquid refreshments ordered from a

neighbouring " pub " round the corner. This greatly

irritated the coffee-house keeper,' who considered that the

ready money thus expended would have been better devoted

to clearing off old scores, and he interdicted the intro-

duction of any further supplies. As there was no quiet

room at the " pub " in question to which the party could

adjourn to discuss the contending merits of the satirists of

the past and scarify the puny satirists of the present ; and

as the night was a drizzling one and unsuitable for a stroll,

our young friend commissioned the pot-boy when he next

made his appearance to call a cab, and into this he and

his friends adjourned, and there continued their libations.

What particularly annoyed the coffee-house keeper was that

the cab remained opposite his door, and that the drinking

bout went on for fully an hour under his unwilling eyes.
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There was a bohemian versifier I was well acquainted

with who ordinarily wooed the muses under most unromantic

conditions. On one occasion, when he was engaged on the

composition of a rather lengthy and pathetic narrative

poem which was to appear in some Christmas number,

and be illustrated by a well-known pre-Eafiaellite artist,,

he begged me to send for a few sides of " copy " at a

time to a little " pub " at the bottom of Whitefriars-street,

Fleet-street, then known as Water-lane. This " pub " was

the resort of water-side coalheavers engaged in unload-

ing the barges that used to lie alongside before the em-

bankment was built. Here, in a dark and diagy room,

looking on to the Thames, and in the company of grimy

coalheavers, smoking their clays and swiUing from the

pewter, our poet, primed with Byronic nectar, the homely

gin and water, penned his really pathetic stanzas, which

the critics of the day, who had not the remotest idea that

they were written amidst such unsavoury surroundings,

commended for their intense poetic feeling.

With many of the bohemian fraternity there was a

good deal of contemptuous envy of those who, by adhering

to conventional rules, had succeeded in scrambling up the

ladder of success. This, however, by no means lessened

the enthusiasm they professed to feel for their own pet

ideals, which, much as they might rave about them, they

rarely succeeded in realizing. One good quality they had
in common. Most of them of course were poor, but when-
ever one of the brotherhood met with a turn of good
fortune, he commonly gave his generous impulses full play,

and shared it with his needy fellows.

When, in the autumn of 1864, the Davenport brothers

temporarily startled London with their performances inside

some secret cabinet, and their mysterious manifestations

in a darkened room with musical instruments swiftly

capering through the air, I Avas present at the private re-
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presentation which they gave for the benefit of the

press. After their showman had his say, a controversy

arose, I remember, as to how the performers should be

bound. G. W. M. Eeynolds sensibly suggested that

instead of using the ropes that were habitually employed,

a good supply of packthread would answer far better

;

but to this the brothers strenuously objected, and their

objections were allowed to prevail. In the same way a

proposal to secure the knots with sealing-wax was over-

ruled. Indeed, the only control this test audience, so to

speak, was permitted to exercise over the proceedings

consisted in the selection of the individuals who were to

bind the performers inside the cabinet ; and eventually

Charles Reade, the novelist, and John HoUingshead, since

dubbed the practical, were fixed upon, and proved their

utter incapacity for coping with a couple of such 'cute

Yankees as the brothers Davenport evidently were.

A tambourine, a fiddle, a guitar, a trumpet, and a

beU having been deposited within the cabinet, the doors

of this were closed and the room was darkened, when
almost immediately the charivari began, although Daven-

port brothers were supposed to have been securely bound

hand and foot. Presently a ghastly pale hand, duly

chalked no doubt for the occasion, and known as the

spirit-hand, was thrust through an aperture in the centre

door, and violently rang a bell it was grasping. At one

moment, in the dim light, a hasty glimpse was caught

in the same opening of a spectral face, half-hidden, if I

remember rightly, by a small cloud of white smoke. This

was the extent of the so-called spiritual manifestations, the

meaning and motive of which were certainly a puzzle.

On the cabinet doors being opened the brothers were

discovered seated, and seemingly bound in the same

fashion in which Charles Reade and HoUingshead imagined

they had secured them.
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By the incredulous ones the performance was regarded

ae a clever piece of conjuring, but there were others who
persuaded themselves that in some way or other it per-

tained to the supernatural, and a fresh test was determined

upon. Charles Eeade, who, with all his shrewdness, was

far from a logical investigator, volunteered to be shut up

in the cabinet with the Davenports, and to keep a sharp

eye on them during the manifestations. A cross seat

was thereupon assigned to him, and his hands were secured

so as to rest on the brothers' knees ; while the brothers

themselves, bound as inefficiently as before, were seated

opposite to each other at the two ends of the cabinet.

The charivari and all the rest were repeated, and the

cabinet doors being opened, Eeade was discovered crowned

with the tambourine, and looking as scared as Macbeth

when Banquo's ghost, uninvited, took his seat at the

banquet. After the dazed novelist had recovered himself,

all that could be got out of him was that he had felt

cold hands passing over his face in the dark, but could

detect no kind of movement on the part of his companions.

In the autumn of 1864, in view of the approaching

termination of my engagement on the "Illustrated Times,"

which I had made up my mind not to renew since the

policy of those in power on the " Illustrated London
News " was to quietly burke the paper and so leave the
" News " without a rival, I formed the plan of a new
London penny daily, one of the objects of which was to

run Mr. Gladstone, then Palmerston's chancellor of the

exchequer, for the future premiership. An important

feature of the proposed new journal was a daily illustrated

supplement devoted as far as practicable to the exciting

incident of the moment.

I put myself in communication with a number of mem-
bers of parliament, several of whom were personally known
to me, and I managed to secure the adhesion of some
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dozen or more to my scheme, including the present Lord
Brassey ; Sir Morton Peto, before his difficulties in connec-

tion with the London, Chatham, and Dover railway ; W.
Tite, the city architect, who sat silent, rigid, and severe-

looking while I expounded my plans to him, and then, to

my great astonishment, consented to become one of the

shareholders ; amiable Sir Francis Groldsmid, at wliose house

in the Regent's-park the model of Michael Angelo's Virgin

and Child over the mantelpiece in the owner's study

used sorely to perplex me I remember ; Charles Buxton,

who invited me to breakfast with him, and introduced me
to Mr., now Sir George Trevelyan, regarding whose future

political career great expectations then existed ; Samuel

Morley, prior of course to his connection with the " Daily

News " ; David Chadwick, the shrewd financier who had

advantageously invested a couple of millions sterling for

two men in very opposite walks of life—Michael Bass, the

great Burton ale brewer ; and Benjamin Armstrong, the

president of the United Kingdom Alliance ; Sir John

Pender, W. Leaf of Old Change, J. White, the genial M.P.

for Brighton, and others.

I had a good deal of anxiety in connection with the affair

owing to divergent opinions respecting the precise shade

of politics the proposed paper should advocate, some of the

contemplated shareholders being far more radical in their

views than others. At this time, too, my health was very

indifferent, and I listened rather readily to a suggestion

from Mr. Parry, who was then controlling the " Illustrated

London News," that I should still continue my services to

Mrs. Ingram, not, however, as editor of the " Illustrated

Times," but as Paris correspondent and general representa-

tive on the continent of the " Illustrated London News."

The question of salary was a serious one, but eventually

this was settled to my complete satisfaction, it being agreed

that I was to receive the same sum I had heretofore been
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paid, whereas my duties were limited to sending a short

letter weekly, and the occasional employment of artists on

the paper's behalf, and, of course, at its expense. Under

this engagement, which was fixed for five years, my annual

salary was eight hundred pounds, in addition to which I

had perquisites connected with the purchase of electro-

types amounting to more than another hundred pounds.

Everything being finally arranged, I left England in the

summer of 1865 to enter upon my new duties.

Before I proceed to speak of the somewhat varied

foreign experiences I went through I may mention a cir-

cumstance which I omitted to allude to in its proper place.

When the great success of the Christmas numbers of

Dickens's " All the Year Eound " led to endless imitations

of them, there was sent to the " Illustrated Times " office

the Christmas number of a newly-fledged publication

—

" Saturday Night," 1 think it was, a clever weekly edited

by young Tom Hood. In this number was a pathetic story

immeasurably superior, as I thought, to the rest of the

contents, telling, if I remember rightly, of a once popular

clown dying in the direst distress at this so-called merry

Christmastide. The story so impressed me that I at once

addressed a letter to T. W. E., the initials appended to it,

and my only clue to the author, at the publishing office of

the periodical in question, asking the writer to favour me
with a visit.

Months went by and I heard nothing, although the

letter had not been returned through the post-office, when
one day a youngish-looking fellow, whose shabby attire

and careworn, dejected expression conveyed the idea that

he was not of the fortunate ones of this world, called

upon me. Taking my almost forgotten letter from his

pocket he handed it to me, with the remark that he was
T. W. R., and had only received the communication the

day before. I gathered from him that his name was
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Robertson, and that he had been on the " boards." This,

however, conveyed nothing whatever to my mind, he

being then an utterly unknown scribe, though some years

afterwards he was to become celebrated as the author of

"Caste" and half-a-score of other clever social dramas,

which secured him not only fame but fortune. There

was an anxious, pleading look in my visitor's eyes, which
had its effect upon me, and when, after a brief conversa-

tion, I gave him a commission to write a dozen or more
theatrical sketches for the paper at three guineas each,

I could not help observing the gleam of satisfaction that

brightened up his doleful countenance.

Robertson's son, in a short memoir which he wrote

of his father, alludes with satisfaction to Robertson's con-

nection in his hard-up days, with what, he mentions, its

contributors used affectionately to term "the jolly I. T."^

^ " Among other joumaliatic enterprises to which he was attached, Robertson wrote

for . . . the never-to-be-forgotten 'Illustrated Times,' a weekly journal under the

management of Henry Vizetelly, a liberal and punctual paymaster (at that time a
rather unknown quality). ... In this celebrated weekly Robertson wrote some very

clever articles, entitled * Theatrical Types,' which were a description, satirically and
pathetically amusing, of each type of individual connected with the various depart-

ments of a theatre. When Edmund Yates relinquished the position of dramatic critic,

Robertson became the ' Theatrical Lounger,' the title attached to the column devoted to

the drama."—The Principal Dramatic Works of T. W. Robertson.
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XXVIII.

(1865.)

FRENCH APARTMENTS—AT AUTEUIL—FANTASTIC FASHIONS

—FETES IN THE PARIS ENVIRONS—JOURNALISTIC

DUELS—A GARDEN PARTY.

My removal to Paris in 1865 severed raany of my old

associations, separated me from friends of long standing,

with whom I had been in daily intercourse, and materially

changed my course of life. Whereabouts to pitch my
tent in the boasted capital of civilization was the first

difficulty that presented itself. With a young family

about one, the idea of living in an appartement up four

or five flights of stairs in the heart of Paris hardly com-

mended itself to me, besides which, in the preferable

residential quarters over-prudent proprietaires often

objected to take people with children as tenants, both

on account of the noise the youngsters made, which

would possibly scare away other lodgers, and of the

damage they might do to the paint and wall-papers.

When inspecting an appartement, I remember you

were then invariably questioned as to the number and

nature of your family by the concierge, who, besides

objecting to children, usually informed you that dogs,

cats, and parrots were not allowed on the premises. A
friend of mine, unburdened with any pledges of his wife's

affection, and who kept neither bird nor canine or feline

pet, experienced the greatest difficulty in securing suitable

quarters. Concierge after concierge interrogated him as
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to the composition of his family, and when he replied,

" Oh, there is only myself, my wife, and my mother-in-

law," the rejoinder promptly came, "Very sorry, monsieur,

but we cannot take you as a tenant, unless, indeed,

madame, your mother-in-law can arrange to live else-

where. This house is a quiet one."

An apartment hunter, on caUing to inspect a flat,

having had the customary enquiry with regard to children

put to him by one of these cross-examining concierges,

replied that he had none, but at the same time would like

to know why the question was asked. " Because, monsieur,"

rejoined the concierge, "the landlord objects to let to

people with a young family." " Then he is an old bachelor,

I suppose, and has an aversion for juveniles," suggested the

proposed lodger. "Not at all, monsieur, he's married and

has three boys and a girl." " Indeed !
" exclaimed the other,

" in that case I '11 not trouble you any further, for I have an

insuperable objection to becoming the tenant of any house-

owner who has a lot of children."

Eents were high and living expensive in the more

desirable environs, but eventually I fixed upon Auteuil,

where I rented a furnished pavilion in a garden leading

down to the Seine, on the Koute de Versailles, the tramway

running along which had its terminus on the Place de la

Concorde, within a short walk of some offices I had secured

in the Eue de Eichelieu. Near us at Auteuil there lived a

venerable, aristocratic-looking, demented dame, who went

by the name of " the marchioness," and whom one often

caught sight of in her large shady garden, beyond which

she never stirred, attired in a brocaded silk dress of a

fashion that dated back to the reign of Charles X., whose

mistress the grande dame had formerly been. On the

anniversaries of notable state occasions the old lady would

deck herself out in an ancient Court dress, spread out her

train, nod her plumes, flourish her fan, and cause her
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diamonds to scintillate as she turned quickly round to

speak to one or other of the footmen in full livery, who

were always in attendance on her on these days of

ceremony.

From Auteuil I removed to pleasant Passy, the home of

several notable French literary men, and while there

agreed to lease a charmingly situated but uncompleted

house at Le Vesinet. This landed me in a law-suit that

crawled on for a couple of years, during which time I paid

nearly two hundred pounds in rent, although I had never

occupied the house ; and as the case was decided against

me, spite of the able pleading of M. Jules Favre, I was

saddled with several hundred pounds of costs besides. In

France the client always selects and instructs his own
advocate and holds free communication with him, quite

independent of his solicitor, so that I had several interviews

with Jules Favre, and though he failed to win the case,

I certainly found him far more intent on mastering its

intricacies and difficulties than the average English bar-

rister, who, after pocketing a client's fee, thinks nothing of

leaving him in the lurch.

As my newspaper duties were slight, I spent much of

my time at the outset in roaming about Paris, familiarizing

myself with its kaleidoscopic life, its boulevard and cafe

existence, its pursuits and amusements, its whims and its

vanities, and in penetrating some of the mysteries which

hung over the proletarian quarters of the city. The second

empire was then at its apogee, and the division between

luxury and frivolity on the one hand and abject misery on
the other was very strongly marked.

At this time the recent triumphs of Gladiateur and
Fille de I'Air on the turf had not only given a great

impetus to horse racing in France, but had turned the

heads of most of the pleasure-seeking classes. Students

of the clothes-philosophy, who take for their motto " Tell
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US what a man wears and we will tell you what he is,"

would have found much to interest them in the strange

fantastic fashions just then prevailing in Paris. To judge

from the number of sporting emblems in the attire of both

sexes, one would have imagiaed that a considerable section

of the community had given itself up to the engrossing

amusement afforded by the turf Patrons of le sport not

only came out with scarf pins in the form of jockeys on

galloping horses, hunting caps and whips, saddles and

stirrups, spurs and bits, and greyhounds' and bulldogs'

heads, but had their shirt fronts spotted over with hunts-

men riding' to cover and eight oared cutters and their

crews, while the large turndown collar and the cuffs were

decorated with dogs' and horses' heads or simple horse-shoes.

The horse-shoe craze was then rampant. Women of the

demi-monde bedecked themselves with massive earrings of

horse-shoe form, from which stirrups dangled as drops.

Bracelets and lockets were fashioned of a dozen or more

small golden horse-shoes strung together ; whUe huge ones,

enclosing miniature enamels of steeplechases, horse races,

and hunting scenes, were worn as brooches or buckles to

ladies' belts.

Grotesque scarf pins of a non-sporting character were

also rather common. One was formed of an artificial eye

of the natural size, another like a cigar with a ruby at the

tip to indicate the light ; but the most absurd of all was a

small death's head connected by a wire with a lilliputian

battery carried in the pocket, enabling the death's head to

distend its jaws and close and open them at the wearer's

pleasure, greatly to the bewilderment of anyone not in the

secret.

The fetes in the environs of Paris, although there was

a strong family likeness between most of them, afforded

one much amusement so long as their novelty lasted. I

was perhaps more curious about that of Nanterre than any
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of the others, embracing as it did the public crowning of

a Rosifere with befitting ceremony. The qualifications for

a Rosifere were an irreproachable character, and in addi-

tion to the honour of being publicly crowned, she was

presented with a modest dot of 500 francs in the hope

that this might help to secure her a desirable husband.

Nanterre is only a few miles from Paris, and thither I

went with a crowd of excursionists. The day was beauti-

fully fine and everything looked charming, and the country

most charming of all. The Rosi^re was to be crowned inside

the church, every corner of which was filled save where

places had been reserved for those taking part in the cere-

mony. The altar was prettily decorated with flowers, the

tall candles were arranged in symmetrical fashion, and the

church plate was set out to the best advantage. To the

right of the altar were a number of raised seats hung about

with crimson drapery, and here, under an elegant canopy,

the ceremony which attracted such a crowd of Parisians

was to take place.

Presently there was a burst of martial music, and a

procession advanced up the aisle headed by sapeurs,

pompiers, and national guards. Next came some gorgeous

banners, and then a bevy of bright-looking maidens and

rosy-cheeked little girls, all of them in spotless white, with

light-blue sashes across their breasts and wreaths of pale-

blush roses on their heads. In the centre of this pretty

group a crown of white roses was to be seen, borne aloft on

a blue-silk cushion with long ribbon streamers, which sturdy

little gii'ls grasped in their tiny hands. Soon a view was
obtained of the blushing young Rosi^re herself, as, escorted

by the mayor and a couple of past rosiferes, she advanced

to the altar steps, where she knelt in silent prayer.

Priests in rich vestments then performed their genu-

flexions, candles were lighted, acolytes swung censers, the

cur^ sprinkled holy water to exorcise the fiend, and the
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Benediction service commenced. When this was over, a

good-looking young priest delivered a discourse on this

custom of crowning a rosifere, tracing its origin, chronicling

its centuries of existence, expatiating on its advantages,

and proclaiming with pride that no one could point the

finger of scorn at a single young female of the commune of

Nanterre. Here his discourse became touching, and led to

a general flutter of white pocket-handkerchiefs. Old women
began blowing their poor pinched noses, and slily wiped

the tears from their rheumy eyes. Young girls, whose

attention had been heretofore more taken up with consider-

ations as to how they looked in the eyes of certain admir-

ing swains than with the priest's discourse, also showed

symptoms of becoming affected ; and even the sturdy

Suisse, overcome by his feelings, raised his brawny hand

and dashed away the teardrop from his swarthy cheek.

This little interlude over, the discourse grew dull and com-

monplace as any afternoon sermon in an English country

church in the shires.

The mayor having led the trembling young Eosifere

to a prie-dieu, on which she knelt overcome with emotion,

the mayoress, an amiable-looking lady, placed the floral

crown on the young girl's head, and then tenderly em-

braced her, and encircled her neck with a gold chain.

The cur^, with assistant priests, afterwards intoned the

concluding portions of the service, and two of the prettiest

young girls among a bevy of village beauties went round

to receive the offerings of the congregation.

Here I may as well dissipate any pleasant illusion

which has perhaps taken possession of the reader's mind,

and admit that the Nanterre Rosi^re was not divinely

beautiful, or even ordinarily good-looking, but was what

most people would term positively plain.

Another favourite f^te with the Parisians at this

period was the picturesque F^te des Loges, held in the
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heart of the forest of St. Germain. A char-k-bancs, start-

ing from the old chateau where . our James II. kept Court

after being forced to " retire from business," conveyed one

to the skirts of the forest along a road straight as a dart,

and bordered by lofty trees. We soon found ourselves in a

stream of vehicles of almost every known type, with most

of the horses decked with jingling bells and foxes' brushes,

and the drivers frantically striving who could crack his

Avhip the loudest.

As the trees got taller and closer together, and

more antique-looking and picturesque, a little canvas

town was discernible in the depths of the forest, with

thousands of gay flags fluttering over it. Presently one

made out some rustic triumphal arches, hung over with

bright-coloured lamps ; and then restaurants, cafds, ball-

rooms, circuses, showmen's booths, swings, Eussian moun-

tains, roundabouts, and the like, came in sight. On
penetrating this little tented town one noticed that all

the shows had gaily painted prosceniums, with marvellous

tableaux depicting Normandy giantesses, Brittany dwarfs,

corpulent infants, tatooed savages dancing and yelling

the war whoop, Patagonian cannibals feeding ofi" live

rats, and learned animals of surprising attainments. Be-

yond all these was the Rue des Restaurants, recognisable

by the pale blue smoke ascending in volumes from gigantic

improvised fireplaces, where larded capons, ducks, kids,

goslings, and legs and shoulders of mutton were roasting

on long spits before blazing wood fires. Round about were

tribes of cooks busy with basting ladles, or trussing and

larding fowls, preparing fricandeaux, trimming cotelettes,

beating fillets, flavouring soups, slicing potatoes, and dress-

ing salads. On the adjacent tables such delicacies as

crayfish, prawns, cold roast capons, pdtes aux foies gras,

and all the fruits of the season were temptingly displayed.

I ventured upon a dejelaner at the most pretentious of
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these sylvan restaurants, not of course anticipating any

refinements of the cuisine in the heart of a forest two

or three miles beyond the limits of ordinary civilization,

but trusting to one's appetite proving the best sauce. The

fiUet was perhaps a trifle tough, but the capon was plump

and tender, the salad crisp and sweet, and the wine a

good Bordeaux. On leaving the restaurant I came upon

the perambulating troop belonging to the chief circus, the

cavaliers in seedy gold-laced suits, and the amazons with

their beauty and toilettes alike faded. At the circus itself

there was a grand performance of lions, when these noble

animals calmly received their keepers' heads between their

huge distended jaws without once venturing to close the

latter ; and then, as though pleased with their own self-

restraint, they jumped playfully through hoops, stood on

their hind legs and begged, held pipes in their mouths,

and went through all the ordinary tricks of the educated

poodle.

As the day wore on, the cooks who were so neat and

trim in the morning began to look greasy and a trifle

groggy, nevertheless they continued to spit their capons

and to ply their basting ladles with energy, as provision

had to be made for late arrivals. Immediately after dusk

the tented hamlet became one blaze of light, and thousands

of coloured lamps illuminated the triumphal arches and

the shows, the dancing saloons, the caf^s, and the restaur-

ants. The f^te wound up with a general pirouetting, which

lasted until midnight ; most of the young fellows and girls

taking part in it having evidently come to caper until the

last light was turned out.

One of the earliest acquaintances I made in Paris was

a sanguine speculative Englishman, who, being without

means of his own to gratify his venturesome propensities,

had become an adept in talking people over to embark

their cash in his many wild schemes. He had made one

VOL. u. I
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successful coup, and, on the strength of this, turned out

of bed with a new scheme germinating in his brain nearly

every morning. He had been brought up as an architect,

and had the good fortune to hit upon the idea of lining

the principal Paris boulevards with kiosks. His father,

who was a man of some position, secured him the con-

cession, which he sold to a company for a comfortable

annuity. His nature, however, was too restless for him

to be contented with such a position, and he was for ever

scheming something new. Among other ventures he had

tried his luck at the Australian gold diggings, started a

store in Paris for the sale of Sheffield cutlery, tendered

for the building of bridges across the Neva for the Eussian

government, and tanned hides wholesale in the forests of

the Ardennes.

His mother had by some means became acquainted with;

Miss Howard, Napoleon IH.'s rapacious English mistress,

and when he was a good-looking young fellow the lady

was particularly fond of inviting him to her chateau of

Beauregard at Louveci^nnes. Here, he used to say, he

frequently met Louis Napoleon before he assumed the

imperial purple, and dined, smoked, and chatted with him
on familiar terms, and accepted any number of " lives " from

him at pool. As he grew older he became somewhat of a

sybarite, ferreted out the best dining places in Paris, and

took stock of the rare old wines in their caves, so that he

knew where he could feast a friend quietly and luxuriously

and receive a fair amount of change out of a napoleon

when he paid the bill.

Having lived in Paris for some years in the possession

of certain social advantages, he had a wide acquaintance

with men of various conditions. He used, I remember, to

speak of Sardon, the unfortunate advocate who was un-

justly shut up for a couple of years in a lunatic asylum by

M. Billaut, Napoleon HI.'s minister of state, as though he
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knew him intimately. Sardon had been the familiar friend

of BUlaut in the old days when they were both ardent

republicans, and was in possession of many letters which

Billaut had written to him, full of expressions the reverse

of complimentary to the master he was then obsequiously

serving. These letters Sardon in an angry moment had

threatened to publish, whereupon the all-powerful minister

determined to make short work with him, and forthwith

had him arrested and caused his house to be searched, with

the result, however, that the incriminating missives which

he was so anxious to recover were not to be found. Three

distinguished mad doctors of European reputation were

next instructed to report upon the prisoner's mental con-

dition, and to their lasting shame they pronounced his

reason to be affected, and certified that it was absolutely

necessary in the public interest for him to be placed under

restraint.

This was sufficient for the implacable minister, who at

once had Sardon consigned to the Charenton madhouse,

where he remained for nearly two years, subject to the

restraints imposed upon dangerous lunatics. Eventually

so many wild reports were spread, and the scandal became

so notorious, that it was no longer possible to stifle enquiry,

and the matter was formally discussed m the Senate. The

minister was, however, supreme there, and one of his

creatures having drawn up a report highly damaging to

the assumed lunatic, that complaisant body declined to

interfere, and it was not until after Billaut's death that

Sardon succeeded in recovering his liberty. It then became

necessary to silence his indignant complaints with some

substantial compensation. Persiny strongly condemned

Billaut's outrageous proceedings, and the Duke de Morny

wrote to M. Mocquard, the emperor's secretary, " this man

Sardon must be pacified ; Billaut's behaviour has been utterly

incredible." The upshot was that the emperor had to pay
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for his late minister's personal spite, and was obliged to

recompense the unhappy victim liberally, so as to silence

the indignant clamour to which the affair had given rise.

Shortly after my arrival in France, quite a duelling

epidemic raged among Paris journalists, and scarcely a

week went by without the papers chronicling some en-

counter with swords or pistols, in which prominent con-

tributors to the boulevardian prints were concerned.

Cham satirized the prevailing infatuation in a caricature

showing a couple of individuals seated together in the

Champs Elys^es, one of whom, a placid old rentier, remarks

to his cut-throat looking neighbour, who has a patch over

his eye and his right arm in a sling, " You appear to have

been severely wounded, monsieur ; I presume you have

lately returned from Mexico " [where war was then raging].

" No, monsieur
;

" briefly replies the other. Surprised, his

interrogator ventures upon a second shot, and remarks,

" From Cochin China perhaps ? " still " No, monsieur," is

again the response. " Then certainly from Madagascar,"

suggests his pertinacious questioner. "Not at all, mon-

sieur," responds the wounded hero ;
" the fact is—I am a

journalist."

Occasionally some of the duels in which newspaper

men figured resulted fatally, as, for instance, the encounter

in which the spendthrift Duke de Gramont-Caderousse

kUled a young journalist named Dillon, "spitting him

like a lark," as a witness at the subsequent trial realistic-

ally, though callously expressed it. Gramont-Caderousse's

personal appearance always struck me as very peculiar.

He was a spare, little man, with a hlase expression in his

pale face, which was if anything heightened by his flaming-

red hair. The boulevardian set of that day regarded this

miserable-looking mortal as their leader untd his death in

a galloping consumption, the result of his unrestrained

excesses a year or two after his duel with Dillon. Prince
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Paul Demidoff—son of the DemidofF of San Donato, well

known as a great art-collector, and as the divorced hus-

band of the Princess Mathilde—was for a short time one

of Caderousse's boon companions. He was a handsome

athletic young fellow of dark complexion, and was physic-

ally the very antithesis of the duke. Having squandered

a few million roubles on and about the boulevards, he grew

tired of a so-caUed life of pleasure, and married the

Princess Metcherska, whose death not long afterwards

at Vienna plunged him for a time into apparent profound

despair. The rooms she had occupied in the superb

mansion which Demidoff had built himself in the Eue

Jean Goujon (near the Champs Elys^es) were walled up, so

that they might never more be entered ; and Demidoff,

having collected her wardrobe together, had the whole

of it burnt excepting a certain number of silk and satin

dresses, which were transformed, by his orders, into patch-

work hangings for his bed. In a niche facing the latter

he placed his wife's portrait, before which a lamp was

kept burning both by day and night, as though it had

been an icon. Grief, however, is never everlasting, and

one fine day Paris, to its great astonishment, learnt that

Demidoff had married again—this time a daughter of

Princess Lise Troubetskoi—and had actually caused the

body of his first wife to be removed from the vault where

it had originally been placed, and sent to some domain which

he possessed in Siberia ! The idea of sending even the dead

into exile amused the French chroniqueurs immensely.

Prior to Gramont-Caderousse's duel with Dillon, Paris

was in a great state of excitement over an affair which

very nearly had a tragical ending, and one of the principals

in which was M. Henri de P^ne, then a leading chroni-

queur of " the Figaro." In describing some official soiree

De P^ne went out of his way to remark that the enter-

tainment was the more successful owing to the absence
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of the inevitable sub-lieutenant, who at balls thought it

becoming not only to tear the ladies' dresses with his

spurs, but to pillage the buffet as though it were some

Arab douar.

The officers of the army generally thought themselves

insulted, and a couple of lieutenants, named Courtiel and

Hy^ne, at once challenged De Pfene. The latter accepted

Courtiel's cartel, and a duel came off at Le V^sinet, when
the officer was almost immediately placed hors de combat

by a wound in the forearm. Lieutenant Hyfene, who acted

as one of his seconds, thereupon reminded De Pene that

he also had challenged him, and demanded instant satis-

faction. De Pene did not consider himself bound to

renew the contest, but Hyfene insisted that, as the article

in " the Figaro" was an insult to the whole corps of officers,

every one of them had the right to challenge the writer.

De P^ne still refusing to fight, Hyene at last snapped his

fingers in his face, and a combat was instantly decided

upon. This time the journalist received two severe wounds
in the breast, one of them being near the heart. He was

at once conveyed to a neighbouring auberge, and for more
than a month lingered between life and death.

Meanwhile several officers announced their intention to

challenge the unlucky journalist should the doctors only

manage to set him on his legs again ; and the pair of

lieutenants were entertained at complimentary banquets,

at which sanguinary speeches were delivered, warning
Parisian journalists to bridle their pens under penalty of

extermination. The journalists, on their side, expressed

their readiness to exterminate the officers, and many of

them wrote to " the Figaro " offering the support of their

swords to its wounded contributor. Matters looked so

threatening at last that the government had to intervene.

The minister of war rebuked the officers and forbade them
to fight, and the minister of the interior intimated to the
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editor of "the Figaro" that if he did not cease fanning

the agitation by publishing alarming bulletins respecting

De Pane's health, and insulting letters calculated to bring

about a breach of the peace, his newspaper would be

summarily suppressed. This had the desired effect, and

the matter went no further.

De Pane's was of course an exceptional case ; it far

more frequently happened that these duels terminated in a

mere scratch or two, with the customary corollary — a

reconciliation sealed over a champagne ddijeuner. The

most ridiculous of these affairs that I remember was one

in which Francisque Sarcey, the theatrical critic, figured,

owing to his attack upon Emile de Girardin respecting the

conduct of the journal " La Libert^." Girardin had

renounced duelling since the day when he shot Armand
Carrel through the heart, and had his own thighbone

Ijroken by his adversary's bullet, but the entire staff of

"theLiberte" chose to consider themselves insulted, and

drew lots to decide who should vindicate their united

honour.

This duty devolved on Hector Pessard, and a meet-

ing took place a few mornings afterwards in the Bois de

Vincennes, when a most extraordinary scene ensued.

Sarcey called Pessard a spadassin, and protested that his

remarks had been levelled solely at Girardin, who, he said,

always found it convenient to shelter himself behind the

oorpse of Armand Carrel. Pessard's seconds warmly

j-esented these remarks, whereas Sarcey's professed to

approve them, and the two principals, while shivering ia

their shirt sleeves, were amazed to see their respective

.seconds attack each other with sticks, fists, and feet in

vindication of their opinions. When the bout terminated

the parties quitted the ground, the duel itself being alto-

gether impossible under such circumstances. Hostilities

were resumed, however, in the columns of the two papers,
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Sarcey twitting Girardin with want of courage, and young

Clement Duvernois jeering at Sarcey respecting the ridi-

culous figure he cut at his meeting with Pessard.

In those days, I should mention. Frenchmen rarely wore

braces. The trousers usually fitted tight round the waist,

and when the hip bones were not sufficiently prominent

to retain the garment in its place an elastic band or leather

belt was had recourse to. Sarcey, however, at his meeting

with Pessard displayed some braces of a remarkable pattern

—the gift, it was insinuated, of some fair actress whom he

had been in the habit of belauding in print—and braces

being regarded by boulevardiers as effeminate adjuncts to

the masculine costume, Duvernois pilloried Sarcey in " the

Libert^ " as " I'homme aux hretelles
"—a nickname which

stuck to him for many a year. Sarcey considered this

indignity could only be wiped out by a duel, at which,

unluckily for him, he received a nasty wound above the

right eye. This disaster led to a cessation of hostilities

between the parties, both on the duelling ground and in

the press.

Another singular fracas which occurred about the same

time originated in a furious pen and ink onslaught which

a certain M. Sol of the democratic " Courrier Frangais

"

made on M. Alfred dAunay of " the Figaro," calling him

not only a mountebank, but accusing him of levying black-

mail on prominent actors and actresses. M. Sol added that

whenever a real man presented himself at "the Figaro"

offices the contributors promptly hid themselves under the

tables ; but, curiously enough, when D'Aunay sent his

seconds in search of Sol, the latter, adopting similar tactics

to those he had so emphatically denounced, was nowhere

to be found.

Sol's proceeding transformed a commonplace squabble

into what the boulevardian coteries almost regarded as an
" affaire d'etat," for the journalist who refused to fight

—

unless he could plead that he had previously killed his
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man—was in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred absolutely

ruined. Editors refused to print his copy, and his chers

confreres cut him dead. One of the few men who, in

these days, had sufficient moral courage to brave the odium
that attached to the refusal of a challenge was Ste. Beuve,

the great critic, who, for some trumpery reason, was called

out by one of his colleagues in the Senate, but steadily

refused to fight though railed at in the most indecent

fashion by wellnigh every newspaper in Paris.

The Sol afiair had a rather curious termination. Sol

had some years previously been an ofiicer in the navy, and

after he had gone into hiding, D'Aunay told in "the

Figaro " how he had been forced to throw up his commis-

sion in consequence of his having stolen a brother officer's

watch. This revelation, the accuracy of which was even-

tually admitted by Sol, brought the culprit out of his

lair, and he waylaid Villemessant, " the Figaro " editor, and

attacked him with a leaden-knobbed stick, whereupon

Villemessant — a burly, powerful man— chastised him

soundly with his fists before handing him over to the

police with his eyeglass smashed and his garments in

tatters.

Late in the summer of this year (1865), I paid a flying

visit to England, and stayed for a day or two with a well-

known publisher of the period at his pleasant villa at

Barnes. This villa had been recently built by him out of

the profits derived from a famous book, the partial publica-

tion of which in serial form had failed to keep a ricketty

periodical, called " Robin Goodfellow," on its legs. When

at last the sickly bantling died, and "Lady Audley's

Secret" was anybody's property who would give a few

pounds for it, my publishing friend had the wit to divine

that it might still make a hit in three volume form, and

became its purchaser. His surmise proved to be correct

:

Miss Braddon's sensational story became the book of the
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day, and landed its clever author, who had been struggling

for years in the columns of the " Family Herald " and

similar publications to secure a recognition of her talents,

on the topmost rung of the ladder of fame.

Success seems to have turned the publisher's head.

He extravagantly outbid his confreres in their dealings

with popular authors, offering the latter wildly liberal

terms, and speedily gathering around him most of the pet

novelists of the day and many other writers of distinction
;

then, proud of the array of notable names he was enabled

to marshal forth in his catalogue, he sought to bring the

owners of them together at a garden party which came off

while I was staying with him.

He was a generous host, but there was one serious

drawback about him. He was always in an unpleasantly

excitable state, busy revolving grand schemes for buying

up half a score of large firms, after the fashion Mr Bottom-

ley pursued so disastrously of late. One result of this

phrenzy was confirmed insomnia, and as he could not sleep

himself, nothing pleased him better than to gather around

him guests disposed to steal all the hours from the night

and as many from the morning as possible. It was

generally three o'clock when the party broke up, when
novices who had been debarred of half their night's rest

usually consoled themselves with the thought of a com-

fortable snooze until near noon. They reckoned, however,

without their host, as he, after tossing about restlessly for

a couple of hours or so, would ring up the servants to

prepare the early cup of tea, and no sooner was this ready

than, cup and saucer in hand, he would rouse one guest

after another and invite each to refresh himself, taking

care to engage him in some lively conversation to keep

him from dozing off again. In return for this misplaced

attention the poor, persecuted, sleepy guest would generally

be secretly wishing that his host was slowly grilling over

everlasting fire.
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The day for the garden party arrived, and there was a

.great gathering at Audley Lodge. Dusty landaus and
broughams, whisked along by steaming horses, kept arriv-

ing with visitors. The authors of the firm mustered in

force, and literary critics came to claim the homage which
their influence usually secured them. The mel^e was

^together a singular one, being flavoured with a strong

dash of bohemianism, which is perhaps the reason why the

afiair passed off so well. There was only one little con-

tretemps due to the self-indulgence of a guest of some
note in the musical world.

Besides the usual light refreshments a substantial late

luncheon was provided for the company, and as the after-

noon was sultry, the champagne had a peculiar fascination

for our musical friend. His wife noticing this, quietly

ordered their brougham and coaxingly appealed to her

spouse to accompany her home. Conscious that he had

been transgressing, he rose to leave, but on endeavouring

to steer round the table, he constantly stumbled, and to

;save himself from falling, grasped frantically at the table-

cloth, thereby overturning plates and glasses in succession.

The crash of glass and crockery was so formidable, that it

was deemed prudent to coax the unsteady guest back to

his seat again, when a couple of his friends making for the

dawn dragged him through the window and carried him
like a log to the waiting brougham.

Here I may mention that shortly after I went to reside

in France I became rather a frequent contributor to the

" Pall Mall Gazette," to which I continued sending articles

.

up to the first few months of the siege of Paris, and again

throughout the regime of the Commune and down to the

end of 1877, when I finally returned to England. I also

contributed numerous articles on French subj ects to various

London periodicals, notably " All the Year Round," " Once

A Week," " London Society," and other monthly magazines.
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With all this I still managed to find time during the

earlier portion of my sojourn in France to write a work

involving considerable research on the well-worn subject of

the famous Diamond Necklace, falsely said to have been

obtained from the French crown jewellers by the complicity

of Marie Antoinette. In this work, instead of simply

following former writers on the subject, I went as far as

practicable to the fountain-head, and obtained access to all

official records of the judicial proceedings still existent, and

to the autograph letters bearing upon the scandal in the

possession of M. Feuillet de Conches. I also availed my-

self of various recently published memoirs of personages

intimate with Madame de la Motte and the Cardinal da

Eohan, and conversant with their respective shares in the

nefarious transaction. Moreover, I visited most of the

places in Paris and its neighbourhood where the principal

incidents in the story transpired, in order that I might give

local colour to my narrative. The book met with consi-

derable success, two editions of it in an expensive forroi

having been disposed of soon after its appearance.
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XXIX.

(1865.)

ODD WAYS OF GETTING A LIVING IN PARIS A QUARTER OF

A CENTURY AGO.

Paris Tinder the second empire furnislied innumerable

curious subjects for study, and one of the most singular of

them which early attracted my attention was the numerous

odd ways its more indigent inhabitants had of getting a

living. I was first led to interest myself in this strange

phase of Parisian life by the reports of some eminent

statisticians who had made the social condition of the capital

their study, and had come to the astonishing conclusion

that every day upwards of five per cent, of the population

neither knew how to procure a meal nor where they would

sleep at night, and yet nearly the whole of them contrived

to fare, after a fashion, before the day \7as over. " How,"

it may be asked, " did they manage ? " With many this

was their own secret, and too frequently a terrible one,

divulged only before the police tribunals. Of those who

got their liviug honestly, though none the less precariously,

there were many thousands, the mere names of whose

pursuits were known to few beside themselves. Even

when you heard them you were scarcely the wiser, and had

to ask for an explanation, which the chances were you

would not comprehend, until more precise details were

furnished. Supposing you were told, for instance, that

such a person was a "guardian angel," that another "let

out meat on hire," or " made soup bubbles," that others

were " contractors for harlequins," " dealers in second-
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hand bread," " painters of turkeys' feet," and " retailers-

of lighted fuel," you would be puzzled to know the

objects of these various callings, and what possible need

there could be for their exercise ; and yet more or less

comfortable livings were being made from them all.

Privat d'Anglemont, I found, had described many of

these eccentric industries, but several of the callings men-

tioned by him had since become extinct, and the localities

where others had formerly flourished had been swept away
by the Paris improvements. On the other hand, various

new industries of an equally strange character had sprung

up at the time I first went to reside in Paris, and one or

two of these I myself unearthed.

In no city in the world was greater ingenuity exercised

to gain a living, for absolutely nothing was wasted. Before

the chifi"onnier got the chance of picking anything of the

smallest value off its hundred thousand rubbish heaps, the

thrifty housewife usually put aside all that she could find

a market for, and the servants then made their selection.

Parisian industry, an ever-moving wheel, crushed, ground,

and renewed every particle of refuse which thousands of

men traversed the street day and night to collect—foul

rags, half-gnawed bones, broken glass, matted hair, parings

and peelings of fruits, cigar ends dropped from the lips of

smokers, faded flowers, dry and mouldy crusts of bread,

and other more or less repulsive rubbish, were carefully

collected to serve as raw materials to obscure industries,

which transformed and sent them forth again in wellnigh

all their pristine freshness.

Out of this refuse ingenious men continually realised

fortunes, and thousands of people gained their daily bread.

The profit made from the mere mud scraped ofi" the streets

of Paris was something incredible ; more than one indi-

vidual had achieved independence by buying up the crusts

and crumbs that fell from prodigal Parisian tables ; others
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gained competencies by collecting the pieces of squeezed
lemon thrown aside by oyster eaters, or by contracting

with the " restaurateurs " for their scraps ; and indeed
there was scarcely any kind of industry out of the mere
leavings of which somebody or other did not manage to

glean sufficient for a livelihood. The manufacturing
jeweller, after having burnt his ashes and the sweepings of
his workshop, found a ready customer for the ashes of his

ashes among thousands anxious to turn an honest penny to

make both ends meet. There was always something to be
gleaned, they believed, from fields already reaped, and the

wits maintained that any one who would take the trouble

might manage to live even upon the huissiers, those detested

legal subordinates who lived upon every one else.

Eetailing live fuel to the Paris market-women was
certainly an original idea, and rewarded the individual who
first hit upon it with a fortune. These women, being exposed

all day long to the inclemencies of the weather, found it

necessary to provide themselves with foot-warmers lined

with sheet iron, and little earthenware pots called " beggars,"

which they placed on their knees to keep their fingers

warm. These ladies were accustomed to have their

chaufferettes and their gueux made up early every morn-

ing, and frequently twice a day by some neighbouring

charbonnier, to whom they paid three sous for the two

fires, and whose good pleasure they were generally obliged

to wait, as he, knowing his services to be indispensable,

naturally enough indulged in a late morning snooze.

A handy-man, engaged at the markets on any odd jobs

that chanced to fall in his way, had noticed, during the

long nights he passed in waiting, the negligence of these

charbonniers, and made up his mind to supplant them . He
had an idea which, well directed, would infallibly realise

for him that fortune which every Frenchman who is more

than ordinarily poor is constantly dreaming of. " If,"
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said he to himself, " I can only hit upon something better

and cheaper, and deliver it to the consumers instead of

obliging them to come to me while I am snoring in bed, I

shall soon have the entire trade in my hands. The char-

bonniers fill the foot-warmers with charcoal dust, which is

more or less dangerous. In place of this I must find

something which is perfectly inoffensive, gives as much
heat, and burns a longer time." He looked about him, he

reflected, he made experiments, and at length decided that

lighted tan was the very thing. It gave him one especial

advantage over the charbonniers, for he could proclaim

that everyone who patronised him need no longer fear

those distressing headaches which the fumes of charcoal

invariably engendered.

He sounded the market women, asked them what they

would think of a man who came round early every morn-

ing and filled their foot-warmers on the spot without

their having to disarrange themselves in any way, and who
would be at their service at all hours of the day and night.

" We should think him a good fellow," replied they,

" who would do a service to us and to himself as well."

" Well, I am your man," said he. "I intend starting

a,s a fire-seller next winter."

The mere idea of a man thinking of doing what had

never been done before, aroused a universal outcry as a

matter of course. Before anyone had the smallest idea of

how he proposed to proceed, it was decided that the thing

was impossible. The daring innovator had to put up with

all sorts of jests and ironical remarks, which he bore with

an equanimity arising from the self-confidence of genius.

He installed himself on the banks of the Bievre, in the

.suburbs of Paris, almost, indeed, in the fields, in an

abandoned building composed of four bare walls and a roof.

There, with some flat paving-stones picked up in the

neighbourhood, and which served him for a furnace, and a
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large sheet-iron extinguisher, bought second-hand, he com-
menced operations. He had selected the centre of the

Paris tanyards, in order that he might have his raw material

under his hand. A truck served to transport it, and a

large wooden box, lined with tin, contained the manufac-

tured article. In this modest way our innovator set to

work.

During the summer he passed his days in his impro-

vised laboratory, almost naked, and undergoing much the

same heat as a loaf in a baker's oven. Most other men
would have died, but he was tenacious, brave, and enter-

prising ; he wanted, too, to have the laugh on his side, and
what was of more consequence, the profit as well. Early

in the autumn he constructed a cart covered inside and out

with strong sheet-iron, and as soon as the cold weather

began to set in, he made his appearance at the markets,

dragging behind him something resembling a large black

box on wheels, and crying, " Fire to sell ! Fire to sell

!

ladies, fill your foot-warmers ! here is the fire-seller !

"

A loud burst of laughter was the first response to this

strange cry. But curiosity had been excited, and that was

sufficient ; first one approached, and then another ; then

one "wished to look," and another "wanted to know."

Faithful to the traditions of French gallantry, he satisfied

the curiosity of these ladies ; showed them the iuside of his

cart, which was a perfect fiery furnace, and ended by filling

their foot-warmers at a sou each. The gossips of the

markets rendered any advertisements unnecessary, for no-

thing was spoken of there but the new fire-seller, and all the

market women readUy availed themselves of his lighted fuel.

The lucky inventor was soon able to employ from fifteen

to twenty old women at his furnace, carbonising tan all the

year round. He had four strong horses, which no longer

dragged carts lined with sheet iron, but large wrought-iron

receptacles, with their several names of Vulcan, Polyphemus,
VOL. II. K
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Cyclops, and Lucifer, in black letters on bright brass plates,

just like the engines of a railway. From these vehicles

lighted tan was distributed to all the women engaged in

the different Paris markets, besides which he supplied the

foot-warmers of several large houses of refuge, including

the hospitals of Salpetriere and Bic^tre, and in a few years

realised a handsome fortune by his ingenuity.

In Paris a quarter of a century ago there were not only

breeders of " clean beasts and of beasts that are not clean,

and of fowls and of other things that creep upon the earth,"

but educators of squirrels, instructors of owls and canaries,

professors of language for parrots, magpies, and starlings,

and of singing for chaffinches, goldfinches, and nightin-

gales. Moreover, all these people managed to live by the

singular professions they had chosen. For instance, the

birds' singing master earned quite as much as many pro-

fessionals who teach singing to unfeathered bipeds. A bird

costing a few francs had its value more than quintupled

after a course of lessons from one of these professors, who
received singing birds of every description as boarders, and

superintended their musical education, or provided tutors

for them at their own homes, in the shape of perfectly

trained warblers, which were shut up night and day with

the pupil whose vocal attainments were of an inferior order.

Accompanied by a friend I once called upon a Paris

bird instructor under the false pretence of engaging his

services to loosen the tongue of a good-looking but mute
thrush, a so-called bargain picked-up on the quays. I

found him occupying a comfortable, well-furnished apart-

ment near the Observatory, with both his sitting and bed-

room turned into temporary aviaries. He promised me
that if I confided the bird to him, and let it remain long

enough, that it should trill and quiver like an opera diva

when it was returned. Intelligent birds, he said, after

about six weeks' instruction, were able to sing two or three
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airs correctly, and in due course became more or less accom-

plished tenors and sopranos. These feathered Sims Eeeves

and Pattis were produced by contract for from five to ten

francs each, according to the completeness of the musical

education stipulated for. The terms for professors of their

own species to instruct them at their own homes was
generally sixpence per week, with board in addition.

Privat d'Anglemont has told how on one occasion the

inhabitants of a particular street in Paris were attacked

with an unaccountable irritation of the epidermis, which

compelled them to scratch themselves from morn till night,

no considerate Duke of Argyle being at hand to take com-

passion on them. The result was that they scarified

themselves bit by bit, and any one seeing them would have

thought that leprosy at least had fallen on the quarter.

An inquiry was instituted by the authorities, when it was

discovered that the proximity of a certain Mademoiselle

Rose, breeder of ants, for the sake of their eggs for fatten-

ing young pheasants, was the cause of the calamity. On
the police visiting her establishment, they encountered a

woman between forty and fifty years of age, and of a

terrible aspect, her face and hands being as completely

tanned as though they had undergone dressing at the

hands of a skilful currier. This was the result of continu-

ous attacks on the part of her ungrateful pupds, whose

inroads upon her person had forced her to encase the rest

of her body in bufi" leather. Thus protected, she slept at

night surrounded by sacks full of her vivacious merchandise

in perfect security, and seemed much astonished at the

police visiting her establishment.

" How can any one venture to complain of those little

insects ?
" remarked she. " Why, I live in the very midst

of them, and do not feel any the worse. Some one must

have a spite against me I am certain—the world is so

wicked." Despite, however, of all she could urge, Made-
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moiselle Eose was obliged to transport her strange board-

ing establisment to a perfectly isolated building beyond the

octroi barrier, and in due course the cutaneous irritation

experienced by her late neighbours was allayed.

Mademoiselle Rose had correspondents in many of the

departments of France, and her aggregate daily consign-

ments were about half a score of large sacks, her profits on

which amounted to thirty francs. She was proud of her

trade, and maintained that she was the only person who

thoroughly understood the fecundation of emmets, having

long since made it her business to study the manners and

customs of those insects. " I can make them," she used to

say, "lay eggs at will, and produce ten times as many as

they do in a wild state. To accomplish this I place them

in a room where there is an iron stove kept heated red hot.

I allow them to make their nests where they please, as it

never does to interfere with them. They require great

care, and the more attention you bestow upon them the

more money they will bring you in. I sell their eggs to

the chemists, and supply the Jardin des Plantes and most

of the breeders of pheasants in the neighbourhood of Paris

with them. The young birds have a particular liking for

this kind of food."

Not only had Paris its breeders of ants, but its breeders

of " gentles " as well. The several thousand enthusiastic

anglers, men and boys, which the city numbered, needed

a good deal of bait for their lines, and an old man, known

as Pfere Salin, found a way to supply it. The calling was

anything but a clean one, although the manufacture was,

so to say, self-working. A good supply of defunct

domestic animals having been obtained, these were stored

away in an old loft until they were in a state of putres-

cence, when the gentles were collected and packed in tin

cases, by the sale of which a profit of about fifteen

francs a day was realised in the height of the season.
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In tlie winter the "gentle" breeder turned his attention

to rearing worms for nightingales—a, first-rate business

in its way, yielding an ample return on an insignificant

capital ; the Parisians who kept nightingales being mostly
rich old women and quiet tradesmen, who paid well for

the favourite food of their pets.

Everybody knows the cleverly made-up " dummies

"

with which small tradesmen all the Avorld over stock their

shops, but few people would imagine that the handsome
joints of meat and other comestibles displayed in the

windows of the inferior class of Paris restaurants to tempt
the passing epicure, were simply hired for the purpose.

Many butchers used to do a considerable trade in letting

out these graceful gigots, succulent-looking fillets, and
elegantly trimmed cutlets, arranged with such art to

catch the eyes of the unwary. To let out provisions on

hire seems strange enough, but hardly more strange than

letting out clean linen, which was a trade of itself in the

low quarters of Paris. The garment exchanged was re-

quired to be of equal value with that let on hire, other-

wise a proportionate deposit, in addition to the fixed

price paid in advance for the hiring used to be exacted.

Among other odd things that I heard of being let on hire

in Paris, leeches may be enumerated. You could secure

the services of a dozen of these useful little animals, which

are such benefactors to mankind and meet with so much
ingratitude in return, at the rate of a couple of sous each,

and many of their owners would bring them and set them

biting for a small extra payment.

Among the more out-of-the-way Parisian types of a

time that has now passed away, one of the most peculiar

was the individual known as the " guardian angel," who,

while ordinarily the poorest of the poor, was required to

be scrupulously honest, as well as firm against all attempts

at cajolery, sober in the midst of temptation, and brave
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in the presence of danger. He flourislied chiefly in the

outskirts of the city, where wine-shops, although sufficiently

numerous, were not quite at every man's door as in many
quarters of Paris, and during the day hung about the

more thriving of these establishments doing odd jobs for

the proprietor in return for a scanty meal ; while in the

evening he waited patiently in front of the counter until

his services were in requisition to assist home any member

of the company whose potations had rendered him incap-

able of performing that office for himself

From a quiet, decent-looking, oldish man who did

odd jobs for us while we lived at Auteuil, and who
followed the calling of " guardian angel " at one of the

wine-shops at the neighbouring Point-du-jour, I gathered

a few particulars of the onerous nature of a guardian

angel's duties. According to his account, from the moment
he was engaged, he had to exhibit an almost diplomatic

skill in frustrating the various schemes which wine is apt

to suggest to its more ardent votaries, on finding them-

selves subject to unpleasant supervision. As he who has

already drank too much invariably wants to continue

drinking, it was of the utmost importance, when once

the guardian angel had got his charge on the road home,

for him to steer clear of the invitingly open doors of

the various wine-shops along their line of route ; it was,

moreover, essential that he should disregard alike his

entreaties, prayers, promises, and threats, while pretending

to respect them
;
prevent him from engaging in conversa-

tion with passers-by, and keep him from entangling him-

self in broils ; or failing this, it was his duty to tear him
away by brute force, and even to fight for him, if neces-

sary. If he could not otherwise get him along, he had

to be strong enough to carry him home on his back.

The guardian angel was held responsible for the personal

property of his charge, who, next day, would reward his
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guide, philosopher, and friend of the night before with

a franc, or half a franc, according as he was liberal or

mean in such matters. He was not likely to shuffle out

of paying the fee, as in this case he would be cut by all

his boon companions, who would feel their own safety,

in the hour of danger, imperilled, should the guardian

angel of the clique be once defrauded of his due. Some of

these succourers of frail humanity found it more convenient

to provide themselves with hand-barrows, in which they

deposited their charge when he was in an utterly helpless

state, and wheeled him leisurely home. As a guardian

angel's opportunities of earning money came altogether,

as it were, and as, moreover, he could only conduct one

fallen spirit home at a time, his nightly earnings rarely

exceeded two francs, and commonly not more than half

that amount.

The clients of the guardian angel slept soundly as a

matter of course. Should their avocations have required

them to be astir at sunrise, Paris had its living alarums

to wake them up at the modest charge of two sous. In

the neighbourhood of the great central market, where the

thousands of people employed had to be at their posts

by daybreak, and for this reason lived as close to the

spot as possible, the " r^veilleuse," as she was styled,

abounded. Heavy sleepers, such as those who had been con-

ducted home overnight by guardian angels, and who lived

on fourth or fifth floors, were far from profitable clients,

as, no matter the amount of time wasted in rousing them,

the fee was still only two sous. By many of her clients

the r^veilleuse would be received with growls interspersed

with oaths ; but, nowise intimidated, she was accustomed

to reply with smiles and the soft answers that turn away

wrath. She was nevertheless resolute, and never quitted

a client untd. he was thoroughly awake.

Another strange Parisian calling during my early
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sojourn in the French capital was that of the wedding-

poet, who made a point of watching the announcements

of forthcoming marriages among the small shopkeeping

class, and took his notes of the bride—the colour of her

hair, complexion, and style of face and figure—on the

steps of the mairie as the wedding party entered the

building. On the shoemaker's principle, that there is

nothing like leather, he would oracularly remark to the

bridegroom after intercepting him at the door of the

restaurant where the noce was to be celebrated, that] a

wedding without poetry was deprived of all its sentiment

and he would proceed to show that happy individual the

little string of compliments, which had already done duty

hundreds of times, but which he gave him to understand

had been inspired by the charming bride of that day.

To remove any feeling of apprehension which might be

entertained with regard to his appearance in threadbare

attire in the midst of an elegant company, he took care

to inform the bridegroom that he had a dress suit at

home—meaning that, if engaged, he knew where to hire

one. After dinner he would recite his poetical rhapsody

in praise of the bride, for which his fee was ordinarily

fifteen francs, though he would not disdain a smaller

sum.

There was another functionary besides the poet

whose services were often considered essential at wedding

banquets, more especially where doubts existed as to the

eloquence of the guests generally. This was the toasteur,

commonly a glib and ready speaker, capable of rattling

off" grave or gay orations of the necessary point and brevity

when proposing the toasts customary on these occasions.

Some of these toasteurs could sing amusing songs, as well

as spout, and were thus able to keep up the spirits of

the guests to the requisite high level. It was a common
failing with them, however, to prime themselves with too
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much wine before entering upon their duties, and thereby

disgust their patrons with their imperfect performances.

Another curious specialist of these days was the man
who gained his living by guessing riddles, that is to say the

rebuses, charades, and logogriphes which it was the fashion

with certain newspapers to publish periodically, with the

view, it is supposed, of sharpening the intellects of their

more obtuse subscribers. In those quarters of the city

where small retired tradesmen abounded, an extraordinary

excitement used to prevail at all the caf^s, estaminets, and

boarding-houses on the mornings these intellectual pro-

blems made their appearance. Profiting by this circum-

stance, a small band of (Edipuses arose who, as early as

possible after the papers were published and they had

themselves solved the enigma of the day, commenced their

rounds to the various cafes, and for a fee of five sous

privately furnished the proprietors with a written solution

of the problem. In these golden days riddle-guessers

with a large connection would make as much as forty

francs out of a single rebus.

Until ousted by municipal demolitions, or by virtue

of sanitary regulations, there used to exist in the very

heart of Paris, close to the College of France in fact, a

town-bred goatherd who kept his herd, more than fifty

in number, up five pairs of stairs in a couple of ordinary

sized rooms divided into as many stalls as he had goats,

and who made his living by selling their milk. Dressed

in a short jacket, gaiters, sabots, and broad-brimmed hat,

and with the orthodox crook in hand, he used daily to

drive the animals to pasture some couple of miles off,

ten at a time ; and to see of a morning the goats descend-

ing the polished stairs, slippery as any Alpine glacier,

was a singular sight. The man had been originally a

bricklayer's labourer, whose wife gave birth to three

children at a single confinement, when, according to
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prevailing custom under such circumstances, she was

provided by the authorities with a couple of goats to

assist her in suckling them. Wife and children, however,

alike died, and the bereaved husband and father, finding

himself in undisturbed possession of the animals, aban-

doned the hod for the crook, and became a breeder and

tender of kids, and dealer in goats' milk. He nourished

his animals in accordance with certain formulae drawn

up for him by some medical students, and over their

different stalls were inscribed not only their names, but

the particular kind of food they Avere fed upon. Thus

might have been read

—

" M^lie Morvanguilotte, fed upon carrots, for Madame
M., suffering from disease of the liver.

"Marie Noel, nourished upon iodurated hay, for the

son of Monsieur R, poorness of blood."

The colouring of meerschaum pipes wholesale by

chemical means gave the death-blow to a particular in-

dustry which used to thrive in Paris. While proceeding

along the quays I was accustomed to meet a tribe of

A^agabonds strolling gravely up and down, smoking pipes

of a value that seemed to belie their honest possession

of them. I naturally asked myself how it was these

Parisian lazzaroni possessed such pipes, and managed to

pass their entire time in smoking, but I soon learned that

the pipes were not exactly their OAvn, and that smoking

was their trade. The way they went to work was this :

They smoked a common pipe until it was well coloured,

and then exchanged it for an uncoloured pipe of superior

quality, which, after colouring, they exchanged in turn,

and so they went on until the pipe dealer felt himself

warranted in entrusting them with pipes of some value,

in exchange for those they brought. These they would

colour at the rate of from half a franc to a franc each,

according to size. Such adepts had they become, and so
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laboriously did they puff and blow, tbat, with, a consump-

tion of half a franc's worth of tobacco, they could produce

one large or a couple of smaller masterpieces a day, which,

however, gave them only a net profit of fifty centimes

;

still the competition was brisk as long as the trade lasted.

Science, however, eventually gave it a death-blow.

To-day, the " missing word " craze having received its

quietus, cheap English periodicals have to rely on railway

accident policies to attract buyers, under the idea, I

suppose, that the prospect of being killed in a collision,

and one's heirs reaping the benefit, is a peculiarly fascinat-

ing one. Far better was the scheme which flourished for

awhile in Paris thirty or forty years ago of uniting material

and mental aliment in various ingenious ways. There were

proprietors of reading-rooms who presented their subscribers

with so many tickets for dinner at particular restaurants

with which they had entered into arrangements, and various

publications followed the example. " The Figaro," on its

part, gave a case of oranges to every subscriber for twelve

months, and "the Etendard," a grave political journal,

sought to attract readers by bribing them with boxes

of bonbons. The restaurants, in their turn, tried to secure

regular customers by serving with the hors d'oeuvres an

instalment of some exciting romance by a popular writer,

thereby enabling their patrons to gratify their literary and

gastronomic tastes at the same moment, and acquire a per-

fect library of fiction in the course of the year.

The idea found an imitator in the proprietor of a wine

shop, who promised to clothe his customers from head to

foot, in the very latest fashion, free of charge. This was a

" reform of tailors' bills " not to be disregarded by " thirsty

souls," at any rate, who, by purchasing right off a hogshead

of wine, or a gallon of brandy, could obtain a coat or a

pair of trousers ; while even an ordinary " nip "—a " velvet

on the stomach," as the Parisians elegantly termed it— if
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repeated often enough, brought its reward. Taking a

"canon" of wine, or a " demi-setier " of brandy every

morning, and an " absinthe " in the afternoon, for a couple

of months, secured an extra superfine hat, and two months'

further consumption a pair of boots in addition. Bibulous

individuals, who preferred receiving their bonuses right off,

could, after the requisite amount of consumption, secure a

showy necktie or an electro-gilt ring before quitting the

counter.

Not the least odd way—not of getting a living, for the

slack seasons were too frequent for this, but of picking up
francs in Paris—was that pursued by some of the wine-

shop keepers in the neighbourhood of the Place de la

Eoquette, where all the executions take place. Our

French neighbours have not yet followed the good example

we set them of erecting the scaffold within the prison walls
;

still the authorities, with a sort of instinct of the demoral-

ising effect of these exhibitions, are particularly careful to

keep the days fixed for executions secret till the very latest

moment. With the view that those who had a craving for

these displays might not be disappointed, the neighbouring

wine-shop keepers undertook for a stated sum, to telegraph

or send special messengers to their respective clients the

moment preparations for erecting the guillotine had com-

menced. If executions were more frequent, the Parisians,

with their spirit of enterprise in all that relates to spec-

tacular matters, would no doubt have established a regular

agency on the boulevard similar to those in connection

with the theatres, where a plan of the " place " would be

visible, and reserved seats might be engaged.

Late in the " fifties " an ingenious individual, on observ-

ing some chifibnniers unload their baskets, was struck by

seeing the numerous pieces of bread they all turned out,

and forthwith conceived the idea of embarking wholesale

in a new trade. Without loss of time he purchased a pony
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and a cart, hired a large room, paid a visit to the cooks of

the great scholastic establishments, and proposed to buy

up all their scraps of bread. They had hitherto been

accustomed to give these to the chiffonniers, and stared

incredulously when the proposition was made to them,

although they were only too willing to entertain it.

The man knew perfectly well what he was about ; he

was aware that boys are fond of wasting all the bread given

to them which they cannot eat, that they fling it at one

another, kick it about their playgrounds, and that stained

with ink, and covered with dirt, much of it would lie

soaking in a gutter or mouldering on a rubbish-heap, and

he thought if all this bread were collected with care by the

servants, a profitable market might be found for it. He
next made arrangements with the scullions of both large

and small restaurants, and knowing that the crust of bread

was to be found everywhere, at street corners, in kennels,

and on rubbish heaps, he came to an understanding with a

majority of the chiffonniers by ofi'ering them advantages

which they could not obtain elsewhere.

"When all his arrangements were complete, he estab-

lished himself one morning at the markets with sacksfuU

of pieces of bread, and some empty baskets to serve as

measures, and with a notice in front of him announcing
" Crusts of bread for sale." He knew Paris thoroughly,

he knew that that portion of the population which fre-

quented the barriers had a special liking for stewed rabbit,

and that Paris rabbits were reared on bread as well as

cabbages. Fowls, too, he knew were fattened on bread

crumbs, and other domestic animals fed with them. His

price for second-hand bread was six sous a basketful, which,

being much below the price of ammunition bread, soon

gained him the custom of all the little fowl and rabbit

breeders of the environs.

At the end of a month, on reckoning his profits, he
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found his idea had proved an extremely lucrative one.

Every day for weeks following, he concluded fresh bargains

with the tables d'hote, the caf^s, the cooks of grand houses,

and the sisters of religious communities, and every month

saw his profits steadily increase. Being in the course of busi-

ness brought into contact with cooks and pork butchers,

he learnt that these men used considerable quantities

of bread crumbs for cutlets, &c. , and grated crusts for coat-

ing hams, for which they paid good prices. This deter-

mined him to become a manufacturer of bread crumbs, and

to undersell the other dealers, a step which secured him

nearly all the consumers.

To his business of second-hand baker and manufacturer

of bread crumbs, this real genius ere long added the making

of croutons—those little lozenge-shaped crisp bits of baked

bread so largely eaten in soup, and which he supplied to

the grocers and small restaurants. All his proceedings,

too, were regulated on such thorough economic principles,

that not even the blackened crusts were wasted, but, after

being reduced to a fine powder and passed through silk

sieves, were mixed with honey and spirits of pepperment,

and sold to the chemists and perfumers for tooth paste,

which, if not particularly efiicacious as a dentifrice, had

certainly the merit of being innocuous.

By the time this energetic second-hand baker had made
a moderate fortune, another purpose to which refuse bread

might be even more profitably applied was discovered.

This was for the manufacture of common gingerbread, most

of which came from Eheims. An ingenious individual,

finding that crusts of bread were being sold in the open

market at such a price as precluded the idea that they

could have ever emanated from a baker's shop, set to work

to see whether it was not possible to reduce this bread into

its pristine state for ulterior purposes. After a few experi-

ments, he found that by submitting it to a certain heat in
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an oven constructed expressly for the purpose, it was possi-

ble so to harden it without burning it that he could grind

it up again in a particular mill of his own invention, and

so reconvert it into flour, which answered admirably for

making common gingerbread. These various processes

patented, their inventor became master of the cheap ginger-

bread trade of Paris ; for he could supply a sufficiently

good article at even a less price than ordinary bread was

sold at.

A quarter of a century ago there were places in the

poorer quarters of Paris, and which possibly still exist,

where a plate of meat could be obtained for as little as two

sous, and a plate of vegetables for another sou, and where,

if this amount of cash was lacking, a draught of bouillon,

lasting as long as the person could hold his breath, might

be had from a continually flowing spout for a single sou.

Any one preferring more solid food, and of a speculative

turn, could for the same small sum run what was called

" the hazard of the fork "—-that is, a single plunge of this

useful instrument into a smoking caldron, with the privilege

of banqueting upon whatever he might fish out, should he

chance to fish out anything. If, however, he preferred the

bird in the hand, and required to see his sou's worth before

parting with his money, he could patronise a " bijoutier

"

(who was not a jeweller), and invest it in harlequins, which

have no relation whatever to pantomime. For the harlequins

of which I speak were simply scraps of every conceivable

edible substance, served up by Parisian cooks, that chanced

to be left by dainty feeders on the sides of their plates.

From being of all colours and shapes when mixed together,

they presented a certain resemblance to the parti-coloured

garments of the citizen of Bergamo, and hence the name by

which they came to be known.

The dealers in these delicacies had contracts with the

scullions employed at the difi"erent ministries and embassies.
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and in all the more wealthy private households and the

chief hotels, but more particularly with those engaged at

the great restaurants—men who spend the best part of

their lives in a species of Turkish bath at a temperature

of from one hundred and forty to one hundred and eighty

degrees, for a salary of five-and-twenty francs a month,

on condition that all the scraps on the plates they have

to wash up were to be their perquisites, the said scraps

being usually worth at least ten times the amount of their

salary. Three francs the basketful was about what they

obtained for the scrapings of the platters that passed

through their hands. Every morning the dealer or his

agent, dragging behind him a closed cart, furnished with

ventilators, visited all the establishments with which there

was a contract, and basketful after basketful being flung

into the vehicle, its contents were deposited later in the

day at a particular pavilion of the Halles Centrales, set

apart for the sale of cooked meats.

Here each dealer sorted his nameless heap, where hors

d'ceuvres were mixed with the roasts, and vegetables with

entremets, and where fishes' heads, scraps of cutlets,

fricandeaus, and fillets, half-picked drumsticks, and portions

of ragouts and mayonaises were intimately blended with

fragments of pastry, salads, macaroni, vegetables, cheese,

and fruits ; the whole being, moreover, impregnated with

at least twenty different sauces. All that was recognisable

in this conglomeration was carefully put on one side,

cleaned, trimmed, and placed on plates. Out of regard

for the stomachs of their customers, the bijoutiers per-

formed this delicate operation of sorting in private, and

only when all was finished—the discordant pieces duly

assimilated, and the harlequins arranged in little piles,

with the titbits, or jewels, as they are termed, temptingly

displayed in front—were the public invited to inspect and

purchase.
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Many poor people and working-men engaged in the

neighbourhood of the markets preferred these high-seasoned

delicacies to a plainer fare, and the consequence was that

by one o'clock in the day every dealer in harlequins was
nearly certain to be cleared out. All that was rejected

during the sorting used to be sold as food for pet dogs,

for whose special benefit certain bijoutiers converted these

dregs into a succulent sort of paste, which was much sought

after by fussy old ladies, the plethoric habit of whose
Italian greyhounds evinced the high living in wliich they

were indulged. The bones, which had been preserved with

care, were sold to the manufacturers of soup cakes, and,

after the gelatine had been extracted from them, they

were disposed of to the manufacturers of animal black.

That the trade in harlequins was a good one, was

evident from the fact that there were numerous retired

bijoutiers who had amassed incomes of from ten to twelve

thousand francs a-year after a few years' successful

trade. One of them who lived near me at Passy was the

buck of the suburban quarter, and his coquettish little

villa and garden were, I remember, the envy of all his

neighbours.

If the calling of bijoutier was profitable the one known
as " zesteuse " would appear to have been hardly less

so. The avocation had its origin in a certain Madame
Vanard being left a widow at the interesting age of

eighteen. Her husband, a practical chemist, owning a

little distillery at which he extracted essences for per-

fumers and pastrycooks, had kUled himself through over-

work. During the few happy months he and his young

bride passed together, the latter, while watching her hus-

band at his employment, had learnt some of the rudiments

of chemical science, and was able to replace him at his

alembics at such times as he was obliged to be absent.

When he died, desiring to carry on his business, and

VOL. II. L
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remembering his having one day remarked to her that

an inteUigent man might make his fortune out of the

orange and lemon peel thrown away in Paris, she deter-

mined to see if she could not put the suggestion he had

shadowed forth into practice.

With this view she went one day, basket on arm,

into the Rue Montorgeuil, where the oyster market was

then held, and where there were numerous restaurants

at which these bivalves were the staple article of con-

sumption. As the Parisian, even to the working-man, in-

variably takes lemon juice with his oysters—the remains of

squeezed lemons naturally abounded hereabouts. On the

hundreds of rubbish heaps, where one chiifonnier after

another had already reaped a harvest, she prepared to

seek hers. The waiters at the various restaurants and
cafds, observing that a young and pretty woman came
regularly every morning to search where so many others

had searched before, inquired of her what she was in quest

of, and, on being told, promised to put the precious peel

on one side for her.

Her next course was to find the people who swept

out the audience portion of the Paris theatres, and to

prevail on them, for a small consideration, to save for

her the orange peel with which the floors were strewn.

She then engaged washers and sorters, whom she set to

work in a large room, round which horizontal wicker

hurdles, piled up with scraps of orange and lemon peel,

were arranged. In the centre of the apartment was a

long table, at which a score or more of laughing, chatter-

ing girls were busily engaged in " zesting "—that is, in

removing the extreme outside portion of the peel, which
men and boys proceeded to fill bags and boxes with.

After being weighed and done up in packets, this peel

was dispersed, not only all over Paris again, but through-

out France, and even abroad, where it was transformed
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into Dutch curagoa, essence and syrup of lemon, orangeade,

lemonade, &c. Such was the business which made the

fortune of a charming woman, and which, spite of its

having subsequently spread into a multiplicity of hands,

still continued a profitable calling.

Another widow, older and not so pretty, or so elegant,

or so intelligent, and, consequently, not by any means
so interesting as Madame Vanard, made a fortune for

herself out of what everybody else looked upon as

rubbish. She was concierge at a house in the Rue du
Temple, occupied almost exclusively by manufacturing

goldsmiths, and, one very severe winter, was possessed

with the economical idea of burning, in an old caldron

that served her for a stove, all the sweepings of the house.

The plan answered remarkably well, for she found what
she had hitherto regarded as so much mere dust became,

when mixed with turf and coal, an excellent combustible.

Warmer weather having set in, the old lady went about

the usual spring cleaning up of her place, and, on clearing

out the old caldron, was surprised to see some hard glit-

tering substance soldered, as it were, to the bottom of the

utensil. On closer examination it proved to be gold

;

unwittingly she had discovered the philosopher's stone,

which so many have sought for in vain.

Keeping her secret so far as she was able, the old lady

proceeded to rent on lease the sweeping of the staircases

in all the neighbouring houses occupied by goldsmiths

—

paying to do that which people ordinarily pay to have

done. With the profits resulting from this speculation

she bought several large plots of ground in the outskirts

of Paris, on which she built theatrical-looking Swiss

villages, and sold her chMets one by one to small trades-

men of bucolic tastes, who spent their Sundays there, fancy-

ing the adjacent Montmartre and the more distant Mont
Valdrien to be peaks of some neighbouring Alpine chain.
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One can understand a fortune being made out of an

imperishable substance like gold, but can hardly conceive

an independence being realised out of faded flowers, and

yet this was done by an intelligent Parisian, who, at his

wit's end for the means to live, thus reasoned to himself

:

Those expensive bouquets, of which one sees such an

abundance every morning at the "March^ aux fleurs,"

must be constantly flung aside by the beauties to whom

they have been presented, a long while before the flowers

are really dead, and as a matter of course find their way

to the rubbish heaps before their proper time. Early in

the morning in the fashionable c[uarters of Paris these

heaps are strewn with flowers still blooming. "Now,"

said he, " if I were to go or send round early and pick

up all these flowers, and could only succeed in finding

out a way of reviving them, if merely for a short time,

I might make a little fortune."

He was not long in finding out what he wanted,

whereupon he hired a small isolated house near the

Barrifere Montparnasse, and engaged a number of poor

people to collect the flowers from ofi" the rubbish heaps

before the chifi'onniers went their rounds and soiled them

by turning all the refuse over. The flowers once in his

house, this is how he set to work. A number of women
undid the different bouquets, sorted the flowers, cut off

the ends of all the stalks, which they afterwards dipped

into water almost boiling, thereby causing the sap to

mount into the flowers, and rendering them as brilliant

as though they were gathered that morning. The flowers

were then mounted upon rush stems, arranged in bouquets

and surrounded with fresh green leaves, and all was done.

To get rid of the bouquets a band of little girls were

hired, who, cleanly and tidily dressed, and with small

baskets upon their arms containing the day's stock, and

bunches of flowers in their hands, pestered the passers-by
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along the boulevards, who to be relieved from their impor-

tunities generally made purchases. So well organised was

the entire affair, that upwards of a thousand pounds a-year

was realised by this intelligent Parisian.

Much in the same way as it occurred to this individual

that it might be practicable to utilise the castaway bouquets

of Parisian belles, others were struck with the possibility

of turning to account the ends of cigars abeady smoked.

Still the calling, though it is as eagerly pursued to-day

as ever, was never a particularly profitable one, as any

poor devil could scour the Paris boulevards and the out-

sides of the more frequented cafds, and pick up a share

of the cigar ends that fall from the lips of several hundred

thousand smokers. After these ends have been chopped

up small and made into little packets of tobacco, a

working-man is offered four times as much tobacco for

a sou as he could purchase at a tobacconist's for the

same money. The ends of the superior cigars are sold

to the cigarette manufacturers for a couple of francs and

upwards per pound. Hundreds of men out of work still

pursue this calling in Paris, where half a million of cigars are

smoked every day, and the majority of them in the open air.

One of the most ingenious of small Parisian industries

was that of the " riboui," or maker of what was known

as the " dix-huit," being an old shoe become new again,

hence its appellation of dix-huit, or " deux fois neuf"

which everyone knows signifies both twice new and twice

nine. These shoes were made of old vamps, to which old

soles turned inside out were added, plenty of cobbler's wax

and numerous large nails being used to conceal the cheat.

As a general rule, they fell to pieces after a week's wear.

By far the most unscrupulous picker-up of what most

people regard as unconsidered trifles, was unquestionably

the " echantillonneur," or collector of samples, who satis-

factorily solved the problem that had perplexed all the
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economists, of how to live while producing nothing and

consuming a good deal. His mode of proceeding was

simple enough. He preyed on all he could, and con-

sumed or sold all he obtained. On one pretence or an-

other—a large foreign or colonial order, a municipal or

other contract, a private connection among the wealthy

classes—he collected samples of every conceivable thing

from all the manufacturers and wholesale dealers he could

prevail on to trust him, and these he ate, drank, wore,

used, or sold according to circumstances.

Of course he used up a certain number of firms every

week ; still Paris was a large city, and the directory

furnished a never-ending supply of new victims, besides

which there were the provinces to work upon. Of course

he gave the preference to new establishments desirous of

pushing business, as they responded more liberally and

with less hesitation to his verbal and written applications.

A particularly pertinacious, and therefore highly-successful

echantillonneur, was in the habit of dining regularly at

one of the boulevard restaurants that I frequented, though

his calling was known there, and his society consequently

shunned. He was a quiet-looking individual, with a

shrewdish, self-satisfied look, and was always irreproachably

dressed, though he made rather too great a display of

jewelry. Anyone would have guessed him to have been

a retired commer^ant whose financial investments were of

a substantial character.

The echantillonneur's pursuit was a somewhat shady

one, but there were other out-of-the-way industries in

Paris which were positively dishonest. Such was the

calling of the " employe aux yeux de houillon," whose

services were in request at the lowest class restaurants,

where it was a common practice to pass off warm water,

coloured and flavoured with burnt onions and caramel, and

into which some little grease bubbles had been injected,
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as soup. It is true that bones which had been twice

well stewed, first by the larger restaurants, and secondly

by the inferior class of traiteurs, and cast away as done

with, were stewed in this water for the third time, in

order that it might be impregnated with some particle

of animal substance ; but this failed to impart to it those

little greasy bubbles which the French term " eyes," and

for which the shrewd frequenters of these establishments

invariably looked to satisfy themselves that the broth they

drank had been actually made from meat. The difficulty

was got over by a clever cook filling his mouth with

about a spoonful of fish-oil, and, after tightly compress-

ing his lips, blowing with all his force, so as to send forth

a greasy mist, which, falling into the caldron, formed the

eyes so dear to epicures of an exacting type. The system

was found to answer so well that an individual who could

perform this repulsive operation became indispensable at

all gargotiers in a large way of business.

Parisians of a certain class used to be, and no doubt

still are, inordinate eaters of ham ; in fact, almost as many

hams were eaten in Paris as all the pigs killed throughout

the whole of France could have furnished, even allowing

for both shoulder and leg being cured in accordance with

the French practice. The demand was supplied in this

wise. The dealers in cooked hams bought up the old

ham-bones at a couple of sous a-piece, and ingeniously

inserted them into pieces of pickled pork, which they

trimmed to shape, and coated with grated bread-crusts.

In this way many bones did duty hundreds of times over,

lasting, in fact, for years. They would leave the dealers

in the morning, and frequently return to them the same

night, to quit them again the following day ; nevertheless,

the supply could hardly keep pace with the demand.

Fancy the inconvenience of having to wait for your ham

until your neighbour's servant took back the ham-bone
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which the pork-butcher relied upon receiving yesterday.

It was to obviate such a state of things that a smart

individual conceived the idea of manufacturing ham-bones

wholesale, and ere long he drove a thriving trade, with

the result that the stock of hams increased immensely.

Much in the same way another ingenious individual,

knowing the immense consumption of cockscombs in Paris

for ragouts, coquilles of cockscombs, and vol-au-vents, and

seeing the high prices they commanded, owing to the

limited supply, set to work to minister to the demand,

and duly established himself as a manufacturer of cocks-

combs. So extensive was the trade done by him that

he positively had to set up a small steam-engine. He
was a great enthusiast, and was accustomed to pride

himself upon the artificial cockscombs which emanated

from his atelier being greatly superior to the natural

article. With a modesty uncommon among his country-

men, he styled himself a "rival" only of nature, who
was thus not subjected to a too humiliating comparison.

Nevertheless, he would say, " Nature's productions, in

the matter of cockscombs, abound with unpardonable

defects, there are not two of them alike ; whereas, all of

mine are not only beautifully proportioned, but denti-

lated at the edges with the utmost exactitude. Mine,

in fact, are the work of an artist, and art is simply

nature perfected by the genius of man. Nature makes

the marble, but it is man who carves a statue out of it;

nature produces a woman, but it required a man to

produce the Venus de Medicis, an ideal that nature is

incapable even of imitating."

This is the way the accomplished artist used to go

to work. He took the palate of a bullock, calf, or sheep,

and after having blanched it in boiling water, he macerated

it, and detached the flesh of the palatic vault without in

the slightest degree deranging it, and then placed it under
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a stamping machine, which punched out cockscombs more
perfect in shape than those produced by nature, yet suffi-

ciently resembling them to deceive connoisseurs. These

counterfeit cockscombs were of course sold for much less

than the genuine article, still they yielded the manufac-

turer a very large profit.

Our friend, in his intercourse with poulterers, got to

learn that when they did not sell their stock of turkeys

clean off, they were obliged to lower a bird's price every

subsequent day it remained on hand ; and, conse-

quently, they frequently made a loss, although the turkey

presented the same appearance of freshness as when first

killed. And yet no cook could be deceived, solely because

the bird's legs, which were black and shiny the day of

its death, assumed a more and more greyish tone as time

went on. This was quite sufficient for a man of genius.

The shrewd manufacturer of cockscombs hastened home,

and set to work to compound a varnish which should defy

the attacks of time, and render turkeys' legs " beautiful

for ever," scarcely dreaming, while he was so engaged, of

the immortality that was in store for him. In a couple

of days he returned triumphant to the market, and

furnished the best proof of his success by deceiving the

dealers themselves. Trials were next made upon the

public, and turkeys with varnished legs were offered to

the cunningest cooks, who, deceived by appearances,

made their purchases without demanding the customary

abatement, and the conservation of the brilliant lustre of

turkeys' legs became for several years a regular trade

;

which certainly said little for the honesty of the poulterers,

less for the judgment of the cooks, and least of all for the

assumed delicacy of taste of Parisian gourmets.

An imposition of quite another kind, which was carried

on in Paris on a large scale, was the fabrication of Egyptian

mummies. One man alone, Combalon by name, whom
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I knew in his green old-age, when he persistently pre-

tended that all the mummies he had ever sold were genuine,

was credited with having manufactured no less than eight

hundred of these interesting relics of the Ptolemian era for

provincial museums alone. His export business in counter-

feit mummies extended over half the globe, even to Egjrpt

itself, whence they returned to Europe, with a sort of

guarantee of genuineness. A skull, two fillets of veal, a

dog's skin, and some linen bands, sufficed for the corporeal

substance of a Cheops, a Pharaoh, a Ptolemy, or a Cleopatra.

From mummies to tape-worms is an ignoble transition,

and only to be tolerated on the plea tliat both are equally

counterfeited. Artificial tape-worms used to bemanufactured

at Paris in crochet, any number of yards in length, accord-

ing to price. When the rings constituting the ribs were

completed, all that was necessary was to steep the future

worm in a mixture of starch and gum. On becoming

thoroughly dry it was placed in a glass jar, and, in due

course, was exposed in some chemist's window as a

marvellous result obtained by the persistent use of a

particular specific vended by him.
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XXX.

(1866.)

NEW year's day in PARIS—THE CLOSING AND OPENING

OF TWO RHINE KURSAALE—A FASHIONABLE

NORMANDY WATERING PLACE.

New Year's Day in Paris, save for those oracular imperial

utterances which European statesmen and financiers used

to await with nervous anxiety, is, I expect, much the same

at present as it was a quarter of a century ago. As at

the close of the old year people in England were surfeited

with puddings, pantomimes, and Christmas numbers, so

at the commencement of the new Parisians were bored

with baraques along their boulevards, the etrenne or new

year's gift tax, the shadows of former gay beds masques,

shoals of visiting cards by every post, and by having to

pay the inevitable round of visits to exacting friends who

would otherwise have certainly "cut" them.

People with a large circle of friends were accustomed

to lighten the heavy etrenne tax by sending on to B the

box of bonbons received from A, and forwarding to A the

new year's gift sent by C, while to C was consigned the

present which B might have favoured them with. Thus

it was no uncommon thing for a box of bonbons or other

present to be constantly on the move throughout the 1st.,

changiag hands four or five times and returning perhaps

the last thing at night to the very individual who had

unconsciously started the game and had given a hundred

francs for the etrenne the day before.

A story used to be told of a well-known Parisian viveur,
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who, on coming home after a round of complimentary

visits, found on his table the particular packet of bonbons

which he had sent by his valet to a lady of his acquaintance

some hours previously. He naturally, though erroneously,

imagined the parcel had been forgotten, and boiling with

rage shouted for his servant, who, however, was out

enjoying himself; and our viveur, after again writing

the lady's name and address on one of his cards, rushed

in a distracted state to the concierge, put him into a cab,

and urged him to deliver the packet instantly, even if the

horse had to gallop all the way and dropped down dead

at the end of his journey. The astonishment of the lady

when the bonbons reached her a second time, and from the

same donor too, was, of course, to be more easily conceived

than described.

I remember being told by Siraudin, who was at that

time the fashionable manufacturer of Parisian bonbons,

that young lady assistants on entering his establishment

were actually encouraged to eat their fill of the various

nice things by which they were surrounded. The reason

was obvious, for a surfeit usually resulted, followed by a

marked falling ofi" in their liking for bonbons ;
" neverthe-

less," said he, " so sweet is the feminine tooth, that each

young lady on her convalescence will generally eat several

francs' worth of sweetmeats every day." One may here ask

how comes it that the French are more sweet-toothed than

any other nation in the world 1 Including babies at the

breast, each individual on an average eats more than 20

lbs. of sugar per head yearly, still I am ignorant of the

present annual value of the sweetmeats made by the

French, although a quarter of a century ago it was

oflBcially announced to exceed thirty million francs—about

a million and a quarter sterling. A large quantity of

cheap sweetmeats is also imported from England.

The "jour de I'an" on the Paris boulevards is always a
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fatiguing if not a melancholy sight. The swarm of human
beings that render these thoroughfares almost impassable,

saunter slowly up and down, before long files of stalls at

which useless trifles are exposed for sale, with dull, wearied

looks, devoid of the faintest spark of curiosity and the

smallest sign of that gaiety for which the Parisians are

proverbial. They parade the boulevards at this particular

season for the same reason that influences half the actions

of their lives, simply because it is the fashion to do so.

They know perfectly well that they will see much the same

things they have been wearied with a dozen times before

still they look upon the annual promenade as a duty owed
to habit, if not to society, and scrupulously perform it.

The spring of 1866 found me at Homburg again, and on

this occasion I chanced to witness the closing and opening

of a couple of Ehine Kursaale. After this lapse of time I

cannot pretend to remember whether it was a casual attack

of dyspepsia, a vitiated passion for play, or an eager desire

to put some new mathematical calculation to the test that

induced me to revisit the little Taunus town. Early in

the year as it was, Homburg was already overflowing with

life. Quite a crowd alighted from the railway train, and

drosky after drosky rattled away to the Luisenstrasse

where the kursaal was ablaze with light. Stylishly

dressed women and men in evening and lounging costume

paced the long corridor or flitted through the ante-

rooms ; the concert hall was three parts filled, and the

salons de jeu, if not inconveniently crowded, had still

their full complement of players. It was so late when I

entered the rooms that there was no time to put any

particular system to the test, so I contented myself with

watching the players gathered round the roulette table

until the moment came for the presiding croupier to

declare that the wheel was about to whirl and the marble

be set spinning for the last time that evening.
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When this notification was given it commonly

happened that the stakes were numerous and heavy, but

on this particular occasion they were unusually large.

The more reckless gamblers piled up notes and coin dis-

tractedly, and the cool calculating ones again put their

dubious systems to the test. A shrivelled old woman in

satins went on playing for the run, while young ladies of

the demi-monde languidly pushed their louis to any part

of the table excepting their favourite zero. The wheel

revolved, click went the marble, careering along on its

uncertain course. " Rien ne va plus
!
" was shouted out.

The marble ceased its gyrations, the revolutions of the wheel

were checked, and " zero "— word of fear, unwelcome

to the gambler's ear—was proclaimed by the croupier,

when, according to custom, the bank swept away all the

stakes, and the discomfited players retired in disgust.

This, though it was unsuspected at the time, turned

out to be the last whirl of the Homburg roulette wheel for

many a day to come—a wheel which had been gyrating

for twelve hours per diem, save on one day in the year

(the fete day of the patron saint of the town), ever since

the inauguration of the kursaal, nearly a quarter of a

century before. The reason of this was the death of the

old landgrave of Hesse-Homburg, who expired at an early

hour the following morning in a lonely hunting lodge on

the skirts of the neighbouring fir forest, which stretches

away to the foot of the Taunus range.

As soon as the Homburg shopkeepers heard of the

landgrave's death they closed their shops and engaged in

earnest conversation with each other on their doorsteps

;

the hotel-keepers pulled long faces, and the Hebrew money-
changers were so many pictures of despair. The kurhaus-

commissioners at once gave orders for the doors of the

salons de jeu to be double-locked, for the band to be pro-

hibited from playing, for a reldche at the Thd4tre Frangais,
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and for a notice to be immediately affixed in the vesti-

bule of the kursaal, apprising visitors that " in token of

mourning for the loss of their high-born, well-beloved

sovereign-landgrave, the salons de jeu were closed until

further notice." All of which was duly done.

Five-and-twenty years ago news, like the railway train,

travelled anything but briskly in small G-erman states, eveti

when it told of a ruler's death ; and in this particular

instance those who heard of the event the last were pre-

cisely those who thought they ought to have been apprised

of it the first. These were the patrons of the kursaaL

Precisely at 11 o'clock on this eventful morning they

began to sally forth from the different hotels, sauntered

leisurely into the kurhaus, passed along the handsome

corridor, crossed the vestibule, took the well-known lobby

on the left that led into the large ante-room, tried the

doors of the salons de jeu, and found them—locked

!

What on earth had happened ? thought they. Had some

dishonest director or croupier bolted in the night with all

the cash and left the bank without the wherewithal to

meet its foes ? Where, it was asked, were all the ofiicials 1

Where the tall chasseurs who did flunkeys' duty ? All were

absent. From whom was an explanation to be sought ?

After this outburst one individual less excited than the

rest thought of referring to the notice board, and there

—

hemmed in by a crowd of announcements of yesterday's

rates of exchange on the Frankfort Bourse, of the times of

departure and arrival of the railway trains, of the pro-

grammes of the day's concert and the evening's theatrical

performance, of the prohibition against children entering

the salons de jeu (and grown people also, without author-

ised tickets), of somebody's terms for lessons in G-erman,

music, and singing—the official notification of the landgrave's

death and the consequent closing of the kurhaus saloons,

was discovered, and read and re-read again and agaiu.
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In answer to inquiries at the commissioners' bureau as

to what was to be understood by that dubious phrase

" until further notice," the commissioner politely explained

that he was unable to furnish any more exact information

than could be gleaned from the document itself. Hearing

this the crowd of disappointed gamblers were sorely per-

plexed. "What's the best thing to do?" each one asked

his fellow ;
" remain in this hole or run over to Frankfort

or Wiesbaden ? " Among the babel of tongues this little

dialogue between two of one's indignant fellow-countrymen

was overheard :—

•

" When will they bury him ?
"

" Can't say."

" It won't be long though, for they have a capital law

abroad, you know; corpses musn't be kept above ground

for more than eight and forty hours."

"Yes, but he 's a landgrave."

" What of that ? Why, didn't the papers the other

day have an account of a French bishop, who had been

buried alive, petitioning the Senate against this law, and

it wouldn't even listen to him ? Surely a French bishop

—and he was a cardinal too, I think—is as good as any

German landgrave. Besides, the old boy 's eighty-three

;

not much chance of his ever coming to life again. Why
shouldn't they tuck him underground within the next eight

and forty hours, and fling open the doors of the kursaal ?

"

" Yes, but you see, G-erman people are so confoundedly

slow. Sterne's trite remark has a good deal of truth in

it—they do manage some things better in France."

A morning or two after, on the Homburg people turn-

ing out of their beds, they found the town placarded with

a "Patent" signed by Ludwig II., Grand Duke of Hesse

Darmstadt, notifying the absorption, in accordance with

treaties, of the landgravate into the parent grand duchy

of Hesse-Darmstadt, and the assumption of the reins of
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government by the grand duke, to whose lawful authority

due and loving submission were enjoined. On the heels

of this patent came a notice from the grand ducal chamber-

lain commanding a fortnight's mourning for the late well-

beloved landgrave who, dressed up in his Austrian field-

marshal-lieutenant's uniform, was to lie in state in the

hall of audience of the gaunt old schloss, with his shako

and cavalry sabre and stars and garters at the coffin's foot

;

while that day fortnight was appointed for " penitence and

prayer." The effect of this on the visitors was electrical.

Hotel bUls were hastily called for, and portmanteaux hur-

riedly packed ; luggage-laden droskies rattled along the

Luisenstrasse bound for the railway station, where it was

found necessary to add on extra carriages to the departing

trains. It was a stampede in fact—one would have

thought the little Taunus town was plague-stricken.

Finding myself almost the last remaining visitor in

Homburg, which, under its gayest aspects, was not an

over-lively place, and in sackcloth and ashes was simply

intolerable, I packed up my portmanteau and followed the

stream of emigration. For several days I had observed

advertisements in unusually large type announcing the
" Ouverture du Kursaal" at "Wiesbaden on April 1, so

to Wiesbaden I betook myself, to be present at the coming

ceremony. I had seen a good number of ouvertures of

one kind or another in my time, but had never seen the

opening of a kursaal. Having just witnessed the closing of

one, I was rather curious as to what an opening was like.

Will his serene highness of Nassau, thought I, drive

over from that brickdust-tinted, rickety old schloss of his

at Bieberieh, and, accompanied by chamberlains and a

military escort and the kurhaus-commissioners, go in state

to the kursaal, and from a temporary throae in the ball-

room deliver a speech, addressing a portion of the audience

as " high-born, well-experienced players at rouge-et-noir,"

VOL. II. M
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as though—the stakes being higher at this game—they were

a sort of Upper Chamber, and the remainder simply as

" gamblers of the roulette table," as if they were the Lower

House ? Will he, thought I, express the pleasure he feels

at again meeting them, and after thanking them for their

liberal supplies of last year—the result of that system of

high play which he will always do his best to encourage

—

point out to them the requirements of the coming season,

the estimates for which have, of course, been prepared with

a due regard to economy, consistent with the efficiency of

the kursaal's service ?

Will his highness next express his gratification at the

friendly assurances he continues to receive from those petty

potentates who, like himself, foster public gambling ? Will

he then signify his deep regret at the irreparable loss which

the cause they all have at heart has sustained by the death

of the Landgrave of Hesse-Homburg, who grappled success-

fully with the Frankfort parliament and kept Homburg
kurhaus open, spite of its decrees ? Will he also express

his hope that his successor in the landgravate will follow

the example thus set him, and not permit himself to be

bullied or caj oiled into closing this establishment simply

because a young son of his chanced to marry a daughter

of Queen Victoria, but will enter upon his magnificent

succession with a firm resolve that its interests " shall not

sufi"er in his hands " ?

I duly arrived at Wiesbaden, where everything be-

tokened active preparation for the coming 1st. Shop-

keepers displayed their latest Parisian consignments ; long

strings of carts laden with stone for repairing the public-

roads descended the Sonnenberg ; load after load of gravel

was being spread over the kurgarten walks ; huge rollers

were constantly at work, and scores of gardeners were

busy clipping the grass plots and raking the flower-beds.

Inside the kursaal the upholsterer's tin-tack hammer
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was incessantly going
; gaudy wall paintings were being

cleaned and varnished, gilt mouldings reburnished, velvet-

covered settees flayed of their canvas-skins, floors polished

till they acquired the requisite degree of slipperiness to

render them dangerous to walk upon. The restaurateur

Chevet had got his dining-saloon in order, and arranged

his tables and chairs around the new orchestra and on

the banks of the lake. Everything was in readiness,

and all looked charming. The sacrificial altar being duly

bestrewn with flowers, only awaited the coming victims.

The eventful morning at length arrived. Wiesbaden

put on a holiday aspect ; people were abroad in their

gayest apparel, crowds of strangers arrived by railway, and

the living stream flowed steadily towards the kursaal.

What numbers of pretty girls there were, and all seemingly

so happy ; what a multitude of handsome children, charm-

ing little maidens and beautiful, fair-haired, chubby-faced

boys. How is it that these last generally grow up such

plain-looking men ? Is it the smoking and the beer drink-

ing that do the mischief? The pipe, we know, is hardly

ever out, and the flagon is kept constantly replenished,

and, as Longfellow says, he who drinks beer not only thinks

beer, but looks beer as well.

At the kursaal a number of well-dressed individuals,

whom one would hardly have guessed to be croupiers, were

admitted, and then the kurhaus-commissioners, directors,

and inspectors arrived, but there was neither grand ducal

presence nor even its representative.

The opening ceremony proved to be a very simple afiair.

Round the principal tables numerous croupiers grouped

themselves, and there entered a stalwart kursaal flunkey,

attended by more croupiers, bearing on his shoulder a heavy

oaken brass-bound chest, which he deposited on the tapis

vert. Following him came a kurhaus-commissioner with

the key, which he flung down triumphantly on the table.
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The chest was then double and treble unlocked, and bank

notes and rouleaux and demi-rouleaux of single and double

friedrichs-d'or, of louis, florins, double florins, thalers, and

five-franc pieces were systematically arranged on the table

and duly checked by the commissioner, when, all being

found correct, the croupiers, under an inspector's superin-

tendence, proceeded to fill the caisses with bank-notes and

coin—in other words, to make what is called the bank.

At this moment the strains of martial music were heard,

the doors of the saloons were thrown wide open, and a

stream of people flowed in. There were ofiicers in varied

uniforms, elegantly dressed matronly-looking women, and

the prettiest of fraulein in the most piquant of costumes,

and grave heads of families of portly presence, with clerks

and shopkeepers, professed gamblers, chance tourists, and

simple holiday folk. All came unsuspectingly to be broken

on the roulette wheel by the modern " Bandits of the Ehine."

During the afternoon some new arrival by railway

strolled into the kursaal, seated himself at the roulette table,

and after glancing over the score which a neighbouring

player had been keeping of the colours, laid down a five

hundred franc note on the red. Whirl went the wheel, and
red won ; whereupon the new comer allowed both his win-

nings and original stake to remain, and continued doing this

until after the maximum stake was reached—red gaining

every time. The stranger then pocketed the little pile of

notes that had accumulated, but left his original five

hundred francs on the board. The spell was, however,

broken ; the run on the red had ceased, and black was now
the winning colour. Our friend immediately gathered up
his winnings, retired from the kursaal, refreshed himself

with a " bock " at Chevet's, strolled leisurely to the railway

station, and quitted Wiesbaden by the next train, carrying

off" with him his gains of nearly a thousand pounds after

having been in the place little more than half-an-hour.
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I spent the autumn of this year in roaming through

the watering-places of Calvados, about half a score of which
are crowded together within the compass of less than twice

as many miles, immediately opposite Brighton and Worth-
ing. They may be said to owe their origin to a French
landscape painter, who in the humdrum days of Louis

Philippe's reign seems to have stumbled upon a picturesque

fishing village on the Normandy coast, and brought it into

fashion as a " bain de mer," with the result that the entire

seaboard of Calvados became transformed into one vast

bathing ground. Every fishing village between Dieppe

and Berni^res-sur-Mer was invaded, and an " etablissement

des hains " with a casino erected on the sea-shore ; and
wherever there was a bare strand with nice sands and a

pretty bit of inland country speculators obtained possession

of it, and a new watering-place sprang up as if by enchant-

ment. Trouville's emergence from obscurity was due to

another landscape painter, and Alphonse Karr professed

to have discovered Etretat, while a well-known French

novelist claimed to have " invented " Villerville ; Deauville

owed its existence to the Duke de Morny's propensity for

speculation ; Dennery, the prolific playwright, planned out

Cabourg ; and one or two popular journalists helped to

transform Villers and to found Houlgate.

Here we have only another instance of our French

neighbours' persistent habit of working an idea to death.

It used to be a trite saying that with them liberty became

licence, and freedom of belief infidelity ; and we all know
to what extent towards the close of the last century they

pushed their then favourite doctrine of the efiicacy of the

guillotine. At that period their pet whim was the same as

ours now—truckling to the democracy, and just as they

were then smitten with a passion for giving freedom to

the entire human race, so in later years they went to war

in Eome, Lombardy, and Mexico, and were equally ready
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to do battle in Poland, for an idea. Their zeal for restoring

public monuments led them to transform old cathedrals

and other time-honoured fabrics into brand new buildings,

and their rage for improving Paris to destroy many edifices

of historical interest and supplant them by pretentious

boulevards.

One found the fisher element still prominent at Trou-

ville, although the place had developed into a town of

considerable size, with casino, hotels, villas, pavilions, and

chalets. Its natural attractions were its beautiful sands

and the picturesque country inland ; and its artificial ones,

its casino with a theatre and a round of other amusements,

and the stylish visitors who paraded the sands in piquant

and costly costumes — the latest inspirations of crack

Parisian couturiers — with their spurious golden tresses

blown about by the sea-breeze.

Immediately in front of the casino was the bathing

ground for the two sexes marked out with flags, and

divided by ropes. When bathing was going on at high

water it was forbidden for anyone of the male sex even to

walk in front of the " quartier des dames," yet bathers of

opposite sexes were free to interchange courtesies with

each other, provided they only kept on their proper side of

the rope. Thus a lady might be seen passing down to her

bath with a gentleman gallantly holding a sunshade over

her, or throwing a peignoir across her fair shoulders when
she emerged Venus-like from the sea.

On Sunday mornings during the height of the season

the principal entrance to the ' church presented a striking

coup d'ceil when the grand monde were returning from

mass. Scores of Parisian elegantes, attired in all the piqu-

ant splendour of those luxurious days, were seen descend-

ing the broad flight of steps, while Norman crones in

tasselled night caps and maidens in more picturesque head-

gear scanned them with open mouths and curious eyes.
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How, with such gorgeous examples constantly before them
the native female population of Trouville, and especially

the good-looking portion of it, continued content with their

loose jackets and coarse serge petticoats, their tall white

caps and wooden sabots, was more than one could understand.

Side by side with Trouville, but on the opposite bank

of the river Touques was Deauville, which sprang into

existence through the Duke de Morny's well-known passion

for speculation. Some hanger-on drew the duke's atten-

tion to this sandy desert and its capabilities for being

turned to profitable account ; and soon the heap of hills

was partially levelled and palatial villas sprang up on all

sides. Next a town on a grand scale was planned out, a

couple of gigantic hotels and a casino were built, and then

a magnificent esplanade, lighted at night with innumer-

able gas-lamps, was constructed, but could only be kept

clear of the drifting sand by a little army of labourers who
daily rendered back to the sea that which it was too prodigal

of by far. The duke, as a leading member of the Jockey

Club, also got a race-course laid out, which, during the

season, drew to the spot the ^lite of Parisian society.

But this was not all : Deauville was ambitious to

become a great trading port as well as a fashionable

watering-place, whereupon the duke fostered this whim,

and the state granted nearly a million sterling for the con-

struction of a floating dock ; but, unfortunately for Deauville,

M. de Morny died before the work was completed or the

town was half built. The government finished the dock, but

the town was left to take its chance, and for years many of

its streets existed only in name on a number of sign-posts.

Attached to the Deauville casino was a theatre at

which a troupe of Parisian comedians usually performed.

There was a story current that when ladies' chapeaux with

lofty adornments, and worn on the very top of the head,

were in fashion, the manager was so pestered with com-
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plaints from the masculine portion of the audience of this

obstruction to their view of the stage that he caused a

polite notice, asking ladies to remove their chapeaux to

be posted up. This proving ineffectual he changed the

wording and respectfully requested that all the good-

looking ladies in the audience would kindly remove their

chapeaux on occupying their seats. The ruse was said to

have answered completely, not a hat or a bonnet intercept-

ing the view during any of the subsequent performances.

I found the balls at the Deauville casino rather amus-

ing affairs. Young ladies desirous of dancing used, under

the protection of their mammas, to bashfully instal them-

selves in the front rows of chairs, and the moment the band

struck up a dozen or more gentlemen, who had been lying

in wait, would dart inside the circle, and without the

formality of an introduction or soliciting the maternal per-

mission, would each address the lady of his choice, and ask

her out to dance. She, without troubling herself about

mamma's approval, would rise from her seat and offer her

hand, and the pair were soon lost sight of in the maze of

some waltz or quadrille. The dance over, her partner con-

ducted her back to her seat, bowed solemnly, and retired,

without a single word having been exchanged between

them from the moment they took possession of the floor.

When the men had exhausted the round of charming

partners, and were obliged to return again to the object of

their first choice, a little conversation would perhaps spring

up ; but this rarely occurred at Deauville, where the pro-

prieties of the ball-room were very rigidly observed.

Under the second empire visitors were largely attracted

to Deauville from its being patronised by such a number
of grand people. During the race week the crSme de la

crime of Parisian society, the jeunesse doree, and the more
celebrated of " ces dames " of the Quartier Br^da flocked

to the place. Along the road to the course was one
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unbroken stream of victorias and sociables, barouches and
clarences, mail phaetons and four-horse drags, chars-k-

bancs, wagonettes, and dainty basket-carriages. Visitors,

too, poured in by diligence and omnibus from neighbouring

parts of the coast, while from cross-country places came
rosy-gilled, thrifty, thriving Norman farmers in new
blouses, driving their wives or some young curd in jolting

carts, and large old-fashioned gigs and shabby cabriolets

that must have been in use for generations. The fishermen

and tradespeople, and their pretty daughters and cubs of

sons, with troops of excursionists brought by the Havre

steamer, trudged to the course along the dusty, sandy roads.

The grand stand and the grass plot in front were

crowded vdth elegant company—the ladies in toilettes

seldom encountered ofi" the stage, and displaying the

colours of the favourite horses. The magdalens of the

Quartier Brdda, after studying the betting lists through

their little gold eye-glasses, would dive into their tiny

pocket-books and stake packets of hundred-franc notes with

a charming affectation of indifi"erence. The event of the

meeting which excited the largest amount of feminine

interest was the " Prix du Conseil general," contested for

by gentlemen riders. When the bell rang the fair ones

were in a flutter of excitement ; they stood up in their

chairs to see the horses start ; they watched them through

their race-glasses at every bound they took ; they waved

their handkerchiefs and almost screamed at the top of

their little voices as the foremost horses flew past towards

the winning post ; actually drowning the hoarse shouts of

the bookmakers, who had heavy amounts upon the event.

Within a few minutes after the last race was run the

road into Trouville was marked by long flying clouds of

dust. The winners on the day's event dined sumptuously

at their several hotels, and had a jolly enough time of it

;

the losers repaired to the casinos of Trouville and Deau-
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ville—kept open all night on these occasions—to try and

recoup themselves at ^cartd. At the second breakfast you

heard them grumbling about the stinginess of the municipal

authorities in putting out the gas-lamps before the sun had

fairly risen in the heavens, and rendering it dijEficult for

them to find their hotels ; while those who had patronised

the Trouville casino thought it simply infamous that the

ferry boat between Trouville and Deauville was not kept

running all the night through for their accommodation.

The day after the races were over the hotels were

comparatively deserted, and the tables-d'h6te melancholy

to dine at ; the evening concert at the casino was very

poorly attended ; and in the card room only one solitary

hawk sat perched, watching with restless eye, but watching,

I hoped and trusted, in vain, for the plump, well-feathered,

unsuspecting pigeon which he longed to pluck. The

billiard room was a little more lively, for several of the

Quartier Brdda ladies were there engaged in a game at

pool, and took the " lives " of their male opponents with

a coolness and dexterity amusing to witness. In the

morning one had seen them exhibiting their prowess at

the shooting gallery, when several of them managed to

knock off some half-dozen dolls' heads before breakfast,

just to keep their hands in for the rest of the day.

Such was the most fashionable among the waterirg-

places of the second empire, within a few hours' distance

of Paris, a quarter of a century ago. As T have already

mentioned, it owed everything—even its very creation—to

the Duke de Morny, and yet at the smash-up of the empire

in 1870 the inhabitants cast down the colossal bronze

statue which, in more prosperous days, they had raised in

grateful memory of their benefactor, and pitched it uncere-

moniously into the sea, where, 1 believe, it still remains.
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XXXI.

(1867-68.)

EUROPEAN POTENTATES IN PARIS—ABSURD CONCESSIONS OF

THE EXHIBITION COMMISSIONERS—OPENING CEREMONY

—

THE CZAR UNBER FIRE—PRIZE DAY AT THE PALAIS

DE l'iNDUSTRIE—SEIZED FOREIGN NEWSPAPERS.

The year 1867 was an especially grand one for Paris, as,

besides the crowd of ordinary visitors attracted to the Ex-

position Universelle, no less than eight reigning potentates

and about a dozen heirs apparent and presumptive accepted

Napoleon Ill's invitation to the French capital. It was

rumoured at the time that the emperor wrote himself to

invite the Czar, the Sultan, and the Emperor of Austria,

but left it to his secretary to indite the necessary letters

to sovereigns of inferior rank. On the latter inquiring

respecting the formula to be employed in writing to the

King of Prussia, the emperor is said to have tersely

replied, " The same as for the King of Bavaria," intending,

it was supposed, an official slight to the sovereign whose

star, since the recent victory of Sadowa, promised almost

to eclipse his own.

When the sovereigns arrived in Paris, the authorities,

with an overstrained sense of delicacy, sought to prevent

them from paying chance visits to particular localities, the

names of which might possibly jar upon their feelings.

Thus it had to be suggested to the Eussian embassy that

when the czar drove abroad his coachman should be

warned to avoid the Avenue de I'Alma, the Eue de
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Crim^e, the Boulevard de Sebastopol, the Avenue d'Eylau,

and the Cit(^ de la Moskowa. In like manner the Emperor

of Austria had to be kept from straying into the familiar

Rue de Rivoli, or across the Pont d'Austerlitz, and the

King of Prussia from passing along the Avenue de Fried

-

land. Owing to its proximity to the Exhibition, it was

scarcely possible to close the Pont d'l^na to the last-

named potentate.

As representative of the " Illustrated London News

"

I had to secure numerous sketches of the contents of the

Exhibition, and met with formidable obstacles owing to the

commissioners having conceded certain rights to a popular

photographer for an exorbitant sum, and to one or two

restrictive clauses in the official regulations. The com-

missioners sought to make all the money they could by
selling every concession having a market value. Some
one was readily found to give a couple of thousand pounds

for the right of depriving visitors of their walking-sticks

and parasols on entering the palace ; but to compel a

Frenchman to part with his cane and a Frenchwoman with

her parasol was a serious matter, and met with so muck
resistance that the regulation became a dead letter, and

the contractor had to be mollified by the return of his

concession money, and a swingeing sum beyond by way of

damages.

Another person purchased the exclusive privilege of

placing chairs in the Exhibition park and levying a tax

of a couple of sous on weary and footsore visitors who
chanced to sit down on them. The various foreign com-
missions, however, to whom a large portion of the park

had been assigned, unceremoniously pitched the contrac-

tor's chairs over their respective boundaries ; economically

disposed persons, too, rested themselves free on the many
garden seats which exhibitors had thoughtfully scattered

about the grounds, while outside the various caf^s and
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restaurants thousands of chairs tempted tired and droughty

individuals to rest and refresh themselves ; so that, in this

instance also, the contractor had to be reimbursed all he

had paid, and given a handsome bonus in addition.

The individual with whom I had principally to deal

was the chief secretary of M. Leplay, the commissary-

general—a tall, slim, swaggering, and irascible young

fellow, calling himself Guyot-Montpayroux, though his

real name was simply Guyot. With him I had no end

of difficulties, as he placed new obstacles in my way

even after I had complied with the most exacting official

requirements. I was afterwards told that I should have

succeeded better with him if, at the outset, I had put

one or two thousand-franc notes into an envelope, and

left this on the secretary's table when I took my leave.

Young Guyot was one of those people who allow

nothing to stand in the way of their advancement. His

father was simply a peasant proprietor in one of the

central departments of France, who had been able to

give his son a tolerably fair education. No sooner was

this completed than the young Auvergnat hurried up to

Paris determined on making his way, and, at the first

opportunity, engaged in journalism, which a French axiom

says leads a man to everything, provided he has the wit

to abandon it at the proper moment.

Believing that an aristocratic name would be an

advantage, young Guyot blossomed forth on the boule-

vards as Guyot de Montpayroux—the high-sounding

Montpayroux being simply the name of the insignificant

little village where he was born. The circumstance

having come to his father's knowledge, the old farmer

—

indignant that his son should not be content with the

plain, honest name of Guyot which, by the way, is one

of the commonest names in France—threatened to cut

off the supplies if these pretensions to be considered one
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of the nobility were not immediately abandoned. The

threat being disregarded, the old man wrote to " the Sifecle,"

stating that the gentleman calling himself Guyot de Mont-

payroux was his son, and had no more right to the latter

half of the name than the man in the moon. This letter

led to bloodshed. Young Guyot called out one of the

writers on "the Sifecle " who had appended certain jibes

and jeers to the old man's communication, and pinked

his sarcastic adversary in the arm. None the less, he had

to relinquish his plan of passing himself off as a nobleman ;

and, suppressing the coveted particle, he called himself

Guyot-Montpayroux, so as not to be confounded with the

vulgar herd of Guyots in France.

The young adventurer soon succeeded in attaching him-

self to the government press, and had the post of secretary

to the commissary-general of the Exhibition given him as

a reward for his services. A year or two later he managed

to get elected a deputy, and with Cassagnac, Jerome David

and Eobert Mitchell figured as one of the leaders of the war

party in the Corps L^gislatif At the fall of the empire,

determined to be still on the winning side, he turned his

coat, and began his career afresh as a zealous republican.

He again secured the post of deputy, and seemed to have

the future before him, when in the midst of his ambitious

schemes his brain suddenly gave way, and he had to be

placed in an asylum, where he lingered for years hopelessly

insane.

The Exhibition opened on the first of April, and by

some accident I was behind the time appointed for the

admission of the public. In consequence of this the police

refused me permission to cross the Pont d'l^na until after

the emperor had arrived for the opening ceremony. But

having explained my mission, and pleaded hard to be

allowed to pass, the officier de paix eventually relented,

and I reached the entrance to the palace, I remember, at
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the same moment as the emperor and his suite. Here I

witnessed a pre-arranged ovation on the part of some three

thousand hirelings, travestied as labouring men in new
blue blouses, who, waving their brand new shovels, shouted,

" Vive I'empereur I " in the most enthusiastic fashion, an

outburst of loyalty for which they were paid so much per

head.

The incident at once brought to my mind a police case

which the newspapers had chronicled only a few days be-

fore. An individual charged with vagabondage, on being

questioned by the magistrate as to how he gained his live-

lihood, mentioned, among other out-of-the-way pursuits

which he said he had followed, that under the reign of

Louis Philippe he had been " the people." The magistrate,

perplexed, asked him to explain himself, whereupon he re-

plied that he had been paid an allowance for shouting " Vive

le roi
!

" when his majesty drove out. In narrating the

circumstance, the radical papers seized the opportunity to

remark that no doubt the man's statement was true, as the

calling still existed, only the cry had changed to "Vive

I'empereur
!

"

The opening ceremony resolved itself into an official

promenade through the Exhibition palace. The imperial

commissioners headed the procession, and among the em-

peror's party I noticed the Count of Flanders and the

chubby-faced young Prince of Orange, whom some of the

loose officers about Napoleon's person speedily initiated into

that dissolute boulevardian life which was soon to become

his curse and ruin. Prominent among the commissioners

was old Baron James de Rothschild, tall but very bent,

with long white hair streaming over his shoulders, and

ribbons of all the colours of the rainbow, with orders of

every description attached, hanging round his neck. Be-

hind him stalked a stately footman, carrying not merely

the baron's overcoat, but a camp stool for his shaky old
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master's use. The emperor, who was already suffering from

the complaint of which he eventually died, walked with

considerable difficulty, leaning on a stout stick. To him

the promenade must have been dreadfully fatiguing, as on

entering each of the foreign courts he invariably paused to

converse for a while with the foreign commissioners, and in

this way the wearying ceremony went on to its close.

There was, I remember, no kind of accommodation at

the palace for writing " copy," no "pavilion de la presse,"

as at later exhibitions, so that in common with other Eng-

lish newspaper correspondents, I was only too glad to

accept the offer which Messrs. Spiers & Pond made us of a

private room, with unlimited cold chicken and champagne,

at their restaurant in the Exhibition buildings. This room

turned out to be one set apart for the bevy of attractive

barmaids—English Hebes of every type of beauty, fair,

dark, plump and slender, w^hom, with the view to a good

advertisement, the enterprising caterers had imported.

The boulevardian newspapers at once made these damsels

celebrated, and the Parisian gandins flocked to their shrine

in shoals to lisp their adoration in very broken English,

and quaff" " le pale ale " or " le portere beer."

I especially remember a particular class of exhibit in

the Champ de Mars, at which, in those piping times of

peace, people gazed with mixed curiosity and astonishment.

This was the heavy ordnance, many pieces of which were

contributed by France. Sir William Armstrong and Sir

Joseph Whitworth had also sent some remarkable examples,

but all these specimens of French and English artillery,

formidable though they appeared when taken by them-

selves, sank into insignificance when compared with the

monstrous engines of war which Herr Krupp had for-

warded at great expense from Essen. One of these, a huge

siege gun, the calibre of which I forget, was then by far

the largest piece of ordnance that had ever been cast.
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The Parisians gazed upon it at first with something like

respectful surprise, but before many days were past they

had begun to make fun of it ; and soon the newspapers

were brimming over with small jokes about the Krupp
guns, while caricaturists represented them under every

humorous aspect they could devise. Moreover, on the

principle, no doubt, that in France " tout finit par des

chansons," couplets about the monster cannon were added

to the comic songs in vogue at the caft^s-concerts, and were

soon being hummed from one end to the other of France.

In those halcyon times not a Parisian, not a Frenchman,

imagined that only three years later these much-derided
" canons de Monsieur Krupp " would be planted on the

heights overlooking Paris on its southern side, and thence

rain shells upon the Val-de-Gr4ce, the Pantheon, and the

Jardin des Plantes

!

The Prince of Wales and the Duke of Edinburgh turned

up in Paris during May, when one's old friend, Lord

Cowley, who was still ambassador there, gave a grand ball,

at which they were present, with the emperor and empress,

the King and Queen of the Belgians, the Queen of Portugal,

and other imperial and royal personages. Only a very

select set were invited to meet these distinguished guests,

and one had the greatest difficulty in securing permission

to be present, yet the prefect of police thought it necessary

to send for the emperor's protection no fewer than forty

detectives, most of them rigged out in evening or official

costume, and lavishly decorated with orders, while the

remainder were attired as flunkeys, so that they might

keep a watchful eye on the ambassadorial guests and

servants at the same time.

It was an old joke that smoke was rarely seen to issue

from the ambassador's kitchen chimney. On this occasion,

however. Lord Cowley was compelled to give a supper ; yet

by a clever manoeuvre he managed to save most of it for

VOL. II. N
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future consumption. As soon as the company were seated

at table, with a couple of tall grave-looking flunkeys in

royal scarlet to wait on the Prince of Wales and his

brother, a highland piper whom the Duke of Edinburgh

had brought with him to Paris, marched round the room

by the ambassador's instructions playing the pibroch.

This was too mvxch for the French guests, who, at the first

sound of its ear-splitting notes, started up aghast, and on

the unearthly strain continuing, preferred to retire supper-

less from the apartment rather than listen any further to

the stridulous performance.

The British commission of the Exposition Universelle

was installed during its sojourn in Paris in a newly-erected

mansion in the Champs Elys^es, ablaze inside with gilding

from roof to basement, and for which a fabulous rent was

paid. The young secretaries and employes of the commis-

sion seem to have indulged in some fastidious whims. I

remember, when calling on Sir Henry Cole one morning,

being temporarily shewn into a room where several of these

gentlemen had recently breakfasted, and noticing on the

table a score or so of eggs, all the yolks of which had been

carefully picked out. I learned afterwards that the young
sybarites scorned to eat the whites.

Unlike the Frenchmen of to-day, who fraternize so

eagerly with their new Cossack friends, the Parisians of

1867 had forgotten neither the Crimean war nor the sub-

sequent Polish outbreak, and most of them entertained as

strong a dislike for the Czar Alexander and Prince Gorts-

chakoff, as for King WiUiam and Count von Bismarck.

And such was the hostility against the latter, and so eager

were the young military cadets for war that, on the occasion

of a banquet of the pupils of St. Cyr, on the party breaking

up they said to one another it was " sans adieu
!

"

—simply
" au revoir d Berlin " in the ensuing spring.

As the czar was quite as unpopular as the Prussian
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king, when the former drove with the emperor to the

Tuileries one was not at all surprized at hearing repeated

shouts of "Vive la Pologne!" from the crowd, in spite of the

restraining presence of scores of mouchards in their midst.

Curiously enough the Bonapartists and the hired applauders

both shouted " Vive Napoldon
!

" instead of " Vive I'em-

pereur
!

" that there might be no mistake as to which of

the two sovereigns their plaudits were intended for.

This unpleasant reception had no doubt much to do

with the czar's gloominess on the morrow when he attended

the " Grand Prix " race meeting in the Bois de Boulogne.

I have a vivid recollection of how crowded the imperial

tribune was on this occasion, and how ill at ease most of its

occupants seemed to be. Besides the emperor and the czar

there were the czar's sons, the Empress Eugenie, the

Prince Imperial, the King and Queen of the Belgians, the

Crown Prince of Prussia, the brother of the Tycoon of

Japan, the Princess Mathilde, two or three other Bonapartes

or Murats, and Prince Gortschakoff.

The czar, who sat with his low-crowned hat pulled over

his eyes and a stem expression on his face, did not conde-

scend to say a word to anyone, not even to the Queen of the

Belgians, who sat beside him, and in common with the other

ladies present looked the picture of stately discomfort.

For some reason or other the Crown Prince of Prussia was

equally glum and taciturn as the czar, and Napoleon also

seemed bored and out of sorts, though now and then he

feebly smiled at the small jokes which the King of the

Belgians kept firing ofi" in the vain endeavour to enliven

the company. And yet it afterwards transpired that at

this time King Leopold must have been nervously uncom-

fortable about the emperor's intentions in regard to

Belgium, which Bismarck had previously coolly offered him

in exchange for his compliance with some aggrandizement

of territory which Prussia was bent on securing. Apart
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from the King of the Belgians, the only one who evinced

anything like vivacity was Prince GortschakofF. The

Russian chancellor chatted freely with his neighbours, and

beamed upon every one in turn through his burnished steel

spectacles, blissfully ignorant of the sensation excited by

his shabby and eccentric get-up—his ill-fitting, baggy grey

trousers, a coat all dust and creases, an old, badly-brushed

hat, and a silk handkerchief wound carelessly round Ms
neck, leaving not a particle of either shirt or collar visible.

Next day, when the czar drove out to view some of the

sights of Paris, he again met with an unpleasant reception.

Outside the Mus^e de Cluny the crowd greeted him most

discourteously, and at the Palais de Justice I personally

witnessed the almost hostile fashion in which some brief-

less young avocats gave vent to their Polish sympathies.

Everyone will remember that one of them waved his hat

in the czar's face with a gesture of defiance and shouted,

" Vive la Pologne, monsieur I
" under his very nose. The

ofi'ender, who was promptly marched off by the police,

proved to be a certain M. Charles Floquet, then altogether

unknown to fame, but since, through the notoriety he secured

in those impetuous days of his, prime minister of France,

and, till recently, president of the Chamber of Deputies.

These adverse manifestations not only annoyed the czar,

but tended to incite the Polish refugees to some act of

violence ; and although the police were on the gui vive, and

every precaution was taken to ensure the czar's safety, it

was generally feared that his visit would end in an un-

pleasant, if not in a tragical, manner.

Public attention was momentarily diverted from the

subject by the arrival of the King of Prussia and Count

von Bismarck, to whom Napoleon was particularly desirous

of exhibiting his praetorian guards, that his new visitors

might see there M'ere other corps d'elite in Europe besides

the victorious legions of Sadowa. The review at which
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this was accomplished was the most striking of the many
striking displays of its kind that I witnessed under the

second empire. Over 60,000 men were massed on the

plain of Longchamps, and five or six marshals of France

took part in the day's proceedings, which the two northern

potentates watched with the liveliest interest ; whilst,

strange to say, Parisian sightseers, scanning the brilliant

retinue of the three sovereigns, singled out by some singular

impulse the burly form of Count Bismarck, in white cuiras-

sier uniform, for their especial and even admiring attention.

The review over, I was returning through the Bois de

Boulogne to Paris by way of the crowded Avenue de

Longchamps, and had just passed the cascade, when the

open carriage d la daumont— in other words, with

postillions— containing the czar, his two sons, and

Napoleon 111. drove up. The postillions were about to

turn their horses into one of the less frequented avenues

of the Bois when I was startled at hearing two or three

people, standing on the same side of the vehicle as myself,

shout at the top of their voices the ominous "Vive la

Pologne
!

" At the same moment, and as though the

shouts had been a signal to him, I saw a short, slightly-

built man, with a straggling brown beard, who was

standing on the other side of the road, raise a large

double-barrelled pistol and fire at the carriage. One of

the emperor's equerries in attendance had at this moment

spurred his horse forward, and the bullet passed through

the animal's nostrils, the two sovereigns being bespattered

with the blood. It afterwards transpired that the equerry

had simply noticed the man raising his hands above his

neighbour's shoulders, and had not observed any pistol.

Thinking from this movement that he was about to present

a petition the equerry urged his horse abreast of the

imperial carriage to frustrate his intention. When the

shot was fired the czar and his two sons appeared to sit
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stock still as though unmoved, but Napoleon rose up for

a moment, in an excited manner, and made some remark.

What it was could not be distinguished in the prevailing

hubbub, but the concocters of epigrammatic sayings asserted

that he observed to the czar :
" If the man is a Pole that

was meant for your majesty ; if an Italian it was intended

for me." The czar was said to have contented himself

with quietly rejoining :
" We have been under fire together,

sire."

Several bystanders, one of the most energetic of whom
was an English sergeant of engineers employed at the

Exhibition, seized the assassin—a young Pole, subsequently

ascertained to be named Berezowski, and unable to offer

much resistance, as in discharging the pistol the weapon

had burst in his hand, and he|was badly maimed. Some
policemen instantly requisitioned a passing "growler"

—

the occupants of which, an elderly bourgeois and his wife,

were forced to alight—and the prisoner being promptly

placed in the vehicle, it started off at a gallop, escorted by

a few dragoons, along one of the less frequented avenues

for the prefecture of police.

The imperial party now drove a-way, and then the

over-zealous sergents-de-ville began hustling and forcing

the well-dressed crowd first one way and then another, and

ofiicers and gardes-du-bois cantered hither and thither as

if they had fairly lost their heads. In the midst of the

confusion Count Bismarck, whom I readily recognised by

his burly figure and his white uniform, appeared upon the

scene, and learning what had happened galloped off to

the ministry of foreign affairs, in dread, so it was after-

wards said, that the outrage might lead to unpleasant

political complications.

The czar, however, manifested no sign of anger or

resentment ; nor did he curtail his visit or modify any of

the arrangements made for him. That same evening he
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attended a grand ball at the Eussian embassy, when he

decorated M. Raimbeaux, the equerry whose horse had

received the bullet intended for himself, with the order of

Stanislas, and a few days afterwards sent a magnificent

diamond parure to the equerry's wife. The czar's plucky

composure under fire rendered him suddenly popular with

the Parisians, and whenever he showed himself about he

was very generally cheered, and no more significant cries

of " Vive la Pologne !
" were heard.

At the same time, there was a great show of sympathy

for Berezowski, who, on being visited in prison by the

Abbe Deguerry, cur^ of the Madeleine—subsequently one

of the hostages shot by the Communards—declared that

his attempt upon the czar's life had been prompted by a

desire to avenge his brother and sister who had been shot

by the Russians, and his father whom they had transported

to Siberia. Thirty-six members of the Paris bar volunteered

to defend the accused, and eventually Emmanuel Arago

undertook the task. In a few weeks Berezowski was put

upon his trial, and 1 managed to secure admittance to the

court. One was struck by the large number of young

advocates who were present, but whether this was due to

their notorious sympathy with the prisoner, or a desire to

hear Emile Arago's eloquent pleading in his defence, I am
unable to say.

The only thing that I can call to mind as at all remark-

able in the case was the melodramatic exhibition of the

exploded pistol with which Berezowski had fired, and

which was laid out, in state as it were, on the table of the

court. It transpired in evidence that he had only given

eight francs for the weapon, and that the explosion was

caused by his charging it with some slugs of his own

casting, because he fancied the bullets furnished him were

too small. The jury—although they found the prisoner

guilty, as indeed they could not help doing—much to the
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disgust of the Eussian government, annexed a rider to

their verdict admitting extenuating circumstances ! The

result was that the condemned man escaped the guillotine.

Being sentenced to hard labour for life he was sent to New
Caledonia, and the latest accounts received of him say that

he is now permitted to live by himself in a little cottage,

surrounded by a pretty garden, where, seated under the

traditional vine and fig-tree, the intending regicide whiles

away much of his time.

A few weeks after Berezowski's attempt on the czar,

the sultan, accompanied by the luckless Mehemet Mourad,

who still pines in confinement whilst his younger brother

reigns, arrived in Paris. The visit of the Commander of

the Faithful threw the imperial Court functionaries into

some perplexity. They were ignorant as to what extent

he was in the habit of conforming to European usages,

and were at a loss how to fit up the apartments reserved

for him at the Elys^e palace. Quite a flutter arose in

the Tuileries dovecote on its being suggested that, as

Abdul Aziz was always presented with a female slave

whenever he visited either of his married sisters, he might

possibly expect a similar attention whilst in France,

especially as he was not bringing his harem with him.

Nothing was further from the truth. The sultan con-

ducted himself most decorously throughout his stay, and
the ballet girls of the imperial opera house, who had fully

expected the traditional handkerchief would be thrown

to one or other of them, complained that his Turkish

majesty had treated them with undeserved contempt.

Their wounded dignity, however, was promptly soothed

by the admiring attentions of the Viceroy of Egypt,

Ismail Pacha, who professed to find these painted figur-

antes as beautiful as the houris of Mahomet's paradise.

Ismail's father, old Ibrahim Pacha, when he visited England
twenty years before, flew at altogether higher game.
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Having been taken to Almack's that he might feast his

eyes on beautiful and bhishing unbelievers dancing, he

evinced more admiration for the most aristocratic of the

middle-aged lady patronesses than for the loveliest young
damsel present, and offered to buy her there and then

for his harem. The truth is, the carnal-minded old pacha

was captivated rather by solid substance than by ethereal

beauty, for the distinguishing characteristic of the lady

to whom he gave preference was her remarkable embon-
point.

When the ceremony of distributing the Exhibition

prizes came off at the Palais de I'lndustrie early in July,

the czar and the King of Prussia had already left Paris,

and the Viceroy of Egypt found himself smitten with a

sudden desire to visit London, to avoid meeting the sultan

it was said. Nevertheless, the ceremony was a most

brilliant affair. The tribunes were crowded with diplo-

matists, generals, and imperial functionaries—garish with

gold lace, and resplendent with countless orders—and

with ladies attired in Worth's most artistic creations

;

while many-coloured oriflammes streamed from the roof

of the palace, and picturesque trophies, typical of the

different sections of the Exhibition, were studded about

the nave.

M. Gustave Janet, the artist, and another friend,

accompanied me to the palace, and on taking our places,

I noticed that the view of the throne at the other end

of the building was obstructed by a monstrous trophy,

consisting of a huge elephant, a towering palm-tree, and

a crowd of oriental accessories. While I was discussing

with Janet the desirability of seeking other places, a

gentleman in Court dress sitting in front of me, suddenly

turned round and addressed me by name. I recognised

in a moment my old Dublin friend. Sir John Gray, who,

with the Lord Mayor of Dublin, and a deputation of the
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corporation, was attending the ceremony in an official

capacity. We, of course, grumbled in company at our

view of the throne—the point d'appui of the display

—

being so unpleasantly obstructed by the towering trophy

posed immediately in front of us, when a loud burst of

music suddenly put a stop to our lamentations.

At this moment the emperor, the sultan, and the

empress, attended by a brilliant retinue of princes and

public functionaries passed along the nave, and, ascending

the steps of the throne, took their seats in the three

gilded chairs placed under the crimson and gold-bespangled

canopy. At their sides, on a lower level than the throne,

half a score of princes ranged themselves, our own Prince

of Wales being amongst them. Observing that now or

never was my opportunity, I suggested to Sir John Gray,

that if he would head the procession in liis Court costume,

I and Janet and my other friend would march with him

across the nave right up to the foot of the throne, where

an admirable view of the sovereigns and princelets, as well

as of the ceremony about to be gone through, would of

course be obtained. I explained to him that there were

no sergents-de-ville but only huissiers present, and that

the latter would imagine we were taking an official part

in the proceedings, and consequently were not likely to

interpose any obstacle.

Sir John Gray at once fell in with my suggestion, and

persuaded the Dublin city marshal, and one or two members

of the corporation in their aldermanic gowns, to accompany

us. The marshal, in his scarlet and gold lace uniform, as

being the most brilliant-looking of the party, was invited

to place himself at the head of the procession, which at

once sallied forth. As we passed along the nave I noticed

the surprised look of certain friends of mine representing

" the Times " and other London daily papers, who were

evidently greatly perplexed at our proceeding. The steps
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of the throne were duly reached, and uninterfered with

we ranged ourselves behind M. Eouher, vice-president of

the imperial commission, while he read aloud the official

report ; and here we remained close to the throne until the

ceremony was concluded.

I noticed that the emperor looked dejected, and attri-

buted it to the somewhat tiring nature of the proceedings

—sufficiently evidenced by the princes leaning wearily back

in their gilded chairs, and the princesses occasionally yawn-
ing behind their fluttering fans. The emperor's dejection,

however, was due to a totally different cause. Early that

morning a telegram had reached the Paris Havas Agency

from New York announcing that the Emperor Maximilian

had been executed at Queretaro ten days before. At
Napoleon III.'s instigation this telegram was suppressed

for four and twenty hours, so that no skeleton might mar
the day's festivities by its presence. When the ill-tidings

became known, it was felt that any visit to Paris on the

part of the Emperor of Austria was now out of the ques-

tion, but Napoleon III. determined otherwise, and next

month he talked Francis Joseph over at Salzburg, and

secured his presence at the Exhibition shortly before it

closed.

About the time of this official distribution of prizes the

walls of Paris were covered with posters which were famOiar

enough to Londoners but most perplexing to Parisians, de-

picting an idiotic-looking, long-whiskered individual, who,

with an Oxford glass stuck in his eye, was counting on

his fingers. The mystery was only explained when Mr.

Sothern, accompanied by an English theatrical company,

made his appearance at the Thdd.tre des Italiens in his

famous character of Lord Dundreary. Of course he had

hoped to take Paris by storm, but failed most ,
signally

;

for, with their ignorance of the language, the play was a

complete riddle to the French people, while comparatively
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few of the thousands of English then in Paris cared to see-

a performance which many of them had already witnessed

again and again.

They found far more congenial amusement at the-

Alcazar d'Et^, where Thdr^sa, with the gestures of a fish-

wife, and £12,000 worth of diamonds displayed on her

person, warbled such inane ditties as " La Femme h, barbe
""

and " Eien n'est sacr^ pour un sapeur "
; or at the Th^^tre

des Vari^t^s, where night after night the carroty-haired

Hortense Schneider played as Grande Duchesse de G^rol-

stein to an audience of crowned heads, princelings, and

tourists from all parts of the world. La Schneider was-

credited with having fascinated all the potentates who
visited Paris during the Exhibition from the czar down-
wards. Her most conspicuous admirer, however, was the

Viceroy of Egypt, who during the half-dozen weeks he

spent in Paris patronized the Vari^tds' performances almost

forty times. With such rivals for public favour as La
Schneider and Th^r^sa to contend against, Sothern's ven-

ture proved a dismal failure. Although the emperor and
empress went to see him, he mostly played to the scantiest

of audiences, and in a few weeks closed the theatre doors.

Early in 1868 I received a letter from the " Illustrated

London News " office, informing me that although the last

number of the paper had been duly posted in London, it

had not reached the Paris agents, and that numerous com-
munications had been received from French subscribers

complaining of the newspaper's non-arrival. The presump-
tion was that this special number had been stopped by the

governmental press bureau in Paris, and I was asked to

ascertain if such were the case, and to do my best to recover

the papers, a thousand or two in number, in the event of

their having been seized.

Under the second empire, foreign newspapers reaching

Paris by post—and it was illegal to send them through
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any other channel—were subjected to a strict scrutiny be-

fore being delivered. A single copy of each paper (save

"the Times" and the "Daily Telegraph," which enjoyed

special immunity), after having its wrapper carefully re-

moved, was sent from the H6tel des Postes to the ministry

of the interior to undergo a searching examination.

In some little private cabinet, attached to what was

known as the fourth bureau, an offshoot of the notorious
" cabinet noir," and where the contents of foreign news-

papers generally were overhauled, a gentleman born, it was

said, in France of English parents, was in waiting to ferret

out every line in the English newspapers which he thought

would be displeasing to the imperial government. When
his eye lighted upon a doubtful paragraph he ticked it with

a little blue pencil, and on the completion of his labours

he submitted the result to the minister's chief secretary,

who was thoroughly conversant not only with the English

language, but with the politics and standing of the chief

English newspapers. After the secretary had examined the

marked paragraphs his fiat went forth, and in accordance

with it the papers were either at once delivered to their

addresses or else " seized
"—in other words, consigned to the

spacious vaults extending beneath the ministerial hotel.

When a foreign newspaper was confiscated by the fourth

bureau—and it transpired during a debate in the Corps

L^gislatif that even the ofiicial organs of foreign govern-

ments, published at Vienna, Berlin, and Darmstadt, were

occasionally seized—those interested considered it useless

to inquire as to the reasons that had induced the seizure.

Written communications met with no response, and per-

sonal communications, though received with courtesy,

yielded no satisfactory result.^ In the case, however, of

1 In connection with this subject, it may be mentioned that a report from the Prets

bureau, suggesting how the French and foreign newspapers should be "worked," in

Tiew of the elections of 1869, stated that a score of English and German journals

were in receipt of allowances from the secret service fund, and that among them were

some of the leading organs of both countries.
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the singularly harmless "Illustrated London News," the

authorities thought proper to make an exception. Having

presented myself at the ministry in accordance with an

invitation, received in reply to a letter I had addressed to

the minister's secretary, I was shown into a handsome

waiting-room, the furniture of which, together with the

paintings on the walls, was, I remember, all of the period

of the first empire. After a brief delay I was conducted

up staircases and along passages, and past numerous little

bureaux (lined from floor to ceiling with the well-known

green official pasteboard boxes), a glimpse through the

open doors satisfying me that the principal labour of their

occupants was the making and smoking of cigarettes.

At length I reached the mysterious fourth bureau, when

the secretary proceeded to impress upon me the importance

of the concession he was then making, "for," said he, '"we

invariably decline to give the slightest information. It is

one thing, you know," added he, with singular candour,

"to order a paper to be seized, but it is quite another to

be in a position to adduce satisfactory reasons for the step."

He then pointed out the objectionable paragraph, scored at

the side with the ominous blue pencil mark, and consisting

only of a couple of lines copied from another paper, and re-

ferring to the rumoured discovery of some plot abroad against

the life of the French emperor.

As the number of seized copies of the "Illustrated

London News" was considerable, the proprietors were

naturally anxious to recover them, and I discreetly

ventured to inquire of the secretary on what terms the

confiscated papers would be given up. I pointed out to

him that the two objectionable lines could easily be cut

out with scissors, and reminded him with all delicacy that

only a few weeks previously a number of "Punch," con-

taining a cartoon representing the emperor as a chiffonnier,

had been allowed to circulate after the objectionable car-
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toon had been torn out. This suggestion was, however,

instantly overruled; and I then proposed that the two
lines to which exception was taken should be effectually

obliterated by being blackened over. "You surely are

not serious in making that suggestion," replied the secre-

tary sternly. " It cannot be entertained for one moment

!

Why, it's the Eussian plan !
" Eventually it was decided to-

give the papers up on my pledge that a " cancel " leaf should

be printed before they were sent back again to France.

At a stated hour on the following day the papers were
to have been ready, but when application was made for

them they were still reposing among tons of other foreign

journals in the cellars of the ministerial hotel, and thither

I was invited to proceed to assist in the search. Descending

a narrow flight of stone steps I found myself in the region

of the minister's kitchens, storerooms, coal, wood, and wine

cellars. Dozens of cooks and scullions were hurrying to

and fro ; the soup for the minister's dinner was simmering

in the marmite, and the entrees which his excellency's head

cook was just then busy with gave forth an agreeable

and appetizing odour. Entering a large vaulted under-

ground chamber I discerned, by the dim light of two or

three small lanterns with which the servants had provided

themselves, several little mountains of newspapers—heaps

upon heaps of the "Daily News," "PaU Mall Gazette,"

"Saturday Eeview," " Morning Star," "KolnischeZeitung,"

" Etoile Beige," " La Franchise," &c. Owing to the imper-

fect light the numbers of the particular journal for which

search was being made were only discovered with great diffi-

culty among the paper piles that rose up on either hand.

At length the search was concluded, and a cab filled with

the spoil. " Au revoir
!
" exclaimed the affable secretary,

as the vehicle drove away ;
" had you been only a few days

later the newspapers you are carrying off" would all have

been transformed into pasteboard or packing paper."
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XXXII.

(1868.)

AT THE PEEFEOTUEE OF POLICE^—A NIGHT AMONG THE

PAEIS CHIFFONNIEES—TWO BAEEIEEE BALLS.

It is Bachaumont, I think, who in his " Nouvelles h, la

Main" tells an anecdote of some nobleman of the "ancien

reo-ime " whose hobby it was to be driven about Paris

at night time under the guidance of the police^n a

sombre-looking chariot by a deaf and dumb coachman,

chosen because he could hear and say nothing—and

amuse himself with exploring the mysteries of the city.

Having a whim for a similar experience to that of the

" grand seigneur " of the era of Louis Quinze—a desire

to penetrate the haunts of misery and crime that lurked

behind the magnificent boulevards, which were the admira-

tion of all visitors to the French capital—it occurred to

me that this might possibly be indulged with the assist-

ance of the police, and without enlisting the services of

a deaf and dumb coachman. I therefore called at the

prefecture with an influential letter of introduction, asking

that I might be favoured by the guidance and protection

of a police agent on my contemplated expedition.

I entered the prefecture on the side of the Quai des

Orffevres by the Rue de Jerusalem and past the Rue de

Nazareth—names that appear to have suggested to the Paris

thieves the slang term of " Judea," which they applied to

the prefecture. A sentinel and a sergent-de-ville on duty at

one end of the short, narrow street, and a sentinel pacing
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slowly up and down at the other, carefully scanned every

one who entered. Passing by the guard-room, congre-

gated around and within which were some twenty soldiers

smoking and lounging on the benches, I entered a dark,

humid passage leading to a wide staircase with sergents-

de-ville posted on every landing, and having on the second

floor the cabinet of the prefect's private secretary—a hand-

somely-furnished, well -curtained, softly- carpeted room,

that might have been taken for a gentleman's library were

it not for the numerous police notices and maps that lined

the walls. The secretary received me with extreme polite-

ness, and explained that the matter was one within the

discretion of the chief of the municipal police, to whom
he at once gave me a letter of introduction.

The bureau of this official proved to be in a different

part of the prefecture, on the side of the Place Dauphine,

and was readily recognisable by the number of sergents-de-

ville and messengers in waiting congregated in the ad-

jacent passages. The "chef," on learning the object of

my visit, explained with much politeness that in Paris

there was no special low quarter, such as existed in

London. The new boulevards, he intimated, had pierced

it through. Their eighty miles of new streets had swept

away the ancient rookeries, so that now there were no

regular thieves' haunts or vagabonds' places of resort.

Moreover, there were no lodging-houses for tramps, no

casual wards or night refuges for the destitute ; their

system was altogether different from ours, just as their

laws were. With them poverty and vagrancy were

quite as much matters of police as actual crime. Here

the French official produced a bundle of English acts of

parliament, several clauses of which he pointed out, and

then read other clauses from the French code. On his

writing-table was an assortment of the London and other

foreign directories, together with several English blue-

VOL. 11. o
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books and parliamentary reports on criminal matters, which

naturally led to the remark that he not only appeared to

be familiar with, but to take considerable interest in the

English police system.

"Yes," replied he, "I have made it my business to

study other systems besides our own, and also the statistics

of crime in other countries ; moreover, so familiar am I

with the map of London that were I ever to visit England

I believe I should have no more difficulty in finding my
way about the bad quarters of its metropolis than I should

about our own boulevards." He had sent, he said, several

agents to England to study the detective system in opera-

tion there. Then rising from his seat he unlocked the

door of an adjoining cabinet and brought forth the true

British constable's staff and rattle ; the baton, he said,

was not to be compared to the sword, which, being a

dangerous weapon, he maintained, was only used at the

last emergency, while the staff appeared to be constantly

in request, judging from the number of offenders with

broken heads brought before the English magistrates. As
for the rattle, he appeared to regard it as a mere play-

thing.

At this moment an agent of the private police entered

to announce that the emperor had just gone to the Camp
of St. Maur, in the suburbs of Paris, whereupon the " chef"

wrote out certain orders, and handed them to the agent.

" You must not imagine," he said, turning to me, " that

the emperor never goes out unless he is surrounded by
detectives. It is our duty, of course, to take precautionary

measures for his protection, still it is only on state occa-

sions that we are informed of his movements beforehand.

As you see, I am not apprised of this visit to St. Maur
until after he has left the Tuileries."

In the course of further conversation he produced a

tabular statement of crimes and offences committed during;
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the past month within the limits of the twenty arrondisse-

ments into which Paris is divided, from which it appeared

that there had been thirteen nocturnal assaults against the

person, compared with twenty in the corresponding month

of the year preceding ; and that eight out of these thirteen

offenders had been arrested on the spot. Considering that

Paris is upwards of twenty miles in circumference, and that

its population was nearly two millions, the French capital

would seem to have enjoyed an amount of security, so far

as attacks against the person were concerned, unknown to

other large European cities.

Vagabondage, the official remarked, was the common
offence with which the police had to contend ; nearly half

the arrests were of vagrants simply. "Paris," said he,

"is fed with vagrants from all the departments of France.

The adventurous, those in want of work, the idle, the dis-

appointed, the invalids, and the cripples all flock to the

capital by cheap railway trains, or, if need be, on foot, in

search of fortune, work, an asylum, or a cure ; instead of

which they ordinarily come to encounter more or less

misery. When detected begging or sleeping in the open

air, if it is their first offence, they are sent back to their

own parish—means being furnished them to convey them

ten leagues towards their destination. When they have

accomplished this distance, on the production of their

papers at the mairie of the commune they are supplied

with money to convey them another ten leagues, and so on

to the end of their journey. A repetition of the offence

renders them liable to imprisonment. Casual vagrants who

are natives of Paris and in actual want are sent to the

municipal refuges at Saint Denis and Villers-Cotterets,

while those who are vagabonds by profession are committed

to prison for long or short periods according to their

deserts."

My interview had this result. As in the judgment of
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the head of the municipal police there was really nothing to

be seen it would answer no good purpose to place an agent

at my disposition. He would willingly, he said, grant me
orders to visit all the prisons of the capital, where I could,

if I pleased, study crime undergoing its due punishment,

administered solely with the view to reformation. As
this, however, was not exactly my object, I thanked him

and took my leave. Believing that the excuse offered me
was only a blind to induce me to forego my contemplated

design, I determined to seek the assistance of M. Claude,

head of the detective service, whom I had met on several

occasions,^ and to whom I was indebted for various acts of

courtesy. He explained, however, that he was unable to

assist me in his official capacity, and recommended me to

engage the services of one of his own agents when the latter

was off duty, which he commonly would be, he said, after

a certain hour in the evening.

An appointment was made for me to meet the agent

in question a few evenings hence at the prefecture, and

thither I accordingly went, accompanied by a friend. As
the prisoners arrested in Paris since the morning were just

then arriving from the various police posts, I profited by
M. Claude's offer to witness this scene before starting with

the agent on our expedition.

The first half-dozen vans were already drawn up in the

yard of the prefecture, which was lined on both sides with

sergents-de-ville, the majority of whom, knowing their

services would not be in requisition, were deeply immersed

in the detective stories in the different sou newspapers.

On the doors of the first van being opened some half-dozen

prisoners tripped gaily out with all the nonchalance of

habitual offenders. All the men were in blouses, and all

the women without bonnets, proving them to belong ex-

clusively to the humbler class : which is not surprising when
1 See ante, p. 1 et seg^.
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you have learnt that vagabondage and hawking without

police permission constitute the great majority of offences.

Three or four abandoned-looking young desperadoes

were pointed out to me as forming part of a gang which

had lately given the police a good deal of trouble to cap-

ture. These juvenile miscreants had been in the habit of

lying in wait in the outskirts to plunder well-to-do bour-

geois returning to Paris late in the evening after imbibing

too freely of wine at one of the fetes in the environs.

Their plan was to post themselves out of sight in various

and lonely thoroughfares after setting wires across it to

trip up unwary pedestrians, whom they then robbed, and if

they resisted, stabbed ferociously with their knives. While

they were on the watch, if the sound of an approaching

vehicle or the measured tread of sergents-de-ville patrolling

in pairs was heard, the wires were hastily removed, and

only replaced when there was no longer any risk of detec-

tion.

A certain proportion of the newly-arrived prisoners

—

evidently old offenders, and habituated to the ways of what

is called the dep6t, whither they were all conveyed after

being subjected to a cursory inspection and the charges

against them had been entered in the books of the prefec-

ture—came provided with loaves of bread and other small

comforts. Next day every one of them would be examined

by a juge d'instruction, and either sent to be dealt with by

the tribunals or discharged with a reprimand.

Shortly after eight o'clock I and my friend quitted the

prefecture and started on our expedition in company with

the agent whose services I had secured. He was a power-

ful, thick-set individual, slightly over the middle height,

under forty years of age, and the ribbon of the medal of

the Italian campaign indicated that he had been in the

army. He carried the ordinary stout walking-stick com-

mon to members of his fraternity. He suggested that we
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should first of all drive to the lowest quarter of Paris

—

namely, the barrier of Fontainebleau, where misery and

mendicity were so rife that one person in every five received

relief from the Bureau de Bienfaisance in the course of the

year. On our road the cab stopped to take up another

police agent, a friend of the first, a younger and slighter-

built but equally powerful man, provided with a stick like

his comrade.

The cab rattled on through narrow winding streets,

past old and dingy stone houses, once the residence of

noble and wealthy men, but then the abodes of misery and

crime, across broad open spaces with the wrecks of demo-

lished tenements cumbering the ground in every direction,

and indicating that the prefect of the Seine had at last

laid his hand on this foul quarter of the capital, past the

turbid, rushing waters of the Bi^vre, an open sewer almost

in the heart of Paris, then past the " Gobelins " and into

the Place d'ltalie, and down one dirty turning after

another, until the cab halted in the Rue de Baudrincourt

before a low cabaret, where several grimy-looking, blear-

eyed men, chifFonniers all, and all more or less intoxicated,

were quarrelling over their dirty cards, and gulping down
" cinquieme " after " cinquieme " of coarse red wine.

Here, after one of the police agents had enquired for the

proprietor of a neighbouring " citd," inhabited exclusively

by chifFonniers, who was not seen reclining on his accus-

tomed bench, we proceeded to a neighbouring large piece

of waste ground fenced with dilapidated palings, and huge

railed gates secured by a padlock and chain. We knocked

to arouse the inmates, and instantly half-a-dozen fierce dogs

began growling and barking, and springing towards us

with intentions which we were happily in a position to

deride. Presently a tall, slim, shirtless, shoeless, stocking-

less man, clad in a ragged blouse and trousers, and black

as a charcoal burner, made his appearance ; and on recog-
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nising the police agents hastily removed the padlock and
chain and pulled the gates asunder. At a word from him
the dogs ceased barking and contented themselves with

growling and sniffing at our heels.

"We picked our way through the mud, between piles of

rusty iron, sound and broken bottles, bones, jars, gallipots,

and vessels and utensils of every description, past mounds
of old hats, little hills of boots and shoes, and all the count-

less refuse of a populous city, until we arrived in front of

a miserable-looking hovel run up in one corner of the

ground with rotten planks, old doors, and pieces of tar-

paulin. This ricketty edifice, kept in position by heavy

stones, was roofed in with some bits of felt and sheets of

tin, on which other stones were placed to keep them from

being blown away. On raising a piece of tarpaulin and
striking a light we discovered this wretched den to be

tenanted by three individuals—the chiffonnier whom we
had aroused ; another miserable wretch seemingly afflicted

with ague, who, wrapped up in an old horse-rug, was lying

on some black ashes spread over the slushy ground ; and a

grimy, black-bearded, big-chested ruffian, perfectly naked

to below the waist, who, on our entrance, raised himself

from a couch of rags spread on an old shutter, supported on

some pieces of rusty iron piping and a broken packing-case.

Piled up in different parts of this den were a quantity of

bones, heaps of foul rags, and scraps of paper, and several

chiffi)nniers' baskets, lanterns, and hooks.

After a brief conversation with this repulsive trio we
made for the opposite end of this miserable patch of ground

along a narrow muddy pathway, bordered on both sides

with piles of old metal of every description from a broken

portable cooking-stove to a rusty nail, rows of glass bottles,

earthenware jars, and cracked crockery, old copper stew-

pans, battered cans and pails, bones, boots, and shoes,

broken chairs, lamps, picture-frames, baskets, birdcages,
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brushes and brooms, pieces of piping, rope and canvas,

bits of old harness, odd wheels, plaster bas-reliefs, cabmen's

glazed tin hats, watering pots, and gardening tools. The

half-starved dogs, no longer restrained by their master,

whom our guides had ordered to remain behind, had to

be kept at a respectful distance by desperate lunges and

flourishes of our walking-sticks. At the extreme end of

the ground we came upon another hovel, smaller and even

more wretched than the first, formed of old pieces of timber,

doors and shutters propped one against the other, with no

end of wide gaps, and one side entirely open to the wind

and rain. The rotten tarpaulin roof was not more than

four feet from the ground, so that it was impossible to

stand upright within the ricketty shed. On striking a light

we discerned, huddled up on a heap of rags, in the farthest

corner, an old man and woman, covered with a tattered

horsecloth. They started up in affright on seeing the

police agents, evidently imagining the visit to be of an

official character, and that they would be marched ofi" to

the nearest police post in the twinkling of an eye. They

bowed almost to the ground and answered every question

put to them in a wheedling tone, addressing the agents as

" Messieurs," and humbly offering to guide us to the neigh-

bouring sheds—only too ready, in fact, to do anything if it

would save them being removed from their present abode

of filth and misery to a prison where, if better fed, they

would also be compelled to keep themselves tolerably clean,

a desirable state of things which was their special aversion.

Wretched as was the condition of these individuals

there was a class that ranked even below them—the
" trilleurs," whose avocation was to sort out the contents

of the baskets sold by chifibnniers in bulk to the wholesale

dealers. The ehiffonniers conducted their business on

sound economical principles, and had their regular ex-

changes in the difi'erent quarters of Paris, where the prices
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of rags, waste paper, bones, broken glass, &c., was from

time to time regulated. They had, too, their annual dinner

at some suitable restaurant, at which a collection was made
for their poorer brethren, and the toast of " The Press, which

used and wasted so much paper, and thereby kept up the

price of rags," was invariably drunk with all the honours.

Our guide told us that when the cholera was at its worst

in Paris the chiflPonniers suffered less than any other class,

which was possibly because they were so thoroughly

seasoned to filth and foul odours.

Not caring to inspect any other of the hovels that were

scattered over this large tract of waste ground we returned

to the chiffonniers' cabaret, where we were formally intro-

duced to a short, squat, broad-shouldered individual with a

monstrous show of what is commonly called a " corpora-

tion." He had a quick, cunning, laughing eye, a relentless-

looking mouth, long grey hair and crisp black moustache,

and was between sixty and seventy years of age. He
wore the ordinary short blue blouse and was guilty of the

propriety of a clean white shirt. In fact he proved to be

Monsieur Tournier, proprietor of the Cit4 Tournier, a fam-

ous haunt of chiffonniers immediately opposite, and had

apparently arrived at that stage of conviviality when the

temper gets uncertain. Accordingly, I sought to conciliate

him by praising the pretended points of some miserable cur

of which he appeared to be particularly proud, and by in-

forming him that he was indebted to our visit solely from

the celebrity which the Cit6 Tournier, and he as its pro-

prietor, had acquired—a celebrity which we assured him

extended even to the other side of the British Channel.

There is no amount of this kind of flattery which

ordinary Frenchmen will not swallow. M. Tournier,

with not the faintest suspicion that I was chaffing him,

bowed his acknowledgments, and inquired if we wished

to see the " citd," and whether from motives other than
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those of mere curiosity. " If," said he, " you contem-

plate renting one of my seventeen chateaux, before pro-

ceeding further, it would be as well for you to give me
a reference." "With these words, he led the way across

the road to the Citd Tournier, of which, as he had raised

himself from the rank of a chiffonnier, he was naturally

very proud.

The cit^, erected on a long narrow strip of ground in

the Eue de Baudrincourt, consisted of a row of seventeen

huts, each composed of a single apartment, with a small

square patch of earth in front. These were M. Tournier's

chateaux and parks, as he delighted to call them. At the

cite gates three or four chiffonniers, male and female, all

with lighted pipes in their mouths, lanterns and hooks

in their hands, and their baskets, which they jocosely

styled "cabriolets" or " cachemires d'osier" according as

the bearers belonged to the masculine or feminine gender,

already swung on their backs, were about to sally forth

on their nightly rounds. These were the early birds of

the cit^, for most of its inhabitants were still snoring

on their unclean couches, sleeping off the effects of the

day's customary debauch.

M. Tournier first did the honours of his own chateau,

formed of two of these huts thrown into one. He was

careful to inform us that the iron railings before the

windows were not put up, as we might imagine, as a

protection against dishonest characters, for there were

none in the citd ; but to keep his female tenants at a

respectful distance. " The women, you see," he remarked,
" all run after a fine-looking man like me, so that I am
obliged to adopt efiicient means to keep them off."

Monsieur Tournier had his name inscribed upon his door

in capital letters and at full length. Entering the first

of the two rooms, M. Tournier apologised for its being

somewhat in disorder. " I was at a ball "—a chiffonniers
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of course—" last night," observed he, " and got up late

to-day, and my servant has not yet arranged my salon."

The room was very well furnished, with, of course, the

everlasting gilt clock and candlesticks on the mantelpiece,

and was hung round with engravings of incidents in the

story of "Abelard and Heloise," to which the owner directed

our attention with the air of a man well versed in all

its details, and several portraits of the Tournier family.

Conducting us to the next apartment, he introduced us

to his daughter, a chubby-cheeked, bright-eyed, young
•damsel, whose baby was being rocked to sleep by a most
untidy chiffonnier, styled by Tournier his valet de

chamhre.

Presently we proceeded next door ; and as Tournier

opened the gate he pointed out to us the neglected state

of the " park " in front. " The man who lives here,"

remarked he, " has no taste for the beauties of nature

;

he has room enough to plant almost an avenue of trees

and some lilac bushes and other flowering shrubs, and

could grow climbing roses and scarlet runners all over

these railings, and yet he does not cultivate so much as

a blade of grass. Tournier then knocked at the door,

but there was no response ; he demanded aloud if the

occupants were in bed, but there was still no answer

;

whereupon he shouted to have the door opened, which

brought forth the rejoinder, " Va-t-en au diable !
" This

was too much for M. Tournier, who flung the window
wide open, then struck a lucifer-match, and called to us

to look at the kind of den into which these people had

converted one of his most elegant chateaux. It proved

to be a repetition of what we had already seen—rags,

refuse, and dirt generally, without a single article of

furniture—not even a broken chair or table ; a man and

woman, who grumbled loudly at their privacy being in-

truded on, were lying on a heap of rags at one end of
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the room, and a couple of miserable-looking children

were sleeping among the bones and bottles at the other.

After a minute or two the window was closed again,

and we proceeded to the next " chateau," which turned

out to be a slight improvement on the one we had just

quitted. It was tenanted by a thick-set young man,

with long matted hair, stranger alike to brush and comb,

and an old woman—his mother evidently—whose sharp,

bony features and dark-brown skin caused her face to

look like a piece of mahogany car\dng. They were sup-

ping or breakfasting together off a hot mess of meat

and vegetables, and rose up at our entrance, for the room

boasted of a wooden bench and a couple of ricketty stools.

The floor was strewn with the same motley collection of

rags, bones, old iron, glass, and crockery, and the cabriolet

and cachemire d'osier, with the hooks and lanterns, were

placed in readiness for use.

Another hovel we entered was tenanted by a chiffon-

nier, whom M. Tournier described as his Jack-of-all-trades

—his mason, carpenter, painter, glazier, &c.—possibly

some once well-to-do handicraftsman fallen into chiffonnier

condition through drink. He and his wife were about

to sally forth on their nightly wanderings. His cabriolet

was already on his back, and she was busily engaged

trimming the lanterns. Directly he caught sight of us

he pulled off his cap and bowed ; then seizing hold of

some tattered garments which, hung up to dry, dangled

against our heads, he flung them into a corner of the

room, the walls of which, by the way, were hung round

with prints, plaster bas-reliefs, and other artistic waifs

reserved from his pickings as a chiffonnier. M. Tournier

informed us that the rent of one of his chateaux was ten

francs a month, payable weekly and in advance, in dread

of certain immediate ejectment in case of default.

By this time several other of the inhabitants, who
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had turned out to proceed on their nightly rounds, had
gathered around us ; and we sallied forth from the Cit^

Tournier with a perfect tribe at our heels. Our guides

suggested inviting them to the cabaret opposite, where we
ordered half-a-dozen bottles of " bon bordeaux," thoush
from what we afterwards learnt of the habits of their class

they would no doubt have preferred " gouttes " of " casse-

poitnne
"—that is, brandy seasoned with cayenne pepper.

Leaving the chiffonniers to their liquor we drove to the

Rue Nationale, by far the worst street of the quarter. On
the way there our eldest guide told us rather a good pro-

fessional story. Belonging as he did to the detective

branch of the service, he had a supreme contempt for the

political mouchard and the entire fraternity of police spies,

and had but a poor opinion of the ordinary sergent-de-ville,

so that he had no scruples about repeating anything that

told to the disadvantage of one or the other of these un-

esteemed confreres of his. The story, so far as I recollect

it, was something like this :

—

Some small shopkeeper in the Paris suburbs had
allowed a brigadier, that is a corporal of sergents-de-ville,

to run rather a large account with him, and not being able

to obtain payment had summoned his debtor before a

juge-de-paix. This led to the brigadier offering to dis-

charge his debt in monthly instalments of fifty francs,

which he engaged should be paid with unfailing regularity

at the ofl&ce of the commissary of police.

The tradesman accepted the proposal and called on the

commissary. " Oh !
" said the latter, " you have come

about that matter which brigadier X mentioned to me."
" Yes, monsieur." " Very well : leave your name and

address, and at the end of the month you shall have the fifty

francs agreed upon." The month having passed the trades-

man returned. "Well, what news ?
" asked the commissary,

" and how do you find business ? " he added politely.
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" Not very brisk," was the reply. " 1 'm sorry to hear it

;

and there 's nothing fresh V " No, monsieur." " Well, here

are your fifty francs ; next month I hope things will be

better." The second month went by, and the same scene

was enacted at the commissary's. " No news ?
" asked the

police official, " nothing fresh ? " " No, monsieur, I 've heard

nothing," replied the tradesman with an apologetic shrug

of the shoulders as he pocketed his fifty francs, while the

commissary, he noticed, looked anything but pleased.

When the man called for his money at the end of the

third month he had no sooner entered the office than the

commissary called out, " Ah ! it's you ; have you brought

me any news to-day 1 " " Monsieur," replied the tradesman,
" what news do you expect me to bring you ? I 've enough

to do to look after my business." " Then you will cer-

tainly not continue receiving those fifty francs," said the

commissary severely ;
" brigadier X informed me that you

were anxious to prove your devotion to the government,

and so I put your name down on the list. But three

months have gone by and I have not had one line of report

from you. Do you think that is the way to discharge

police duties ? I almost believe you have been trying to

make fools of us."

Of course an explanation followed, the upshot being

that brigadier X was sharply reprimanded for his ingenious

attempt to saddle the secret service fund with the payment
of his private liabilities. He would have been dismissed

the force only he knew too much about certain matters, the

divulging of which might have greatly embarrassed his

superiors.

One found the Eue Nationale abounding in low wine-

shops, and bristling with soldiers and policemen. With
difficulty we made our way through a crowd of half-drunken

men and women, to a low cabaret, called the " Brasserie

Alsacienne," where we paid five sous each at a small
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pigeon-hole, and received tickets good for that amount of

drink, and admitting us to the ball-room, a low, dingy apart-

ment in the rear, with an orchestra of five performers, all in

their shirt sleeves, and all verging towards intoxication. In

order to raise the orchestra several feet from the ground,

the proprietor had been obliged to make an opening in the

low ceiling of the ball-room for the heads of the musicians,

which were in consequence up on the first floor while their

legs rested below. Some twenty or thirty couples were

dancing, and as many more smoking and drinking. The
men were nearly all young, and their partners, mostly girls,

had a certain slovenliness about them, uncommon to

French girls even of the very poorest class. To account

for this, our guides explained that the company were

almost exclusively Alsacians employed in the neighbouring

sugar factories ; and that this particular cabaret was their

favourite haunt. The din was something fearful, and
" rows " were continually occurring spite of the presence of

the customary couple of soldiers posted at places of this

description to preserve order.

One of the police agents pointed out a brutal-looking

young fellow who had recently undergone six months' im-

prisonment for savagely biting a soldier on duty here

—

holding on with his teeth with such tenacity that he had

to be pounded over the head to force him to relinquish his

hold. While the agent was explaining this a dispute arose

between a couple of men, who, after expending all the vile

expletives they could lay their tongues to, fell to blows,

then resorted to knives, and thereupon were immediately

ejected into the street by the guard. They were quickly

followed by several of their partisans, and ere long the

m§lee became general. In another moment blood would

have been drawn, but a couple of cocked hats of the well-

known police form appeared above the heads of the crowd,

and instantly voices were subdued, and knives concealed

;
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for every man knew that in less than two minutes, if neces-

sary, a picket of soldiers would be on the spot to march

them all off to the neighbouring guardhouse, where the

punishment would be far severer than a fine of five

shillings.

Nearly opposite the Alsacian sugar-bakers' ball was the

ball-room of the Auvergnats or water-carriers of Paris.

The entrance was through a low, dirty wineshop, with a

counter at the one side, and a railed-off' kitchen at the

other, where red herrings and other dainties were tempt-

ingly displayed, and rabbit-skins hung against the walls,

both as a guarantee of the nature of the viands vended

at the establishment, and in the hope of inducing some

speculative customer to make a bid for them. The land-

lord was engaged in rapidly serving out drams for the

company, which was of the very worst description. The

men were aU en Mouse sale, or grimy shirt-sleeves, while

most of the women had their heads bound up with coloured

handkerchiefs. Perched up in a little railed pulpit, with

a couple of dingy toy tricolour flags waving over his head,

was a stout, red-faced musician, pumping with more than

Gaelic energy at a bagpipe, and giving time to the dance

with his heavy wooden sabots. The dancers danced with

diabolic fury, but still with elephantine movements, rais-

ing their feet as though they were shod with lead. This

was not merely the case with the Auvergnats, who danced

in sabots, which, of course, have neither the lightness, the

flexibility, nor the noiselessness of the dancing pump, but

was common to the entire company, male and female alike.

From the Auvergnats' ball we drove to the Cite Dor^,

with, however, nothing golden about it excepting its

name, which was simply that of its proprietor—a city that

in fact might have been correctly described as the city

of misery. The origin of this most notorious chiff"onniers'

haunt in all Paris was somewhat curious. It formerly was
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part of the domain of the old Chateau of Bellevue, con-

verted many years ago into an English brewery. The

enterprise having failed, everything was sold off, and

M. Dor4 became the owner of the ground, a portion of

which he desired either to sell or to let on building leases^

One day, to his surprise, a chiffonnier called on him,

basket on back and hook in hand, and informed him

that he desired to rent a piece of his land. On being asked

for what purpose, he nonchalantly replied to build a country

house for himself and family. For a while the well-to-do

proprietor hesitated, but eventually the interview ended

in a lease being drawn up for so many square yards of

ground at about 4^d. per yard, per annum.

M. Dora's chiffonnier was laborious, intelligent,, and

courageous. At daybreak next day he and his numerous

family were at work. They dug out the foundations of

the house, and purchased any quantity of materials from

the demolitions going forward, under the auspices of the

prefect of the Seine, at ten sous the cartload. With

this material they commenced to build ; but their skill

and labour failed to keep pace with the intense anxiety

-they felt to occupy the house ; so, without waiting to

construct it after regular fashion, they put up the outer

walls in the best way they could, threw a piece of tarpaulin

over some make-shift rafters at the top, covered this with

earth, in which they sowed nasturtiums and convolvuli,

and so made a flower garden on the roof. Their friends

came to visit them ; and as chiffonniers like to herd to-

gether and there is much in the force of example, the

whole of M. Dora's land was rented, and a " cit6," such as

it was, suddenly sprung into view.

At the low cabarets, bounding the Cit^ Dor^ on the

side of the Boulevard d'ltalie, a fiery kind of brandy

known as " cawpAre," or, . when seasoned with cayenne

pepper, as " casse-poitrine," was the staple drink. There

VOL. II. P
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were at least twenty of these drinking-dens to one baker's

shop. At the hour of our visit, however, the guests

were far from numerous, it being the chitfonnier's habit

to work by night, and get drunk by day. The propri-

etor of one of the cabarets jocosely notified in large

letters over his doorway that entrance was free, and

another exhibited a comical picture of a pig in his window

with an inscription setting forth that " pork can be had

at all hours," in proof of which " here is the pig." On
the boulevard side there was an entrance to the cit^ up

several dark narrow passages conducting to flights of

break-neck steps :
" Voild la Chauss^e d'Antin et les

boulevards!" exclaimed a chiffonnier to us, as with heavily

laden basket on his back he made the ascent. We did

not think it prudent to follow him, for these passages had

an evil reputation. According to our guides, even the

policemen on the neighbouring beats were instructed to

avoid them.

With due precaution we entered the cite from the

Place Pinel, down a dirty narrow turning with a large

notice board stuck up at the corner, prohibiting all carts

laden with upwards of four tons from passing, and re-

quiring all horses to move at a walking pace, of course

with the object of saving the ramshackle tenements from

being shaken down. These houses were ill-built and of the

flimsiest kind ; the chimneys, formed of drainage pipes,

being loosely fixed to the outside of the walls. The

roofs, which were occasionally of tin, because old tin

was the one thing which had no marketable value at the

chifi"onniers' exchange, were rarely supplied with gutters,

and access to the upper floors, when there happened to

be any, was by means of a step ladder in the yard be-

neath ; the lower windows were little else than small

square holes, and the rickety doors all yielded to a

sudden push.
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We picked our way cautiously, for the cit^, although

it had its miniature "place," its streets, and its avenues

(including even an Avenue Bellevue, which looked, I

should say, on as much filth and misery as ever were

congregated within the same limited space), its cabarets,

its h6tels garnis where beds were let out at four sous

the day or night, its blind alleys, and its long flights

of steep, break-neck steps—this cit^ of more than a

hundred houses, and with a population as large as many
a small town, was lighted simply by a single gas lamp
at either end, and an occasional lamp at some of its

darkest corners. In the middle of the roadway was a

foul gutter with any amount of slush and filth and refuse

of all kinds at the sides. The place seemed quite deserted,

the inhabitants having apparently all retired for the night,

so that we were able to explore the cit^ from one end

to the other with perfect immunity. As we were about

taking our departure we observed a dim light over the

door of some low cabaret situated at the end of a blind

alley, and heard the sound of loud voices within. Peeping

through a crevice in the shutters, we saw half-a-dozen

grimy ill-looking men seated at a table, four of whom were

engaged in a game of piquet. On trying the door we
found it fastened, but it was speedily opened and we all

entered.

The quality of our guides was instantly discovered,

the landlord pulled off his cap and bowed, and the

company, laying down their cards, saluted us, and then

eyed the agents askance, as though waiting to see what

the next move would be. When they found that it was

simply a question of " liquoring up," they were manifestly

more at their ease. The landlord suggested as endless a

variety of strong drinks as the best provided bar in the

far West could boast of, including " liqueur des braves,"

"petit lait d'Henri quatre" " delices des dames," and
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eau-de-vie, or rather " eau-de-feu " in the vernacular

of the locality under its various designations of "jaune,"

" camphre," " tord-boyaux," "casse-poitrine," or " parfait

amour "—this latter nectar itself to the palate of "cupidon,"

as in slang language the chifFonnier is commonly termed,

when his basket is known as his quiver. The sign of the

cabaret, " the Two Philosophers in spite of themselves,"

was emphasized by a rude painting of a couple of

chiffonniers getting comfortably intoxicated over a pun-

cheon of brandy.

Eegaining our cab, which we had left in the Place

Pinel, the police agents suggested that while we were in

the neighbourhood we might as well look at some of the

miserable hovels in the Eue des Malmaisons, a street

singularly appropriately named, skirting the Chemin de fer

de Ceinture. The cab stopped as ordered at the end of

a dark narrow turning, with a dead wall on one side, and a

row of foul dilapidated tenements, overlooking the railway

cutting below, on the other. From several of these houses

gloomy tortuous passages communicated with still more

wretched-looking dwellings in the rear. The street was

lighted at each end by a single oil lamp slung to an iron

bracket fixed to the top of a tall pole, the counterpart

in shape of the old-fashioned gibbet and the veritable

"laiiterne" of the first revolution, up which the early

victims of popular vengeance were commonly strung.

The windows of these insalubrious hovels were ex-

tremely small, and the majority of them were unglazed,

while the doorways were rarely more than four feet high.

Through a wide opening at the top of one of these doors a

light was seen shining within, and on tapping loudly on

the chance that some one might still be up, we obtained

admittance down a narrow flight of broken stone steps into

a cellar—some five feet below the level of the roadway and

measuring about nine feet square—partially paved with
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broken tiles, and its walls reeking with mephitic moisture.

Above our heads dangled rows of tattered garments and

recently washed pieces of rag hung up to dry, while the

customary pots, pans, bottles, bones, old boots and shoes,

and rubbish of every description littered the apartment

almost from floor to ceiling. In one corner was a dilapi-

dated bedstead, on which several children were sleeping,

while their mother, a clean, tidy-looking woman, was hard

at work with her needle.

On enquiring of the man how he got his living he told us

by painting portraits and setting patterns for print colourers;

whereupon his wife hastened to show us some specimens of

his skill, which were so surprisingly good that we should

have thought they would have secured an excellent liveli-

hood for the artist and his family ; and yet one divined by

the " cabriolet," and the hook standing in the corner, and by

the man's bent and stunted figure, that this poor professor

of the arts was forced to eke out a miserable means of exist-

ence by following the calling of a chifi"onnier. The com-

paratively clean and orderly appearance of this humblest

of households, the quiet, sensitive demeanour of the man,

forbade the supposition that drink was the cause of his

misfortunes. The rent of this cellar was two and a half

francs a week, about five guineas a year, to which had to

be added the cost of an insufiicient supply of water,

amounting to almost a third of the rent.

It was now very late—approaching daybreak in fact

—

and we came to the conclusion that we had seen sufficient

for one night's entertainment. We therefore directed our

driver to make for the boulevards, and on parting from the

police agents arranged with them to resume our investiga-

tions on some future evening.
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XXXIII.

(1868.)

WITH THE COURT AT COMPIEGNE—ARTIFICIAL EYES.

In the autumn of 1868 I spent ten or twelve days at Com-

pifegne—during the customary succession of festivities

provided for the entertainment of guests at the chateau—
with the object of obtaining sketches for the " Illustrated

London News." It will be remembered it was at Com-

piegne some sixteen years before that Louis Napoleon, who

had then determined on assuming the long coveted im-

perial purple, asked Mademoiselle Eugenie de Montijo to

share his somewhat shadowy throne—an incident that may
possibly have had something to do with the partiality

which both the emperor and empress evinced for this place

of residence in after years.

Every autumn while the Court was sojourning at Com-

pifegne invitations were issued for four or five separate

series of guests, including, in addition to the ordinary

Jiabitu^s of the Tuileries, distinguished foreigners, diploma-

tists, political celebrities, savants, literary men, artists,

and individuals of good social standing, all of whom were

received on a footing of equality unknown in any other

European Court, and were fSted and entertained almost

from the hour they set foot within the walls of the palace

until the eve of their departure. It used jocularly to be

said that the first series of guests were persons of conse-

quence whom it was necessary to invite, that the second

were bores, that the third were chosen for their gaiety, and

that the fourth were serious people—academicians and the
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like—who were naturally scandalised at aU the surrounding

frivolity.

Political intrigue played no inconsiderable part at

Compifegne under the second empire, and now and again

various European potentates accepted Napoleon's often

interested hospitality. Victor Emmanuel, though he may
have ridden to hounds through the forest glades, came

here mainly to discuss with the emperor the freeing of

Italy " from the Alps to the Adriatic ;" William of Prussia,

who, according to la chronique scandaleuse, arrived

laden with flowers and madrigals for the empress, sought

in this " buen retiro " the emperor's connivance at his own

projects of territorial aggrandisement ; William of Holland,

who in sudden alarm tore himself from the society of la

belle Musard, hied hither in view of saving his duchy

of Luxemburg alike from his dear French and Prussian

brothers ; and Francis Joseph of Austria was beguiled to

the sylvan spot to extract from him a promise of the assist-

ance of his armies in the event of a Franco-Prussian war.

Heirs apparent and presumptive were frequent guests

at the chateau, and amid the whirl of entertainment there

Palmerston and Clarendon, Cavour and Bismarck discussed

in stolen interviews with the "man of destiny" those

" black spots on the horizon " to which Parisian journal-

ists were always then referring. The emperor moreover

had a habit of changing his ministers whilst he was at

Compi^gne, and it was there too that he virtually-

crowned the imperial edifice on that night in November

1869 when he furtively received Emile OUivier, of the

"light heart," who coming secretly from Paris doffed

his spectacles for the nonce, and buried his nose in an

ample comforter, in order that he might pass unrecognised.

Curiously enough, although between three and four

hundred invitations were sent out every season, but few

members of the imperial family were privileged to share
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in 'ihe festivities at Compiegne. Princess Mathilde atiS.

the Murats were the only ones regularly invited -to

them; while as for Prince Napoleon, the trip he made

to the chateau in November 1860 with his young bride,

Clothilde of Savoy, proved to be his last. This was due

to the Empress Eugenie, who it is . well known had the

greatest dislike for Jer6me Jils. By way of consoling

the prince the emperor allowed him to indulge in buck-

hunting in the woods of Meudon, Viroflay, and Ville

d'Avray, and to shoot over the forest of Villefermois,

near Melun, whither he betook himself as a rule every

Sunday during the season of la chasse. Paris habitues

will remember what a scandal arose when it was dis-

covered that on these occasions he was accompanied by
certain notorious members of the demi-monde, notably

Mademoiselle Cora Pearl, nee Emma Crutch, the groom's

daughter, who was subsequently liissed off the stage of

the Bouffes by Pipe-en-bois and his band of students,

when smothered from head to foot in diamonds the

brazen-faced cocotte tripped before the footlights with

all the confidence of an assured success. What specially

irritated the more austere members of the republican

party was that the imperial inspectors and gamekeepers

were expected to render obeisance to Mademoiselle Pearl

and ot)\%x Jleiirs du mal of a similar type.

. The number of authors and playwrights who were

invited to Compifegne was considerable, but what pre-

eminently distinguished the Court's sojourn there was
the gathering together of so many beautiful and graceful

women. It is well known that Napoleon delighted in

feminine society. With men he was apt to assume a

sphinx-like air and remain taciturn and gloomy. But
once he found himself among a bevy of elegant women
his usually lustreless eyes would sparkle brightly and a

pleasant smile play round his lips. Ip. this connection,, if
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one may believe the tittle-tattle of the period, Compiegne

was ofttimes the scene of some scandalous episodes which

sorely tried the patience of the Empress Eugenie.

On the day of my arrival at Compiegne in company
with a French artist, I noticed on the spacious Place facing

the chateau several gentlemen whom at a distance I mis-

took for imperial guests. But on a closer scrutiny I

recognised them to be simply members of the secret

police charged with watching over the emperor's personal

safety. They were al] dressed in black, with baggy

trousers, frock coats tightly buttoned across the chest,

and top hats considerably the worse for wear. Some of

them flaunted the ribbon of the Legion of Honour, and

they all flourished stout walking-sticks with an air of

afi"ected elegance as they strutted about twirling their

moustaches or pufiing at their cheap cigars. Under pre-

tence of taking a constitutional or admiring the architecture

of the chateau they were really mounting guard over the

approaches, ready to pounce upon any madcap republicans

bent on disturbing the emperor's pleasure in this so-called

Castle of Indolence.

Secret police swarmed at Compiegne when the Court

resorted there. They were encountered at the railway

station on the arrival of every train ; in the town ; in

the avenues of the forest—penetrating even within the

charmed circle of beauty and fashion at the hunting

meets ; and at the shooting parties when the tableaux of

dead game were laid out. A couple of them lodged at

the principal hotel to take stock of the people staying

there, and listen with attentive ears to the conversations

at the table d'h6te. By such means as these the chosen

of universal suffrage succeeded in reigning securely on

his splendid throne for eighteen years.

It was not only strangers who were subjected to this

careful surveUlance : the emperor's guests also received
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their due share of attention from the secret police, and

the notorious " cabinet noir " operated even at the chateau

itself. One year the Paris newspapers chronicled some

scandalous incident that had occurred there during the

sojourn of the Court, and in order to discover who was

acting as press correspondent all letters despatched by

the guests were opened and read. This espionage having

yielded certain fruits was continued regularly every autumn,

when most of the letters arriving at the chateau, as well

as those sent out, were submitted to an attentive scrutiny.

In this way the emperor discovered that both M. Fould

(his minister of finances) and M. Hyrvoix (the chief of his

private police) wrote love letters to a certain Madame Botti

;

that M. de la Gueronni^re also penned amatory epistles to

a person of equivocal reputation for whom he had obtained

an introduction at Court ; and that the beautiful Countess

de Castiglione, who was honoured with the imperial regard,

did not scruple to bestow her coveted favours elsewhere.

It was owing to this countess, " the queen of hearts
"

as she was commonly called, that the Empress Eugenie

(as may be remembered) one day precipitately quitted

the Tuileries and betook herself to Scotland, where she

remained until the emperor had formally promised that he

would never see Madame de Castiglione again. In this

instance Napoleon III. appears to have kept his word,

and the countess, after laying siege to the heart of M. de

Nieuwerkerque, the superintendent of fine arts,—who was
however too much afraid of a grande dame of the imperial

family, with whom he had certain love passages, to indulge

in any other amour—engaged in a passing intrigue with

the aged Marquis of Hertford, and ultimately entrusted

herself to the protection of M. Lafitte the banker, son of

the famous financier who, as many books written for boys

tell us, owed his fortune to having thriftily picked up a

pin in M. Perregaux's courtyard.
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The mouchards whom I noticed on the Place in front

of the chateau speedily faced about and watched me and

my companion suspiciously. I fancy their attentions were

directed rather to the French artist than to myself, and

mainly, too, on account of the cut of his beard. This

young fellow, whose name was Loyes, but who called

himself Montbard ^ after a town in Burgundy where he

was born, was one of those shining lights of the Quartier

Latin who strove to perpetuate the traditions of "La Vie

de Boh^me." He was a regular frequenter of the famous

Bal BuUier, then still the resort of genuine students and

bohemians, to whom he was known by the nickname of

Apollo. Mephistopheles, however, would have been a

more appropriate pseudonym, for not only was his figure

tall and spare, but he cultivated a forked beard, similar

in shape if not in hue—it was, I remember, of a reddish

tinge—to that identified on the stage with the arch-tempter

of Faust. At this time the forked beard had a positive

political significance in Paris, being adopted exclusively

by certain young republicans, and was consequently an

object of intense suspicion with the police.

Montbard and O'Shea, before my lively Irish friend

joined " the Standard " as one of its " specials," collaborated

on the "Chronique lUustrde," gulling that credulous journal

with fanciful histories of foreigners of eccentric antece-

dents, who it was pretended had recently arrived in Paris

to expound some startling scientific theory, start a new

religion, exploit an undreamt-of motive power, or fling away

a fortune on the boulevards. O'Shea used to invent their

Munchausen-like histories, and Montbard to illustrate

them, much to the satisfaction of the conductors of the

paper, who prided themselves on this exclusive intelli-

gence, and as O'Shea boasts, greatly to the joint pecu-

1 Now widely known from his drawings of the ancestral Homes of England in the

" Illustrated London News."
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niary advantage of Montbard and himself. I fancy

Montbard had military as well as artistic tastes in the

days of his hot youth, for during the reign of the Com-
mune I remember having seen him in martial costume

with a jaunty feather in his cap caracoling on a war

steed in front of the ^tat-major in the Place Venddme.

After the downfall of the Commune, this good-natured,

harmless enthusiast was actually among the proscribed,

but eventually had permission given him to return to

France.

Observing that the attention we were receiving from

the police agents increased rather than diminished, and
wishing to avoid anything unpleasant I thought my
best plan was at once to take my companion to the

chateau and present him to my friend General EoUin,

the bluff old soldier whose acquaintance I had made on

the occasion of the queen's visit to Paris some dozen years

before, when he was struggling one hot Sunday to get into

his over-tight red pantaloons, and who in his capacity of

minister of the imperial household was then at Compifegne.

Had the agents ventured even on a temporary arrest the

Parisian reporters would have got hold of the circum-

stance and magnified it, and of course the veracious

" Figaro," which was always coining sensational intelli-

gence, would have concocted some story of a plot against

the emperor's life in which an Englishman was engaged,

and have described M. Montbard's pencils as stilettos,

his indiarubber as a pocket bomb, and his sketch-book

as an infernal machine.

General RoUin, I may mention, owed his office of

adjutant-general of the imperial household to the energy

he had shown at a critical moment during the coup

d'6tat. The clique of conspirators had become seriously

alarmed, when, on the 4th day of December (1851) it

was found that the republican party were offering a
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stubborn resistance in different parts of the capital ; and

Colonel, afterwards General, Fleury, believing, with others,

that the coup d'etat was a failure, proposed to Louis

Napoleon that he should leave the Elys^e during the

night and shut himself up with his principal adherents

in the Tuileries, where any attack the mob might make
could be resisted more successfully.

Fleury's suggestion was generally approved of, and

General RoUin, in whom Louis Napoleon had absolute

confidence, received orders to get together all the troops

and guns he could, and entrench himself at the Tuileries,

whither the president was to repair at the first favourable

opportunity. Late that same evening, however, news

came from Marshal Magnan that he had carried all the

barricades and dispersed the malcontents, whereupon

RoUin, who was then busily engaged in transforming

the TuUeries into a fortress, was instructed to cease

operations, as the risky game was finally won.

On presenting myself at the chateau (at Compifegne),

General RoUin, by whom I had been previously promised

every facUity in regard to sketches, introduced me to

the Viscount de Laferri^re, one of the empress's chamber-

lains, a dapper young gandin in appearance, but extremely

courteous and obliging, who at once placed himself at our

disposal ; but as at that particular moment all was bustle

and excitement consequent on one series of guests being

about to take their departure, it was arranged that we

should return to the chateau later in the day. As we

were leaving the departing guests, after paying their

respects to their imperial hosts in the grand drawing-

room, came trooping into the vestibule, and presently took

their seats in several chars-d-bancs which were waiting

in the courtyard. Another batch of invites was expected

that afternoon, and as I had heard some extraordinary

reports of the quantity of luggage which the ladies in-
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variably brought with them on their visits to the diEiteau,

I strolled after dejeuner to the railway station to witness

the arrival of the special train and discovered that it

comprised twice as many luggage vans as carriages.

Under the second empire the Parisian milliner reigned

supreme at Compifegne. A lady invited simply for a week

brought with her as many toilettes as the wealthiest and

most fastidious bride might think necessary to render her-

self attractive during the longest honeymoon. Leaders of

fashion like the Princess de Metternich, and others, would

usually make a fortnight or three weeks' sojourn, and the

quantity of luggage they brought with them was something

stupendous. It is true they were constrained not only to

dress themselves half-a-dozen times a day in toilettes du
matin, negliges elegants, toilettes de promenade, de cheval,

de chasse, de diner, and de hal, but they would have lost

aU their prestige had they been seen wearing the same

dress a second time. Everyone invited to the chateau

was at liberty to bring a valet or a femme-de-chambre,

but the more ambitious Slegantes brought a couple of

maids each. Crack riders, too, generally brought their

own horses, for which quarters were provided in the

imperial stables ; and guests of a sporting turn came
accompanied by their pointers or retrievers ; whilst two
or three ladies in high favour with the empress were
even privileged to bring their lap dogs.

To ensure the time fleeting pleasantly at Compidgne
every day there were either stag hunts in the forest with

the imperial pack, runs with the Marquis de I'Aigle's boar-

hounds, battues in the preserves, or excursions to the

Chateau of Pierrefonds or some other interesting locality.

While I was at Compiegne the Prince and Princess

of Wales were guests at the chateau, and during their

short stay there was a stag-hunt in the forest which I

thought might be worth witnessing. Having first seen
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the party start from the chateau in chars-d-bancs, the

horses with silver bells at their collars jingling musically

in the frosty air and foxes' brushes dangling at their ears,

and the jack-booted postillions in wigs d catogan, I drove

rapidly after them to the place of meeting. The empress

and the Princess of Wales were in a little basket carriage,

drawn by diminutive but high-spirited steeds. The sight

of the departure of these Nimrods in Louis quinze cos-

tume, looking like so many Captain Macheaths and Claude

Duvals, with the ladies now and then in robes caught up
d la Camargo, coquettish gaiters, and hats trimmed with

the plumage of some bird of prey, gave one the notion

of the opening scene in some elaborately got-up comic

opera.

The meet was held at the Croix d'Autin, a large

circular clearing whence a dozen or more broad avenues

diverged. Assembled here on the green turf thickly

strewn with withered leaves were the whippers-in and

piqueurs, and the lithe little valets-de-chiens, each with

his eight-coupled dogs well in hand. Close by were the

cavaliers of the imperial hunt, looking the very pink

of a past-century swelldom, and a score or more of

military men sporting all their orders and decorations,

with three or four horsemen, one of whom was the Prince

of Wales, in the English scarlet swallow-tail, and a few

amazons of the Bois de Boulogne. Grooms were holding

the impatient horses of the members of the imperial party,

and ranged in a semi-circle across the clearing were scores

of open carriages filled with ladies in furs and velvets

from the many neighbouring chateaux. Mounted and foot

gendarmes restrained a crowd of villagers from intruding

between the wind and all this nobility ; whilst moving

silently in and out of the charmed circle were numerous

agents of the secret police, ever on the watch for conspira-

tors with designs against the emperor's life.
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What with the gendarmes clearing the way for belated

carriages, tlie ladies and gentlemen alighting and exchang-

ing compliments, the cavaliers riding up and down and

bowing to right and left, and the swaying and chattering

of the throng of sightseers, there was altogether an amus-

ing tumult. Eound half-a-dozen amazons preparing to

mount a circle was formed—for no Frenchman would miss

this opportunity for a study of jambettes and the various

modes of draping them—but as soon as the ladies were

in the saddle all eyes were turned upon the emperor,

whose every movement was followed with interest or

anxiety. After chatting for a while with the Princess

of Wales he took up his stand by the empress's carriage

with the customary cigarette between his lips, and the

wonted dreamy expression on his face. He was evidently

in no mood for further conversation, and I was much

amused at the way he turned and twisted, adroitly foiling

those indiscreet guests who sought to approach and

Converse with him.

All being ready, the Prince de la Moskowa (grand

huntsman), preceded by the hounds held in by the valets-

de-chiens, and accompanied by the Prince of Wales and

the Prince imperial, led the way to the Carrefour du

Capitaine, where the stag was to be started. Horns

sounded the deboucM, the dogs spread over the woodj

and soon, between the trees, I caught sight of the bound*

ing stag, pursued by the pack in full cry. At the heels

of the dogs galloped the long line of horsemen, followed

by a still longer line of carriages, reminding one for

the moment of a return from the races in the Bois de

Boulogne.

Whilst the deer or dogs were in sight the huntsmen's

horns were constantly heard, but when the chase had passed

out of view, only the tinkling bells of the carriage horses

could be distinguished, and for want of an occasional echo
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of the horn to indicate the direction of the hunt, the proces-

sion, so compact at starting, was soon broken and dispersed.

Many of the cavaliers got lost in the forest labyrinths, and

long after the Court carriages had taken the road back to

the chateau I came upon bewildered sportsmen galloping

hither and thither among the tall colonnades of centenarian

trees.

A forest inspector whom I met told me that at these

stag hunts only a few privileged persons were ever in at

the death. Others, said he, simply heard the distant notes

of the hallali, promptly followed by the retraite ; whilst

by far the greater number of those present at the start

neither saw nor heard anything of the finish, and only

learned perhaps at dinner that the stag had been brought

to bay near the Oise, when he had made the customary

gallant defence, struggling energetically with the dogs after

every one of his ruses had failed ; and that, having at last

been pulled to the ground, a bullet from a rifle had put an

end to all his greatness.

The hunt which I obtained a glimpse of had no such

termination as this, however, for the animal started was a

pricket and not easily tired. As sunset came on early (it

was then November) the pursuit had to be precipitately

abandoned ; still the run had not been uneventful, for on

returning to Compiegne I found everybody talking of an

accident that had befallen the Prince of Wales. A ten-

tined stag was said to have deliberately charged and un-

horsed him, and the Paris reporters assembled at the Hdtel

de la Cloche were already busy inventing sensational details

of the affair. I learned, however, at the chateau that the

startled deer had crossed the prince's path unwittingly

and grazed his horse's shoulder, but had been far more

frightened by the unexpected encounter than the prince

was hurt.

As the pricket pursued that afternoon had got clear

VOL. II. Q
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away it was necessary that the keepers should shoot another

stag for the curee in the evening, which was certainly a

most remarkable sight. On the Place du Palais I found a

crowd of people awaiting the signal to admit them within

the palace gates. Presently a low rumbling noise wa^

heard, and in the dim light I perceived a couple of .
valets-

de-chiens wheeling a barrow, containing the head, skin, and

entrails of a deer, over the paved courtyard. As soon as

these were deposited at the foot of the palace steps the

corps of huntsmen made their appearance, followed by the

whippers-in with the hounds. The chief huntsman having

taken up his position, with raised whip, beside the remains

of the stag, the crowd rushed in, lining either side of the

wide court, while soldiers with grounded arms kept the

centre clear. Numerous imperial footmen now arrived with

long staves surmounted by blazing cressets, and planted

themselves a few feet apart in front of the spectators. The

windows giving on to the balcony of the chateau were then

thrown open, and the emperor and empress, with the Prince

and Princess of Wales and a few other guests, stepped out

as the huntsmen commenced sounding the royale.

The dogs, silent until this moment, tantalized by the

sight of the stag's head and antlers which one of the valets-

de-chasse exhibited to them, now began yelping loudly.

The chief huntsman thereupon lowered his whip, the horns

sounded the curee, and the entire pack, every tail erect,

bounded forward with something like the impetuosity of

a charge of cavaby. When the hounds were within a few

feet of the stag's remains, however, the chief huntsman

again raised his whip, at which signal they suddenly halted,

howling and quivering with excitement. Then the horns

sounded afresh, the dogs were driven back, and after a brief

interval urged forward once more, to be, however, again

arrested by the raised whip of the huntsman. On this

manoeuvre being repeated a third time, the valet adroitly
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threw aside the head of the stag and exposed the entrails

to view, when amidst a blast of trumpets, the hounds, still

yelping loudly, precipitated themselves upon their prey.

After the lapse of a few moments one heard nothing but

low growls and the crunching of bones by powerful jaws.

Now and again some hound, discontented with its place,

would momentarily withdraw from the m^l6e and then,

head foremost and hind legs in the air, spring into it again.

There was some spirited contention for tit-bits, but all

serious attempts at fighting were promptly suppressed by

the whips of the huntsmen. In less than ten minutes every

morsel had been devoured, whereupon the horns having

sounded the retreat, the imperial party retired, the torches

were extiuguished and the hounds led back to their kennels.

Either a day or two before or after the hunt a grand

battue came off in the forest, and was as sanguinary a piece

of sport as I ever remember witnessing. On my arrival

at the preserves, half an hour or so before the shooting

party was expected, I at once recognised the formidable

nature of the preparations. Something like a hundred and

fifty dismounted dragons de I'imperatrice provided with

long staves were waiting to beat up the game, and pre-

sently some non-commissioned officers, charged with the

duty of loading the weapons of the emperor and his guests,

arrived with a perfect arsenal of firearms. By-and-by

there was a noisy clatter of hoofs and jingling of bells as

the imperial char-d-bancs came in sight. Some half-dozen

of the more distinguished guests accompanied the emperor,

who was decked out in a theatrical knicker-bocker costume

of violet velvet, with brown leggings and low felt hat

in which a jay's feather was stuck.

Baron James de Kothschild was of the party and was

no doubt pleased at not having M. Rouher for a neighbour,

M. Rouher, though frequently present at these imperial

shooting parties, was a singularly bad shot, and had more
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than once maimed dogs and beaters. Not long before, by

some blundering mishap, he had shot a favourite pointer

which the baron had brought with him, and an angry

altercation ensued between the financier and the minister.

The emperor sought to excuse Eouher, and jocosely

pleaded that though he might bungle in the forest he was

a first-rate shot in the Corps Legislatif, to which the baron

replied, " I suppose then, your majesty, I am to consider

that his excellency imagined he was in the tribune and

mistook my poor pointer for Jules Favre."

A bugle sounded, and the dragoons, who had only

been waiting for this signal, plunged into the underwood

and sprung the game. A moment later pheasants and

partridges were on the wing and hares and rabbits bound-

ing and scuttling in aU directions. No time was lost in

beginning the butchery, and as soon as it commenced
newly loaded guns were handed to the party as fast as

they could discharge them. With such rapid relays of

loaded weapons the sportsmen of course dealt havoc

among the game, and soon the air was clouded with

smoke and impregnated with the smell of gunpowder.

Now and again a roe darted out of the thickets and

fell dead across one of the pathways, and at times

a strident sound pierced through the fusillade as the

emperor raised a silver whistle to his lips to summon back

his favourite pointer Nero, who was constantly plunging

into danger.

This dog enjoyed the run of the chateau, and was
praised and petted by the guests in courtier-like fashion

in the hope of securing the emperor's approving smile. In
" Son Excellence Eugene Rougon," Zola speaks of " a great

dignitary grovelling on the carpet, pressing Nero to his

breast and covering his head with kisses." The incident

was a true one, but the great dignitary was simply the

assessor to the mayor of Compi^gne, who was occasionally
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invited to the chiteau, until he made himself obnoxious to

the empress by some irreverent witticisms.

Whilst the murderous pastime I have been speaking of

was in progress cooks and scullions unpacked hampers of

provisions, heated portable ovens, set pans and gridirons

in position and spits in full twirl in an alfresco kitchen,

near a rustic pavilion where the imperial party was to

lunch. Capons and cutlets were soon frizzling and frying,

and other edibles boiling and stewing, whilst butlers

decanted bordeaux and burgundy, and maltres d'hotel and

footmen laid and decorated the imperial table. At noon

precisely the firing ceased and the emperor and his guests

sat down to luncheon.

This over, the massacre began afresh, the smoke of

tobacco now mingling with that of gunpowder, and after a

while the final act of the tragedy, termed the " bouquet,"

was enacted. By marches and countermarches all the

game which had hitherto escaped destruction was forced by

the beaters to the further extremity of the preserve and

then driven by a well-concerted rush towards the emperor

and his guests who fired without intermission, wreaking

frightful slaughter until nothing more remained for them

to kill. Then all the dead game was collected together

and arranged on the ground according to species, so as to

form a grand " tableau," an appropriate background to

which was supplied by the dragoon beaters standing at

arms with their staves, and a hundred or more keepers

drawn up at "attention." Altogether some thousand head

of game had been slain and as many rabbits, a lavish dis-

tribution of which was made among the beaters and other

attendants.

"When the ladies staying at the chateau arrived at the

preserves to witness the bouquet and inspect the tableau,

the empress rode up on horseback and after glancing

at the scene turned into one of the avenues of the forest.
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Naturally enough the sight of the mangled and bleed-

ing birds affected her, and she was glad to escape the

sanguinary spectacle.

A ticket was sent to nae at the hotel for one of the

performances in the private theatre of the chateau, but I had

some difficulty in securing an admission for M. Montbard.

"I should be delighted to give the gentleman a card of

invitation," said M. de Laferri^re to me, "but really he

wears such an extraordinary beard and I fear the empress

might notice him."

"Does her majesty pay particular attention to the

audience, then ? " I inquired.

" Indeed she does ; and this gentleman's beard is such

a peculiar one—a revolutionary beard, in fact. I cannot

understand his motive in wearing it. Don't you think you

could persuade him to shave it off ?

"

I was both amused and surprised by the suggestion, and

replied that if the request came direct from the empress's

chamberlain it might possibly have more effect than if it

came from myself. But Montbard's opinions were repub-

lican like his beard, and although M. de Laferriere took

him aside and pressed him to at least trim the obnoxious

hirsute appendage so that its forked character might be

less pronounced, he scouted the suggestion in such a

bantering way that the chamberlain, fearing he was making

himself ridiculous, refrained from further insistence. In

the evening, Montbard, although admitted, was consigned

to an out-of-the-way corner—no doubt to hide him as far

as possible from the empress's searching gaze.

The pit, appropriated in accordance with French custom

entirely to the sterner sex, was, I remember, one mass of

military uniforms and official costumes, whilst the front

seats of the side balconies and galleries occupied by ladies,

presented a kaleidoscopic array of evening toilettes of the

usual decollete character. When the emperor and empress
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entered, the former gave a single searching glance round

the house and then remained stock still with his elbows on

the arms of his gilded chair and his head inclined forward.

During the entire performance he scarcely spoke twice to

the empress, who sat beside him very erect in her chair.

She seemed almost as bored as her husband, and occasionally

produced a rather irritating noise by suddenly opening and

shutting her fan.

As to the play performed, I only recollect that it was a

comedy of modern life by either Augier or Feuillet, and

was acted by the artistes of the Com^die Frangaise who
had come down that afternoon from Paris. At the con-

clusion of the first act the emperor abruptly roused himself

from his moody contemplation, and oflfering his arm to the

empress retired with her and the Murats to some adjoining

salon. Throughout the evening whenever this occurred, and

again when the imperial party resumed their seats, the

audience rose and remained standing. The same proceed-

ing was observed at the end of each act of the performance,

which no one ventured to applaud until the emperor and

empress commenced to clap their hands at the moment

when the curtain was about to fall for the last time,

whereupon, as a matter of course, everybody followed their

example.

Comedy, vaudeville and farce, with an occasional tragedy

formed the repertoire of the chateau theatre, where neither

operas nor operas-comiques were ever performed, though

one year there was a ballet, " La Couronne enchantde," in

which the Princesses Czartoriska and de Metternich and

other grandes dames capered about in the shortest of

muslin skirts and pinkest of silk tights, whilst the Count

de Jaucourt gave a realistic impersonation of an individual

who is supposed to be unmentionable to ears polite, and

the Marquis de Caux—afterwards the husband of Adelina

Patti, and the most inventive cotillion leader of his day

—
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executed a character dance with Professor Caro in the

sprucest of peasant costumes.

The ladies and gentlemen of the Court frequently

figured in tableaux vivants, charades, and short comedies

especially written by M^rimde, Octave Feuillet, and others.

The empress herself occasionally played the leading role in

one or another of these trifles which were given on a small

stage in one of the drawing-rooms of the chateau. Here,

too, at the time when the emperor was preparing his life of

Cfesar a flattering revue by the Marquis de Massa, called

" Les Commentaires de Cdsar," was performed, in which the

young prince imperial appeared as an enfant-de-troupe and

General Mellinet, although still hale and hearty, hobbled

about as an invalide, while the Princess de Metternich

vivaciously personated in turn a cabman on strike and a

vivandiere of Turcos.

On evenings when there was no theatrical representation

music and singing or dancing were indulged in. On one

occasion some eight distinguished elegantes of the Court

improvised what they styled a " dance of death "—a wild,

frenzied St. Vitus's reel, an intermingling of the pirouettes

of the dancing dervishes with the Auvergnese bourree, the

Apaches' war dance, the Highland fling, and the Irish jig.

While I was picking up information about the many
odd ways there were of getting a living in Paris I chanced

to come across a manufacturer of artificial eyes, who, after

the fashion of his countrymen, was most enthusiastic in

favour of the productions of his craft, estimating them as

vastly superior to those fabricated by the ocularist-enam-

ellers of England and America. I remember, too, his

bluntly remarking, with no kind of consideration for my
national sympathies, "You see, sir, your fellow-countrymen

have not sufficient taste for the exercise of a delicate call-

ing like this. The eyes they try to make for human beings

are only fit for stufi'ed animals !"
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Finding on enquiry that the - more skilful manipu-

lators of artificial eyes were chiefly located in the neigh-

bourhood of the Madeleine, I paid visits to several of them
under the pretence of ascertaining their terms for an in-

valided friend who was supposed to have lost an eye in

the Mexican campaign, and to be then living some little

distance from Paris. I discovered that most of these

gentlemen added the title of oculist to that of ocularist,

which of course gave them a much higher standing in

the profession, and the sumptuously furnished saloons in

which they received their clients indicated connections

among the wealthier classes. One or two of them talked

rather largely of visits they paid to European capitals at

the close of each Paris season for the benefit of distinguished

foreign clients, who, they said, would no more think of

wearing an artificial eye of home manufacture than a pair

of gloves that had not come from Jouvin's.

In several ocularists' waiting-rooms collections of artifi-

cial eyes were displayed in hermetically-closed glass cases for

the admiration of visitors on the look-out for a visual organ.

The colours of these eyes were as varied as their diversity

of expression was remarkable. Most of them were brilliant

and so piercing that they seemed to look through one.

On one side were laughing children's eyes, next to them

liquid-looking, love-sick eyes of young girls, languid eyes

of middle aged women, eyes with an amiable or sinister

expression, severe official eyes, then old men's eyes that

were slightly filmy.

I discovered that the Parisian ocularists secured when-

ever practicable a one-eyed servant, and made it their first

care to replace the organ of which he was deficient by an

enamel eye of their own manufacture. This was not from

any absurd motive of benevolence, but with a strict eye to

business. When a client, a little frightened at the prospect

of the operation he was about to undergo, hesitated and
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interposed difficulties in the way of confiding his eyelids

to the instruments of the operator, the latter would ring

the bell, and Jean Polyphfeme would make his appearance.

"What do you think of this fellow?" the ocularist

would ask of his client. " Study his features, his look,

and say frankly what you think." " He looks well

enough," the other would answer nervously. Then Jean,

being told to reveal his secret to the gentleman, would in-

troduce a knitting-needle under his eyelid, remove his eye,

and place it in the hand of the astonished spectator as un-

concernedly as though it were a shirt stud. Of course it

was impossible for anyone to hesitate longer after such a

reassuring demonstration as this.

These manipulators usually charged fifty francs for an

artificial eye, but there were others in the Rue du Temple

who had not the same heavy rent to pay, and dispensed

with the services of a liveried cyclops, who charged only

half that amount. As enamelled eyes after being exposed

to the action of the atmosphere for some months lose alike

their colour and lustre, and have a glassy look, like the

eyes of a dead person, it is necessary that they should be

renewed at stated intervals. With this view many customers

paid a certain sum annually, for which the ocularist fur-

nished them with artificial eyes all the year round. The

loss of one eye often rendering the remaining visual organ

remarkably acute, it is not surprising that a certain fastidi-

ousness should prevail among one-eyed people with respect

to the exact matching of the artificial and the natural

organs, and that they should return to the maker eyes

which they disapproved of, just as a masher sends back a

coat which he regards as a misfit. These eyes had to be

disposed of at any price, and customers were sought for

them among the necessitous classes.

Many workmen and small tradesmen who had lost an

eye could not afi"ord to pay the regulation price for the
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enamel substitute that concealed the disagreeable infirmity,

and this rendered them accommodating both as regards

shape and colour. What they wanted was an eye, and a

cheap one—brown, blue, black, or hazel, what did it

matter ? With them an eye was a necessity, two precisely

similar eyes a superfluity ; and we all know that super-

fluities are not for needy people.

The ocularist had another resource. Customers too

poor to buy even waste eyes were reduced to hire them, by
the month and sometimes merely for the day—doubtless on

great occasions. I was shown some of these eyes that were

let out on hire, and I must confess they seemed perfectly

presentable, although they were not to be compared to the

lustrous eyes of the manufacturer's wealthy clients.

There stiU remained another class of customers who
were naturally more easily satisfied than any of the others.

These were the defunct, or rather that section which en-

joyed the honour of being embalmed. With tbe view of

mimicking more completely the appearance of life, it was

the practice to place under their inert eyelids a couple of

glass eyes, selected almost at random from some enameller's

collection. The colour of the eyeball was a matter of per-

fect indifierence to the operator. Unless he were suffi-

ciently credulous to believe the cock-and-bull stories

current about the spirit world, he knew well enough that

not only do dead men tell no tales, but that they make no

kind of complaints.

Despite, however, of these various ways of getting rid

of them, eyes remained in stock which could neither be sold

nor let out on hire, nor even be passed ofi" upon dead people.

These were exported to America, Asia, the Sandwich

Islands, everywhere, anywhere, in fact. They appeared to

be quite good enough for Asiatics and people of colour, who

did not care so much for a faithful imitation of nature as

for something brilliant. To them an artificial eye was
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simply an ornament, like a scarlet handkerchief or a bird of

paradise plume.

The ocularist who gave me this information told me that

some years previously one of the Emperor Soulouque's

generals, who was deficient of an eye, applied to him for

an artificial one. Counting upon this order bringing him

numerous others, with possibly some Haytian decoration

in addition, he took extraordinary pains with it, and as

soon as the eye was completed it was wrapped up carefully

in cotton wool, placed in a little box, and sent to its

destination. The ocularist waited anxiously for a response,

which did not come for nearly six months, when what was

his surprise to receive, in lieu of the anticipated cross, his

eye back again, accompanied by a letter couched in these

abrupt terms :
" Your eye is of no use to me. It is yellow-

ish, and recalls the memory of the Spanish flag. I will

only wear an eye of the colours of my own country."

The disappointed ocularist hesitated for a while as to

the course he should pursue ; then hastened ofi" to the

ministry of marine, asked permission to see the Haytian

flag, and returned home, when he manufactured an eye of

the description indicated—a lively mixture of red and

green. The ebony general was this time so pleased with

the ocularist's workmanship that he refrained from intro-

ducing the remarkably brilliant organ under his eyelid,

preferring to wear it among other decorations upon

his breast. This was gravely told to me by my ocularist-

enameller friend as a positive fact.
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XXXIV.

(1868-69.)

ON AND ABOUT THE BOULEVARDS—THE HOUR OF ABSINTHE

—

THE ECCENTRIC DUKE OF BRUNSWICK — A FINANCIAL

AND A GASTRONOMIC BARON

—

HYMEN's AMBASSADOR

—

THE MAUBREUIL SCANDAL,

At the time I am writing of (1868-9) club life in Paris, as

in London, had not attained to anything like its present

development. Nowadays almost every Parisian shop-

keeper in a fair way of business is fired with the ambition

to belong to a cercle, but five and twenty years ago the

attractions of caf^ life sufficed for the great majority of

middle class Frenchmen, The visitor to Paris could not

fail to observe the gathering which took place on the boule-

vards every afternoon between the hours of four and six.

The cafes which had been comparatively deserted during

the earlier part of the day then became crowded to excess.

Incipient poets and artists descended from Montmartre, ces

dames trooped down from the Quartier Br^da, the fetits

creves and gandins—as the mashers of the time were called

—sauntered forth from their entresols, and what was

commonly known as the hour of absinthe then began.

In those days each of the boulevard caf^s, between the

Faubourg Montmartre and the Rue Scribe, had its distinc-

tive clientele. Nobody but a military man would have

dreamt of entering the Helder before midnight, financiers

and stock-jobbers predominated at the Cafe Cardinal and

the Caf6 Gretry, actors and dramatic authors at the Cafd

des Varidt6s and the Caf^ de Su^de, journalists at the Caf6
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de Madrid and the Caf^ de Mulhouse, dandies at Tortoni's

and the Cafd Eiche, and Englishmen and their transatlantic

cousins at the Grande caf^ and the Cafe de la Paix. At
these and kindred establishments, between five and six in

the evening, forty out of every fifty customers would be

found imbibing absinthe—the insidious green stimulant

derived from wormwood (with the occasional addition of

chloride of antimony and sulphate of copper), whose

special property is not only to intoxicate but to induce

dementia more surely and rapidly than any other alcoholic

beverage.

Many eminent medical men, I remember, were seriously

concerned at the great increase in the consumption of this

pernicious liqueur during the latter years of the second

empire, and books were written, lectures delivered, and

experiments performed in view of demonstrating that it

was a dangerous poison, and ought to be prohibited. A
petition in this sense was even presented to the Senate,

but nothing came of it. The greater the agitation the

more the consumption spread, and absinthe clubs were

even started in various parts of Paris, the members of

which were pledged to intoxicate themselves with no other

stimulant, and even to drink no other fluid.

At this time French literary men and journalists were

among the most fervent devotees of absinthe, by reason

of the transient fillip which it imparted to their intellectual

powers, though this was invariably followed by acute

depression. Years previously absinthe had largely helped

to wreck the lives of Alfred de Musset, Gustave Planche,

and Gerard de Nerval, but the warning was disregarded

by thejeune ecole of the second empire, and an appalling

number of budding poets, novelists, chroniqueurs, play-

wrights, composers, and artists succumbed to the fascina-

tions of the green fiend, which a contemporary epigram-

matist described as being the genius of those who had
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none, and the destroyer of genius with those who had it

already.

The symptom that first caused disquiet to the habitual

absinthe drinker was a peculiar afiection of the muscles,

commencing with fitful contractions of the lips and the

nerves of the face, and tremblings in the arms, hands,

and legs. These were presently accompanied by tinglings,

numbness, and a distinct loss of physical power ; the hair

fell off", the countenance became wan and sad-looking, the

body thin, the skin wrinkled and of a yellowish tinge

—

everything, in short, indicated marked decline. Simul-

taneously with all this, lesion of the brain took place

;

sleep became more and more disturbed by dreams, night-

mares, and sudden wakings ; ordinary illusions, succeeded

by giddiness and headaches, eventually gave place to

painful hallucinations, to delirium in its most depressing

form, hypochondria, and marked impediment of speech.

In the end came entire loss of intellect, general paralysis,

and death.

For the casual observer, ignorant or oblivious of its

dark side, the hour of absinthe on the boulevards at the

period I am referring to certainly had its attractive

features. Numbers of Parisian celebrities would then be

on exhibition—some of them pacing the asphalte to and

fro, whilst others congregated round the little tables

outside the cafds. Seated at one of these you might

while the time away pleasantly enough listening to the

jests which buzzed around, the most recent bit of scandal

connected with the imperial court, the varied comments

which the gossipy absintheurs exchanged on the book

of the week, the new play which Augier, Sardou, or

Dumas _yi^s had just produced, the operetta that Offenbach

or Hervd might be engaged on, the last sermon preached

by Father Hyacinthe, the wonderful faith cures achieved

by the fashionable quack, the Zouave Jacob, and the latest
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practical joke perpetrated by Henri de Villemessant, the

versatile editor of " the Figaro."

Now and again there would be a pause in the tittle-

tattle as some individual of exceptional eminence or notoriety

passed by. If he was known to the set among whom you

found yourself he would be greeted with cheery smiles,

cordial waves of the hand, and effusive invitations to pause

and partake of the convivial glass ; but no sooner had he

gone on his way than his chers amis would begin tearing

his reputation to pieces till not a shred of it remained.

At times some passing equipage would attract attention.

Now it might be a yellow barouche with a be-plumed

military-looking heiduck seated beside the portly coach-

man, whereat the popular name of the Princess de Metter-

nich would pass down the line, and journalists would

scramble to their feet and scrutinize the renowned leader

of fashion iu their anxiety to discover if she were still

wearing auburn hair, or whether her toilette was a robe d

paniers or a robe d, queue.

Another turn-out which in those days always attracted

a vast amount of attention, whether on the boulevard or

in the Bois, was a singular chocolate-coloured carriage,

drawn by horses of almost the same hue, and in which sat

an elderly gentleman with a beautifully enamelled face

and a black silk wig with corkscrew ringlets. This was

the eccentric Duke of Brunswick, who resided, I remember,

in the Avenue de Friedland, in a pink-tinted mansion,

screened by massive stone walls, on the top of which

flowers were planted. The bell at the formidable-looking

gate communicated with a number of alarum signals dis-

persed through the property, and this having come to

the knowledge of the urchins of the neighbourhood, the

old duke spent many an uncomfortable moment owing to

their runaway rings.

He had organised this system of alarums through his
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dread of any attempt on the fifteen million francs' worth

of diamonds which he kept in a huge safe—built into the

wall of his bed chamber and closed by an iron door—near

the head of his bed. This safe was defended by a kind of

mitrailleuse arrangement designed so as to annihilate any

would-be thiefunacquainted with the secret springs by which

the door was opened and closed. With such a contrivance,

indeed, robbery was a virtual impossibility, and though the

duke's diamonds had been abstracted a few years prior to

the time I am writing of, this was solely due to his own
gross carelessness in leaving the safe unclosed.

It was then that his English valet, Shaw, a young

fellow of six-and-twenty and a thief by profession it would

seem, who had only entered the duke's service in the hope

of some such opportunity presenting itself, made his way
to the safe, and after filling his pockets with jewels con-

trived to slip out of the house and betake himself to

Boulogne. There he was caught by M. Claude, through

his folly in attempting to sell the stolen diamonds to a

member of the English royal family who at once apprized

the French government of the offer. Curiously enough when

Shaw was put upon his trial in Pa,ris, his master refused

to appear against him in person, and would only give

evidence through an aide-de-camp, which prompted the

suspicion that there was more in the affair than appeared

on the surface. Despite the lack of direct evidence, how-

ever, Shaw was at once found guilty by the jury who tried

him and sentenced to twenty years' hard labour.

Althousfh the Duke of Brunswick had lent Louis

Napoleon the money to enable him to escape from Ham in

1842, he was not often present at the Tuileries Court

functions—in part, perhaps, because he resented the non-

execution of the emperor's promise to replace him on his

ducal throne, and in part by reason of the contempt he

felt for the parvenu sovereign of France. His opinion of

VOL. II. K
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the imperial Court was fully conveyed in the witty answer

which he gave to some high functionary, who asked him

what he thought of the Tuileries. " Pas mal pour y loger

d, nuit," said the duke, with a sarcastic smile.

On the rare occasions when the duke condescended to

grace some Court assembly with his presence he arrayed

himself in a uniform that might have vied even with the

famous costume worn by Prince Esterhazy at our queen's

coronation. The epaulets affixed to this uniform were one

mass of yellow gems, the buttons were huge emeralds sur-

rounded by brilliants, whilst the belt fairly coruscated with

flashing stones. Many of the Brunswick diamonds, which,

as we all know, ultimately passed to the city of Geneva,

were in a measure heirlooms, and had been carried off by

the duke on his flight from his dominions ; still he largely

increased the collection by purchase, and brilliants of any

especial value were seldom sold by auction in Paris while

he was living there without having been privately oflered

to him beforehand. Such was his passion for these bits of

crystallized carbon that, niggard though he was in many
other dealings, he never hesitated to loosen his purse-

strings when a jewel which took his fancy was submitted

to him.

In this respect he was unlike old Baron James de

Eothschild, who sought to gratify his passion for pictures,

curios, and precious stones in tlie most economical manner

possible, and would haggle for hours with true Jewish ten-

acity over a difierence of a few hundred francs. I recollect

once hearing from M. Charles PUlet—the great French

auctioneer, the Christie, so to say, of his time—an amusing

story of the shrewd wit which Baron James brought to

bear in a transaction of this description. A pair of wonder-

ful pear-shaped eardrops was off"ered to him through M.

Billet's agency during the latter days of the empire. These

jewels had once sparkled in the ears of Marie-Antoinette,
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and being carried off during the revolution had somehow

found their way to Turkey, where the sultan had bought

them for some favourite of the harem. This favourite,

together with all her belongings, he had subsequently pres-

ented as a mark of his especial esteem to one of the viceroys

of Egypt, and in this way the jewels had come down to

Ismail Pacha, who, in his turn, had bestowed them on one

of his ministers.

The latter, like many a latter day Eastern dignitary,

was far from wealthy, and so after a lapse of some five and

seventy years the eardrops had found their way back to

France in the charge of a trusty agent authorised to sell

them to some opulent dog of an unbeliever. Baron James

was one of the first persons they were shown to, the Egyp-

tian minister's emissary no doubt imagining that the

exorbitant price asked for them—a million francs—would

be deemed a mere bagatelle by the prince of European fin-

anciers. Displaying the jewels in the light, he called

attention to their remarkable size, extolled their pure

water and matchless fire, recounted their historic career,

and at last, in a fit of simulated enthusiasm, exclaimed that

a more beautiful sight was not to be seen in the universe.

This was too much for the baron, who, with just the

suspicion of a twinkle in his eye, replied, " Pray, monsieur,

have you ever seen a million francs spread out in gold

pieces on a table ? To my mind that is a very beautiful

sight too, and, indeed, I think half the amount would more

than match your diamonds." This iutimation of the value

which the baron set on the jewels put an end to the nego-

tiation, and the Egyptian minister's emissary had to seek

a purchaser elsewhere.

Before Baron James de Rothschild became altogether

infirm, he was often to be seen on and about the boule-

vards on his way between the Bourse and his house in

the Rue Lafitte. On these occasions worshippers of the
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golden calf would salute the old man with an air of

absolute reverence, and those whom he deigned to favour

with one of his sarcastic smiles felt, for the nonce, as

happy as though their fortunes were made. In the

financial world the great Hebrew money-monger was

seldom mentioned by name ; a person referring to hiin

would simply say " the baron," and everybody knew
who was meant. This practice extended to boulevardian

circles, though here some little confusion arose through

another individual coming to be called " the baron " by

the motley crowd oiviveurs, journalists, politicians, actors,

and adventurers with whom he associated.

This was the now-forgotten Baron Brisse, who, in a

spirit of philanthropy, rather than for purposes of gain,

supplied the newspapers with appetizing menus and

learned articles on culinary science. Though not a

drinker of the green poison, which he rightly considered

detrimental to the digestive organs, Brisse consorted with

the absintheurs at the Caf^ Eiche, where, between five

and six every evening, he would hold forth on the noble

art of gastronomy with all the peremptoriness of an

autocrat. It was he who, when a controversy was

started as to which part of a duck was the best eating,

laid down the memora,ble aphorism : "A chacun son

canard," implying that to fully appreciate its savour

it was necessary you should eat the entire bird. In this

instance the baron, according to all accounts, enforced

the precept he inculcated by example.

Baron Brisse resided at Chatillon just outside Paris,

on its south side, and one day every week he was

accustomed to assemble at his house, which he called

"L'Academic de la Cuisine," a number of epicurean

friends, among whom were Gouffd, whose writings have

since proved him to be a master in culinary ethics, Balvoy,

the emperor's chef (whenever his duties permitted), and
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Dubois, who either had been or afterwards became chef

to the King of Prussia. Each invite supplied some plat

of his own invention, which, having been partaken of,

was duly discussed and criticised, and if the verdicts were

favourable, admitted to take rank among recognised

dishes.

My friend, Blanchard Jerrold, who aspired to be

considered a gourmet j and under the pseudonym of " Fin

Bee " contributed about this time many articles on gastro-

nomical subjects to English periodicals, was well acquainted

with Brisse, and used to tell an amusing story of an incident

at one of the Chatillon dinners. A superb turbot had just

been placed on the table accompanied by some wonderful

sauce which Brisse had specially invented for the occasion.

Before serving the fish the baron helped himself to what he

imagined to be a bumper of wine, and raised it to his lips.

But by some unaccountable mistake, instead of chablis

a bottle of eau de Javelle—the bleaching liquid almost

universally used by Parisian washerwomen—had been

placed before him. In a spasm of agony he dropped

his glass, and, turning towards his housekeeper, gasped :

" You wretched woman, you have poisoned me !

"

As he sank back on his chair, one of the guests rushed

forward with a decanter of water, and another with a

cruet of olive oil ; and whilst they were in turn pouring

these liquids down his burning throat, a third invite

hurried towards the door, exclaiming, " I '11 go and fetch

our friend, Dr Pinel ; he lives hard by, and will come

at once."

The effect of these words on the baron was electrical.

Despite his extreme pain he sprang to his feet, with his

arms outstretched to detain his guest. "No, no, not

Pinel," he bellowed ;
" I did not invite him, and if he

knew of this^
—

" pointing not at the turbot but at the

sauce—-"he would never, never forgive me !

"
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One afternoon I remember encountering on the boule-

vards, a tall old man in a swallow-tailed, blue-bell coat and

a frilled shirt, who, except that his cheeks were unmistake-

ably rouged, bore a striking facial resemblance to Charles

X., and was evidently an object of considerable curiosity

with the promenaders among whom he mingled. I hap-

pened at the time to be in the company of a French

journalist, and on inquiring of him who this singular

looking personage might be, I learned that he was none

other than the notorious matrimonial agent De Foy, whose

advertisements then figured so prominently in the Paris

newspapers. One of these announcements, which I pre-

served at the time as a curiosity, ran as follows :

—

"AT HIS DEATH.

"M. DB FoY is tlie Founder-Originator of the ' Matrimonial Profes-

sion : this is notorious. He, himself, founded his agency more than

forty years ago. Though he was very young at the time he had scarcely

set to work than he realized that his house was a confessional. Alarmed

at the immense responsibility which he had assumed, he would never

consent to take a pupil or assistant. His motto is ' Discretion.' Of his

own discretion he is certain, but as he is unable to answer for that of

others, every entry in his registers is indited in cypher, the key to which

he alone possesses. Before long the celebrated negotiator will retire from

business, but despite the many tempting offers that have been made to

him for the good-will and connection of his establishment, he has resolved

to carry his discretion to its utmost limits : Hymen's Ambassador loill

have no successor. Office, bonds, notes, correspondence—everything will

DIE at the same time as HIMSELF ; and the matrimonial profession, mis-

understood and compromised by incompetent persons, and, what is worse,

degraded by a flock of needy and unscrupulous adventuresses, will relapse

into the state of infamy and discredit in which M. de Foy found it

nearly half a century ago—(M. de Foy, 48 Eue d' Enghien)."

Being curious, in these careless and enquiring days of

mine, to ascertain how De Foy carried on the profession

he claimed to have founded, I called upon him in the

Rue d' Enghien accompanied by a friend and remember
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that we were requested to wait for a few minutes in an

apartment whichwe found lavishlydecorated with statuettes,

paintings, and prints—all equally suggestive of love and
matrimony. Here and there on brackets, buffets, and
consoles were Hymen in bronze, Venus in silver-gilt, Cupid
in hiseuit, Psyche in terra-cotta, with any number of lack-

adaisical swains and shepherdesses in ' real and imitation

Dresden. A pair of doves were billing and cooing in a

large cage near the window ; Romeo and Juliet were ex-

changing vows above the time-piece, the candelabra assumed
the form of hymeneal torches, and nymphs and goddesses,

after the designs of Boucher and Fragonard, smiled and
simpered from the walls. On the table were a number of

handsomely bound gift-books and albums which we found

to contain such flattering inscriptions as the following :

—

"To our dear benefactor, M. de Foy, to whom we owe all our

happiness—Jules and Marie Durand."

" In memory of the blessed day when M. de Foy presented my dear

little wife to me.—Leon Mouton."

Some of the inscriptions, moreover, were in children's hand-

writing and referred to "dear good god-papa De Foy,"

from which I gathered that this great negotiator occasion-

ally acted as sponsor to the offspring of those whom he had

united.

At one end of the room was, an alcove screened by

handsome silk curtains, on parting which we discovered

that the recess contained a beautifully carved oak bedstead

in the renaissance style. My friend and 1, therefore, con-

jectured that the usual waiting-room was already occupied

by some other visitor, possibly a lady whom we were not

allowed to see lest we might tender her an offer of marriage

without M. de Foy's assistance, and so deprive him of his

commission. Our surmise was incorrect, however, for after

we had been shown into the matchmaker's private room,
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he himself gave us a very different explanation of the

reason of our temporary sojourn in the nuptial chamber

I have spoken of. " Among the gentlemen who come to

me to get married," said he, "a good many have only half

made up their minds when they arrive here. It is like

going to the dentist's. The patient hesitates before he

rings the beU. Well now, my servant is a first-rate judge

of faces, and whenever he sees a gentleman whose expres-

sion of countenance denotes anything like hesitation, he has

orders to show him into the room where you just waited,

or into a similar one, for I have three or four rooms em-

bellished in the same style ; I strengthen my client in his

purpose," he exclaimed enthusiastically ;
" I foreshadow to

him, as it were, alLthe joys of matrimony by means of the

surroundings which I have provided. He cannot turn

—

he cannot raise his eyelids—but beauty meets his glance,

beauty as portrayed by all the most famous sculptors,

painters, and engravers of old and modern times."

Whilst De Foy was pompously delivering himself to

this effect, I was able to scrutinize him closely and found

that in addition to the habitual swallow-tailed, blue-bell

coat and frilled shirt, he was wearing tight-fitting pearl

grey pantaloons, and shoes with diamond buckles, whilst

three or four gold watch chains hanging from his neck

meandered over his waistcoat and faintly jingled at every

step he took. He must at that time have been more than

sixty years old, but his bald pate was concealed by a curled

flaxen wig, and his withered cheeks were most elaborately

enamelled. It might be thought that such an eccentric

" make-up " would of itself have prevented people from

placing any reliance on M. de Foy, but despite all his peculi-

arities he had unquestionably prospered in his profession.

The appointments of his Paris establishment had evidently

entailed a considerable outlay ; he owned a freehold villa

at Suresnes ; had a couple of carriages and three or four
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horses in his stables ; and it subsequently transpired that he

had invested large sums in the funds. Curiously enough,

with all his anxiety to marry other people and the extensive

acquaintance he boasted of among ladies of beauty and

wealth, he had preferred to continue in a state of single

blessedness rather than seek after those connubial felicities

which he made it his business to extol.

He frankly told us that it was perfectly useless for any
one not in a fair position to apply to him for either a wife

or a husband, but he claimed that his charges were very

reasonable to persons in a suitable station. Only once in

his long career, he said, had he been involved in a law-suit

concerning them, and in this case, a printed report of which

he gave me, he had gained the day. Clients came to him,

he asserted, even from the aristocratic Faubourg St Germain,

though his best and most numerous patrons were merchants

and commission agents in a good way of business—men who
were too fully occupied with their aflFairs to go into society,

and who often needed " dowries " to help them to develop

their commercial undertakings. It was for this reason that

he had installed himself in the Eue d' Enghien, the centre

of an important mercantile district.

One curious piece of information which De Foy im-

parted, was that he found lady clients more plentiful in the

spring and gentlemen more numerous in the autumn. This

he accounted for by the circumstance that Easter was the

fashionable time for weddings, whence the predominance

of feminine candidates for matrimony at that season.

Women, he added, were more poetical than men and more

susceptible to the influences of springtide. On the other

hand his masculine clients were more numerous in the

autumn, because they were commercial men of methodical

habits, desirous of extending their businesses with the new

year. Accordingly, some time in October or November,

they would apply to him for the needful wife and dowry,
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and usually proved most anxious to get the negotiations

over as speedily as possible.

At the time I am referring to, De Foy was a fairly

conspicuous figure in la vie Paridenne, but, like many

another boulevardian celebrity, he vanished from the scene

soon after the beginning of the Franco-German war. Not

for good, however, for when peace was restored he turned

up smiling, as well he might, for, with all the fighting and

privation, so many husbands and wives had perished, that

the matrimonial profession now began to flourish as it had

never flourished before. In spite of his advanced age (he

was by this time quite seventy) " Hymen's ambassador," as

he delighted to call himself, was well to the fore, receiving

his clients every afternoon in the Rue d' Enghien, scattering

his wonderful advertisements broadcast, and displaying

the familiar blue swallow-tails here, there and everywhere.

A year or two later, however, Paris suddenly learned

that proceedings had been commenced against De Foy by

a young woman—one of his clients—who charged him

with having taken advantage of her weakness. It was a

scandalous afiair, and after protracted proceedings in which

M. Jules Favre acted as counsel for the plaintifi", the suit

was eventually compromised by De Foy on onerous con-

ditions. In the meantime he had been held up to such

scorn and derision by the press, that his once flourishing

business was quite wrecked. After advertising himself so

freely he longed to be forgotten, and from that time the

once familiar announcements ceased to appear in the boule-

vardian journals. The Rue d' Enghien establishment also

was given up, and its furniture sold ; and De Foy retired

to his villa at Suresnes where he died, generally forgotten, a

few years afterwards. It will be remembered that the

termination of a well-known matrimonial agent's career

in this country somewhat resembled that of M. de Foy.

Whatever truth there may have been in De Foy's
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assertion that he mainly carried on his operations among
the respectable commercial classes, it is certain that he had
a least a couple of very shady characters among his clients.

This was shown by a singular scandal which was brought

to light in the autumn of 1868, and became for a time the

chief topic of conversation on the boulevards. One morn-

ing the newspapers contained the stairtling announcement

of a drame terrible which on the previous evening had

been acted in the drawing-room of a wealthy lady of high

rank residing in the Eue Eoyale, at a stone's throw from

the Madeleine. A young man, it was stated, had forced his

way into the lady's presence, had demanded a considerable

sum of money of her, and on her refusal to comply with his

injunctions, had discharged a pistol full in her face. Griev-

ously wounded, she sought refuge behind the curtains and

in the corners of the apartment, but was struck by a second

bullet in the back. A third bullet was said to have pene-

trated a bookcase, and a fourth had been found lodged in

a side-table. The would-be assassin was seized by the

lady's servants after a desperate struggle, and handed over

to the police who duly lodged him in gaol.

A few days later it leaked out that the perpetrator

of this outrage was none other than the lady's brother,

that his name was Schumacher, and that he was a petty

clerk in one of the chief Paris banks. At the same time

it was urged by some newspaper scribes that, dastardly as

the young man's conduct might at the first glance seem,

it was in some measure excusable, inasmuch as his sister,

the lady of high rank, had, although rolling in wealth,

abandoned her parents to a position of utter destitution,

refusing to assist them with a single sou in spite of their

repeated appeals for relief. This was afterwards followed

by the announcement that an aged cab-driver named Jean

Schumacher, was suing Catherine, Marchioness of Orvault,

Countess of Guerry, Beauregard, and Maubreuil to compel
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her to provide for the support of himself and his wife, on the

plea that she as their daughter was legally liable to do so.

Boulevardian Paris thereupon realised that it was on

the eve of some queer revelations, and these duly followed,

when shortly afterwards the cabdriver's suit came on for

hearing before the Tribunal Civil. It was then clearly

shown that at fifteen years of age the Marchioness of

Orvault, at that time plain Catherine Schumacher, had

absconded from the paternal roof, in possession of no

other means than what her advocate, unconsciously

plagiarising Byron, was pleased to call "the fatal gift

of beauty." This gift she had well-known how to turn

to pecuniary account, for she had only fallen from the

paths of virtue to rise again, under the name of La
Bruyfere, to a prominent position in the demi-monde.

She had managed to acquire considerable wealth during

her career of vice, and, instead of scattering it to the

winds, like most women of her class, had hoarded it up
with great care until the approach of her fortieth year.

As her charms were then fast fading she resolved to

turn over a new leaf, and became desirous of attaining

to some sort of social position. This she conceived she

might most easily acquire by marriage, and with con-

siderable shrewdness she directed her attention to that

class of ruined nobles always so plentiful in Paris—men
who have sacrificed everything to self-indulgence, and
have only their more or less tarnished names left them
to traffic with. Having laid her views before M. de Foy,

she was introduced by him to the Marquis d'Orvault, the

sole-surviving representative of several of the most ancient

noble families of Brittany and La Vendee. He was, of

course, desperately poor, and had, moreover, already

attained the extremely ripe age of eighty-two. This,

however, though it might have been regarded as an

objection by many, was no impediment in the eyes of
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La Bruyere, who sought nothing from a husband save a

name which would serve to screen her disreputable past.

She did not seem to have been aware that this noble

marquis had, for his own part, an extremely shady record,

and that under his original name of Maubreuil he had

many years previously been notorious all over Europe.

Originally of royalist opinions, like all the members of his

family, a score of whom had perished on the revolutionary

scaffolds, he had fought among the Chouans during the

famous insurrection in La Vendue, but at the advent of

the empire, had joined the regular army, and won the

cross of the Legion of Honour by some deed of bravery

performed during the Peninsular war. At the fall of

Napoleon, however, he again changed his politics, and on

the very day when the Allies entered Paris he rode in

their wake with his cross of honour dangling by its red

ribbon from his horse's tail.

After the foregoing exhibition, it is said that Talley-

rand, deeming Maubreuil thoroughly unscrupulous, offered

him some mysterious mission, which the marquis subse-

quently asserted was to assassinate Napoleon L, and which

he promptly declined to undertake, murder not being in

his line. He was willing enough to steal, however, for,

when the Queen of Westphalia, wife of Jerome Bonaparte,

traversed the forest of Fontainebleau about this time on

her way to exile, the marquis, with a score of mounted

chasseurs, pounced down upon her, seized all her baggage,

and carried off as his own share of the booty a bag con-

taining three or four thousand gold louis, and a jewel-

case, in which were her majesty's diamonds valued at

five million francs. For this daring act of plunder he

was condemned to five years' imprisonment, his judges

abruptly silencing him when he asserted in his defence

that, in all he had done, he had simply obeyed the

Prince de Talleyrand's instructions.
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Escaping from prison, Maubreuil took refuge in

England, but returned to France early in 1827, when

lie seized upon some grand religious ceremony in memor}'

of Louis XVI. at the church of St. Denis as a favour-

able opportunity for again attracting attention. Charles

X. and his Court were present at this function, in the

midst of which the marquis—who, according to his own

account, was seized with an uncontrollable desire to

revenge himself on Talleyrand for not intervening to

shield him in the matter of the Westphalian diamonds

—

marched up to the spot where the arch-diplomatist was

standing, and struck him so violently in the face that

he fell sprawling on the flagstones. For this assault,

perpetrated under the very eyes of the king, and the

brutality of which was all the greater when Talleyrand's

physical infirmities are remembered, Maubreuil was again

sentenced to a term of five years' imprisonment, supple-

mented on this occasion by ten years' police surveillance.

From this time he passed out of peoples' minds and was

commonly supposed to be dead, no one recognising him

under the style and title of Marquis d'Orvault, which he

had assumed on the death of a relative. When introduced

to La Bruy^re he was ekeing out a miserable existence on

a paltry pension of a couple of thousand francs a year, ac-

corded to him by Napoleon IIL for services he had

rendered as a mouchard about Ijhe time of the coup d'etat.

Having no other means of bettering his position, he was

not averse to conferring the titles of countess and march-

ioness on the ex-courtesan, in return for a comfortable

home during his remaining years, and accordingly the pair

were speedily married, the contract drawn up for the oc-

casion reciting that the bride was possessed in her own
right of a fortune of over a million francs in real and per-

sonal property, besides furniture, apparel, jewels, carriages,

wines, &c., of the value of a third of a million in addition.
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This strangely assorted couple started housekeeping

in a sumptuously furnished flat in the Eue Eoyale, and

had half a dozen servants to wait on them and several

horses and carriages at their disposal. With all this the

marquis might well have been satisfied, but he had lost

none of his old predatory instincts and on discovering

among his bride's title-deeds and securities several unpaid

notes of hand which she had received from a young viscount,

one of her former admirers, Maubreuil at once instituted

proceedings in his wife's maiden name against the acceptor.

The move was a foolish one, for not only was the claim

annulled by the judges, by reason of the immoral nature

of the consideration, but some law-court reporters dis-

covered that Catherine Schumacher, the plaintiflF, was

also the Marchioness of Orvault, and that she had not

so long previously been Mademoiselle La Bruyere of the

demi-monde.

The full exposure came, however, when the marchioness's

parents sued her to provide for their support. The matter

was so much talked about that I went with two or three

friends to hear the proceedings, when—contrary to the

oftquoted advice of the first Napoleon—no end of dirty

linen was washed in public. This being a civil case,

there was no need for the D'Orvaults to attend in person,

and, to the great disappointment of many, the marchioness

was not present. As a matter of fact, however, the

woman, whom I knew by sight well enough,—a fat and

florid creature with an insipid expression and a huge red

chignon—had not suflBciently recovered from her injuries

to be able to leave her room. Still I perceived the old

marquis there, sitting beside his wife's advocate and

recognisable by his wrinkled, yellow cheeks, vulturine

features and scowling brow. Most of the facts which I

have already mentioned were brought out by the plaintiff's

counsel in establishing his case, and when the marchioness's
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advocate rose in his turn some more peculiar circumstances

came to light.

The idea of the Schumacher couple being in distress

was scouted by him as absurd ; the proceedings, he said,

had been instigated by the young viscount lately sued in

respect of his dishonoured acceptances, and the whole affair

was a revengeful attempt to levy black-mail on an unfor-

tunate woman, who had been driven from home by the ill-

treatment of her parents. Twenty years previously, said

the advocate, the Schumachers had been worth upwards

of 30,000 francs in cash, besides from 50,000 to 60,000

francs in land, and they had certainly not squandered this

fortune, since they were both of a most avaricious disposi-

tion. In proof of this it was stated that before Catherine

Schumacher absconded from home, her mother had been

wont to go every day to the Hotel des Invalides to buy

from the garfons there the refuse food of the old military

pensioners, by which means she managed to dine herself,

her husband, and her daughter, for the infinitesimal outlay

of four sous ! With her savings she had actually speculated

on the Bourse and in the interrogatories administered to

her she admitted having gained by this means, in the

course of six months, over three thousand francs.

Nevertheless, said the advocate, had the old couple

applied for assistance in a proper manner it would have

been accorded them, but they had preferred to write

threatening letters, in one of which the father declared

that if a certain sum of money were not forwarded to him

at once he should repair to his daughter's sumptuous apart-

ments with his driving whip and make her dance in pre-

sence of her lackeys. Shortly afterwards came the attempt

made by Schumacher Jils on his sister's life, an attempt

which the marchioness's advocate denounced as being the

more dastardly as his client had always interested herself

in the young man's welfare, and " by her intimacy with
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prominent officials," had obtained for him a situation at the

Comptoir d'Escompte at a salary of some three thousand

francs a year. In conclusion counsel maintained that his

client's parents had simply instituted proceedings for

pecuniary relief with a view to making a touching appeal

to the jury, when the brother, then awaiting his trial,

should appear before the assize court.

These remarks evidently influenced the judges, for

though they decided in favour of the plaintiffs, they limited

the allowance which the marchioness was to pay her

parents to the paltry sum of 600 francs a year, or about

8d. apiece per diem. As for Schumacher fls, he was

shortly afterwards convicted and sentenced to five years'

hard labour, and the ex-demi-mondaine, disfigured by her

brother's attempt on her life, and baulked in her scheme to

gain some kind of social position, then retired with her

husband into the provinces, whence, sometime during the

ensuing year (1869) there came news that the old scamp,

Maubreuil, was dead.

VOL. II.
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XXXV.

(1868-69).

IN BRITTANY AT A BRETON PARDON THE TRADE IN LOCKS

—HORSE A LA MODE.

A RESIDENCE at some mild seaside place having been pre-

scribed for my wife, who was in a delicate state of health,

I found that the coast of Brittany offered the most sheltered

spot within an eight hours' journey of Paris, and late ia the

summer of 1868 my family went to reside at St. Servan, a

Breton watering-place adjacent to St. Malo. The house I

rented there was known as " La Petite Amelia "—-a name
which perplexed and amused my English friends, some of

whom used jocularly to address their letters to me " chez

la petite Amelia," suggesting that I was residing with a

petite dame so-named. Adjoining was " La Grande

Amelia," a somewhat pretentious pavilion of red brick

which like my own house had been christened after the

Princess Amelia, George lll.'s favourite daughter, who,

according to the traditions of the place, once resided there.

Fanny Burney tells us much about the princess in her

" Diary " and Thackeray in his " Georges " speaks of her

as "pathetic for her beauty, her sweetness, her early

death, and the extreme passionate tenderness with which

her father loved her."

In addition to the tribe of English tourists who visited

St. Servan during the bathing season, I discovered to my
surprise that a regular British colony, attracted to the

place by its phenomenal cheapness, was permanently in-
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stalled there. Some of the settlers had come direct from

England on the favourable report of friends already living

in the town, but the majority had migrated from Jersey,

whither they had at first betaken themselves in search of

some favoured spot, where they might eke out their slender

incomes to the best advantage. St. Servan was, so to say,

the paradise of shabby gentility, and the English people

who had pitched their tents there, though of all sorts,

were in one and the same condition—that is, distressingly

poor.

In some of the larger houses in the outskirts of St. Servan

—old, granite-built pUes with extensive gardens and or-

chards, and formerly the summer residences of the descend-

ants of successful St. Malo corsairs—one found sundry scions

of the English nobility : courtesy lords in impecunious

circumstances under a cloud, or afflicted with an innu-

merable progeny. Irish landlords driven abroad, so they

said, by the fear of moonlighters, and in receipt of very

uncertain incomes, were also to be met with ; and I

remember coming across two or three lunatics belonging

to good families, whose relatives had preferred to ship

them across the channel instead of placing them in English

asylums. Fortunately they were of the so-called "harm-

less" variety, and life at St. Servan being a somewhat

dull affair, their occasional eccentricities, far from being

resented, were rather welcomed as a source of mild

amusement.

The great feature, however, of this English colony

was the number of its colonels. There were as many

colonels in those days at St. Servan as in the most

bellicose city of the United States, but with this difier-

ence, that they were bona-fide colonels who had smelt

powder and fought gallantly, and who now, in the

autumn of their lives, had merely their half-pay or their

pensions with which to provide for themselves, their wives,
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and their troops of marriageable daughters. The latter,

some of whom were rather good-looking, studied tactics

quite as fervently as ever their fathers had done, not in

view, however, of taking any town or fortress, but of cap-

turing one or other of the few eligible young Englishmen

that the colony comprised.

In addition to the courtesy lords, the Irish landowners,

the lunatics, the colonels, and their daughters, there was

a wonderful variety of decayed gentlemen and gentlewomen,

all struggling to keep up appearances, and intent upon

making one franc go as far as two. There was, I believe,

an English club where " the Times " and a few other papers

could be seen, and there was also an English church that

had once been a barn or a stable, I forget exactly which.

The clergyman was a worthy but eccentric old gentle-

man, kind-hearted, but miserably poor. Gifted with very

limited powers of elocution, he had a marked predilection

for preaching on the current topics of the day, a practice

which enabled him to supplement his own oratory by

extracts from the newspapers and the magazines.

My wife and children resided on and off at St. Servan

for several years, and during the siege of Paris whenever

a balloon letter from myself or my son Ernest, who was

living with me, reached my wife from the invested city,

the clergyman invariably begged the loan of it, and read

it aloud to his congregation in the course of his next

Sunday's sermon. Afterwards when I rejoined my family

while the siege was still in progress, he obtained from me
full particulars of my Paris adventures, and the condition

in which I had left the beleaguered city ; and ingeniously

retailed the information in the guise of a sermon, which

his congregation, eager for the latest news, certainly

listened to much more attentively than they were accus-

tomed to do to his ordinary discourses.

Some idea of the primitive way in which the services
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were conducted at the English church may be gathered

from the fact that in the winter evenings the congregation

was plunged in utter darkness, whilst a solitary candle

glimmered at the reading-desk. Whenever a hymn was
to be sung, some member of the congregation would march
with this candle up to the gallery where an amateur choir

gathered round a harmonium, and as soon as the singing

was over the flickering luminary was duly brought back
to the clergyman's desk.

Poor as were the English colonists of St. Servan, they

were in some respects extremely proud, bitterly resenting

all allusion to their poverty, and showing themselves

remarkably suspicious of all new arrivals, whom they

generally set down as being of the black sheep flock, to

which possibly not a few of themselves belonged. When-
ever a new resident arrived, the question whether he or

she ought to be visited was hotly debated ; the new
comer's personal appearance and probable means were

fully discussed, and every attempt was made to ascertain

his or her antecedents. I do not know whether it was

the uncharitableness of the colonists in this respect that

suggested to Mrs Annie Edwardes the title of her novel,

"Ought we to visit her?" but this lady certainly resided

for some time at St. Servan in the same house which I

afterwards occupied, and in another of her books, " Susan

Fielding," satirized in a lively style the society of the

place. Deep were the groans and frantic the protests

when the English colonists discovered how spitefully she

had portrayed them, and the poor old clergyman, in his

virtuous indignation, launched anathema after anathema

against her in his conversations with his flock.

I have mentioned that life at St. Servan was distress-

ingly dull. During the season there was of course the

bathing and the boating, but the only amusement provided

by the town for visitors, was a band which played on the
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Place de la Maine one eveaing a week until ten o'clock,

after which everybody went quietly home to bed. Market

mornings, at St. Servan furnished a certain amount of mild

excitement, for then early risers might see a perfect proces-

sion of mules and donkeys, conducted by Breton peasant

women in snow-white
^
caps and heavy sabots, and laden

with all kinds of country produce, streaming across the

Place de la Mairie. From habit, these mules and donkeys

marched in single file through the arched stone gateway

into the open area, there to be disembarrassed of their

burdens. The wives of the more thriving farmers brought

their produce in long, narrow, ricketty carts, after unloading

which they made their entry into the market, staggering

beneath burdens of fruit and vegetables that would have

broken the back of a brawny Irish porter. Women having

fowls and ducks to dispose of seated themselves in a row

with their merchandise (tied together by the legs), spread

out on the ground before them ; while those with butter

and eggs stood in long rows to invite inspection of their

produce from the buxom-looking bonnes, who, with great

market-baskets on their arms, struggled vigorously to efi'ect

a passage through the crowd.

On the opposite side of the area was the meat-market,

and as beef could only be bought there once a week, and

John Bull is unable to exist without a supply of this article

of necessity, the efforts of the crowd of servant-girls to

get served—now coaxing, now scolding the brawny Breton

butchers, now wrangling with each other for being served

out of turn—furnished a perfect study of Celtic female

character to the philosophic looker-on. But though people

sent their servants to the meat-market to carry off their

joints of beef and mutton almost by force, they did not

always confide to them the purchase of their fruit and

vegetables; and it was no uncommon thing to see a half-

pay Indian colonel home from Cawnpore or Lucknow, or
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an Irish landowner, driven from the Emerald Isle by the

receipt of a letter with a coffin depicted at the head of it,

and a hint about being "tumbled over," carrying home his

own grapes and greens. One has even seen a clergyman

of the Establishment, a temporary visitor to the place,

calmly walking down the principal street of the town with

a large basket of figs in one hand, and a salad, tied up in

his pocket-handkerchief, slung at the end of his walking-

stick, across his manly shoulder—so little of his habitual

pride was the bold Briton accustomed to retain in presence

of the primitive manners of the children of Armorica.

On market mornings the Place de la Mairie presented

somewhat the aspect of a fair. Travelling hawkers, coming

from miles around in their ramshackle old diligences,

rigged up temporary stalls, and tempted the servant-girls

returning home from market by displaying the brightest

of shawls, the gaudiest of handkerchiefs, and the cheapest

of jewelry, though, as a rule, your feminine Breton showed

no particular partiality for the last of these vanities. Give

her the cleanest and amplest of caps, a bright-coloured

shawl or handkerchief to fold across her breast, a black

serge petticoat and blue woollen stockings, and she will

not fret for brooches and earrings, unless perhaps to wear

them at grand mass on Sundays.

Having heard a good deal of the Breton " pardons " or

pilgrimages and been somewhat struck by a painting by

Jules Breton of one of these picturesque pageants, in a

recent Paris Salon, I availed myself, when at St. Servan, of

being within a few hours' railway ride of Guingamp to

witness its annual " pardon " in the summer of 1869. My
younger son Arthur accompanied me, and on our arrival in

the quaint old town we found its narrow, tortuous streets

crowded with pilgrims, many of whom had journeyed on

foot in their heavy wooden clogs long distances that needed

two or three days to get over. Others had trudged bare-
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footed like the pilgrims of old, but the bulk, more mindful

of their personal comfort, had come in third class carriages

from all parts of Brittany where the railway penetrated.

Many of them travelled in companies, an entire family

occasionally making the journey—the aged supported by

the more stalwart, and the mother carrying her new-born

chUd. Shipwrecked sailors too, in pursuance of a vow
made in time of imminent peril, came hither barefooted

and bareheaded from points of the coast where they had

been cast ashore, and a few highborn, devoutly-minded

Breton ladies generally accompanied these heterogeneous

bands.

Guiugamp was en fite. In the various open spaces

booths had been erected, at which by the side of all manner

of eatables a few useful and many useless articles were ex-

posed for sale ; with of course crucifixes, chaplets, charms,

and candles of aU dimensions, and an endless number of

pictures and images of Our Lady of Good Help, and of

saints especially dear to the Breton peasant. These saints,

by the way, are all of a homely sort. None of the miracles

they are credited with having performed are particularly

marvellous, which is perhaps to be accounted for by the

character of the peasantry who hold them in such reverence,

and who, lacking the ardent imaginations of the southern

races, are probably as simple-minded and superstitious as

any people in Europe.

The various aids to devotion were supplemented by

numerous shows, such as are usually found at a second-

rate French fair, and by all the incentives to gambling

which are tolerated by the French police, as well as by

some few, such as thimble-rigging, which are rigidly pro-

hibited. My friend John Augustus O'Shea, who was at

Guingamp for " the Standard," thought the gathering with

its chaplets and charms, its petty finery, and sugar-plums,

and its noisy cheap-jacks firing off their antiquated jokes,
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not unlike an Irish fair, only there was more than the

average quiet courting, and not so much as the semblance

of a fight.

The picturesque assemblage which the celebration of

the Guingamp "pardon" brought together presented many
points of interest. There was every variety of Breton type
in all the diversity of the Armorican costume, the men in

broad - brimmed hats— with velvet streamers fluttering

behind and their long matted hair falling over their

shoulders and down their backs—and large stand-up shirt

collars, short jackets trimmed with velvet, and more or less

embroidered waistcoats smothered with bright metal but-

tons, baggy knee-breeches and tightly-fitting leggings, em-

broidered leather belts, huge wooden sabots, and pilgrims'

staves. The women, too, in spite of their sallow com-

plexions, were not less interesting, decked out as they were

in the whitest and quaintest of caps, occasionally of the

richest lace and resembling the female head-dresses of the

time of the Plantagenets ; with bright-coloured bodices or

neckerchiefs, smart silk aprons and sober-tinted gowns.

Nowadays the old costumes peculiar to the province are

rarely seen ; the " devil's coach," as the Breton priests call

the railway, has carried the latest Paris fashions to the

remotest hamlets of Morbihan and Finistere ; while the

men, close-cropped and trousered during their enforced

term of military service, show no inclination to revert to

the long hair and baggy breeches of their fathers.

The more devout pilgrims betook themselves on their

arrival to the chapel of our Lady of Good Help, whose

statue surmounting the altar was magnificently robed for

the occasion. Some few made ofierings at her shrine, but

the majority contented themselves with burning candles

in her honour, while, kneeling peU-mell on the pavement

and jostled by the curious, they went through their ap-

pointed prayers. But not only was this little chapel
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crowded, the church itself, which was decorated from one

end to the other with banners and flowers and had all its

relics exposed, was packed even more thickly with kneeling

devotees. Many of the more weary ones on leaving the

church betook themselves to Duke Peter's quaint metal

fountain where a dozen old women with earthenware bowls

ofiered water to all comers, either to drink of or to lave

their faces, hands, and even feet in. When their ablutions

were over the more austere pilgrims contented themselves

with strolling abstractedly through the town until vespers

were about to commence, while others killed the interven-

ing time by gaping at the various shows, tippling in the

cider booths, or losing their sous and francs at one of the

many games of chance tempting them on every side.

When the church bells began tolling for vespers, crowds

of pilgrims provided with wax tapers struggled through

the streets to the entrance of the building, the . steps of

which were lined with cripples and beggars of a sturdy

type, got up to look as repulsive as possible. The church

was brilliantly lighted up and crowded in every part.

When the service was over the bells began to chime, and

then to toll a monotonous peal, while the houses in the

town were being illuminated. Shortly afterwards the

head of . the procession — comprising men and women
mingled indiscriminately, the half wild-looking Bas-Breton

alternating with some charming demoiselle attired in the

latest mode—descended the church steps, preceded by a

priest bearing a large cross ; and for a quarter of an hour

afterwards pilgrims with tall lighted tapers emerged from

the difii'erent doors, huddled so closely together, and tread-

ing, as it were, on each other's heels, that I dreaded every

minute to see some of the young girls' gauze kerchiefs or

streamers catch fire, and a human holocaust ensue.

Presently the ornamental portion of the procession

emerged on to the " Place," led off by some young and
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pretty girls robed in white and carrying the embroidered

banner of the Virgin ; then came more girls and banners,

followed by members of various female religious commun-
ities in the costumes of their orders. Several gilt statuettes

on handsome stands and gilt caskets containing yarious

relics were borne by and surrounded by priests. : Then

there came . the waxen figure of a dead child ^ wreathed

with lilies and lying on a purple cushion, and afterwards

banners innumerable, with models of old-fashioned men-of-

war, the votive offerings of grateful sailors to Our Lady of

Good Help, and finally more banners, and a body of priests

in rich vestments. The various detachments . of pilgrims

eventually joined, and the procession, composed by this

time of at least ten thousand people, nearly all of them

carrying tall lighted tapers, passed along the principal

street of the town, and then round the large triangular

Place, chanting all the while. Here three tall poles,

surrounded by banners in honour of the Virgin, and with

immense piles of faggots stacked at their base, had been

raised, and while the procession was moving round this

open space the faggots were set light to, speedily filling

the air with fiery sparks and throwing out such intense

heat, that pilgrims and spectators alike struggled to escape

from it. As I shortly afterwards returned to the hotel

for the night, this was the last that I saw of the Pardon

of Guingamp.

In the immediate neighbourhood of St. Servan there

were several places of more or less interest to strangers,

the chief of them being St. Malo, to which we used to be

ferried, across the harbour, by the raggedest of Breton boat-

men, compared to whom Callot's beggars in tatters might

be regarded as fairly well dressed. St. Malo offered a list-

1 This was symbolical of a chad of the town who had been consecrated at its birth to

Our Lady of Good Help, and who, on the occasion of the dilapidated house of its parents

falling down, was discovered among the ruins uninjured. In the 17th century, when this

affair happened, it was of course regarded as a miracle.
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less sort of attraction to the English colonists, with its

massive granite ramparts, its huge gateway towers, and

its fringe of rocky islets, on one of which is the tomb
of Chateaubriand, whose birthplace is now the principal

hotel of the town. Paramd, close to St. Malo, which some

enterprising financiers of the Paris " Figaro " subsequently

transformed into a bain-de-mer of the first water, was, at

the time I am referring to, little better than a sandy waste.

Eastwards of Param4 was Cancale, famous for its oyster-

beds, and a favourite excursion with us when these bivalves

were in season. Then there was Dinard just across the

Ranee, a little watering-place, which became fashionable

almost immediately after the Franco-German war, thanks

to the patronage of the Duke d'Audiffret-Pasquier, who
there sought to surpass M. de Morny's achievements at

Deauville. Apart from St. Malo, however, of all the

localities within easy access from St. Servan, the most

interesting, probably, was the antiquated little town of

Dinan, where a small English colony was established, and

the pleasantest way of reaching which was by steamboat

up the Ranee.

I remember on one of these excursions meeting a

couple of English spinsters—amiable examples of genteel

poverty—who were roaming over France in search of some

home of phenomenal cheapness where life might be eked

out on the slenderest of slender resources. They had been

driven from Tours years previously, consequent upon the

rise in prices through the influx of English residents, and

had found one place after another to which they had

resorted altogether too dear for them. Even the three

francs a-day apiece that they had been paying for board

and lodging at the St. Servan convent was thought by

them extravagant, and they were going to Dinan in the

forlorn hope of finding still more economical quarters.

One of them, I remember, pathetically remarked to me
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that she believed the mountainous districts of Auvergne

—

"which, owing to the rough style of accommodation there,

had not yet been overrun by the English—to be the only

part of France where it was still possible to live cheaply.

Some few weeks after the Guingamp " pardon " I wit-

nessed another Breton pilgrimage, which was altogether

of a humbler and more local character. I took the train

from St. Servan to Ploundrin, on the borders of Finistfere,

and in the cool of an autumn evening walked to the village

of Plou^gat-Moysan, within a mile of which I was told I

should find the chapel of St. Laurent-du-Pouldour, where
the pilgrims assembled. Unfortunately, although it was
early in August and the moon was near the full, the sky
was cloudy and the night almost pitch dark. In the

obscurity I found my way with the greatest difficulty, as,

independent of the darkness, not one of the few peasants

I came upon understood a word of French. When I at

length reached the village, however, it was all plain sailing,

as here I encountered several knots of peasants on their

way to the chapel, and followed in their wake.

I found St. Laurent-du-Pouldour surrounded by a little

cemetery, where a crowd of pilgrims and sightseers was
already assembled. By reason of the darkness many of them
were provided with tall lighted candles, the constant flit-

ting of which hither and thither in the obscurity gave a

weird aspect to the scene. Peasants from the neighbouring

villages mustered in force under the charge of their priests,

who were all arrayed in rich church vestments. The
majority of the pilgrims seemed crippled with rheumatism,

and crawled on their hands and knees along the pathway

leading to the chapel, on entering which they wriggled

through an opening beneath the altar, penetrating into-

what was supposed to be an oven, regarded as symbolical

of the baking which the Bretons assume the unfortunate

saint, to whom the chapel was dedicated, underwent at
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his martyrdom ; though the ecclesiastical historians con-

tend, I believe, that he was roasted alive upon a gigantic

gridiron.

After kissing the keystone of the supporting arch, the

pilgrims retired to give place to others who were im-

patiently waiting their turn. They then grovelled on

the ground before a statue of St. Lawrence, and, after

being divested by their fellows of all their clothing, were

helped into the basin of an adjacent fountain, where

they laved in a running stream of pretended curative

powers. After undergoing this ablution, which, from a

sanitary point of view, was certainly not superfluous, they

appealed to the saint in their Breton lingo to cure them

of the rheumatism that so sorely afflicted them.

Towards midnight some wrestling matches between

young fellows belonging to the neighbouring villages

came off in an adjacent field, lasting, I was told, until

morning. I did not, however, stay to witness them,

but hastened back to Plou^gat-Moysan to secure a bed.

The old woman who kept the single auberge in the

village vowed she had no accommodation, and the same

answer being given me at half-a-dozen cottages, the owners

of which, as I could see by the lights in the windows,

had not yet retired to rest, there was nothing to be

done except to return to the auberge, and pass the night

as best I could. Fortunately I encountered a Breton

sailor who was lodging there, and who professed to know
the port of London well. After putting me through an

examination in such few English words as he was

acquainted with, and questioning me about the Pool, the

Tower, the Monument, and London-bridge, he expressed

himself satisfied of my nationality, and insisted on my
being provided with the best accommodation the house

afibrded.

The only other person at the auberge besides this sailor
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was the man who repaired the departmental roads, all the

other inhabitants of the village being by this time in bed

and asleep. Ascertaining that the old dame had some

wine in her cellar, I ordered a bottle for the sailor and

his companion, and was afterwards shown to the best

bedroom in the house, a large and comfortable apartment

provided with two or three huge, antiquated bedsteads,

and as many carved wardrobes—the spoils no doubt from

some neighbouring dismantled chateau. Next morning I

breakfasted off new laid eggs, excellent bread and fresh

butter, with a large bowl of capital coffee and milk, for

which and my bed and the wine the old dame's entire

charge was under a couple of francs.

As Morlaix was less than twenty miles away I took

the train there, passing across a gigantic viaduct whence

one looked down upon even the tallest church-steeples

of the picturesque old town, whose quaint timber houses,

with their grotesque corbels and figures of saints in richly

carved niches, had a genuine old-world look, which the

picturesque antique costumes of their occupants materially

helped to emphasise.

On my way back to St. Servan I slept, I remember,

at Lamballe, and spent the evening at the hotel there

in company with an English colonel and a Breton count

who had been visiting an estate in Finistere belonging

to the latter, which the colonel had agreed to rent, solely

for the wolf-hunting which the neighbourhood afforded.

During some recent severe winter there had been great

havoc caused by wolves in several of the French depart-

ments. Not only had they carried off sheep wholesale,

but famished and ferocious animals penetrated into the

villages and attacked all who chauced to cross their path.

A rural postman going his rounds had to fight for his life

against one hungry wolf, and a railway porter on leaving

the station was set upon by another and dragged to the
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ground, and it was only a well-directed shot fired by the

stationmaster that prevented the animal from making a

meal of him.

WhUe the newspapers were chronicling instance after

instance of the wolves' daring and ferocity, a comic journal

thought the moment opportune for ajoke against the Society

for the Protection of Animals, which it was the fashion

to- chaff for not taking the lupine species under its foster-

ing care. The story ran that a peasant, armed with a

formidable club, had called on the secretary of the society

and put in a claim for the principal prize which it

offered. On being asked to explain himself, the man
stated that he had saved a wolf's life. " But when and

how did this happen ? " enquired the ofiicial. " The

day before yesterday," replied the man, " when the wolf

devoured my wife." The secretary reflected for a moment,

and then observed :
" My good fellow, your application

cannot be entertained as you were influenced by selfish

motives ; besides the fact of the wolf having rendered you

an important service ought of itself to be a sutiicient reward."

We all know that there are locks and locks, and I

may say at once that it is not of the patents of Chubb, Bra-

mah, or Hobbs, or of tumbler, safety, detector, or other

mechanical fastenings, that I am here about to speak.

I am more concerned with the hyacinthine locks alluded

to by Milton, and especially with those borrowed tresses

so greatly coveted by women as induces one to fancy that,

as with Samson, all their power lay in their hair.

It is well known that most of the false natural hair

which used to be so lavishly worn in the British isles

came from France, as with us only the canny Scots sold

their hair, the best red and flaxen varieties of which were

consigned to the Paris market. Brittany for ages past has

been noted for furnishing large supplies of human hair,

and Chateaubriand tells us that " ever since the Eoman
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conquest the Gallic women have always sold their blond

locks to deck brows less adorned. My Breton compatriots

still resign themselves to be clipped on certain fair days,

when they exchange the natural coverings of their heads

for an India handkerchief."

I chanced to alight on the above passage in a volume

of Chateaubriand's Memoirs which was lying about the

hotel at Combourg, where, during my wanderings about

Brittany, I found myself on the eve of the famous fair

called the Angevine, held as Chateaubriand mentions in

"the meadow of the lake." On strolling there I found

great preparations going on for the morrow's f^te. Carts

and waggons were being unloaded, canvas tents and little

booths were in course of erection ; children gambolled and

squalled, and caldrons, suspended over crackling wood

fires, were steaming and smoking. Among the objects

that were being unpacked and piled up pell-mell on all

sides, were no end of common household utensils, knives,

pottery, wooden shoes, felt hats, drapery goods, printed

cottons, religious trinkets, and cheap jewellery, but I

looked in vain for the showy cotton kerchiefs for which

the Breton girls bartered their fair and raven locks with

equal readiness.

Next day I visited the fair when it was most crowded,

and explored all the stalls in the meadow and by the

roadside, in vain search of those shearers of young girls'

tresses, respectiag whom I felt considerable curiosity. At

the wings of the spectacle, however, I noticed under a

wide-spreading walnut tree, and partially hidden behind

a large crockery stall as though the spot had been selected

from its affording a certain degree of privacy, a hooded

cart half-filled with packages. The owner, a little, square-

built, muscular man about forty years of age, seemingly

half-peasant, half-horse-dealer, was sitting on one of the

shafts close to a parcel of printed cotton |goods. One
VOL. II. T
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detected something of the rogue in the twinkle of his

insolent-looking eye, as, unfastening a small packet he

brought forth one by one half-a-dozen showy-looking

handkerchiefs, and expatiated on their particular beauties

to an old peasant woman in charge of a bare-footed young-

girl of twelve, whose " catiole " had been removed to

display the profusion of beautiful black hair which fell

in cascades to her waist.

As I approached the group the man suddenly became

silent, but I heard the woman say, " One handkerchief

is not enough for such a quantity of hair." The girl,

seeming to have no voice in the matter, contented herself

with covetously regarding the brilliant treasures displayed

before her. " My good soul," replied the dealer in a

coaxing tone, " I really can't give more, for I have already

as much black hair as I want. Only light hair now
fetches any price, still, I '11 not cry off the bargain. You
know where to find me when you have made up your

mind."

The old woman made no reply, but assisted the child

to do up her hair, rolling it chignon fashion inside her

loose catiole. The pair then walked away, but returned

a moment afterwards to accept the dealer's terms. He
at once set to work, and seated upon a three-legged stool,

gripped as it were his victim, whose hair hung down
between his knees. " Monsieur," cried she, as he pressed

his large shears close to her head, " you are hurting me,

pray, don't cut it all off; leave me one lock to fasten my
comb to."

The dealer, however, was deaf to this sort of entreaty,

and with a few snips of his large scissors cropped the

child's head almost close. As he rolled up the bunches

of hair and put them into a bag, the girl, raising her

hands to her head, felt instinctively for one moment for

her missing tresses, then hastened to conceal with her
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catiole the ravages which the dealer's shears had made.

This done, the old woman selected the gaudiest of the

half-dozen handkerchiefs, and hurried oflfwith her grand-

daughter into the crowd.

It used to be pretended that the young girls of Brittany

and Auvergne only sold their hair under pressure of dire

distress. Nothing is further from the truth. In Brittany

selling the hair is, as Chateaubriand mentions, as old as the

Roman invasion of Gaul, and while I was living there, it

used to be remarked that the custom ran in the blood.

The Breton style of coiffure certainly concealed the absence

of the customary tresses, but even if it had not, no one

would have thought any the worse of the poor shorn lamb.

The same practice prevailed too in some parts of the Bour-

bonnais. At Montlujon, for instance, betrothed girls

sold their hair with the consent of their future husbands

to provide themselves with the wedding trousseau, and

even well-to-do farmers' wives, in a spirit of prudence,

parted with their locks for a serviceable dress.

Breton hair being highly prized for its fineness,

—

arising from its being covered up by the peasants' large

caps during its most active period of growth, and from its

never having been curled and rarely combed—it was not

on f^te days alone that dealers displayed their tempting

wares and drove hard bargains with the hesitating fair.

All the year round pedlars, with packs of showy cotton

prints on their backs, tramped from village to village,

tempting the hundreds of girls they met on the highway,

tending pigs and cows, to part with their flaxen or raven

locks for glossy-looking red and yellow cotton handkerchiefs

worth about a franc each. In the towns the hairdressers

insinuated to young girls that they gave as much as twenty

francs a pound for long back hair. The average value of

a head of hair sur pied, that is, not as it stands but as it

grows, was, however, ten francs ; for the finest crop reaching
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far below the waist hardly ever weighed a pound and

commanded the coveted golden napoleon.

In Auvergne, which is quite out of the ordinary tourist's

line of route, the itinerant dealer in human hair was

accustomed to do business in a perfectly public fashion.

He made a point of arriving in the village on market day

or during the annual f^te, and might easily have been mis-

taken for the travelling dentist or quack doctor, who
extracts teeth or extols the healing quality of his drugs to

the gaping peasants assembled in the market-place. The

dealers' cabriolets and booths, surmounted by little tricolor

flags, were to be seen huddled together in the midst of the

egg and butter stalls, and grouped around them were peasant

girls and women in the company of their parents and hus-

bands, ready to sacrifice their locks to the highest bidder.

The hair-merchant would take his stand on a low platform

or wine cask turned on end, in front of a canvas booth,

and with his shirt sleeves rolled up to his shoulders invited

the women in a loud voice to step up and show their

hair.

One by one the girls mounted the platform or wine cask,

and throwing aside their caps loosened their tresses and

" Showered their rippling ringlets to the knee."

The hair-dealer at once made a rapid examination and

followed this by an offer ; and as soon as a bargain was

struck, the girl stepped inside the booth and in five minutes

the dealer's assistant cropped her close, when off she ran

amidst the laughter and jeers of the crowd, which, how-

ever, did not prevent the remainder of the girls in the

village from following her example.

It sometimes happened that the young men of the

place, who looked upon the hair-merchant with no kindly

eye, would commence assailing him before he had succeeded

in packing up his traps and decamping. Mud, stones.
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rotten eggs, and every kind of filth at hand would be

showered upon the hood of his shabby cabriolet ; but being

accustomed to this sort of thing, he was certain to be pro-

vided with an excellent horse, which soon placed him beyond

the reach of the enraged swains.

On returning to Paris later in the year, I sought out

one of the largest dealers in human hair, who obligingly

showed me over his establishment. The walls of the sale-

room were lined with shelves reaching from the floor to the

ceiling, and on these were piled chignons of all qualities,

and every shade of colour from raven black to the most

delicate blond. In an adjoining warehouse the raw material

was lying in heaps upon the floor, beside scores of young

women who were sorting and weighing out the chignons of

the future. The place in fact was redolent of hair. There

was hair in all the drawers, hair in cardboard boxes, hair

hanging from the ceiling and clinging to the walls, hair

upon the counters, upon the chairs, and in the very ink-

stand ; there was even hair in the air itself, moving about

as it were in clouds, which, when you agitated them, dis-

agreeably caressed you.

Most of the hair, I was told, reached the establishment

in large sacks, and was first of all subjected to a thorough

washing to remove aU grease and impurities, after which it

was placed in a bath of potash and then thoroughly dried.

The various tresses were next sorted roughly, according to

their length and shade ; then the principal locks of the

same tress which did not resemble each other closely in

shade were separated, and the upper ends of each tress were

equalized. After this a second and more careful sorting

took place, and the hair was thoroughly powdered with

flour. It then received a vigorous combing upon iron

carders of varying fineness. False tresses were eventually

formed by mixing together in certain proportions hair of

the same tint slightly varying in length. To arrange a
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grand chignon the spoils from the heads of no less than

thirty women often had to be employed.

The hair-dealer was careful to assure me that all the

Stories told about hair cut from dead bodies being worked

up into chignons, &c., were devoid of truth. "Hair thus

obtained," said he, "is too brittle to be curled or twisted

into proper form ; and as for ' gregarines,' these may exist

in Eussian chignons made from hair procured from the

dirty Mordwine and Burlake peasant women, but I never

heard a duly-authenticated instance of their being detected

in French chignons. Not a lock of Russian hair comes

to France except on Muscovite heads. We get, by way
of Marseilles, a large quantity of hair from Italy, chiefly

from Sicily, Naples, and the Papal States—you remember

about the young Eoman girl who sold her hair to buy the

pope a Zouave—and a moderate quantity from Austria,

Bohemia, Belgium, and Spain, across the frontiers ; but our

principal supplies are home ones, and chiefly come from

Brittany, Auvergne, Artois, and Normandy, and in a

less degree from Languedoc, Limousin, Poitou, and the

Bourbonnais."

The Breton hair, I was informed, was the most valuable

of all, for the reason already given ; Auvergnat hair was

said to be too coarse to be used alone, though it worked

up very well mixed with other kinds. Spanish hair, good

enough in itself, was too sombre to suit ordinary com-

plexions ; it was therefore requisite to soften it with hair

of a more delicate shade ; the same with the tow-like tint

of the Flemish hair, which had to be made more sunny-

looking by the addition of German hair of a richer blond.

In those luxurious days of the second empire chignons

were occasionally sold for as much as 1500 francs each,

but this was an exceptional price arising from the hair

being of a bright gold shade and nearly three and a haK
feet in length, and from its combining extreme fineness
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with considerable bulk, to secure all which necessitated

the chignon being carefully selected from an immense stock

of hair—several hundredweight in fact.

When golden-tinted hair was the rage in Paris, and

women, in despair of otherwise acquiring it, powdered

their heads with gold, I remember a hairdresser of the

Eue Vivienne exhibiting in his window a chignon formed

entirely of the finest gold thread, and priced at 1000

francs ; but whether he ever manufactured more than

this sample chignon, or persuaded a single fair one to

parade these veritable golden locks, I cannot say.

A popular delusion prevails in England that there is no

such thing as good beef in France, whereas I must confess

that it was in Paris that I first became cognisant of the

true delicacy of the "bifteck"and the "filet." But, un-

fortunately, although the primest beef and tolerably good

mutton were to be had in Paris, they were very dear,

and the constant rise in prices reduced almost to the

vanishing point the workman's allowance of flesh-food

for himself and family.

There being then no South American beef and New Zea-

land mutton to fall back upon, this circumstance led to

the establishment of " Boucheries de Viande de Cheval,"

the first of which that was started I visited on its open-

ing day. The new shop for the sale of horseflesh was on

the Boulevard d'ltalie, one of the poorest quarters of

Paris, and was easUy recognised, for surrounding it was

a crowd of some fifty or sixty people, most of them women,

and all more or less engaged in discussing the merits of

the new viande. On either side of the shop door hung

two large haunches of horse, looking anything but invit-

ing, and wanting that ruddy tone of colour which a good

joint of beef always presents. On marble slabs in front

of the shop, scraggy-looking ribs and purpley-red steaks

were displayed, while inside were portions of the buttock.
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some shinbones, and a heap of odds and ends, for the trade

had been brisk, and several animals had been disposed of.

The customers were nearly all of the very poorest

class, and it was amusing to see how they were beset

on leaving the shop by people outside ; how their purchases

were overhauled and minutely examined, turned over and

over, squeezed, sniffed at, balanced in the hand, and then

thrown back into the basket again by scores of people,

many of whom had come with an intention of buying, but

could not quite make up their minds. One exceedingly

brown-complexioned old lady, with a very showy cotton

handkerchief tied round her head, encouraged the hesitat-

ing ones, and showed them her own purchase. " Why, in

England," said she, " all the people eat it. What is their

'rosbif of which we hear so much? Horseflesh, to be

sure." A fastidious dame in a purple jacket vowed that

the very idea of the thing made her ill. This brought

forward the mistress of the establishment, a buxom dame,

who declared she had just made a hearty meal of it, and

found it uncommonly good. On my arrival, I certainly

observed madame and two or three others taking their

mid-day meal at the back of the shop, but it was omelette,

and not horse, that I saw them eating.

Although the customers were chiefly women, and of the

poorer class, among those who went in for steaks were one

or two well-dressed men above the rank of artisans, and a

couple of old soldiers of the first empire with a cluster of

war medals hanging to their blouses, and who had no

doubt eaten horseflesh joyfully enough on the retreat from

Moscow ; also some garfons from the neighbouring cheap

restaurants who came in for their " bifteks " by the dozen,

and, what pleased the crowd immensely, a butcher's boy

from an adjacent legitimate establishment, the master of

which was anxious to taste the new viande and judge for

himself. The price, so far as I could gather, ranged from
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about 5d. per pound for the prime parts, to about 2d. for the

inferior pieces. The number of persons served up to noon
was not far short of three hundred, but a large proportion

of them presented free tickets, which had been distri-

buted by the society organised to promote the introduc-

tion of horseflesh as an article of food throughout France.

The event was celebrated by a banquet in the evening

at Lemardelay's, in the Rue de Richelieu, at which about

a couple of hundred persons sat down to the doubtful

delicacy. The bill of fare comprised horse soup, sausages

of horseflesh, sirloin of horse garnished with potato balls,

horse d la mode, ragout of horse, roast filet of horse, and
salad dressed with horse oil—this last was almost white,

without smell, and sweet in flavour. The chair was occupied

by M. de Quatrefages, the distinguished French naturalist

and member of the Institute, who had numerous scientific

men for supporters. There was plenty of assumed enthusi-

asm, although but few of those present seemed to be par-

ticularly partial to the new viand, while it was evident that

several who had thoughtlessly joined the entertainment did

not stomach horseflesh at all. Still they drank the compli-

mentary toasts, and applauded the songs written for the

occasion in praise of the noble quadruped, not, however,

for its fleetness and docility, but for its newly-discovered

alimentary qualities. In less than a couple of years after-

wards dire necessity constrained the Parisians to test

these qualities rather more thoroughly than the majority

of them were at all desirous of doing.

At the present time there are, I hear, between two or

three hundred butchers' shops in Paris devoted to the sale

of horseflesh, and at these places some thirty thousand

horses, mules, and donkeys are disposed of every year.

That viande de cheval is appreciated by many persons is

evidenced by the fact that the prime parts command as

much as a franc per pound.
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XXXVI.

(1868.)

THE ITALIAN COLONY—ITINERANT MUSICIANS AND ARTISTS'

MODELS—THE BAL DU VIEUX CHENE—GANGS OF

PARIS THIEVES—HOTELS GARNIS—THE

CARRIERES D'aM^RIQUE.

When I resumed my night rambles through the Paris

slums in company with the two detectives, the elder one

suggested that we should commence the evening by visiting

the Italian colony in the Eue de St. Victor. We accord-

ingly drove there at once, and alighted at a house imme-

diately opposite the back of the Halle aux Vins. The

entrance to this place was through a most respectable

looking porte-cochere leading to a large courtyard, where

no fewer than seventy chambers were let out almost ex-

clusively to Italians, six to eight of whom occupied a

single small room, and paid in advance five francs per

head per month for this miserable accommodation. When
the room was furnished with straw mattresses on the floor,

the charge for each occupant was six sous a night. The

rate was the same for young children as for grown-up

people. We were informed that the proprietor of this

establishment had accumulated a large fortune by letting

lodgings at this rate, as his rooms were nearly always full.

The herd of people from all parts of Italy congregated

in this and two neighbouring establishments was upwards of

six hundred in number ; and how does the reader suppose

they got their living ? Not by work in the ordinary accep-
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tation of the term ; not by strolling about the streets beat-

ing tambourines or blowing bagpipes and begging sous of

unsympathetic passers-by—only a fraction of them lived

by these means. The large majority obtained their liveli-

hood by " posiag " as models to artists. It is well known
that painters of all nations have their studios in the French
capital, and that consequently a great demand exists for

living models, which these wandering Italian peasants

mainly supplied.

Just as we arrived, one weary party of musicians after

another, tired with roaming over Paris during the day,

made their appearance. They were all in the costume of

their country, and had either large harps swung at their

backs, or bagpipes slung over their shoulders, or tambour-

ines in their hands. Organ-grinders were extremely rare in

Paris. Most of these musicians were mere youths—many
of them were even little children, not more than four or five

years old. The same system then prevailed in France as is

practised in England with reference to the hiring of Italian

children from their parents, but not to anything like the

same extent. The sum paid by these "patrons," as they

are styled, ranged from fifty to a hundred francs a year for

each child, according to its age. On making enquiries of

several children as to the amount of their earnings, I found

that about a couple of francs a day was the utmost limit of

them. Practised lads, trading on their own account, con-

sidered they had had a good day when they earned as

much by eleven o'clock at night. They one and all said

that they preferred " posing " to artists, as the pay for this

was at the rate of a franc an hour, and the sitting usually

lasted for three hours, after which they had the rest of the

day to themselves.

As we had not come provided with a special order

from the prefecture of police, permission to inspect the

largest establishment was refused us, and we decided to
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visit the lodging-house in the rear, situated in a steep,

narrow, winding, villanous-looking turning a few doors

oflF. Slowly tramping up this wretched alley we encoun-

tered one or two other parties of tired itinerant musicians,

evidently only too glad that the weary day had come to

a close. The proprietor of the hotel garni we were

in quest of kept a wineshop, and as his fraternity all

like to be on good terms with the police, he consented to

show us over his establishment ; and with lighted candle

at once proceeded to lead the way up a narrow dirty stair-

case, reeking with foul smells in spite of the opening on

every landing to the small courtyard behind.

In the first room to which he conducted us was a

mother and four bright-eyed laughing little girls, all

sitting up for the head of the family, who, the landlord

informed us aside, had been a brigand for several years,

and had had to fly from Italy for his life, as the govern-

ment had set a price upon his head. On my suggesting

that his present absence at a rather unseasonable hour was

slightly suspicious, and that possibly he was following his

former calling somewhere in the suburbs of Paris, the

landlord shook his head. "No, no !

" said he ;
" he is the

most honest of all my lodgers
;
you may leave him in a

room with untold gold and he wouldn't touch a five-franc

piece of it. I have already trusted him two hundred

francs. Besides, the best proof that he is a good man
is that he 'poses' to all the artists in Paris for Jesus

Christ. He may be seen a dozen times or more in pictures

in the present Salon. You look out for him when you go

there—rather a melancholy sort of face ; reddish brown

hair and very neatly trimmed beard. When you see him

kneeling down with a great cross upon his shoulder, he

is the very image of our Saviour, I assure you." The

landlord added that nearly all the able-bodied men who
came to France ran away from their own country to escape
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being shot or hung as brigands, or to evade serving in the

army after having drawn an unlucky number. They usually

came, he said, by a sailing vessel from some Italian port

to Marseilles, and many of them tramped it up to Paris.

Very few, if any of them, went back to their own country,

unless they were sent there as vagrants by the French

police.

In the apartment we were in there were two mattresses

spread on the floor at opposite corners, on one of which

was a little baby, perfectly naked, save a slight covering

thrown over it, with a gold chain and a cross and heart-

shaped locket suspended round its neck. All the other

children had necklaces and long earrings, and the mother

was laden with jewelry acquired by her husband most

likely in the course of his profession. The room contained

a couple of chairs, but neither table, washstand, chest of

drawers, nor cupboard. It was lighted and ventilated by

merely a single window, which being closely fastened and

curtained over, rendered the air of the small apartment

positively stifling, and yet all the children had the look

of perfect health. Over the mantelpiece hung a valuable

gold watch, in all likelihood another souvenir of happy

iDrigand days, with numerous little pictures and images

of saints, a crucifix, and a few simple cooking utensils.

Around the room all kinds of rude musical instruments,

high-crowned hats, sheep-skin jackets, and other garments

were hanging.

In another chamber we found a couple of families

living ; two young and rather pretty sisters and their

husbands— big, black-bearded, ruflfianly-looking fellows,

whom at a glance you would have set down as brigands

—and found yourself mistaken ; for neither had followed

this amiable profession. They had four little children,

were better off than their neighbours as regarded furni-

ture, but vastly behind them in the matter of jewelry.
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probably because tlie husbands had not had the same

opportunities of overhauling jewel cases that did not belong

to them. Other rooms we visited were simply repetitions

of the preceding, with some unimportant variations.

On returning to the wineshop we noticed that not a

single Italian was drinking there, the company being

composed entirely of French workmen, with a sprinkling

of worse characters. One middle-aged, ragged-looking

Italian was smoking his pipe on the doorstep, and on

being appealed to by the landlord to give change for a

hundred-franc note, produced from his belt a leathern

bag, in which smaller bags were packed, containing coins

wrapped up in pieces of rag or paper. Several of these he

unfolded, and taking some napoleons from one, several

gold five-franc pieces from another, and some silver from

a third, carefully counted out the requisite change, and

then folding up the note, stowed it away in the particular

receptacle which he devoted to his paper-money, as though

not in the least afraid of exhibiting his wealth before such

doubtful company.

A drive of a few minutes now conducted us to the

Bal du Vieux Ch6ne in the narrowest part of the Eue

Moufietard, at that time possibly the most notorious

among entertainments of ill-repute in all Paris. It was

one of the first places a police agent visited to pick up

information respecting any great robbery, or to ascertain

the whereabouts of any well-known criminal : every night

one or more police agents frequented the Vieux Ch^ne

in disguise. The entertainment, it seems, had survived

the many social upheavings in Paris during the past two

hundred years, being as old as the street where it was

held, and to which it had imparted much of its own bad

reputation.

In front of the entrance to the ball, which was decorated

with tri-color flags and brilliantly lighted up, one found
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a considerable crowd collected, and kept in order by a

tolerable sprinkling of policemen. Six sous were charged

for admission, and you had to surrender your walking-

stick before you were permitted to enter. The dancing

room, a long, low, narrow apartment, was reeking with

garlic, and aflforded accommodation to about one hundred

couples. It was lighted by some fifty gas burners, and had
rows of tables and benches shut off by open barriers up
either side. Scantily draped heathen gods and goddesses

disported themselves on the walls. The male habitues of

the establishment comprised individuals of various con-

ditions, from weU-to-do skilled workmen and young clerks

in frock-coats and billycock hats, to labouring men in

blouses, and suspicious characters in garments of great

variety, usually so many disguises adopted in the hope of

eluding the vigilance of the police. Eespectability was in

a minority at the Vieux Ch6ne, and our guides pointed out

to us several notoriously bad characters known in slang

phraseology as "filous" who eased people in a crowd of their

watches and scarf pins ;
" tireurs " or pickpockets ;

" cam-
brioleurs" and " vauterniers," counterparts of London area

sneaks ; "grinches d la veille " and " carouhleurs," burglars

by means of centre-bits and skeleton keys ;
" honjouriers,"

who obtained access to apartments under false pretences

and carried off anything of value they happened to come
across ;

" papillouneurs," who robbed washerwomen's carts

;

and " roulottiers," who stole luggage off the roofs of cabs

and laid in wait to plunder vans.

The female portion of the company was of a mixed

order ; still none of them in the eyes of the police belonged

to the class which in England is styled "unfortunate."

They were almost exclusively shop-girls, workwomen, and

hlanchisseuses ; and one or two among them were some-

what coquettishly dressed in Swiss bodices and looped-up

skirts, and with towering chignons and even Alexandrine
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ringlets. One young girl who danced with a modesty

unusual among the habituSs of the Bal du Vieux Chdne,

was particularly noticeable for her slender, graceful figure,

her delicately cut features, and a grave, tender expression

of countenance. Her promotion to some dancing saloon in

a superior quarter of Paris was simply a matter of time,

and before long she was a nightly attendant at the Bal

Bullier, where, flinging her modesty to the winds, she was

ready to "lever la jamhe" with the most dexterous and

abandoned of her sex.

" There, in the midst of the villanous dancing-hall,

Leaning across the table, over the beer.

While the music maddened the whirling skirts of the ball.

As the midnight hour drew near

—

" There with the women, haggard, painted, and old

—

One fresh bud in a garland withered and stale

—

She, with her innocent voice and her clear eyes, told

Tale after shameless tale.

" my child, who wronged you first, and began

First the dance of death that you dance so well ?

Soul for soul : and I think the soul of a man
Shall answer for yours—in hell."

At the Vieux Chene most of the dancing was of the

boisterous, extravagant character common to the lowest

order of French balls ; arms and legs were flung about as

though the dancers were possessed, and during certain

flgures there were as many of the latter limbs, feminine as

well as masculine, level with the gaslights as rested on the

floor. To " lever la jamhe " was in fact the first accomplish-

ment which a dancer at the Vieux ChSne sought to acquire.

One among a party of Turcos in undress uniform, danced

the cancan in all its more vulgar details, while his partner,

a girl with a vicious, forbidding-looking face of a marked

Celtic type, responded to his indecencies with a calm
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audacity common only to the most abandoned of her sex.

The liquors most in request in the ball-room were hot wine

served in metal basins and a thin beer supplied in glasses

half-an-inch in thickness, which might have been thrown

against a stone wall without much danger of breaking.

No less than half-a-dozen gardes de Paris were posted

in the ball-room to preserve order, and a couple more were

in reserve in the passage leading to it, with others standing

at the entrance : nevertheless, serious disturbances were of

common occurrence. On this particular night, however,

we witnessed nothing more alarming than the tearing of a

working man's blouse to tatters and the extraction of a few

locks of his hair by a female friend smarting with jealousy,

and the flooring of a man by the heavy hoof of some agUe

cannibal who had first tried to bite a piece out of his

friend's cheek. From the Bal du Vieux ChSne we drove along

the Kue Mouffetard, through the Eues Descartes and de la

Montague de Sainte-Genevieve, where what are called the

"good " poor of Paris herd together, into the Place Maubert.

On the way there we sounded our guides as to the

thieves' private haunts—the low cabarets or cellars where,

as we had so often read, crimiaals met to plan their more

desperate enterprises. The Vieux Chdne was obviously too

public for a place of rendezvous. The agents replied that

no such haunts as we imagined now existed. All the Paris

cabarets, even those in the most retired places, were under

such close surveillance, they said, that the character of the

guests was always known to the officer on the beat. A
cabaret or cafe harbouring bad characters would be instantly

closed, which was the reason why particular gangs of thieves

could not hold together in Paris for any length of time.

Both of the agents said they remembered a gang known

as the Band of the Cafe of the Nineteenth Century, the name

of a cafe the fellows were in the habit of frequenting. The

members of this gang, nineteen in number, were an)i;hing

VOL. II. u
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but desperadoes. Their mode of business was to sneak

into apartments by means of false keys during the absence

of the lawful tenants, and walk away with any portable

articles of value that came to hand. They were all young

fellows of twenty to five-and-twenty years of age, and at

the time of their conviction about a hundred robberies

were proved against them. The police captured the whole

gang at one swoop.

"A remarkable gang of thieves, whose names were

always on the books of the prefecture," observed the elder

police agent, " was composed of a family of Jews, and went

by the name of Nathan's band. Nathan had been impris-

oned for theft when a child, before the time of Napoleon I.

;

and it was in the reign of the present emperor that he

underwent his last punishment, when he was seventy years

old. He and his wife, with six daughters and their hus-

bands (for they were all married), had suffered 209 years

of imprisonment among them at the time old Nathan was

last sentenced. They were all thieves, and Nathan carried

on the trade of receiver as well." This story reminded the

narrator's companion of another criminal old gentleman,

whose career, however, was a far luckier one. When he

was caught the gendarme compassionately said to him,
" You unfortunate old man, what could have induced you

at your time of life
"—he was seventy-one—" to risk ending

your days in prison ? " " Not so unfortunate, my brigadier,

as you seem to think," replied the hoary rascal ;
" I 've been

a thief, man and boy, for sixty-one years, and this is the

first time a ' marchand de lacets' [slang for gendarme]

has ever had me in his clutches."

Mention was next made of a notorious gang of thieves

captured in the neighbourhood of the Barrifere de Fontaine-

bleau, where we had been the other evening. The members

used to frequent one of the low cabarets near there, and

the police soon had their eyes upon them, "Well, one
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day," said the younger agent, " a number of us disguised

ourselves as masons, and went to the cabaret to drink

;

and after jingling our money about in our pockets, threw

ourselves on the benches and pretended to fall fast asleep.

The bait took ; they robbed every man of us ; whereupon we
jumped up and carried them off—there were eight of them
—to the nearest police post. When the particulars became
known at the prefecture, orders were given that no similar

' plant ' was to be made in future. The chef said it was
nothing more nor less than an enticement to commit crime.

" When we suspect that a caf^ or cabaret is frequented

by bad characters," continued the agent, " one or more

policemen in plain clothes, and not known in the quarter,

are set to watch it, and it is their duty to foUow the more

suspicious characters about until they go to bed, when they

leave them for the night. As thieves are ordinarily late

risers the agent is always waiting for his man before he is

stirring in the morning. In this way he follows him about

early and late until he detects him attempting to commit

a robbery. No sooner has he secured him than he sets to

work to find out all he can about his most intimate associ-

ates, and mentioning their names gives his prisoner to

understand that it was they who put the police on his

track. As a natural result, the man, highly indignant at

the supposed treachery of his accomplices, tells the agent

all he knows to their disadvantage, and in due course they

are also lodged in prison."

" Many of the more incorrigible rogues," chimed in the

younger detective, " seem to plume themselves on the

amusing impudence with which they confront the judge.

They will address him familiarly as 'ma vieille,' crack

their little jokes unconcernedly and blandly wish him ' au

revoir
!

' after receiving the sentences they are certain to

disapprove of. The other day I heard a notorious thief

coolly say to the presiding magistrate, in answer to the usual
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question respecting his name and age :
' Why, monsieur le

president, you seem to have forgotten me although you

have seen me at least seven or eight times before. Don't

you recognise me again ?
'

' No/ replied the judge sternly.

' Ah, well, I 'm not surprised/ exclaimed the prisoner with

the blandest of smUes, ' for I 've noticed that since I have

taken to wearing a beard very few of my friends ^do

recognize me readily/
"

By this time our driver had reached the ill-favoured

Place Maubert, abounding in low wineshops, and close at

hand ia the Eue des Anglais was P^re Lunette's cabaret, a

notorious drinking den. Presently our guides drew our

attention to some abject-looking wretches who were raking

the open kennels in the narrow side streets with sticks,

for bits of old metal and stray sous. " These men are

known as ' ravageurs,' " said they, " and at this hour all

the night-birds of Paris are to be met with on the wing."

Owing to the strictness of the Paris police in appre-

hending vagrants caught sleeping at night-time out of

doors, hundreds of poor wretches without the means of

procuriag a bed were in the habit of walking about Paris

all night long, hardly daring to stop to rest for a single

moment. On they crawled, and I daresay stiU do, night

after night, in spite of the wind and cold, but rarely in spite of

the rain. In wet weather they gave themselves up in shoals,

and the dep6t at the prefecture was crowded with vagrants.

Their habit was to take their rest in the daytime, at certain

cremeries where, after spending a couple of sous for a

cup of coffee, they were allowed to sleep with their heads

on the tables for a limited time. If the two sous were
lacking, they slept as best they could stretched at full

length on the seats in the outer boulevards.

We had now reached an hdtel garni, up one of those

foul, murky, narrow streets which one can almost stride

across, that communicate with the Place Maubert. There
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was a dim lamp above the low entrance, insufficient to light

the dark and dirty passage, and if possible darker and
dirtier staircase. The proprietor, at a word from the

agents, showed us into several rooms, in most of which
there were as many as eight beds, with no kind of screen

between them, and no extra accommodation beyond a rush-

bottom chair. Each bed had a couple of occupants, and
the charge per night was from six to eight sous.

On returning to the street again we found four or five

abject-looking beings hanging about the entrance of the

dirty lodging-house, one of whom volunteered to take us to

some hdtels garnis of a much lower description than the one

we had just inspected. We followed our new guide on foot,

accompanied by the police agents, to the Eue du Jour at

the back of the church of St. Eustache. Here he halted

opposite No. 11, a tall, narrow, dingy-looking, old-fashioned

stone house, with only a couple of windows on each floor

in front, and tugged at the bell until the door was opened,

when I and my friend entered with him, the two police

agents, who thought we should get on better without them,

remaining outside.

The three of us asked for beds, but the proprietor told

me and my friend that we were too clean for the place.

We thereupon paid eight sous for a bed for the tramp, and

accompanied him to his room, a dirty, dilapidated-looking

chamber, with six beds on the floor, in several of which

three persons were sleeping. Upstairs, that is to say, up a

small step-ladder there were three more beds on a wide

shelf at the end of the same room. The proprietor

crowded each bed with three persons when the exigencies

of the establishment were extreme ; commonly, however,

the smaller beds had only two occupants. About the

bedding and the atmosphere of all the rooms it would be

impossible to speak truly and pleasantly. The staircase

itself was dreadfully narrow, and in the long and foul-.
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smelling passages on the landings two people meeting

could not possibly pass each other. The internal arrange-

ments of the house had been sacrificed to obtaia the utmost

possible amount of space for sleeping purposes. On the

contracted landings little cabiuets had been constructed,

each just large enough to hold a very small bed.

These dens with no windows, but lighted by a square

or two of glass above the doorway, were let out by the

month at from ten to fifteen francs. The half or the third

of a bed, whichever chanced to be allotted, was charged

eight sous the first night and six sous the nights following.

This amount, paid of course in advance, entitled a person to

sleep from four o'clock in the afternoon until six the follow-

ing morning, when he was turned out. " Upstairs " sleepers

were charged rather less. In accordance with the custom

of these establishments, everybody slept perfectly naked,

his clothes being rolled up and placed beneath the mattress

at the head of the bed, to guard against their being carried

off by some alert and unusually early bird. In this par-

ticular hdtel garni there were one hundred and fifty beds
;

and upwards of three hundred people slept there every night.

These details were obtained from the tramp ; who, when
he was in doubt himself, made no scruple about waking

the person nearest to him, to obtain the required informa-

tion. Strange to say, no one complained, but I believe

this was because it was thought I and my friend were a

couple of government inspectors.

The tramp, whom we carried off with us, conducted

us to other hdtels garnis and finally to an " Hotel Module,"

the entrance to which was through a heavy porte-cochere,

with boldly carved cherubim ornamenting the panels. Here
twelve sous were charged, but there was no perceptible

difference in the accommodation, beyond a sink on each

floor, with water laid on for washing, and a smaU square

of looking-glass let into the wall. Most of the occupants
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of the beds were asleep, as it was now past one o'clock, but

our guide woke them up without the slightest hesitation

whenever he found it necessary to procure any information

from them. They proved, however, the reverse of communi-

cative. It is not improbable that they were annoyed at

being disturbed ; or perhaps the payment of twelve sous

for a lodging rendered them independent ; anyway, to the

inquiries addressed to them they responded with, " Who
are you ? what do you want ? decarrez [slang for ' be

off '] ou, je te jlanquerai une volUe " ; and with these

words one fellow sprang out of bed, naked as he was bom

;

others speedily followed his example, whereupon we beat

a hasty retreat, taking good care to lock the door after us

on the outside.

The " Pall Mall Gazette " published at the time rather

a long description which I wrote of several of these hdtels

garnis, wherein certain abominations were hinted at. The

Paris " Figaro " translated and printed some extracts from

this article without acknowledging their source, where-

upon the French authorities applied to M. Villemessant for

particulars, and he referred them to me. They wished to

satisfy themselves that the statements were authentic, and

also to be furnished with precise information enabling the

police to identify beyond all doubt the various estabhsh-

ments alluded to. This I supplied them with, and one or two

of the more objectionable hdtels garnis were forthwith closed.

After giving a few francs to the tramp, and commend-

ing him to such repose as he might be able to secure in his

share of the bed last allotted to him, we rejoined the police

agents, who were waiting with the cab at the end of the

narrow street. On our suggesting that we should drive

forthwith to the notorious Carrieres d'Amdrique—the great

resort of thieves cleaned out of their last sou, and having

no more attractive engagement for the evening they were

reduced to spend there, and of vagrants lacking the where-
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withal to procure a night's lodging—the two police agents

started a dozen difficulties, saying first of all that the

cab horse was knocked up and could not go the dis-

tance ; then that it would be daybreak before we arrived

there, and we should find every one gone ; next, that as

the weather was rather mild, the chances were that nobody

would go to the quarries on siich a night :
" They only go

there for the warmth from the kUns," said they ; "on a

night like this they will occupy themselves by promenad-

ing about the Bois de Boulogne." Finally they let out

that the expedition would be attended with too much
danger, as some of the ruffians there would be certain to

recognise them, and that being only four the chances were

we should be overpowered and possibly murdered.

The police, they said, never ventured to the Carriferes

excepting in a body of not less than forty strong, and even

then they approached the place warily with drawn swords.

This information was certainly disheartening, nevertheless

we did our utmost to remove the scruples of our guides, as

we were bent upon going through with the night's pro-

gramme ; but although we satisfied them that we were pro-

vided with a loaded revolver, all was of no avail, so parting

company with the two police agents, my friend and I, un-

deterred by what they had told us, determined upon making
the risky excursion by ourselves.

After having decided upon proceeding to the Carrieres

d'Am^rique, it became necessary to ascertain whether our

driver was willing not only to take us that distance, but

likewise to venture into such an out-of-the-way and dan-

gerous locality at such an unseasonable hour of the night.

As it happened, our provincial cocker had never heard of

the Carriferes, and consequently was not daunted by their

evil reputation.

The streets were by this time almost entirely deserted
;

every now and then we came upon sergents-de-vUle invari-
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ably walking in pairs ; late roysterers being conducted

home by some " guardian angel " ; solitary pedestrians

walking for security in the middle of the road ; and the

lights of the chiffonniers dancing before us like the lights

of ships at sea. We crossed the boulevards and found

them equally deserted, save that one solitary carriage con-

taining some grande dame in tulle and diamonds, stealing

a few momentary winks of sleep, flashed suddenly past.

We passed over the Canal St. Martin, up the Eue Faubourg

du Temple, across the Boulevard de I'Exterieur, and pro-

ceeded to ascend the steep incline of La CourtiUe. So far

we felt satisfied that we were in the right road ; but where

to turn oflf, as we knew we ought to do, we were in doubt.

Just then we overtook a couple of sergents-de-ville,

and ordered the driver to pull up and make inquiries.

" Carrieres d'Am^rique ? " they repeated to one another,

and stared at us ; but, with the imperturbation of French

poHcemen, they asked no questions, and after having

directed us, muttered something about " deux fous Ang-
lais "as we disappeared. We passed the mairie and the

church of BelleviUe, and on arriving at an open space

encompassed by arcades of lime trees, turned sharply off" to

the left ; and after some minutes' drive along a dark, steep,

desolate road, which put our driver in a remarkably bad

humour, came to the dark, narrow turning which led to

the Carrieres d'Am^rique.

We stopped the cab and alighted, bidding the driver

await our return. He grumbled, but we took no notice of

that, and so he composed himself for a nap as we advanced

up the dark lane. We were careful to keep to the middle

of the road to guard against any sudden attack, which might

have been easUy made from behind the broken bits of waU,

the jutting masses of earth, and the rude irregular fences

on either side. At last in the dim light we caught sight

of some empty waggons drawn up on one side of the road,
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and saw before us the light of a blazing fire. "We -were

now sure that we were on the right road. As we advanced

the ground on either hand became more hilly and desolate-

looking, rising higher and higher, until at last we found

ourselves encompassed by a series of steep mounds with

clusters of bushes and stunted trees cutting here and there

against the heavy grey sky.

On our left we noticed a long winding flight of rude

steps, hewn out of the soft stone, evidently leading to the

tops of the kilns, the fires from which we had already

remarked, and after a moment's hesitation we decided upon

ascending them. On reaching the summit we found our-

selves in the midst of a large desolate tract of broken

ground, with several long open sheds at some distance in

front of us. The wind was blowing chill and a drizzling

rain began to fall. We were irresolute in which direction

to proceed, as all looked black as pitch beneath the roofs

of the sheds, and if any of the miserable wretches whom we

knew to be at hand should attack us on our entering the latter

retreat would be difficult over such rough ground, with its

innumerable pit-holes. Whilst we were deliberating, three

figures issued from out the darkness, and two of them,

appeared to descend the steep hill towards the road by
which we had entered. The third advanced slowly over

the intervening broken ground, but suddenly branched off

in the same direction as that taken by his companions,

which gave us some concern, as it looked as if they intended

taking us in the rear.

We therefore moved forward, and as soon as we were

within hearing of the last of these men, hailed him. On
coming up with him I enquired if there were many at the

Carriferes that night. " No," he replied, " only about thirty

or so." These, he said, were at the kilns, and most of

them, including a couple of women and a child, were

asleep, but there were some men sitting up playing cards.
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On asking if there was anyone at the quarries themselves, he
told me there was not, and added, " We only go there, you
know, to hide from the police when they chase us." This

admission indicated that our new acquaintance was an
habitue of the place, but on subsequently sounding him as

to the calling he followed, he represented himself to be a
house-painter a week out of work. The men who came
from the sheds with him a few minutes ago were, he said,

regular tramps, and had gone off to the Halles in search of

a job. Finding that we were perfect strangers to the

Carri^res, and no doubt anticipating a liberal tip, he volun-

teered to guide us over them ; and as neither I nor my
friend saw anything in him to be afraid of, we readily

accepted his offer.

During the foregoing conversation I had taken " stock
"

of our man, so far as the dim light admitted of this. I

saw at once by his torn clothes, and general manner, that

he was no house-painter a week out of work ; stiU there was
nothing of the cut-throat about his appearance, and we
thought we might venture to put ourselves under his

guidance
; particularly, too, if what he said was true, that

women with little children trusted themselves at night-time

in the Carridres.

We followed him into the first shed. True enough,

lying on the bare ground round the top of the burning kiln

were half-a-dozen ragged and shoeless men, a couple of

pale-faced, scantily-clad women, and a chubby-looking little

girl, all seemingly fast asleep. A little distance from them

crouched an old man, his face brightly lighted up by the

reflection from the kilns, seemingly making calculations on

his fingers as he muttered absently to himself ; whde up in

a corner, sheltered behind a pile of bricks, were two ill-

looking, bare-footed blackguards, playing piquet with a

pack of dirty cards, by the light of a candle stuck in the

ground, with two or three others looking eagerly on. All
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the party were smoking short black pipes, and the majority-

seemed to be in an advanced stage of intoxication. One or

two of them exchanged a few words with our cicerone,

but took no notice of me or my friend beyond eyeing us

with a confused expression of surprise.

Our guide next conducted us to the top of the cement

kilns, three of which were burning furiously. The heat

was too fierce, and the fumes far too noxious for us to

remain close to them for any length of time ; and we
noticed that the half-score dirty, ragged, wan-looking

wretches who were sleeping near them also kept at a

safe distance. " Many a man has been suff'ocated by going

to sleep too close to them," observed our guide. " I once

saw a fellow carried off to the Morgue from here. He was

so wet and cold when he came in that he would lie down
near the edge, though every one cautioned him of the

danger. By-and-by we all dropped ofi" to sleep, and he

with the rest of us ; and when we began to turn out in the

morning, before the workmen arrived, we found the poor

devil had ' lost his taste for bread '—had ' broken his pipe

in fact,' and required to be ' dressed in deal
'

;
" expressive

slang phrases, signifying that he was dead and ready for

his coffin.

Among the miserable-looking beings here asleep was
one little fellow with an accordion for his pillow, not

because it added to the comfort of his repose, but to secure

himself from being robbed of it before morning broke.

Another individual had a worn-out pair of shoes under his

head, evidently for the same reason ; although they were

certainly not worth carrying away. Our guide told us that

all who brought food with them to the quarries invariably

stored it away in that capital lock-up cupboard, their

stomach, before going to sleep, otherwise they would have

been plundered of it before morning broke. " Quite recently,"

said he, "a gang of fellows brought a whole sheep here,
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W'hich they had stolen, and skinned, jointed, cooked, and ate

up every scrap of it before indulging in their much needed

forty winks."

We further learnt from our guide that a noted band of

thieves, all belonging to the family Eomanichel, were fre-

quent visitors to the Carriferes. They kept themselves as

much as possible aloof from every one else, he said, and

apparently came to the quarries more with a view of

picking up information from such thieves as they might

chance to meet there than for any other purpose. He told us

too that gangs of fellows would often hang about the entrance

to the Carri^res on dark evenings and rob any workman
employed there who was imprudent enough to sally forth

alone. All this seemed scarcely the kind of knowledge

likely to be picked up by the honest working man, and yet

it apparently never occurred to our guide that it might lead

to our suspecting the truth of the description he had given

of himself—a house-painter a week out of work.

We followed our guide down a steep bank to the kiln

fires, which were burning furiously ; the crisp dry wood
cracking and blazing, and sending up clouds of thick white

smoke in the dark still night. Lying in front of them, in

the open air and out in the drizzling rain, was a black-

bearded man rolled up in a dirty horse-cloth. He looked

up as we approached, and, in reply to some observations I

made respecting his uncomfortable couch, informed me that

he was obliged to remain there to look after the fires,

which had to be kept burning all through the night. He
was one of the workmen belonging to the quarries, charged

with this special duty, and was in no wise connected with

the tribe of vagrants who journey for miles to snatch a

night's repose on the brink of these noxious kilns.

Our guide next led us into a kind of gorge overgrown

with shrubs and acacia trees. Gradually the channel

became narrower, the sides steeper, the shrubs thicker, and
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the road made a sudden descent. The next minute we
were in front of the arched entrance to a dark tunnel over-

hung with dense clusters of tall, slender trees. After

striking a light, we penetrated some little distance into this

subterranean gallery, burning lucifer-matches as we ad-

vanced ; but, as there was nothing remarkable to be seen in

it, we were content to take our guide's description of its great

extent and its numerous branches. He said that when the

police made a raid, as they periodically did at night-time,

they first planted a cordon round the quarries, and next

seized everybody they could catch within its circuit. It

was then that the more experienced habitues made for this

tunnel and secreted themselves in one or other of its many
galleries until aU danger of arrest had passed away. It

was only on rare occasions, our guide said, that the police

ventured to explore these subterranean passages, as a con-

siderable number of men with lighted torches was requisite

for this duty ; moreover, they never thought it worth

while to leave a guard to watch the entrance, as the

chances were the men they wished to capture would sneak

out at meal times with the regular workmen, and so escape.

The men frequenting the quarries, when surprised by
the police, very rarely ventured upon resistance ; still, on
one occasion prior to my visit, some desperate ruffians, who
knew what their fate would be if they were captured,

seized hold of the first police agents who darted upon them
and tried, but failed, to fling them into the burning fur-

naces, as a notorious desperado had succeeded in doing

with a sergeant of police a few years before, when the only

traces discovered of the victim were the buttons of his

uniform and the nails of his boots. The police, after

scouring the quarries, marched their prisoners to the post
at La Villette, about a mile and a half distant, where they
were searched, usually without finding a sou upon nine-

tenths of them.
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Some time afterwards I learnt at the prefecture that at

a recent descent on the Carriferes made by the police sixty-

two prisoners were captured, the eldest of whom, sixty-

eight years of age and almost totally blind, was known to

have been a steady workman for fifty years untU he lost

his sight ; the youngest was a boy of ten who had been

turned adrift by an unnatural mother. Among these sixty-

two persons were an optician, a watchmaker, a printer, a

florist, and a public letter writer, besides members of all

the more common trades. One man had been a valet, and

on being asked how he became reduced to the ragged,

famished state in which he was found, replied that he had

lost aU his savings by the bankruptcy of an individual

to whom he had entrusted them, and had afterwards lost

his place through the death of his master, ever since which

he had been unable to obtain another. He sold his

clothes to live upon the proceeds and pay his rent, and

when clothes and money were alike gone his landlord turned

him out of doors. He thereupon went to the Carriferes to

sleep, and lying on the bare ground soon wore out the

clothes he had on, and thus he was reduced to the miserable

plight in which he had been found. Among the party

captured was a man who claimed to be a French viscount.

When asked what trade or profession he followed, he

replied that he shelled walnuts for the market people.

Another individual said he had been a banker, and had lost

his all in speculating in Mexican bonds.
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XXXVII.

(1869.)

BOULEVAEDIAN JOURNALISTS AND BOULEVARD REMINISCENCES

—SOME PARIS ARTISTS.

My position in Paris as correspondent of the " Illustrated

London News " brought me into occasional contact with

several prominent French journalists, and as in these days

very few of the boulevardian scribes thought it necessary

to assert their patriotism by incessantly attacking perfidi-

ous Albion, the intercourse was generally of a cordial

character.

The most remarkable French pressman of the time that I

am writing of was certainly Emile de Girardin, who prided

J
himself, and with some show of reason, on having a fresh

idea every day, not necessarily a good one, but at least

something novel and whimsical that should supply a

subject of conversation in clubs, cafds, and salons. When I

first saw Girardin he was about sixty years of age and
in the prime of his talent and influence. With his clean

shaven face and eyeglass, he was not unlike Mr Joseph

Chamberlain, except that a napoleonic lock of hair invari-

ably dangled over his forehead, and that he had a marked
partiality for extravagant neckties and nut-brown overcoats.

An illegitimate son of General Count Alexandre de Girardin,

he had fought his way to the front by the sheer force of

talent, and had acquired a handsome fortune ; less, how-
ever, by newspaper enterprise than by stock exchange
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speculation, though in this his press connection had greatly

assisted him.

To Grirardin belongs the credit of having established a

cheap daily press in France. Until 1836 the cheapest of

the French dailies cost twenty and five-and-twenty centimes

per copy, but in that year Girardin, who had already

initiated several weekly journals, such as " Le Voleur,"

"La Mode," " Le Journal des Connaissances utUes," and the

" Muse4 des Families," founded " La Presse," a daily politi-

cal organ at the price of ten centimes, or a penny. Up to

that time advertisements were almost unknown in French

newspapers, but Girardin realised what a large source of

revenue they might be made to yield, and it was on this

that he based his calculations. From an English point of

view, perhaps, the result was not a very remarkable one,

still it was distinctly remunerative, and laid the foundation

of Girardin's subsequent large fortune.

Shortly before my arrival in Paris a fresh departure had

been made in French journalism by the establishment of a

half-penny daily, " Le Petit Journal," which Girardin used

to say was his own idea, though the actual founder was a

Bordelais jew, Polydore Millaud, whose brother Moses had

made a large fortune on the Bourse by aiding and abetting

the notorious Mirfes in some of his nefarious enterprises.

Polydore Millaud had followed up " Le Petit Journal

"

with " Le Journal lUustrd," a penny weekly, in connection

with which I entered into business relations with him,

selling him some thousands of old wood engravings and

electrotypes, which had been published in the " Illustrated

Times," and which he unblushingly served up to his readers

as engravings of current events.

Once I had occasion to call on him at his office at the

corner of the Eue Eichelieu, and found him seated at his desk

in his shirt sleeves in a perspiring state, and seemingly over-

whelmed with work. By fits and starts he would hastily

VOL. II. X
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write a few lines, then address some enquiry to me, next

summon one assistant after another through a speaking tube,

and give him instructions while still writing, and carrying

on his conversation with myself. All this did not seem to

interfere with the discussion of delicate points of finance

with his cashier, or with his giving an opinion on the tone

of some article which his head printer came to submit to

him in proof I shall have occasion to speak of Millaud

again.i but I may here mention that despite all his talent,

scheming, and real hard work he died a comparatively poor

man, after landing "Le Petit Jouraal"— of which he had-

remained director on selling the property to a limited

] lability company,—in very serious difficulties, and this

although it had at one time secured a circulation of nearly

400,000 copies daily. In the crisis which followed his

death the shareholders called in the assistance of Emile de

Grirardin, who thoroughly reorganized the concern and set

it on such a firm footing that its prosperity has ever since

been steadily increasing. Now-a-days " Le Petit Journal

"

has a guaranteed daily circulation of 1,100,000 copies, and

its shares are worth triple their original value.

Polydore Millaud was by no means Girardin's only

disciple in newspaper and advertising enterprise. The
founder of " La Presse" largely assisted M. Jean-Hyppolyte

Cartier, better known as Henri de Villemessant, in securing

a footing in Parisian journalism. Villemessant was the

illegitimate son of a Colonel Cartier, and a Norman by
birth ; but his younger years were mainly spent at Blois

with his maternal grandmother, Madame de Saint Loup,
whose first husband had been a Monsieur de Villemessant,

a provincial " squireen " who emigrated at the time of the

first revolution. She herself was of good family, her

brother being the Marquis de Saint Denis. '

At Blois young Villemessant was placed in various offices,

1 See ;post, p. 384.
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insurance agencies and the like, but with his wayward dis-

position he never contrived to retain a situation for any

length of time. In fact he was a noisy young fellow, fond

of practical jokes, a spendthrift, and a gambler, with the

additional foible of falling in love with every pretty girl he

met. For one young lady's smiles he fought his first

duel, his antagonist being Sub-Lieutenant Uhrich, who as

General Uhrich defended, it will be recollected, Strasburg

during the Franco-German war. At eighteen VUlemessant

married, and removed with his wife to Nantes, where he

• became inspector-general of an insurance company ; still

his temperament did not allow him to settle down. He
fought and he gambled at Nantes quite as much as he had

done at Blois, until the place at last became too hot for

him ; thereupon with a score of louis in his pocket, a scanty

wardrobe, which barely filled a small valise, and a wife and

two little girls to provide for, he set out for Paris, then as

now the promised land of the young provincial.

Here an acquaintance which he scraped up with

Martinet, then editor of " Le Sifecle," led him to turn

his thoughts to journalism ; and having in some way or

other managed to secure the confidence of Mademoiselle

Taglioni, who was then the premiere danseuse at the Paris

opera-house, he obtained from her the loan of sufiicient

cash to launch a journal of fashions called " La Sylphidfe,"

after a ballet of that name in which Taglioni was perform-

ing. The paper lived solely by puffing modistes, milliners,

hairdressers, and perfumers, and scarcely had it started

than it occurred to Villemessant to call on Girardin, who was

directing " La Presse," which had secured the then large

circulation of 40,000 copies per diem. Girardin consented

to his farming the feuilleton columns of the paper once a

week for the trifle of four pounds, and Villemessant by filling

them with "puffs" which he called "Courriers de la Mode,"

promptly realised twenty times that amount from them.
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These "Courriers" were written for him by the Marchion-

ess de St. Mars, better known as the " Countess Dash,"

whilst most of the " puffs " inserted in " La Sylphide
"

came from the pen of the impoverished Duchess of Abrantfes.

Unfortunately for Villemessant, though he could talk and

talk well, he was utterly incapable of committing two

consecutive sentences to paper, and although many hun-

dreds if not thousands of articles appeared above his name

during his long career as the most prominent of all the

boulevardian journalists, it may safely be said that he

never wrote a word of them. Nor did he pen a single line

of the amusing memoirs published under his name. He was

gifted, however, with a remarkably keen eye for talent, and

from 1854, when he established, or rather revived, " Le

Figaro "—for there had been a journal of that name of

some notoriety under the Eestoration—down to the time

of his death in 1879, he introduced to the public certainly

two-thirds of the Parisian journalists who attained to any-

thing like a prominent position within that period.

Under Villemessant " the Figaro " at the outset was

ostensibly a theatrical and literary journal, but it revelled

in social scandal ; and actresses, men of position whose

lives were not immaculate, and ladies of good society

who neglected their marriage vows, found in this smartly

written bi-weekly print a relentless enemy, always prying

into their affairs and—it was currently reported—exacting

large sums as the price of its silence. In 1865, Ville-

messant further revived the old " L'Evdnement," which

became his political organ and was dragged week after

week into the law-courts for offences against the emperor

or the other constituted authorities. It was in this paper

and, after its suppression, in " the Figaro," that M. Henri
Rochefort, of whom I shall speak later on, penned his

earlier diatribes against the imperial regime.

Villemessant, whom I frequently came across at Bra-
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bant's restaurant and elsewhere, was a tall, corpulent man,
with a head suggestive of bull-dog tenacity, and a remark-

ably genial manner. Much of his money was undoubtedly

made in a very questionable way, but on the other

hand he was certainly most generous with it. " Copy

"

was nowhere better paid for than in " Le Figaro " and
" L'Ev^nement," and literati in distress never appealed to

their director in vain. In the course of his career he paid

thousands of pounds in fines, besides spending a few years

in prison for libellous and political offences, still he con-

tinued to thrive and ultimately left a handsome fortune

to his two daughters. One of these became the wife of M.
Francis Magnard, the present editor of " the Figaro," and

the other was married to M. Benedict Jouvin, a musical

and dramatic critic nowadays forgotten, but at the time I

am writing of one of the few potentates of the French

theatrical world.

Jouvin had the reputation of being somewhat harsh in

his judgments, and no ties of friendship had ever been

known to deter him from performing what he considered

to be his duty. Yet he was genial enough in private life, and

knowing that he wrote without malice, his intimates, whom
he spared no more than strangers, were amused rather than

angered by the pungent criticisms he levelled at them.

On one occasion Lambert Thiboust, the dramatist, who
was a particular friend of Jouvin's, devised a novel mode
of avenging himself on the obdurate critic, by whom he

had been attacked in the usual caustic fashion. Meeting

him on the Place de la Bourse in company with Theodore

Barri^re, he fell upon his knees before him, and having

clasped him by the legs so that he might not escape, poured

forth a doleful prayer for mercy. "Will nothing ever

soften you, Jouvin ?
" said he. " Here I am on my knees :

be merciful and spare me !

"

The scene of course brought a crowd of people to
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the spot. Barriere, usually so grim, was laughing audibly,

while Jouvin, as red as a turkey-cock and feeling extremely

uncomfortable, vainly strove to free his legs and induce

Thiboust to desist. " No," said the aggrieved playwright.

" I won't get up and I won't let you go till you have

solemnly promised that you will never attack me again."

As it was about the time when the Bourse closes, and

troops of stockbrokers and their clerks were pouring out of

the building, the crowd soon became a perfect mob, and

Jouvin, unable to escape, was frantic with shame and

vexation. At last, to extricate himself from this ridiculous

position, he vowed he would do as Thiboust requested.

This, of course, put an end to the scene, the dramatist

released him, and fighting his way out of the crowd Jouvin

rushed off towards the boulevards with a cortege of clerks

and gamins at his heels. On the following afternoon, while

he was sipping his absinthe at the Cafe des Vari^t^s,

Thiboust came in and walked up to him. As soon as the

critic recognised his tormentor he scowled. "You must
keep those frowns for others, Jouvin," said Thiboust, " you
will please to look pleasantly at me. Remember your

promise. Every time I have cause to complain of you I

shall revenge myself as I did yesterday."

Jouvin, like his fellow-critic Sarcey, was extremely

short-sighted, in fact purblind, a circumstance which

induced his father-in-law, Villemessant,— a most inveterate

farceur—to play many a practical joke upon him. One
of the most amusing of these affairs occurred at a time

when the critic had momentarily assumed the responsible

management of either " Le Figaro " or " L'Ev6nement,"

in which capacity, through some transgression of the press-

laws he became liable for a fine of five hundred francs.

One afternoon while he was at work at home he heard a

violent ring at the door of his flat, and a moment later a

fiercely-bearded individual with a tricolor sash round his
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waist, marched into Lis private room, followed by a couple

of fellows with stout sticks in their hands and their hats

pulled over their eyes. " Monsieur Benedict Jouvin ?

"

demanded the leader of the party in a voice of singular

gruffness. The astonished critic acknowledged that he was

the person in question. " Well," continued the man with

the fierce beard, " you were sentenced on the 9th inst. by

the sixth chamber of correctional police to the payment of

a fine of five hundred francs. There are also due three

hundred francs for costs—total eight hundred. The usual

period allowed for payment expired to-day at noon. Are

you prepared to pay the amount ? " " "Why, no," replied

Jouvin, greatly surprised, "the office is closed and I

haven't the money in the house." " Then you must

come with us to Sainte Pelagic,"^ rejoined the bearded

individual grimly.

At this Jouvin began to feel alarmed. "But my
father-in-law is the proprietor of the paper," said he, all in

a flutter. " Please accompany me to his house, he wiU

pay you at once." "No, no," said the bearded man, " we

know nothing about fathers-in-law. You must come to

prison." Thereupon, turning to his followers, he added,

" Take that man in charge." Jouvin was at once seized

and bundled down the stairs into a cab, which drove, how-

ever, not to Sainte P^lagie, but to the stage door of the

Porte St. Martin theatre. Here the unfortunate critic was

made to alight, and was then conducted up and down two

or three staircases and along sundry corridors, till he

finally reached the stage, where, appropriately enough, the

scenery in position was that of the Ch^telet dungeon used

for the sixth tableau of the " Tour de Nesles." Owing to

his phenomenal short-sightedness Jouvin really fancied him-

self lodged in gaol, the more so as he was compelled to seat

himself on the straw pallet provided for Buridan in the play.

1 The prison where journalists and political offenders underwent their sentences.
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"You will have to remain here," said his captor, "for

six months, unless the money due from you is paid in the

meantime." " But it shall be paid at once," gasped Jouvin,

" if you wQl only let me write to my father-in-law." " Your

father-in-law ? " sneered the bearded individual, " why, I

sent to him before I came to you, and he refused to pay."

" That cannot be," said the critic in consternation, "I can-

not believe it ; take me—take me to my father-in-law at

once." " Your father-in-law !
" again retorted his custodian

as he pulled off his fierce black beard, " why, what a fool

you must be. You have been with him for an hour or

more. It was he who arrested you and brought you here

—to the Porte St. Martin theatre, because there 's no per-

formance to night, and we are all going to dine with our

friend Fournier, the manager."

It is difficult to say whether Jouvin was more relieved

or vexed by this unexpected denouement. As for ViUe-

messant there could be no doubt of his delight at the

success of his ruse, which, by the assistance of his acolytes,

Jean Eousseau and Jules Noriac—both prominent mem-,

bers of his staff—was published from one end of the

boulevards to the other before four-and-twenty hours were

past.

On one occasion, when some journalists were expatiat-

ing on newspaper enterprise and the feats that special corre-

spondents and reporters were often called upon to perform,

I remember Villemessant telling a rather amusing story of

the smartness displayed by a young journalist in his employ
on the occasion of B^ranger's funeral some years previously.

Paris was in a state of commotion at the time, and the

government feared some disturbances at the grave side.

Accordingly, as soon as the funeral cortege and the repre-

sentatives of the press had entered the cemetery the gates

were closed, and a detachment of soldiers was stationed at

them to hold the mob in check. As it had been arranged
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that a special number of " the Figaro " containing an

account of the ceremony should be issued that same even-

ing, its representative was instructed to return from Pere

Lachaise as speedily as possible. When, however, he

wished to leave the cemetery—not caring to listen any

longer to the interminable orations which, in accordance

with French custom, were being pronounced beside the

grave—he found his way barred by the sentinels, who
refused to let him out.

Expostulation only led to a threat of arrest, and the

reporter was disconsolately reflecting that he would not be

able to get away any sooner than his confreres, when, at

the corner of the avenue, he espied the hearse which had

done duty at the ceremony, and the driver of which was

just gathering up his reins preparatory to departing.

Quick as thought, the journalist passed behind the vehicle,

and without being seen, climbed into it and stretched him-

self in the very place which, a quarter of an hour earlier, had

been occupied by B^ranger's corpse and coffin. Scarcely

had he pulled the black pall over him than the hearse started

off, and the gates of the cemetery being immediately opened

to let it pass out, Villemessant's quick-witted young man
succeeded in returning to his office in ample time to allow

" the Figaro " anticipating its rivals with a vivacious

account of the proceedings. " The amusing part of the

affair," added Villemessant, " was the amazement of the

driver when his passenger, seeing that they were passing

a cab-rank, called on him to stop. ' You are the first live

" fare "
1 have ever had,' said he to my contributor, as the

latter slipped a two-franc piece into his hand."

I have mentioned that Villemessant was Henri Eoche-

fort's earliest patron on the press. Another revolutionist

whom he assisted to bring out was Jules Valles, subse-

qently the editor of the " Cri du Peuple," and a very prom-

inent member of the Commune of 1871. Valles, whom I
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saw on two or three occasions, was also the author of a

rather clever book on la vie Parisienne, and a very ludic-

rous one on London life ; and he further wrote a few

widely-read volumes of so-called fiction, which were in

reality so much autobiography. These volumes give the

key to his character, and prove that he was undoubtedly

a clever m£in, whose nature had been sovired by the ex-

cessive and, in fact, inexplicable ill-treatment that he had

received from his parents when a child.

For some trivial fault in his early youth his father

actually caused him to be shut up in a madhouse, where

he almost lost his reason. One night, it would seem, he

woke up with a start at feeling a heavy weight upon him,

and on opening his eyes he perceived that a young lunatic

who slept in the same ward, and who believed himself to

be a dog, was kneeling upon his chest and licking his face.

Valles tried to free himself and called for help, whereupon

the brute, crouching upon him, split his skull open with

a wooden shoe, and then quietly resumed his nauseous

caresses. Help coming soon afterwards, however, Valles

was removed to the infirmary, where he remained for some

weeks in a very dangerous condition, and I have heard

intimate friends of his declare that the horror of the adven-

ture, combined with the blow dealt him by the lunatic, had

undoubtedly determined some lesion of the brain, so that

during the whole of his after-life he was only in part re-

sponsible for his actions.

At the time I first came across him, Vallfes was one

of the shining lights of the boulevard cafes, and had only

just begun to show his teeth as a revolutionist. He had

contributed some articles to " the Gaulois," which had

attracted the attention of Villemessant, who at once

offered him an engagement. The proposal was that he

should write two or three articles a-week, the remuneration

being fixed at a thousand francs a-month, and the dur.i-
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tion of the engagement at a year, in which time Ville-

messant, no doubt, anticipated he would have sucked him

dry. Valles was quite willing to write for " the Figaro,"

but, puffed up with self-conceit, he demanded two thousand

francs a-month, which Villemessant, more intent on damag-

ing " Le Gaulois," than on benefiting Vallfes, ultimately

agreed to give. Valles thereupon transferred his allegiance

to "the Figaro," and his first three articles proved fairly

successful. But the fourth was only a repetition of what

had preceded it, and it was the same with the fifth and the

sixth. The new chroniqueur had been allowed a twelve-

month to exhaust his ideas, and, in point of fact, he had

none left at the end of three weeks. Readers complained,

Villemessant frowned and fumed, and the upshot of it

was that Valles's articles ceased to appear.

They were still written, however, for the revolutionist

in embryo was determined not to lose the money he had

bargained for. Curiously enough, too, he adopted the plan

of writing every line of his " copy " on the stamped paper

on which legal documents are engrossed—every sheet bear-

ing a sixty centime stamp,—and caused each successive

article to be delivered—or in French legal phraseology

" signified "—at " the Figaro " office by a huissier's clerk, a

stripling of nineteen, who in his spare moments dabbled in

journalism. This young fellow, who called himself Victor

Noir, subsequently achieved notoriety through being shot

dead at Auteuil by Prince Pierre Bonaparte. Valles kept

up the practice I have referred to untU the expiration of

his engagement, by which time Paris was ripening for

revolt, if not for revolution, and he then plunged head

foremost into politics.

Among other prominent French journalists who first

made their mark by contributing to one or the other of

Villemessant's papers were Jules Noriac, Charles Monselet, -

Edmond About, Auguste Villemot, Albert Wolff, Henri
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de Pfene, and Francisque Sarcey, who, at the time I am
referring to, signed his contributions with the assumed

name of De Suttiferes. It was " L'Ev^nement," moreover,

that in 1865-66 first made Emile Zola known to the

Parisians through a series of articles on sundry aspects

of life in the capital, in which may be found the germ

of several of the great realiste's subsequent novels. Curi-

ously enough the first volume of the now famous Rougon-

Macquart series, throughout which the author has so

persistently scourged the vice of drunkenness, originally

made its appearance in the feuilleton columns of " Le
Siecle," which, in those days (1868), was the favourite

organ of the Paris marchands de vin. The story would,

however, have appeared in " the Figaro " had it not been

for the strong current of republicanism which pervaded

it, and which induced Villemessant to decline it through

fear lest it might lead to the suppression of the paper

which had been already frequently threatened.

During the latter years of the empire the most widely-

read of French non-political journalists was undoubtedly

Timoth(5e Trimm, the chroniqueur of " Le Petit Journal,"

who also had been one of Villemessant's proteges. Trimm,

whose real name was Leo Lesp^s, earned during his career

many thousands of pounds by his pen, but was never once

able to shake off the incubus of debt. Villemessant used

to tell many amusing stories of the shifts which he had

been put to in his younger years, and of the ingenuity

with which he contrived to baffle dunning creditors. The
best of these anecdotes was perhaps the following.

Lespes had run into debt with a tailor who again and

again vainly applied for a settlement of his little account.

At last one day, while the journalist was hard at work, he

received a visit from one of his creditor's employes, who
declined to be put off with the usual promises and excuses,

and vowed that he would not leave the room until he had
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received the money. " Then, I am afraid, you will have

a long time to wait," said Lespfes, " so pray make yourself

comfortable—here 's an arm-chair, and here 's this morn-

ing's paper." So saying, he himself sat down at his writing

table and went on with his work. Half-an-hour or more

elapsed, but the tailor's assistant showed no inclination to

leave, and Lespfes realised that he must have recourse to

heroic measures. Einging the bell for a servant, he gave

some instructions in a low voice, and soon afterwards a

pan of charcoal, a hammer, some tacks, and strips of cloth

were brought him. Lespes then quietly ignited the char-

coal, and whilst this was kindling proceeded to nail the

strips of cloth round the door and window frames, so that

the fumes, which soon made themselves unpleasantly felt,

might not escape from the room.

The tailor's man looked on with an air of affected

bravado, and even asked Lespes if he took him for a fool.

To this the journalist made no reply, but having finished

his preparations seated himself at his table, and wrote the

following words on a large sheet of paper :
—" Let no one

be accused of killing us. We voluntarily commit suicide,

since life has become an intolerable burden to both of us."

This paper he nailed to the wall, and then, having seated

himself in an arm-chair, crossed his arms and closed his

eyes. The tailor now began to feel alarmed, the atmosphere

was already heavy, and everything seemed to indicate that

Lespes was really in earnest. At last the young fellow

could no longer endure it, but, springing to his feet, tore

the strips of cloth off the door, and rushed away to his

master's shop, vowing that he would never again undertake

to dun a journalist. As for Lespes, he, of course, at

once put out his fire, opened his window, and resumed

the writing of the article which the visit of his creditor's

emissary had interrupted.

Lespes, who, like the born prodigal he was, often found
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himself in the clutches of Parisian usurers, used to tell

some amusing stories of these gentry, and particularly of

an individual named Guillaume, who conducted his busi-

ness on a rather curious system. Whenever any new

borrower applied to him, he used invariably to say :
" I

am very sorry, but you have come at an unlucky moment.

Just now all my funds are out." At this the applicant,

imagining that there was nothing to be done, would take

up his hat and make for the door. But before he reached

it GuUlaume would exclaim, " Wait a moment. You
want ten thousand francs, you say. Well, though I

haven't the money, I 've a large quantity of champagne.

You had better take fifteen thousand francs' worth, and

I '11 find you a purchaser for it." The bargain being con-

cluded, and an order for the delivery of the wine having

been given, a few days later the pretended purchaser would

present himself But although the wine had been valued

by the usurer at six or seven francs the bottle, the pur-

chaser would never ofi"er more than a franc and a half for

it, and in nine cases out of ten the borrower, hard pressed

for cash, was obliged to accept that amount.

On one occasion, however, a young baron on whom Guil-

laume had played this trick was so indignant, that rather

than part with the wine at so low a price he preferred to

store it in his cellar, especially since some money had un-

expectedly come to him from another quarter. He there-

fore had the champagne delivered, and a few days later,

having some friends to dinner, he determined to sample

the usurer's champagne, and several bottles of it were

brought up from the cellar and uncorked, when, to every-

body's amazement, they were found to contain—simply

water. In a towering rage the baron went off to see

GuUlaume and upbraid him. " Mon Dieu, monsieur le

haron," rejoined the usurer quietly, " for the last dozen

years I 've been selliug that champagne one day and buy-
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ing it back the nest. If it had been real wine, it would

have been simply so much capital locked up. How could

I carry on business profitably, and be able to lend you

money, if I acted so foolishly as that ?

"

After this affair Guillaume, whilst pursuing much the

same system, was obliged to supply his' customers with

the actual juice of the grape, and champagne being expen-

sive he usually trafficked in cheap bordeaux. One day a

borrower took twelve thousand francs' worth of this claret

from him, and it was arranged that it should be repur-

chased for a third of that amount. During the night,

however, Guillaume had an apoplectic seizure and died.

The borrower was in great straits, and found that his only

resource was to sell the wine ofi" by auction. He did so,

and to his amazement it realised over twenty thousand

francs. The fact is, that sold first to one and then to

another, it had been altogether ten or twelve years in

bottle, and had consequently wonderfully improved in

quality, a circumstance which Guillaume, with all his

shrewdness, had failed to take into account.

Among the chronically impecunious celebrities of Paris

during the last few years of the empire was Markowski,

the Polish chef d'orchestre and dancing master, whose

salle de hal in a street off" the boulevards had for a time

rivalled the Jardin Mabille and the Closerie des Lilas. It

was there that he had introduced to the Parisians, in the

early " sixties," the mazurka and the Polish lancers, which

soon afterwards made their way to London, and for a time

quite dimmed the popularity of the waltz, polka, and

quadrille. Markowski's praises were at that time sung

all over Paris, the most aristocratic dames and damsels

applied to him to put them through their steps, and in a

few years he made a considerable fortune, which he spent,

however, with the most reckless prodigality, living in a

sumptuous flat in the Chauss^e d'Antin, and driving abroad

in a pair-horse barouche.
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When the downfall at last came, Markowski was

arrested and lodged in the debtors' prison at Clichy, under

circumstances recalling an adventure of Gavarni's, which

I have previously referred to.^ At a hal costume which

he gave one night at his establishment, he was accosted

by a pair of masqueraders, who introduced themselves as

foreign noblemen, and so ingratiated themselves into his

favour that when the f^te came to an end he asked them

to sup with him. They readily accepted the invitation,

and after doing full justice to the cold partridges and

champagne they declared that they would drive their

generous entertainer home in a brougham which they had
waiting. Markowski, who was more or less intoxicated,

agreed to the proposal, but he had no sooner reached the

street with his new friends than one of them tapped him
on the shoulder and told him he must make his future

quarters at Clichy, unless he was then and there prepared

to pay a sum of several thousand francs due to one of his

creditors. As the improvident Pole could not provide

the cash he was obliged to follow his captors, and more
than a year went by before he obtained his release.

Markowski afterwards started a new dancing academy in

the Passage de I'Op^ra, but his day of vogue had departed,

and during his later years—subsequent to the Franco

-

German war—he was glad to accept a few score francs a

week to conduct the orchestra at the Casino Cadet and

the Bal des Canotiers at Asnieres. These establishments,

together with one of the Champs Elys^es caf6s concerts,

were run by an Austrian brewer named Stein, in whose
company I happened to be one evening when a pressing

application came from Markowski for the loan of a hundred
francs under somewhat ludicrous circumstances. For some
years, it seemed, the once famous chef d'orchestre had never

owned more than one suit of clothes at a time—the same
in which he officiated in the ball-room—and it was only

1 Vol. i. p. 339.
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at long intervals, and by imposing on some over-credulous

taUor, that lie contrived to exchange his solitary suit for

a new one. This he had lately accomplished, and the

sartorial artist who had supplied him had been vainly

trying to obtain payment ever since. That morning, how-

ever, on again calling at Markowski's lodgings iu a third-

rate maison meuhlee, he had found the door open, and the

weary conductor snoring in bed, whUe on a chair close by

lay the unpaid-for garments. Quick as thought the tailor

pounced upon the latter and trotted off with them, leaving

Markowski to prolong his blissful dreams. One may
imagine the maestro's horror and consternation when he at

last awoke and found that his wearing apparel was reduced

to his shoes and socks, and the shirt on his back.

Hence the application to his employer, M. Stein, who,

he knew, could not well dispense with his services, especially

at such brief notice. M. Stein, however, on his side, knew

Markowski too well to put much trust in him, and accord-

ingly, instead of letting him have the cash, he despatched

a trusty messenger to buy a second-hand suit of evening

black, of the proper size, at a slop shop, and this having

been procured was sent on to the conductor's lodgings.

Among the artists from whom I commissioned drawings

whde I was representing the " Illustrated London News " in

France, were Janet Lange whose reputation stood high as a

delineator of mihtary episodes, Court pageants, and the like,

and his younger brother Gustave Janet, whom I had formerly

largely employed on the " Illustrated Times." The latter

excelled in depicting such scenes as a ball or a reception

at the Tuileries, his women always being very gracefully

drawn although they were remarkably alike in face,

—

being in fact so many portraits of the artist's handsome

wife. Moreover, although Janet could portray any set

scene effectively enough, he was deficient in the knack of

imparting the appearance of action or motion to his figures.

VOL. II. Y
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His brother, Janet Lange, had a far more vigorous style,

and so also had his brother-in-law, M. Pauquet, who occa-

sionally made drawings for me.

The gasometer of the Champ de Mars, as the Parisian

wags irreverently styled the Exhibition palace of 1867,

together with the pavilions of divers nations scattered

through its park, found delineators I remember in MM.
Fichot, Deroy, Thorigny, Anastasi, and Eiou, all artists of

considerable talent. M. Anastasi was rapidly coming to

the front rank as a landscape painter, when some neglected

affection of the eyes resulted in his becoming totally blind.

Thorigny, one of the most modest and unassuming of men,

was by his own fault never judged at his true value.

With regard to the others, MM. Fichot and Deroy were

experts in delineating architectural subjects and proved

useful coadjutors, as did also M. Eiou, who is well-

known as a good " all round " illustrator of French

books.

In addition to the Janets the principal figure artists

whose services I secured for the " Illustrated London

News " at the period of the second empire, were MM. Pelcoq,

Moulin, Blanchard, and Gaildrau. The two latter, who

mainly worked for the French illustrated papers, were

often useful in making sketches in moments of emergency.

Moulin was an amateur, but an amateur of an unusual

kind. According to his own account he had a cousin who

was one of the imperial cooks, and from this circumstance

he virtually enjoyed the run of the Tuileries. He was con-

stantly bringing me sketches connected with Court life

—

a new year's day reception, a ball supper, a private theatri-

cal performance, the empress and her Abyssinian page,

etc.,—and although these sketches were utterly destitute

of artistic merit, they were executed with sufficient pre-

cision to enable proper drawings to be made from them.

For some time I believed that matters were as M.
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Moulin iiad stated, and that the facilities he enjoyed were

indeed due to his relationship to the emperor's chef; but

eventually I found it reported not only among Parisian

artists, whose veracity on such a point might have been

open to doubt, but also at the offices of the French illus-

trated journals where Moulin was well-known, that he was

simply a mouchard or one of the secret police charged

with watching over Napoleon's personal safety. It was in

this capacity that he enjoyed the run of the imperial

palaces, figuring even at the balls, dinners, and other enter-

tainments where, with the object of keeping an eye upon all

who approached his master, he donned either the costume

of an usher or that of a maitre-d'hotel. Thus did Napoleon

III., even when in the plenitude of his power, have a

watch kept upon the very servants who waited upon him

and the guests he had invited to his table.

When the Franco-German war broke out in 1870 M.

Moulin accompanied the emperor to Metz and thence to

Sedan, still vsdth the object of watching over the imperial

person, and whilst he was thus engaged he found time to

make various sketches illustrative of incidents in the

campaign, which he either sent to me in Paris or direct to

the office of the "Illustrated London News." When,

subsequent to the war, several hundreds of the sketches

supplied to the paper at that period were exhibited at the

Crystal Palace, one hastily-executed design from Moulin's

pencil attracted very general attention. It represented the

hoisting of the white flag upon the citadel of Sedan—this

flag, as M. Zola has lately reminded us in his novel " La

D^bicle," being simply one of the sub-prefect's damask

table-cloths. The peculiarity of Moulin's sketch lay in the

circumstance that it was drawn upon a drumhead. Short of

paper, he had no doubt picked up some drum thrown away

during the precipitate retreat of the soldiers into the town,

and cutting away the vellum had used this for his purpose.
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Critics of the Crystal Palace exhibition, I remember, highly-

extolled the effectiveness and extreme simplicity of the

artist's treatment of his subject, and pointed out that even the

most insignificant line in the hasty sketch emphatically told.

M. Jules Pelcoq, who, during the period that I repre-

sented the " Illustrated London News " in France, made

some thousands of drawings for the paper, was a Belgian

by birth, and belonged to a titled family of old lineage.

Like Gill, Bertall, Cham, and many other French artists all

barons, viscounts, and counts, he had assumed a pseudonym

on adopting the artistic profession as a means of livelihood.

After studying at the fine art school of Antwerp, where he

had carried off the first prize for " composition," he came to

Paris and obtained work as a caricaturist, first on "the

Charivari," and afterwards on the " Journal Amusant,"

besides being employed to illustrate the serial issues of

well-known novels by Paul Feval, the elder Dumas, etc.

I found M. Pelcoq particularly expert with pen and ink, but

as a draughtsman on wood he was less successful. Never-

theless there was a good deal of character in many of his

typical scenes of Paris life, such as the jour de I'an on the

boulevards, the hour of absinthe at the Cafe Eiche, the

afternoon promenade in the Bois de Boulogne, the Bourse,

an auction sale at the Hotel Drouot, the opening of the

Halles Centrales in the small hours of the morning, a work-

man's wedding, reviews of the imperial guard, etc.

After the declaration of war in 1870 M. Pelcoq became

an extremely valuable coadjutor. He remained in Paris

throughout the German siege, and during that period

supplied the " Illustrated London News " with several

hundred characteristic sketches, including many of real

historical value. All of them were of course dispatched to

London by " balloon post," and, lest any accident should

befall them en route, I had each sketch photographed several

times by Nadar, after which the original and the various
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copies were sent off by successive balloonSj with the result

that every one of M. Pelcoq's drawings reached its destina-

tion in one form or another.

Pelcoq was, I remember, put to severe straits at this

period. Not only was he frequently arrested whilst sketch-

ing out of doors by suspicious national guards ; but shortly

after I had succeeded in getting out of Paris, just as the

viande de cheval was becoming scarce, his stock of fuel was

almost exhausted, and he found his rooms on the heights of

Montmartre so bitterly cold that he was quite unable to

draw sitting at his table. In these circumstances he adopted

an amusing expedient. On returning home after he had

made his rough sketches, he generally retired to bed, and

there with a cloak around his shoulders, and blankets piled

upon his nether limbs, he would carefully draw out his

sketches with pen and indian ink. Even then, however,

he was not at the end of his difi&culties, for he assured me
that on more than one occasion, whilst he was drawing, his

ink had actually frozen on the palette.

Pelcoq suffered permanently in health from the hard-

ships he underwent at this period, and was long afterwards

under treatment for some injury to the stomach, which he

ascribed mainly to the granary sweepings doled out to him

in the form of bread during the latter days of the siege.

I represented all this to the then manager of the " Illus-

trated London News," who grudgingly presented M. Pelcoq

with a thousand francs, considering this paltry sum a be-

coming acknowledgment of the great services the artist

had rendered to the paper at a most important epoch, and

a sufficient compensation to him for long years of impaired

health. I should mention that this occurred before the

present Sir WiUiam Ingram's management, otherwise I am
certain M. Pelcoq would have been treated with generous

liberality.

Shortly after the proclamation of the Commune the
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state of Pelcoq's health compelled him to leave Paris,

but on his return there subsequent to the insurrection,

he continued drawing for the " Illustrated London News "

up to the time that my connection with it came to an

end. When the paper sent me to Vienna for the Weltaus-

tellung of 1873, 1 took M. Pelcoq with me, and he supplied

numerous clever sketches, not only of the Exhibition, but

of Viennese life and the many pompous ceremonies of the

Austrian Court. In subsequent years he illustrated various

works written by me upon the more important wines.

One notable artist whom I introduced to the English

public through the medium of the " Illustrated London
News " was M. Daniel Vierge, or to give him his correct

name, Senor Daniel Vierge Urrabieta Ortiz, who has since

become one of the most successful illustrators of the day.

The son of an artist of considerable repute in Spain, young
Vierge, after studying at the fine arts academy at Madrid,

came tb Paris, I believe, a short time prior to the war of 1870.

His ambition was to be a painter, but circumstances led to

his joining the staff of the " Monde lUustr^," at that time

directed by Charles Yriarte, who had employed his father

as Madrid correspondent during the Spanish revolution of

1869. Vierge, then barely twenty, made many drawings

for the French illustrated paper during the siege and the

Commune, but on the return of peace his services were

less frequently utilised, and when I first employed him a

year or two after the war, he was mainly dependent on
the drawings he was making to illustrate certain serial

issues of popular works.

After a while Vierge's designs began to attract very

general attention, and so many drawings were commissioned

from him by publishers of books and periodicals that he
would often have three and four months' work before him
and only a month or six weeks to get through it. Eapid
draughtsman though he was, this meant constant spells
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of overwork, which in 1881 when he was engaged on the

drawings for Quevedo's "Don Pablo de Segovia"—con-

sidered to be his finest achievements as a pen-and-ink

artist—led to sudden paralysis of the right side. The
unfortunate fellow lost even the power of speech and partly

his memory, and although he was only thirty years of

age it was not imagined that he would ever be able to

draw again. For two years he lingered in a helpless

condition, but at last his faculties began slowly to revive.

His memory came back to him, with some little of the

power of speech—though even now he can only articulate

imperfectly—and the paralysis subsided in such wise as

to leave only the right hand and wrist affected.

In this situation Vierge summoned all his energy, and

slowly and laboriously taught himself to paint and draw

with his left hand. In the use of the latter he eventually

became sufficiently proficient to return to work again,

and although his later drawings lack some of the dash

and hrio which distinguished his earlier ones, they are

often far more refined and impressive. Although it is

gross exaggeration to style Vierge " the father of modem
illustration," as a contributor to an American magazine^

has recently done, it is certain that this talented artist's

bright, crisp style has had considerable influence with his

contemporaries.

1 Mr. A. F. Jacoaci, in " The Century " magazine for June 1893.
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XXXVIII.

(1869.)

m THE VINEYARDS OF THE M^DOC—A BOEDEATJX

SPADASSIN.

While in 1869 I was spending my autumn holiday in

Brittany, over the eastern portion of which I had largely

roamed and familiarised myself with most of the places

of interest within easy reach of St. Servan, I was fretting

after an opportunity for some more extended expedition,

and suggested to my friend Mr. Frederick Greenwood, of

the " Pall Mall Gazette," a series of articles on the ensuing

vintage of the grand wines of France. He approved of

the idea, and I at once started off to the famous wine dis-

trict of the Gironde in company with my wife and eldest

son, then assistant-secretary to the Institution of Naval

Architects. We first of all made our way by rail to

Nantes, to which the memories of its terrible noyades and

manages repuhlicaines during the first French revolution

gave a melancholy interest. During our short stay there

we, of course, went over the mediaeval chateau where the

famous edict of Nantes was signed, where Gilles de Eaiz,

marshal of France and the Breton Barbe-bleu, was im-

prisoned before his trial, and whence Cardinal de Eetz

escaped by lowering himself with a rope into a boat on the

Loire. We were shown, too, the rooms where the Duchess

de Berri had been confined, and our guide pointed out to

us the island in the river where the fanatic GUles de Eaiz

paid the penalty of his revolting crimes.
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When we left Nantes for La Rochelle, I remember

keeping a close lookout for Champtoc^, which, when it

came in sight, proved to be a naked-looking, poverty-

stricken village, with the miserable hovels comprising it

huddled together at the foot of a ruined castle, comprising

merely a few round towers and outer walls perched on the

summit of a low hiU. One had read that it was here

and at his other chateaux of M^checoul, Tifiauges and

Pouzauges that the Breton Bluebeard tortured and

murdered the scores of little children ensnared by his

scoundrelly dependents—crimes for which he was hanged

and burnt, amidst general execration, in the daisied meadow
of La Biesse, in front of Nantes.

As we passed through La Vendue I remember noticing

men ploughing a soil, which a Sussex labourer would con-

sider light, with half-a-dozen bullocks yoked in pairs, and

carts laden with a few bundles of hay drawn by teams of

six oxen. In due course we reached La Rochelle, renowned

alike in history and opera. Then, as now, it was noted

for its exports of sardines, salt, and eau-de-vie, being, in

fact, the chief port of the celebrated brandy district, of

which Cognac, some fifty odd miles distant, is the centre

and store place. Almost aU the mechanical industry of

La EocheUe appeared to be applied to the manufacture

of brandy casks and distilling apparatus, and an odour of

brandy prevailed everywhere ; even the old chateau of the

Counts of Angouleme was a magazine for eau-de-vie.

Eound about La RocheUe, and in most other parts of

the district, everyone was busy with the vintage. Scattered

over the broad plain men, women, and children were to be

seen hard at work in a broiling sun, while the vine pro-

prietors superintended their labours from under brilliant

blue or crimson umbrellas, which they carried to protect

themselves from the heat. Baskets, pails, trays, little tubs,

and indeed almost every kind of receptacle seemed to be
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in requisition. When the wine is three months old it is

distilled into brandy, and mostly by the growers themselves.

In the old days the spirit used to be perfectly pure, but

unscrupulous individuals put the growers up to adulterat-

ing their products with raw alcohol, more often distUled

from beetroot, Jerusalem artichokes, and sorgho, than from

grapes, and known as " trois-six of Montpelier." To-day,

however, the highly rectified potato spirit, produced in

such quantities in Berlin, is more frequently used for this

dishonest purpose.

Hurrying from the brandy districts, and leisurely jolting

along in a heavily-laden old-fashioned French diligence,

we made for Eoyan, a trim little French watering-place

and port of recent creation, at the mouth of the Gironde.

Here we found a powerful passenger steamer bound for

Bordeaux, which dropped us at Pauillac just as half a gale

was springing up and a heavy rain falling, From the

hotel window we saw crowds of disconsolate-looking,

drenched vintagers, whom the weather had compelled to

strike work for the day, returning home. Next day a full

gale commenced blowing an hour or two before sunset,

driving vessels from their moorings, scattering piles of

empty wine-casks heaped along the shore, snapping off

full-grown trees by the roadside, and driving in a couple

of the hotel windows. The gale put heart into pilots, but

it brought dismay to vine-growers, who saw in it destruc-

tion to the crops they had watched so anxiously for months
past, and for whose benefit some five weeks previously all

Pauillac, headed by priests in full canonicals, carrying

crucifixes and swinging censers, had paraded the streets in

solemn procession for one-and-twenty days consecutively,

praying for rain. Bons vivants though the townsfolk

were, they vowed to the Virgin to eat no poultry for an

entire week, if she would only listen to their supplications
;

and well they might, for in a dry season a good fall of rain
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just before the grapes ripen is better worth a king's ransom
than any bushel of March dust, from even the most auri-

ferous districts, was or ever will be.

It was at this duU little town of Pauillac some half-way

between Bordeaux and the mouth of the muddy-coloured

Gironde, that outward-bound ships took in their last

supplies of fresh provisions, and where prudent skippers

sought the aid of pilots to navigate their craft in and out

the dangerous shoals besetting their course, until they were

fairly in the Gulf of Gascony ; here too vessels from abroad

lacking a clean bill of health were brought to anchor, and

compelled to fly the shunned yellow flag. Eound about

Pauillac, Spanish patois largely intermingled with the talk

of the common people, most of whom had olive complex-

ions and an eye for brilbant colour—the men being partial

to crimson sashes and bright blue pantaloons, and the

women to scarlet petticoats, blue kirtles, and yellow ker-

chiefs tied coquettishly round their heads.

During the vintage season Pauillac bustles with hfe,

being, in fact, the headquarters, so to speak, of the vine-

yards of the M^doc, and the commune which produces two

of the finest wines in the world. Chateau Lafite and Chateau

la Tour, and three other wines only a shade inferior, namely

Branne-Mouton, Pichon-Longueville, and Pichon-Longue-

ville-Lalande : a circumstance which those who are not

connoisseurs in wine will properly appreciate when I ex-

plain that it is like a picture-gaUery possessing the two

best works that RaffaeUe ever painted, and three of Titian's

grandest productions.

It seemed to be a settled thing that the vintage of '69

would be prolific, even if it were not a more than ordinarily

fine one. All the coopers in Pauillac were busy making

new casks and furbishing up old ones. Wine-casks indeed

were everywhere—at the street-comers, at the doors of all

the houses facing the river, and at the gates of our hotel
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unwary pedestrians ran the risk of barking their shins

over them. Wheelwrights and blacksmiths were largely

in request, the former making more new wheels and the

latter more new axles at vintage time than during all the

rest of the year.

The famous vineyard of Chateau Lafite was the first

that we paid a visit to. Once fairly outside the town we

found ourselves in the midst of vines extending as far as

the eye could reach in every direction, sloping down to the

river on the one hand and climbing the rising ground of

Lafite and St. Estephe on the other. It was a vast green

wilderness, from out of which here and there rose up a

handsome chateau, hemmed in by a grove of trees, or the

white cottages and low red-tiled roofs of some neighbouring

village. The vines, trained against light frames, were

rarely more than two feet in height and never exceeded

three. One reads of vines bending beneath their loads of

luscious fruit, but so far as the vineyards of France are

concerned, this is a pure figure of speech, as the grapes

invariably grow in masses—never in detached clusters

—

and quite close to the ground, where the stem of the vine,

as thick, perhaps, as one's wrist, would support half a hun-

dredweight or more without yielding.

After the storm of the previous evening the morning

had broke like some balmy day in June, and in the blue

Italian sky only a few flickering clouds could be traced

near the horizon. Crowds of vintagers lined the vine-

covered slopes, the cutters working, according to the practice

of the district, in gangs under the order of a brigadier in a

straw hat or blue velvet cap, with a fringed crimson sash

round his waist, and not unfrequently a scarlet collar and

cufi"s to his white shirt.

A narrow trench that a robust grasshopper could skip

across sufficed to separate the vines from the roadway, the

tempting clusters of purple grapes being freely exposed to
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the depredations of passers-by. Miles of vineyards appeared

to be thus left, with perhaps here and there a man to watch

the grapes just as they had become ripe ; still, in most

cases not even this precaution was taken. At Chateau

Lafite I noticed a small patch of vegetables carefully en-

closed with a sbout quickset hedge, while the more valuable

produce of the vines was left without the smallest pro-

tection. Though the growers took no care to protect their

property from the public, the authorities evidently protected

the property of the public from the vine-growers, by mark-

ing out the highway with what at the first glance looked

like rude milestones placed a few yards apart. Owing to

ground here being so extremely valuable people did not

scruple, it seemed, to steal from the public highway.

The chateau which gives its name to the wine most

renowned in the world—a wine which Madame de Pompa-

dour, at the recommendation of the wicked old Marshal de

Eichelieu, was the first to appreciate, and brought into

fashion—stands on a hill slope against a background of

fine trees and in the midst of vast undulations of vines.

The principal portion of the edifice dates back to the days

of Louis XIII. , but the feudal-looking, conical-capped, round

corner-tower, which is the most marked characteristic of

the building, had its origin no doubt at that earlier epoch

when Lafite was a seigneurie, and its lord was invested

with the power of administering "high justice"—in other

words, had the life of every peasant in the commune of

PauiUac in his hands.

A good deal of open flirtation was going on between

the younger vintagers, and it sometimes happened that

when a pretty girl came to empty her panier into the

" baste " or bucket, the bearer of the latter seized her by

the waist and after a struggle during which more of her

naked well-formed legs would be visible than her looped-up

skirts ordinarily displayed—which by the way was certainly
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more than was quite proper—a loud smack of the lips

would be heard followed by a burst of laughter from the

girl's companions. The brigadier, as may be supposed,

looked becomingly grave, but said never a word. I noticed

that everyone seemed to eat as many grapes as he or she

pleased, and that some of the cutters ate the finest grape

ofif every bunch they cut ; whUe the children leisurely

seated themselves on the ground and made a repast of

grapes every half an hour or so, without a word of reproof

from the inspecting brigadier.

The year before our visit to Chateau Lafite Baron

James Eothschild had purchased the property for £180,000,

or four and a half times as much as it had been sold for

less than fifty years previously. While I was at Bordeaux

J remember the proprietor of the Hotel de la Paix shewing

me in his cellars a score of bottles of Chateau Lafite, vint-

age 1811 (the famous comet year), which he had purchased

at auction at the time the chateau was sold, at the rate of

nearly five pounds per bottle. Some eight years after-

Avards he parted with what remained of the wine—which

was nearly the whole—to Bignon of the Paris Caf6 Eiche,

at the exorbitant rate of about thirteen pounds per bottle
;

and when I was on the wine jury at the Exhibition of

1878, a couple of bottles of this famous and highly expen-

sive wine were served at a dianer to which I was invited.

Each guest was given a glass of it, costing about twenty-

five shillings, and the one remarkable thing about the wine

Avas, that although between sixty and seventy years of age,

it still retained its roseate purple colour. Its perfume had

entirely gone, and it had lost nearly all its flavour ; in

fact might have been pronounced almost tasteless. A year

or two before I had had an opportunity of tasting at

Mr. Blandy's dinner-table at Funchal some madeira, the

authentic age of which was upwards of a century. I was

cautioned beforehand not to attempt to swallow it, as 1
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should find the flavour the reverse of agreeable. The

warning was certainly not superfluous, for the liquid had

lost all its vinosity, and had acquired the nauseous flavour

which I should conceive a diluted mixture of creosote and

petroleum to possess.

Adjoining Chateau Lafite were the viaeyards of Cos

d'Estournel, with no residential chateau boasting an historic

name, but in its place a fantastic-looking structure combin-

ing, among other styles of architecture, the Chinese, Indian,

Moresque, Grecian, and Gothic. On entering the court of

this remarkable edifice through a grand triumphal arch, we
discovered the building to be merely the " cuverie " or

press-house, and the stabling belonging to the vineyard.

The erection of this bizarre structure was due to a former

proprietor of the estate, who also built a little palace at Bor-

deaux wherein to store his wines, which had the handsome

windows of its cellars hung with rich silk curtains, and

bins of gilded bronze for the bottles of Cos d'Estournel to

repose in.

A bullock cart was discharging its load of luscious-

looking purple grapes under one of the moresque arches of

the cuverie, while the animals, fine types of the Garonnais

breed—heavy frames, large hanging dewlaps, and exceed-

ingly docile—munched away at the huge pile of grape

stalks thrown down in the centre of the court. Their

fawn-coloured hides were draped with long white cloths to

shield them from the flies, and their faces were shaded with a

veil of ornamental network, the fringe of which tickled their

broad nostrils. A fantastically carved and gaudily painted

ornament, such as might have formed part of the bullock

yokes of the Merovingian kings, was attached to the yoke

with stout leathern thongs so as to rise up between the

animal's horns, the inner of which generally had the end

sawn oflf to prevent it from getting entangled with the horn

of its feUow.
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I was readily admitted to the press-house, but my wife,

much to her surprise, and, I am afraid, more to her indig-

nation, found her passage unexpectedly barred as she was

on the point of entering. It appeared that in this, one of

the most scientifically cultivated vineyards in France, and

the property, moreover, of an Englishman—a superstition

still obtained to the effect that if a woman entered the

cuverie while the wine was being made it would cause the

generous liquor to " turn." The manager of the vineyard

assured me that even the mistress of the place was inter-

dicted from entering the building while this important

operation was going on.

At Cos d'Estournel the grapes were separated from

their stalks by half-a-dozen men raking them about furi-

ously, while other vintagers, with their bare arms tightly

bent and their fists brought level with their shoulders,

danced with naked feet upon the fruit, regulating their

movements by the time of a couple of fiddles energetically

scraped in a gallery above.

Branne-Mouton, the next vineyard visited, belonged to

Baron Nathaniel Rothschild, and enjoyed the reputation

of being one of the best managed throughout the M^doc.

Only people of the neighbourhood were employed at the

vintagiug of the wine, the vineyards being forbidden

ground to the wandering tribes who swept across the

plains and down the hill-sides when the time for gathering

the grapes arrived.

Whether they lived in the neighbourhood or came from

afar, the vintagers employed in the M^doc usually devoted

their evenings to dancing, and a considerable proportion of

them gave themselves up to drinking as well. The stroll-

ing vintagers travelled about accompanied by their own
musicians, who were either halt or blind. When we were

returning to Pauillac in the evening, just as work was over

for the day, we came upon troops of them, robed for the
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most part in rags only a trifle less brilliant than the rain-

bow, with their attendant musicians playing some lively

tune on violins, fifes, hurdy-gurdies, and guitars ; while

the bronze-complexioned, bare-legged, bright-eyed, grape-

besmeared children of the party danced merrily around.

Curiosity induced me to follow one of these bands

through the town, and up a long narrow turning to an

open court, at the end of which were a few white cottages

and some unhealthy-looking flowers aiid trees. Tn front of

an antique well a party of grape-pressers were washing

their purple-stained legs and arms, while others puff'ed

away at their pipes or dozed on the window-sills of the

neighbouring press-house, with myriads of flies spread over

their grape-smeared limbs. Entering a large adjacent out-

building through a low doorway, I observed preparations

for dinner going on ; huge lumps of fat with all kinds of

vegetables being flung together in an immense three-legged

iron pot. A fire of sticks was speedily lighted, and the pot

set to boil, and in due time the soup was served in large

earthenware bowls, from each of which several people fed at

the same time.

Newly made wine, villainous to the taste, contained

in cans resembling ordinary watering-pots without their

roses, helped to wash down the coarse bread with which

the vintagers were liberally supplied. A few of- them

drank out of stout glasses, but the men as a rule preferred

raising the large cans to their lips, and taking a long

draught from the spout. When the dinner was over the

tables were moved on one side, and fiddlers and grinders

of the hurdy-gurdy seating themselves on casks struck up

some lively tune ; whereupon men and women danced a

monotonous kind of waltz, the figure of which never by any

chance varied, save when some dancer who had taken too

much to drink favoured the company with an extravagant

pas seul. All the time dancing was going on a large and
VOL. II. z
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oft-replenished can of wine stood on a side-table ""for

the dancers to refresh themselves whenever they pleased,

and many were pleased to do so almost every five minutes.

So long as our ramble through the M^doc vineyards

lasted the hotel at Pauillac continued to be our head-

quarters, and thither we always returned at the close of the

day. The guests at the hotel were constantly changing.

One day the captain of some outward-bound ship or a

party of wine courtiers commissioned to make purchases

of the new vintage would favour us with their company

;

while on another day representatives of the great Bordeaux

shippers would come to ascertain the quality and probable

yield of the grand chateaux vineyards on the spot.

Of one of these individuals I have retained a vivid recol-

lection. He was a well-preserved old man, singularly brisk in

his movements, and garrulous as became his years—full of

stories about Bordeaux as he remembered it in the past,

and more particularly at the period of the Restoration.

My curiosity was aroused on hearing him mention that

when a boy he had frequently seen and knew by sight the

half score or more of notorious duellists who, known
locally as the " Spadassins of Bordeaux," exercised a species

of terrorism over the residents of the southern city, and the

tradition of whose infamies still survived there. He had

a fund of stories relating to the sanguinary doings of the

most notorious member of the fraternity, the Marquis de

Lignano, an Italian nobleman, who had been settled at Bor-

deaux for some years. One of them was to this effect :

—

The Place de la Com^die and the caf^s looking on to it

used to be, he said, the lounging places of those scourges of

Bordeaux society, and one day the marquis, solely with the

object of provoking a quarrel that might lead to the

inevitable duel, intercepted a young officer of the garrison

as he was crossing the broad Place, humming some
favourite air ; and with an affectation of extreme politeness
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invited him to jump over a switch which he held out at

arm's length. Doubtful for the moment as to whether the
individual who thus addressed him were not some escaped
lunatic, the officer was eyeing him curiously, when the
marquis, in peremptory tones, commanded him instantly to

do his bidding, or put up with the consequences. The
upshot was that the officer indignantly kicked the switch
aside and cuffed his impertinent obstructor, a proceeding
which, of course, led to a challenge, and to a duel being
arranged for the following morning.

When the officer arrived on the ground accompanied by
his seconds and the surgeon of his regiment, the marquis
again insolently proffered the switch, remarking in a
derisive way, " There is still time ; will you jump now ?

"

On the officer again refusing, he slashed him across the face

with the switch in a cowardly fashion, to the amazement
even of his own seconds, and the combat between the two
men speedily commenced. After a succession of feints and
passes the unlucky officer, by a sudden lunge, was run clean

through the body, and reeled backwards on the grass a

dead man. One of his seconds rushed forward, and while

he was leaning anxiously over the bleeding corpse the

marquis abruptly touched him on the shoulder and, holding

out the detestable switch, bade him jump over it at once.

Astounded at this callousness, the second replied by grasp-

ing the dead man's sword, and another duel ensued which,

unhappily for him, terminated fatally.

No sooner had the sanguinary duellist kiUed one

second than he turned towards the other, and commanded

him to jump over the switch. His refusal, as may be sup-

posed, led to a third duel, in which he too fell seriously,

though not mortally wounded. Only the surgeon now
remained, and the marquis, intoxicated by the blood he

had already shed, and craving for more, peremptorily

ordered him to jump over the switch. Having regard to
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all that had passed, and conscious of his own inability to

cope successfully with such an adversary, the surgeon

acted like a prudent man, and did the marquis's bidding.

He then hastened to attend to the wounded second, whose

life he fortunately succeeded in saving. As for the trucu-

lent marquis, before many months had elapsed, he was

shot through the head in a duel which he had provoked his

bosom friend to engage in, and Bordeaux society rejoiced

at being at last rid of its greatest pest.

A iew miles south of Pauillac, with vineyards after

vineyards almost touching the Gironde on one side and

the Landes of Gascony on the other, and nothing to

break their monotony save perhaps a group of neat white

cottages with vines and flowers trailing round the door-

ways, or some grand chateau in its cool, shady garden,

seen through a grove of trees, we came upon the village

of St. Julien, which gives the generic name to a popular

Bordeaux wine. Along the road was one long procession

of bullock carts laden with purple grapes, varied by flocks

of black and white sheep with tails trailing on the ground,

and only requiring to be a few inches longer to need those

little carts which travellers say South African sheep are

provided with to stow away their tails.

Standing back from the roadway was a modern chateau

—which the servant at our hotel, in her respectful admira-

tion of the old feudal structures of the district, spoke of

as a maison bourgeois^—flanked by an ancient, massive-

looking, round tower, which gives a name to the cele-

brated wine called Chateau la Tour. This old tower was
all that remained of a famous fortress built upwards of

five centuries ago to defend the passage of the Gironde. It

figures in history as having been laid siege to by Duguesclin

when it was held by the English under Chandos, who,
on retiring, buried, it is said, a large amount of treasure

which he was unable to carry off". On the faith of some old
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plan of the locality, supposed to be authentic, company
after company had been formed to excavate the soil in

hope of discovering this abandoned treasure, which had,

however, eluded all search.

Another St. Julien wine, well-known in England, is La
Eose, the celebrity of which dates back to the middle of

the last century, when the owner of the vineyard was in

the habit of hoisting the flag of the particular nation which

he considered his wine most likely to suit. Thus, when it

was thin and low in price the German colours were run

up ; when full of body and correspondingly dear, the

British standard was unfurled ; while, when the wine

proved to be of an intermediate character, the Dutch flag

was seen flying from the square tower of the chateau.

After skirting the village green of St. Julien, which

had its maypole hung about with withered garlands, and

boasted the usual affluence of geese, fowls, and donkeys,

—

the latter feeding voraciously off grape stalks, and possibly

endeavouring to detect the superior flavour of those of

Chateau la Tour over its neighbours, we found ourselves

again among the vineyards, which kept us company all

the way to Moulis, whither we were bound to catch the

train to Margaux. On the route we passed numerous gangs

of vintagers taking their mid-day meal under shady walnut

trees in the courts of the various chateaux, and dipping

their beaks appreciatively in the Gascon wine ; while the

children gambolled around them, and the great, sleepy-

looking oxen, yoked together, fed contentedly hard by.

Farther on we came upon a small vine cultivator who had a

splendid show of grapes, but was wanting hands to gather

them. He nervously paraded up and down in his shirt

sleeves, with a crimson umbrella over his head, seeking

shelter at times from the burning sun behind a wicker

screen which he had rigged up by the roadside, whence

he kept strict watch over his vines and their tempting

bunches against the depredations of thirsty passers-by.
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In the neighbourhood of Moulis were large meadows

interspersed with occasional patches of vines, and here

and there a chateau standing back from the roadside,

or crowning the more distant inland heights. Beyond

stretched the Landes of Gascony—arid wastes of sand,

unstable as the sea, where the eye could detect no

boundary, but where now and then might be seen a

solitary cart drawn at a melancholy pace by lean oxen,

or a few sorry flocks of sheep, tended by wild-looking

shepherds with sunken cheeks and long matted hair, and

mostly mounted upon stilts. Only a few favoured spots

yielded scanty crops of rye and millet, of which the

miserable inhabitants of the Landes made their sour

black bread.

Arrived at Margaux we were again in the midst of

vineyards. Turn in whichever direction you might, a

sea of vines spread itself before you, from out of which rose

stately chateaux—either time-worn and weather-stained,

or with white walls and slated roofs glaring in the sun-

shine in all their modern freshness—with here and there

a thriving-looking village, or the gatekeepers' little cottages

and tall telegraph poles marking the line of railway. We
found Chateau Margaux at the farther extremity of the

village, screened from sight by a belt of trees. It was a

pretentious-looking edifice in what is called the Italian style,

with a lofty portico of Ionic columns projecting greatly in

advance of the main structure, which is approached through

an Italian garden up an immense flight of steps lined on

either side with vases of flowers, and seemingly intended

to compensate for any want of dignity in the building

itself. The old chateau, ruthlessly destroyed nearly a

century ago, comprised an immense pile of feudal build-

ings surrounded by a broad moat, fed with the waters

of the Gironde by means of canals, which were wide

ipnough to admit of ships sailing up to the castle walls.
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The vineyard next in rank in the commune of Margaux
was Eauzan-S^gla, concerning which there was a local

tradition to the effect that a former proprietor, dissatisfied

with the price which the merchants of Bordeaux gave him
for his wines, freighted a ship with them and set sail for

the Thames, determined to try his luck with the Londoners

themselves. Arrived in port, the wines were tasted,

criticised, and generally approved of; still he was unable

to obtain the prices he demanded. Remembering the story

of the Sybilline books, he gave orders, in presence of the

merchants with whom he was negotiating, for one cask

after another to be broached and the contents discharged

into the river, demanding, as each cask was emptied, the

same price for what remained as he had originally asked

for his entire cargo, which, as the somewhat doubtful story

goes, he is said to have eventually obtained.
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XXXIX.

(1869.;

A CONFLAGEATION AMONG THE BORDEAUX SHIPPING

LIGHTED PETROLEUM AFLOAT—THE "WHITE "WINES OF

THE GIRONDE—ANOTHER BORDEAUX SPADASSIN

—

ST. EMILION, PERI6UEUX, AND LIMOGES

—

THE BURGUNDY VINEYARDS.

From Margaux I went in company "witli my "wife and son

to Bordeaux, -where "we stayed for several days, making

excursions to various celebrated vineyards in the neigh-

bourhood. On the evening of our arrival, just as we "were

about retiring for the night, we "were suddenly startled by

the great bell of St. Andrd sounding the tocsin. What-

ever could it mean, we asked each other. Surely the

highly conservative southern city, "where Napoleon III.

had proclaimed that the empire meant peace, could not

have revolted and she"wn itself unfaithful to the dynasty ?

While "we "were thus surmising, all the other church beUs

commenced booming, and finding that everyone in the

hotel "was rushing to the side looking on to the grand

theatre, we went "with the stream, and from the great blaze

of light realised that some huge fire was raging, and that

it was this and not a revolution which had set all the bells

in Bordeaux pealing.

The fire, we were told, was among the shipping in the

harbour, and thither I hurried, and saw numerous craft

furiously burning, with lighted petroleum floating on the

water and igniting the hulls of anchored vessels. The
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quays were lined witli crowds of people, kept in order by

shoals of policemen, aided by tbe military. As one ship

after another burst into flames maddening shouts went

up on aU sides. Apparently only the feeblest efforts were

made to cope with the fearful disaster. Distracted firemen

squirted little jets of water upon the blazing vessels to

no purpose, while burning ships getting loose from their

moorings set light to other vessels against which they

were driven by the force of the tide. The scene reminded

one of warfare in the old days, when fireships were sent

on their destructive mission among the shipping anchored

in fancied security in an enemy's harbour.

The tocsin continued sounding throughout the night,

and when morning broke heavy clouds of grey smoke

floating over the city obscured the welcome sunrise. It

was then discovered that ten three-masted ships belonging

to the port of Bordeaux, with half-a-dozen belonging to

other ports, were completely destroyed ; that a dozen more

vessels were seriously burnt, and that the damage done

was over half a million sterling.

AU this was brought about by the grossest careless-

ness. A steamship with forty tons of petroleum on board

was in course of being unladen a few miles below Bor-

deaux, when a man belonging to one of the two barges

engaged in the task, but which were just then moored

for the night, foolishly flung away a lighted match,

causing an immediate explosion, seriously injuring himself

and others, and setting the barge and its contents in a

blaze. Presently the mooring ropes snapped and the

burning barge drifted up stream with the tide. Some

firemen managed to arrest its progress and scuttle it, but

a trail of liquid fire was carried by the current among the

shipping in the harbour ; and soon the wooden huUs of

all the vessels, whose copper sheeting was well below the

water-line, caught fire, with the disastrous result that I

have spoken of.
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The sandy, gravelly, flinty, and occasionally loamy and

clayey soil of the Gironde produces not merely the very

finest red wines in the world, but numerous white wines

that have scarcely a rival, and only a few of which are

generally known in England, where people trust to wine

merchants and hotel-keepers, with whom the invariable

test of quality is price. At the head of these wines stands

the world-renowned Chateau Yquem, which comes from a

vineyard in the commune of Sauternes, some five-and-

twenty miles from Bordeaux. Hereabouts grands crUs

were abundant, there being no fewer than ten vineyards

where fine wines were grown within eyeshot, besides as

many others of second rank. Chateau Yquem, of course,

taking the lead of aU. The chateau belonging to the

Marquis de Lur-Saluces was a fine old building, half-

feudal, half renaissance in style—sturdy loop-holed corner

towers, barbicans, and machicolated gateways, intermingling

with sculptured portals, muUioned windows, and mansard

roofs. There was a charming air of neglect about its terraced

lawn, its grassgrown court, its antique stone well with a

couple of slender columns supporting some finely twisted

iron-work, its orange tree avenue, and its unoccupied,

tapestry-hung, quaintly furnished rooms, where everything

breathed of a past century. From the principal front of

the chateau an extensive view was obtained across the

Ciron valley, and over miles upon miles of vineyards

in the direction of Bordeaux.

In the vintaging of Chateau Yquem something like

a previous education on the part of the grape-pickers

is requisite, for it is necessary they should be able to

discriminate whether each individual berry has arrived at

a proper degree of maturity. In order to secure extreme

softness to the wine, combined with a rich liqueur flavour,

the grapes, which are excessively sweet and juicy, before

being gathered are allowed to dry on the stalks—preserved
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as it were by the rays of the sun— until they become

covered with a kind of down, which gives almost a mouldy

appearance to them. During this period the grape fer-

ments within its own skin and thereby attains the requisite

degree of ripeness, just one remove or so from rottenness.

It is then that the vintage commences, and the cutters go

from bunch to bunch, detaching only the graines rdties, or

those grapes that have dried after arriving at proper

maturity. From this first gathering a wine of extreme

softness and density, which goes by the name of crSme-de-

tSte, is produced.

When the vintage was completed, a fete called the

" AccabaiUes "— a Gascon term signifying the finish—was

held, when all the people who had taken part in the work
were entertained at a substantial dinner at which Chateau

Yquem, not new or inferior wine, but wine worth eight

francs the bottle, flowed as fi-eely as water. As soon as

the feast was over the tables were put aside and, the huge

press-house being lighted up with lamps suspended in the

midst of green boughs and vine garlands from the massive

beams of the roof, dancing commenced. The amount of

good wine which every one had imbibed gave not only

animation and character but duration to the interminable

" rondes " and " sarabandes," and the nimble-footed vend-

angeuses only ceased their pirouettes when the moon had

gone down.

Another wine is produced in the Sauternes district,

which some connoisseurs consider worthy to be compared

with ChateauYquem. This is La Tour Blanche, so-called

after an ancient round tower near a chateau which looks

on to a "charming, careless-ordered garden," with cacti

and lemon, and orange trees bordering its gravelled

walks, and aU manner of beautiful flowering trees and

shrubs bounding it. The vintage, we were informed, would

commence on the following day. "It is unfortunate,"
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remarked the superintendent, " that you are just one day

too early for me to show you the way we go to work to

make our wine ; still you shall judge for yourself what the

wine is like when made ; " and, calling for the keys of the

cellars, he caused one cask after another of La Tour Blanche

to be tapped—all the fine Sauternes wines attain their

fullest degree of perfection in the wood—while we sat

under the shade of the orange and lemon trees, quaffing

glass after glass of the rich golden fluid until the sun had

fairly set in the midst of a sea of vines, and musing that it

was quite possible to pass life pleasantly enough in this

favoured land under even other peoples' vines and fig

trees.

Chancing during our stay at the Hotel de la Paix to

mention to the landlord the stories I had heard at Pauillac

about the Bordeaux spadassins, he capped them with a tale

of his own, relating to one of the most notorious members

of the fraternity, the handsome Count de Larillifere, who

fought, he said, about half a hundred duels and killed at

least a dozen of his antagonists. One day, when strolling

about the city in the company of an accomplice, the count

saw advancing towards him one of the principal merchants

of Bordeaux arm-in-arm with his young and pretty wife to

whom he had been only recently married. Eaising his hat

with a mock air of politeness as the couple drew near, the

count informed the astonished merchant that he thought

it his duty to apprize him of a bet he had just made
with his friend, by the terms of which he had engaged first

of all to box his ears and then to kiss his charming wife, in

spite of any resistance either of them might ofi"er. Before

the merchant could even expostulate, the count put both

his threats into execution, and was of course challenged for

the insult, whereupon a duel followed, resulting, as most

people had foreseen, in the merchant's death and his young
bride being left a widow.
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The sheer brutality of the count's proceeding aroused

general indignation, and everybody hoped that a day of

retribution would soon arrive. And they were not dis-

-appointed, for shortly afterwards there was a masked ball

at the Bordeaux theatre, and while Larillifere was waiting

in an adjacent cafd for some friend, one of the masqueraders,

wearing a domino and with his face concealed by a black

velvet mask, entered and strode up to the table at which

the count was seated, with a glass of punch before him.

Seizing the glass he threw the contents on the ground and

ordered the waiter to replace them with some orgeat. The

count instantly started up and attempted to strike the

stranger, but the latter producing a loaded pistol pointed it

at Lardlifere's head, and the waiter having been terrified

into bringing the orgeat the count was commanded to

drink it off" forthwith, under the penalty of having his

brains blown out. If, however, he complied the masked

stranger promised him the customary satisfaction, and en-

gaged to cross swords with him at any hour he chose to

name on the following morning.

Everyone in the cafd, where Larilliere was of course

thoroughly well known, looked on at this strange proceeding

with amazement. After considering a moment or two the

enraged count swallowed the orgeat, chose sabres as the

weapons with which the combat was to be decided, and

arranged to meet his masked antagonist a short distance

outside the city early in the morning. On arriving at

the appointed spot the count found himself in the presence

of a man no longer wearing a mask, and who appeared to

be some twenty-five years old. The seconds by whom he

was accompanied were two common soldiers belonging to

one of the regiments stationed in the citadel of Blaye.

The bearing of the unknown was collected and dignified,

and siagularly resolute. His seconds had brought weapons

to the ground, but LarUlifere's seconds took exception to
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them, at which a scarcely perceptible smile passed over the

stranger's face.

On taking his position, Larilliere turned towards the

second nearest to him, and remarked in an undertone ;

" For once, I believe, I have found my equal." At the

very first passes the count was confirmed in his opinion,

that he had to deal with a skilful adversary. Assaults and

parryings succeeded each other with rapidity on both sides
;

and then Larilliere, desirous of bringing the affair to a

close, tried his finishing stroke two or three times, but only

to find his sword deftly turned aside by his adversary's

blade. Harassed at finding his efforts unavailing, he in-

solently demanded of his opponent, " Well, sir, when do
you intend to kiU me ?

"

There was a momentary silence, broken only by the

clash of the two sabres. Then the stranger, having assured

himself that the advantage of the encounter lay decidedly

with him, quietly replied to Larilliere, " Immediately."

Saying this, he thrust the point of his sword between the

ribs of his adversary, who sprang backwards, tottered, and
sank into the arms of his nearest second. Putting his right

hand to his wound, the count said, with difiiculty :
" That,

sir, is not a sabre cut ; it is a thrust with the point—with
the sabre I feared no one." In a few moments he fell

back dead.

Larilliere's opponent proved to be one of the young
officers of the garrison at Blaye. When the fact of the

count's death became generally known in Bordeaux, many
mothers of families actually had masses said, in thankful

gratitude at society having been delivered from so hateful

a scourge.

Before we finally left Bordeaux we made an excursion

to Passac, which is almost a suburb of the city, when we
visited Chateau Haut-Brion, famous for its fine red wine
ranking with the four grandest wines of the M^doc.
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Attached to the ancient chateau was a geometrically laid-

out garden dating back to the days of Le N6tre, and

beyond it a fine old timbered park where Talleyrand, who
once owned the estate, is said to have meditated many a

day. From Bordeaux it was only a short railway journey

to Libourne, in the neighbourhood of which is St. Emilion,

hemmed in with rocky ravines, whose slopes were covered

with vines, taking root freely in the few inches of sandy

soU, and producing those more potent wines known as the

burgundies of the Gironde. Here we were shown the

hermitage of the saint who has given his name alike to

town and wine, hewn out of the solid rock, with granite

bedstead, chair, and table en suite; also an old church claim-

ing to have been built in the reign of King Pepin, and the

chateau in which our John Lackland lived for some years.

From Libourne we traversed the valley of the Isle,

crossed the river, and then passed close to its junction with

the Crempse at Mussidan, some few miles beyond which are

the noble ruins of the Chateau of Beaus^jour, the cradle and

burial-place for centuries of the Talleyrands-P^rigords,

succeeded by a crowd of other chateaux which time has

dealt somewhat less rudely by. Pdrigueux, which we next

reached, is dear to all lovers of Michael de Montaigne, who
said he would rather be second or third at P^rigueux than

first at Paris. It struck me as being one of the most per-

fectly preserved of old French towns, having all the feudal

characteristics of the fifteenth century about its picturesque

yet sombre-looking gabled houses, with their conical corner

turrets and grotesque waterspouts projecting almost to the

centre of the quaint narrow streets.

The trufile season was not to commence for fully a

month to come, so that there was no chance of seeing the

learned pigs of P^rigueux put through their performances
;

and the vines which clothed the dome-shaped hills encom-

passing the town, though they generated at their roots this
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delicious esculent in abundance, did not happen to produce

on their branches grapes capable of yielding good wine,

which was what we were just then in search of. We
therefore passed the quaint feudal town, with Koman re-

mains just outside its walls sufl&cient to have made the for-

tune of a far less interesting place—the ruins, for instance,

of an amphitheatre considerably larger than that of Mmes,

and capable of accommodating forty thousand spectators.

Our way was through a hilly district, where the vine and

chestnut trees seemed perpetually to flourish, into the still

more hUly old French province of Limousin. Here the

eye was delighted for hours by a succession of beautiful

landscapes—hill, dale, distance, wood, and water combined,

with now and then some grand old chateau to give a touch

of human interest to the lovely scene.

Eventually we reached Limoges, the old mediaeval town

which elevated painting upon porcelain into a grand art,

and found it still abounding in ancient timber houses

jumbled together in the queerest fashion, and pierced by
little windows all askew. Here, I remember, we were well

lodged and liberally fed, with excellent red wine ad lib., at

the best hotel, at the small charge of five francs each per

day. The wine, however, capital though it was, according

to the landlord's valuation was only twopence the pint,,

and fine grapes could be purchased, I discovered, for as

little as a penny per lb.

From Limoges we sped on to Gu^ret, and afterwards

crossed the river Creuse over a splendid viaduct a hundred
and eighty feet in height, and shot past Chanon, where, I

was told, were to be seen the remains of the grandest

Celtic town, with temples, gateways, and triple line of

ramparts, that imagination could conceive. We were
however, unable to give the time to look at it. Our object

was to chase the vintage through France ; but the sun
had latterly been too quick for us, and we saw that we
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must abandon bearing down south to Ermitage and St.

Peray, or we should run the risk of missing the more im-

portant vintages of Upper and Lower Burgundy. We
made, therefore, at once for Moulins, and obtained quarters

for the night in an old galleried inn, taking the railway

early the following morning to CharoUes, whence we wound
round by way of the Beaujolais to M^con, through that

grand chain of melancholy-looking hills which divides the

basins of the Saone and Loire, and is full of memories of

Lamartine and his works.

As soon as we struck the neighbourhood of the vines

the solitary landscape at once teemed with life. A proces-

sion of bullock carts wound through the valleys, and troops

of advancing vintagers, shaded from the burning sun by
their wide-brim straw hats, scoured the vine-clad slopes

baskets in hand. Save a few bits of cord dangling before

their eyes, the oxen had no drapery about them Hke they

had in the Mddoc ; neither were their yokes elaborately

carved and painted as though a kind of pride were taken in

the animals—which, by the way, would not bear comparison

with their fellows of the Garonnais breed.

After leaving Macon the vines were seen growing in

small patches, and occasionally trained to serve as mere

hedges to vegetable gardens. In the neighbourhood of

the Saone were rich green pastures, bordered by endless

rows of poplars and willows, and dotted over with herds

of cattle, for it was only on the rising ground, away from

the treacherous damp, which rots the roots of the vine,

that the vineyards were to be found. The Saone here-

abouts was constantly overflowing its banks, and every

now and then we passed some village in the lowlands

showing traces of these periodic inundations, with not

so much as a single dyke to stem the progress of the

rushing waters. From Meursault the vineyards extended

in an unbroken line for fully thirty miles, for we were now
VOL. II. 2 A
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in the renowned C6te d'Or, with a chain of lofty calcareous

hills, here and there intersected by deep gorges, bounding

our view on the one side ; and on the other—beyond hill

and dale, vineyards and cultivated fields, forests and sterile

plains—faint in the extreme distance, hanging like clouds

in the sky, one perceived the chain of the Jura dominated

by Mont Blanc.

The slopes of the Cote d'Or form one grand vineyard,

of which the little villages crouched at its feet are only

so many cuveries where, during the vintage season, the

air is redolent of new-made wine. The railway time-table

reads like some " Carte de vins de Bourgogne "—Meursault,

Volnay, Pommard, Beaune, Nuits, Vougeot, Chambertin,

and Gevrey. What a glorious list ! The first vineyards of

note were those of Puligny and Chassagne, which produce

the famous Montrachet, a white wine of exquisite perfume

and delicious flavour. Montrachet is the produce of three

several vineyards, in all about forty-five acres in extent,

named respectively the Aind, whence comes the original

wine, the Chevalier and the Batard. Although the vine-

yards join and their aspect is the same, they nevertheless

produce a wine sufficiently dissimilar in character to entail

a considerable difference in price. For instance, the Ain^
will bring almost half as much again as the Chevalier,

which in turn is dearer than the Batard. The wines of

the neighbouring district, known under the general name
of Meursault, and one of which is the golden-coloured

wine to which the expressive title of " goutte d'or " has

been given, hold a high position among the white
burgundies.

A couple of miles nearer to Dijon was Volnay, and
in the course of another mile or so we were at Pommard
the cradles of two highly-prized Burgundy wines which
were of old the exclusive luxury of princes and churchmen,
who owned all the vineyards in the district, and jealously
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guarded their treasures. Still another couple of miles and

we were at Beaune, the most prolific of all the Burgundian

vineyards. At Corgoloin, which came next, was one of

the most extensive vineyards in the district, owned by

the grandson of Monge, the mathematician, and minister

of war and marine to Louis XVI., the order for whose

execution Monge signed. After narrowly escaping the

guillotine himself, he became one of the founders of the

PoljTtechnic school, accompanied Napoleon to Egypt,

shared in the honours and emoluments of the first empire,

and was honoured by having his statue set up in the

market-place of Beaune hard by.

The M. Monge we visited seemed to manage his vine-

yard and make his wine very much in his grandfather's

way—mathematically. Order reigned everywhere : every-

thing had its place, the people employed worked with the

regularity of machines, and various mechanical appliances

had been introduced to economise manual labour. All

this was the more evident, as in the famous old Burgundy

vineyards like Clos de Vougeot and Chambertin every-

thinsr went on after the old-fashioned manner of three

centuries ago. At Corgoloin the wine-press was worked

with hydraulic pressure. Four men toiled away at the

pumps, and the rich ruby-coloured "must" was at once

conveyed through underground guttapercha pipes to an

immense receptacle in an adjoining building, whence it

was pumped into the surrounding vats, of which there

were some eighteen or twenty, each holding its two

thousand five hundred gallons.

Although we were unprovided with any kind of intro-

duction, M. Monge received us with the urbane politeness

of a Frenchman of the old school. He conducted us per-

sonally over his establishment, pointed out the many

modern improvements he had introduced, ofi"ered us various

fine red and white burgundies to taste, and when we took
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our departure courteously handed my wife down the long

flight of steps leading from the chateau to the surrounding

gardens, and insisted on escorting her along the extensive

lime-tree avenue to the extreme verge of his grounds where,

bare-headed, he bowed his repeated adieux.

From Corgoloin we went to Nuits, famous mainly for

its cru of St. Georges, one of the most spirituous of Bur-

gundy wines, thoiigh it fathers most of the wines made for

miles around—up, indeed, to the vineyards of Beaune on

the one side and of Vosne on the other, where the renowned

crus of Eoman^e-Conti, Eomande-St. Vivant, Eichebourg,

La Tache, and La Grande-Rue are to be found. Of these

Eoman^e-Conti is king.

The year before our visit this famous vineyard, only a

trifle over four acres in extent, was put up to sale by

auction at Beaune, and realized 239,000 francs ; a few days

afterwards the purchaser resold it for a bonus of 50,000

francs, which raised the price to nearly £11,600, or about

£3,000 per acre. Clos de Vougeot, the yield from which

is nearly five-and-twenty times as much as from Eomanee-
Conti, was ofi"ered for sale at the same time, but found no

bidder above the upset price of 2,000,000 francs, and was
still awaiting a purchaser.

The Clos de Vougeot was about a mile from Vosne, at

the entrance of the village of Vougeot, and was as its prefix

indicated entirely surrounded by stone walls, lofty enough
to keep out the most daring depredators. Somehow or

other it had come to be regarded as the most honoured
of vineyards, owing to the well-known eccentric freak of a
certain General Bissot, a great admirer of the wine, who
when passing through Burgundy at the head of his regi-

ment to join the army of the Ehine, commanded the line to

halt and render military honours to the celebrated cru.

The old chateau was a somewhat heavy-looking renaissance

building, with solid square stone towers flanking its arched
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entrance gateway, overgrown with ancient viaes and sur-

mounted by carved stone cupids supporting a shield on

which the sculptor had omitted to chisel any armorial

ensign. Within this deep-shadowed gateway were the

entrances to the immense vaulted wine cellars, containing

many hundred casks of wine, and no less than eighty

thousand bottles piled up pyramid fashion some ten or

twelve feet in height.

The chateau was built by one of the abbots of the

neighbouring monastery of Citeaux, to which the vineyard

in old times belonged. Its internal decorations, however,

were never completed, and the unfinished stone carvings

were in just the same state as when the sculptor threw

down his chisel, possibly at the death of his patron, upwards

of three centuries ago. The apartments, with the exception

of the chapel, which was little more than a good-sized

closet, were very large and lofty. They had evidently

never been occupied, and the only use to which they had

been put was to bottle wine in and seal the corks with the

Clos seal. The chapel bell, destined to summon the monks

to their prayers, was at the time of my visit rung during

the vintage to call the cutters away from their work when-

ever a shower of rain threatened.

The vines at the Clos were mostly trained up single

poles, three or four of which, brought together at the top,

formed a pyramid, the base of which was one mass of

purple grapes covered with the most delicate bloom. A
great point was made of gathering all the grapes within the

shortest possible space of time ; and with this view as many

as five hundred people were employed, who scoured the

slopes and cleared the viaes like locusts. You might

have followed in their footsteps for miles and have failed to

discover a single bunch of grapes that had escaped their

notice. The wine-presses were immense wooden construc-

tions after some remarkably ancient type, and worked by
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means of a ponderous lever which required the united

powers of seven men to set it in motion. Bustle and ex-

citement prevailed in the press-house ; carts laden with

grapes were constantly arriving and discharging their

contents ; half-naked, ragged, wild-looking men, working

arduously, were shovelling the grapes in and out of the

presses ; while other unkempt individuals, bearing tubs of

pressed grapes strapped to their backs or suspended from

long poles resting on their shoulders, passed up and down
the press-house, ascended ladders, and discharged their

burdens into huge vats ranged in a single row along one

side of the buLlding. Every now and then, when these

were filled to a certaia point, a couple of sturdy fellows

would strip themselves naked, and, leaping into the vat,

commence treading down the grapes to force them into the

smallest possible compass. More grapes were then thrown

in, and again the treaders set to work, until at last they

emerged from the vat bathed from neck to feet in crimson

grape juice.

We crossed the " golden slopes " of Chambertin, and
looked in at the pressoir where I saw the same ponderous

old press at work which used to crush the grapes that pro-

duced the favourite wine of the first Napoleon, and then

we made for Dijon, some few miles distant, where my
pleasant mission among the vines and wines terminated.

During the winter of this year I was honoured for a

second time with an invitation to one of the Tuileries state

balls. The evening was clear and frosty, and on arriving

at the palace shortly before ten o'clock, by way of the

Place du Carrousel, I found hundreds of empty carriages

drawn up in line, and crowds of coachmen and footmen, in

their long greatcoats and huge fur capes, cracking their

little jokes around some half-dozen bonfires, which had
been kindled on the Place for their benefit. At the

entrance to the Pavilion de I'Horloge the white-turbaned,
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blue-vested Turcos, drawn up at attention, -with no blazing

bonfire to -warm them, were shivering perceptibly in the

frosty evening air.

I crossed the grand vestibule of the palace and passed

down avenues of powdered and liveried flunkies, following

in the wake of a fat old general, puffing like a porpoise at

every step he took, and a couple oi grandes dames, in long

traUing robes prodigally trimmed with the daintiest lace,

which exacted my most watchful care lest a thoughtless step

might rend it into shreds. Having ascended the grand

staircase—a veritable parterre of rare flowers and exotic

plants, with a tali cent-garde, in glittering casque and

breastplate, standing immovable with drawn sword, on

every other step—I arrived on the first floor at another

spacious vestibule, with several doorways and a couple

more military giants posted at each. The principal door-

way led to a long gallery, crowded with gold-laced uni-

forms, of various nationalities, and toilettes of Watteau-

like elegance. At the further end of this gallery was the

large ballroom, towards which everybody was eagerly

pressing.

I at once recognised the apartment to be the famous

SaUe des Mar^chaux by the gigantic caryatides supporting

its massive ceiling and the life-size portraits of the marshals

of the first empire, gazing from its panelled walls, a trifle

scornfully, as it seemed to me, on the chattering and

struggling throng. So crowded indeed was the vast apart-

ment that the score of already perspiring chamberlains in

scarlet coats and white silk breeches had as much as they

could do to keep clear the sacred space reserved for the

grand quadrille. After a while the emperor and empress,

accompanied by poor neglected Princess Clothilde, the

diplomatic corps, a crowd of chamberlains, and a mob of

masters of the ceremonies entered, when Waldteufel's band

at once struck up, what it was then the fashion to style the
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national air, " Partant pour la Syrie." The imperial party

having seated themselves in their gilded chairs under the

bee-bespangled canopy, the quadrille d'honneur was forth-

with formed.

On very grand occasions the eight couples taking part

in this quadrille were composed of the veritable salt of the

earth, but this evening they were simply selected from the

diplomatic corps and members of the Bonaparte and Murat

families. The emperor rarely danced and the empress

only joined in the quadrille d'honneur when she was

secure of some foreign potentate, or at least an imperial

or royal prince, for a partner. As for the pious Princess

Clothilde, she was credited with regarding dancing as little

else than a sin, and on the present occasion she certainly

looked intensely bored, and appeared glad to make her

escape early in the evening. Onlookers in the front rank

watched with eager eyes every movement of the dancers

privileged to take part in the grand quadrille ; and as soon

as it was ended proceeded to sail in stately fashion through

the solemn figures of the lancers. The more lively

mazurka and polka followed, and then came the palpi-

tating and exciting waltz.

Meanwhile, the emperor had commenced promenading
among the guests, chatting good-humouredly with those

he singled out for attention, and affecting to scold the

prettiest of the young ladies who threw themselves in

his path for not dancing and displaying their graceful

figures as often as they ought. Altogether, it seemed as

though neither Eochefort's bitter raillery nor Pierre Bona-
parte's impetuous folly ^ weighed in the slightest degree on
his mind. Whenever a continuous smile lighted up the
emperor's countenance he looked quite another man, and
on these occasions I was often struck by his momentary
resemblance to Mr. Charles Dickens—a resemblance I

1 See post p. 392.
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never remember being noticed before, although it was
striking enough to a close observer.

One needed an experienced cicerone at one's elbow to

point out the more notable guests, only a fraction of whom
were known to me by sight. I had, however, no difficulty

in recognising the podgy figure of Marshal Canrobert, who
was said to love a ball almost as dearly as a battle, or the

Princess de Metternich, lookiag even more splendid than

usual in her Hungarian jewels, and those other leaders of

fashion, the Marchioness de Gallifet and the Countess de

Pourtalfes—the "graces three" of the imperial court, whose

approving nod secured the admission of aspiring postulants

to the most jealously-guarded social circles, while their

frown sufficed to damp the hopes of the most confident

suppliants. There was, moreover, no mistaking Nubar
Pacha, with his fez cocked a trifle on one side, which,

although it may have been the correct thing at Cairo, was
regarded at the not over-precise Tuileries as imparting a

dissipated air to the wearer. There was, of course, the

customary bevy of pretty American girls, and a good
sprinkling of prettier and less loquacious English ones,

for the ancient rakes to feast their sated eyes upon, while

the military mustered, as usual, in force at the refresh-

ment bars, where early in the evening elderly officers were

evincing their partiality for punch au rhum, and bragging

about the inevitable drubbing that would befal the nation

that presumed to cross swords with la belle France.

From time to time the electric light, then somewhat of

a novelty, flashed across the Tuileries gardens, illuminating

the statues and floral parterres, and next suddenly stream-

ing down the Champs Elysdes, casting a flickering light

on the Arc de Triomphe. Dancing went on apace until

the cotillon gave the signal for supper, the going into

which was a scene of itself. The emperor and empress,

with the diplomatic corps and a few of their dis-
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tinguistied visitors, led the way, and feasted by them-

selves at the imperial table. Meanwhile, the sorely-taxed

chamberlains were engaged in marshalling the other guests

and shutting them up in batches of about fifty, to be even-

tually dispersed in series throughout the remaining supper-

rooms. These vigilant officials were ever on the alert,

intent on restraining any ravenous members of the male

sex who sought to pop in before the ladies were seated.

The result was there was no overcrowding, no unseemly

struggling for places, and everybody ate, if not exactly

leisurely, still in comparative comfort. There were plenty

of dainties to pick and choose from, though I only remem-
ber the incomparable salad d, la Paradis, delicious to feast

off, but equally indigestible as that other toothsome pZa^,

lobster gently boiled in oil and partaken of while smoking

hot.

Dancing went on, I heard, until three o'clock, but I

had seen all I cared to see, and felt sufficiently tired, so,

making my way to the grand vestibule, I soon found myself

crossing the Place du Carrousel, and cynically pondering

whether the wearied ones I had just left had ever heard of

Sir George Cornewall Lewis's shrewd remark—that life on

this planet would be tolerable enough were it not for its

so-called amusements.
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XL.

(1869-70.)

THE PANTIN TRAGEDY—THE TRIAL AND CONVICTION OF

TROPPMANN.

Whilst I was at Bordeaux I learned through the news-

papers that an appalling discovery had been made at

Pantin, in the outskirts of Paris. Six bodies—includincr

one of a middle-aged woman, another of a youth about

sixteen years of age, with three younger lads and a little

girl—had been found buried in a field. They were all

fearfully disfigured, with no less than one hundred and
seven wounds, some of which had been inflicted with a

knife, and the others with a pickaxe. The younger chil-

dren had playthings in their pockets, and the little girl

still grasped in her hand a bit of bread and a slice of

sausage, which she had apparently been eating when she

was killed.

With but little of that respect for the dead on which

French people pride themselves, the bodies were removed

to the Paris Morgue in a couple of dung carts, hurriedly

cleansed for the purpose. They were escorted, not only

by police, but by foot-soldiers, and the singular cortege

attracted general attention as it passed through the Paris

streets. When the crowd which had gathered near the

Morgue beheld the mutilated bodies as they were carried

into the building, it was generally surmised that there had

been a terrible railway accident, and that these were some

of the victims. On the morrow, however, the newspapers

gave full particulars of the discovery and thousands of
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people hurried to the Morgue to feast their eyes on the

morbid sight, but were doomed to be disappointed, for,

owing to the bodies having already been identified, they

were not publicly exhibited. The woman proved to be a

Madame Eanck of Eoubaix, and the four boys and the

little girl were her children. Her husband, Jean Kinck

—a well-to-do machine-maker owning three houses at

Eoubaix, as well as some landed property in Alsace—and

their eldest son, Gustave, were found to have disappeared,

and it was at first surmised that they were the murderers

of Madame Kinck and the children.

This appalling tragedy produced a deep sensation

throughout France. Whilst I was at Bordeaux and in the

Cote d'Or, it formed the staple subject of conversation at

the various tables d'hote, and it was impossible to enter

an auberge in the rural districts without hearing it dis-

cussed. The " drama of Pantin," as it was called, pursued

one everywhere, into the very vineyards and pressing-

houses, and some benighted peasant actually asked me if

it were true—as he had heard people say—that there was
an ogre in Paris who was eating up all the women and
children.

Every day one learned some fresh particulars through
the newspapers, and soon the news came that the murderer
—a young fellow barely twenty years of age—had been
arrested at Havre, where he had been endeavouring to

secure a passage for America without complying with the

various formalities required by French law. On a gen-
darme demanding to see his papers, he produced, it was
said, a passport in the name of Gustave Kinck, and this of

course led to his immediate arrest. Whilst he was being
marched away by his captor, along one of the quays, he
profited by some confusion caused by a block in the trafiic

to break loose and jump into the docks, evidently intend-

ing to drown himself, but a passer-by sprang into the
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water, and in spite of his desperate struggles, succeeded in

rescuing him.

On being conveyed to the prison, it was discovered by
the papers in his pockets that his name was not Gustavo

Kinck, but Jean Baptiste Troppmann. He admitted hav-

ing had to do with the Pantin murders, but declared that

Jean and Gustave Kinck were the principals in the

affair, and that, for his own part, he had merely " held
"

the children whilst their father and brother butchered

them. The title-deeds to the houses and land belonging

to the Kinck family having been found upon him, he was

asked how he became possessed of them, when he replied

that he was merely keeping them until Jean and Gustave

Kinck arrived at Havre, whence all three were to have set

sail for America.

My old acquaintance, M. Claude, hurried to Havre,

and took Troppmann in his custody to Paris, the journey

being a most exciting one, for repeated attempts were

made at diff"erent stations on the line to seize the

prisoner with the view of lynching him. On reaching

Paris he was driven to the Morgue and confronted with

the bodies of his victims, whom he identified without hesi-

tation, and with an air of callous indifference ; again declar-

ing that the real murderers were Jean and Gustave Kinck.

The very next day, however, the unfortunate Gustave was

found buried in the same field as his mother, sister and

brothers, but in a separate grave. When Troppmann was

apprized of this discovery he was ready with the sugges-

tion that Jean Kinck, in his anxiety to rid himself of an

accomplice, must have killed his eldest son whilst he,

Troppmann, was waiting for both of them at Havre.

The investigating magistrate and M. Claude believed

Troppmann, however, to be the sole culprit, and searches

were instituted in various directions in view of finding

the body of Jean Kinck, who was now also suspected to
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have been murdered. Meanwhile the field at Pantin,

where the seven bodies had been discovered, had become

a place of pilgrimage with the Parisians, and a rude

paling with some crosses, from which hung bouquets

of immortelles and bunches of flowers, marked the spot

where Madame Kinck and her children had been lured

by their murderer.

When I visited the locality after my return to Paris,

it was virtually deserted, for the cold weather had set in,

and public interest was centred less in the victims than

in the murderer. Turning one's back upon the city, with

the Pantin railway goods station a few hundred yards to the

right, and the houses of Aubervilliers at some little distance

on the left, the bleak, black plain of St. Denis stretched be-

fore one, dotted over with a few dingy factories and cabarets,

and some miserable cabins tenanted by rag-pickers with

tattered strips of calico serving as curtains to their pane-

less windows. One can imagine the surprise of the occu-

piers of these wretched shanties when, among the crowds

daily arriving from Paris, they observed numerous ladies

and gentlemen in fashionable attire, eager beyond measure

to gaze upon the scene of Troppmann's crime. Gendarmes,

police, and foot soldiers were then constantly on the spot in

view of maintaining order, but after the discovery of the

body of Gustave Kinck the entire field was for a time

cleared of sightseers, so that it might be ploughed, pre-

paratory to a careful search for Jean Kinck's remains.

These were not found at Pantin, however, but in Alsace,

at the foot of the ruins of the old castle of Herrenflug, near

Waltwiller. The body was in such a decomposed state

that it could only be identified by its garments, and it

was not possible to ascertain the exact mode of death.

Troppmann, however, subsequently told the investigating

magistrate that Jean Kinck had been poisoned with prussic

acid, administered to him in some wine. The scoundrel's
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design was to obtain possession of all the property belong-

ing to the Kincks, whom he knew to be well off and also

extremely credulous. He himself had at one time been

in their employ, his calling being that of a machine-fitter.

On some pretext or other he inveigled Jean Kinck to

Alsace, and there murdered him ; after which he led the

other members of the family to believe that the father had

purchased a property at Pantin, where he intended setting

up some works.

To account for Kinck not writing to his family, he gave

out that his late master had hurt his hand, for which rea-

son he, Troppmann, conducted all the correspondence. He
next drew Gustavo Kinck to Paris, murdered and buried him

at Pantin, and then on the arrival of the mother and the

five children he accompanied them in a cab, late in the

evening, to within a few hundred yards of the spot where

he butchered and buried them. It was a dark night, the

sky was overcast with black clouds, and a boisterous wind

was blowing. According to the cabdriver, Troppmann,

Madame Kinck, and two of the children were the first to

alight, at the corner of a road skirting a clover field. The

other three children remained in the vehicle, Troppmann

saying to them, as he pointed to a high white wall which

could be vaguely seen in the distance ;
" We are going

there to fetch your father, and will bring him back to

you."

Half an hour later, however, Troppmann returned

alone, paid the driver, and said to him :
" You can go off;

it is decided we shall stop here." Then, as the cab drove

back to Paris, he led the three remaining children towards

the spot where he had already massacred the mother and

two of the little ones. It was on the morrow that the

bodies were discovered by the owner of the field, who,

having but recently ploughed it, was surprised as he

passed by to see a mound rising amid the furrows.
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Troppmann having obtained possession of Hs victims'

papers set out for Havre, in the hope of reaching America,

whence he intended forwarding a power of attorney, in

the name of Kinck, to some notary, to enable him to realise

the property belonging to the murdered family.

Although the empire was now on the eve of im-

portant political changes, and the wildest rumours were

abroad—it being suggested, among other things, that the

emperor was plotting another coup d'etat—the Parisians

seemed to take far less interest in these matters than

in everything concerning Troppmann. His prison life was

chronicled most minutely by a host of imaginative re-

porters, and not a day passed without some new contribu-

tion to the discussion as to whether the murderer had had

accomplices or not ; night and morning, too, gave rise to

some fresh but spurious " revelation," and the most glaring

and audacious falsehoods were devised, and implicitly

believed in by the credulous Parisians.

Among the papers which resorted to pure invention,

with the object of increasing their sales, the " Petit

Journal " ranked conspicuously. Just at this time Millaud

had lost the services of his famous chroniqueur, Timothee

Trimm, and dreading a great decrease of circulation

through this secession, he decided that Troppmann should

be made to save the paper. The public were already won-

derfully interested in this scoundrel and his misdeeds, and

their concern was to be still further stimulated—wrought

in fact into genuine excitement—with a view not only to

maintaining the existing circulation of the " Petit Journal,"

but even of increasing it.

Millaud took the matter in hand himself, and used to

lie awake at night concocting all manner of marvellous

stories relating to Troppmann, which should either thrill

his readers with horror or else affect them to tears. At
his lev6e next day he communicated the result of his vigil
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to some member of the " Petit Journal " staiF, who forth-

with reduced the editorial ideas to writing, for Millaud

himself never penned a line, Among those who aided and

abetted him in the task of gulling the readers of the

popular newspaper were some of the first journalists in

Paris, whose services he specially retained for the purpose.

Albert Wolff, better known by his connection with " the

Figaro," on which for many years he was a leading

chroniqueur and art critic, subsequently confessed that he

rendered Millaud valuable assistance in " booming" the

Troppmann affair.

According to Wolff, Millaud said to him one morning :

" Suppose Troppmann had a brother, an of&cer in the

army, and that the brother visited the murderer in prison.

Picture the interview : Troppmann all remorse, and his

brother all indignation at the dishonour cast upon the

family name, till eventually he tears the cross of the

Legion of Honour from his breast and flings it on the floor

of the cell. Then, while the criminal crouches on his

pallet, and the warders stand around looking sad and

solemn, the officer stalks out of the cell, and the door

closes behind him. His receding steps are heard in the

corridor, and suddenly a loud detonation reverberates

through the prison. Unable to bear such crushing dis-

honour, this brave oflficer, the hope of the army, this future

marshal of France, had shot himself through the head with

a revolver
!

"

Wolff was fairly taken aback by the audacity of such

an invention, but Millaud, who had worked himself into

a state of tremendous excitement, with tears actually

coursing down his cheeks, was not to be foiled. Strid-

ing up and down, he furnished every requisite detail, and

the story was written and duly published in the " Petit

Journal " as an actual fact. As it was speedily reproduced

by the other French papers, and the substance of it was tele-

VOL. II. 2 B
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graphed abroad by the correspondents of foreign journals

the whole world was led to believe that Troppmann really

had a brother who was an officer and decorated, and that

he had committed suicide rather than survive the family

dishonour. There was just this slight foundation for the

story, Troppmann did have a brother who was a private in

the naval artillery. After the murderer's arrest, the autho-

rities considerately gave this brother six months' leave of

absence, but he did not profit by it to visit Troppmann in

prison, and he certainly never committed suicide.

Although under the second empire the press was held

in strict subjection, the authorities never interfered with

the papers which boomed the " Afiaire Troppmann," in

spite of the many false statements they published. This

was interpreted as signifying that the government was

only too glad that people should occupy themselves with

the drama of Pantin and leave politics alone. Certain

audacious republicans even insinuated that the whole aflair

had been plotted by the police, that Troppmann was merely

a scapegoat, and that after the trial he would be secretly

sent abroad with a well-filled purse and a pension for life.

And there were people, who had no doubt heard of Arch-

bishop Whateley's ingenious theory that the first Napoleon

never existed, who coolly maintained that there was no
such person as Jean Baptiste Troppmann, that no family

named Kinck had ever been murdered, and that the whole

affair from first to last had been concocted by the news-

papers in the pay of the Tuileries.

When Troppmann's trial came on at the Palais de
Justice, there were more than a hundred applications for

every seat in the court at the disposal of the authorities,

and it was only on the last day of the trial that I suc-
ceeded in gaining admission. It was entirely owing to

M. Claude that I accomplished this, for he secured me a

place in a part of the court to which the public were ordi-
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narily not admitted, and here I had to content myself, like

many others, with simple standing room. The scene was
a memorable one : all the seats appropriated to spectators

were occupied by high functionaries, foreign envoys, leaders

of society, actors of the Com^die Frangaise, ladies in furs

and with bags of bon-bons and opera-glasses peepiug out of

their muffs, and advocates in flowing gowns displaying

even a greater variety of the nasal organ than the English

bar is noted for. We were packed as closely as sardines,

and cold as it was out of doors—it was the last day but

one of the year—the atmosphere in court was simply

stifling.

For two days Troppmann had been fencing with the

presiding judge and the witnesses, steadily maintaining

that he had only been an accomplice in the murders, the

principals in which he refused to name however. When
I was present on the last day he entered the court bowing

in a conceited sort of fashion right and left, and closely

watched by six stalwart gendarmes who accompanied him.

His bent back, narrow chest, and shambling gait made
one almost doubt his possession of that vigour and lithe-

ness of limb of which he had given such abundant proof.

His long brown hair, shining, I remember, with pomade,

was brushed back off his forehead, which was high and

well developed, indicating more than ordinary intelligence.

The notes I made at the time describe Troppmann's

eyes as being bright and restless, and his nose aquiline

;

his upper lip, I find, was shaded by a small black

moustache, and there were indications of an incipient

beard. Had it not been for the almost repulsive character

of his mouth, he would have been a fairly good-looktug

fellow, but he had a thick hanging under lip which im-

parted a disagreeable expression to his countenance ; and

whenever he spoke or smiled, as he frequently did, his

long, fang-like teeth gave him the look of some beast of
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prey. Curiously enough his voice was as soft as a child's,

and at times almost musical. What especially struck one

about his appearance was the abnormal length of his wiry

arms and the enormous size of his hands, which appeared

positively deformed, with a considerable space between the

thumb and forefinger, such as exists in an animal's paw.

Whilst Grandperret, the procureur-g^n^ral, was address-

ing the jury, Troppmann crouched down in the dock,

resting his chin on the bar in front of him, so that most

of the spectators could only see his head, and I recollect

someone near me making the singular remark, that this

head looked as though it had already been cut off and
planted there for public exhibition. The procureur's

speech, which was extremely emphatic, occupied all the

morning, and, in the afternoon, Maitre Lachaud, the great

criminal advocate of the day, addressed the jury in the

prisoner's behalf.

It was the first time I had seen or heard this famous

pleader, whose renown dated from his defence of the

notorious Madame Lafarge, in whose innocence, by the

way, he always professed firmly to believe ; though, with

regard to many other great criminals for whom he had
been briefed, he freely admitted in conversation with his

friends that the jury had acted rightly in convicting them.

At the time of Troppmann's trial Lachaud was about fifty

years of age, extremely stout, and with a full, round,

dimpled face. He Avas blind of one eye, which was
stationary and lustreless, but the other one was bright

and mobile and, like his mouth, remarkably expressive.

All French advocates are more or less prone to

gesticulation, but I never saw one so constantly on the

move as Lachaud was whilst he was pleading for Tropp-
mann. At one moment he would stoop over his papers,

then draw himself erect, throw out his arms, tug at his

gown, wave his handkerchief, or bring down his fist with
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a bang -upon his desk. Then came studied pauses whilst

he trifled with his snufF-box ; and afterwards, on resuming

his speech, he would become so excited that, with his

arms swaying like semaphores, he stalked across the well

of the court towards the jury box, till one of his confreres

pulled him from behind, and forced him back to his

place. ¥ox the first hour or so he spoke in a remarkably

clear and sonorous voice which rang out through the

courts like a clarion call, so that every word he said was
distinctly heard, but he afterwards became husky, and
during the latter portion of his address it was evident

that he only spoke with effort.

As most people had expected, Lachaud pleaded that

Troppmann lacked the necessary physical strength to

commit so many murders unassisted, and with the rapidity

which had evidently been displayed in the instance of

the mother and her children ; and he begged of the jury

to spare the prisoner's life, in which event he would be

able to assist the authorities in apprehending his accom-

plices. Then, as was his wont, Lachaud sought to affect

the jury by alluding to the scoundrel's love for his

mother,—to whom, by the way, he had sent a portion

of the money which he had found in the possession of

the Kincks—and whilst the advocate was dilating on this

point, Troppmann, hitherto quite calm and callous, burst

into tears, and crouching down in the dock, completely

hid himself from view. He remained in this position for

more than a couple of hours, whilst Lachaud was finishing

his speech, and the judge was summing up the case.

Lachaud's reference to Troppmann's mother was fol-

lowed by a startling outburst, in which he denounced

Eugene Sue's famous novel, " the Wandering Jew." The

prisoner had confided to him, he said, that all his criminal

ideas had originated with the perusal of that book, in

which, as will be remembered, Eodin, the Jesuit, puts an
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entire family out of the way in order that he may appro-

priate their fortune. This coincidence caused a great

sensation in court, but of course it in nowise exonerated

Troppmann, and to most people the verdict never for one

moment appeared doubtful. Curiously enough, however,

the jury were nearly an hour discussing their decision.

When the prisoner was brought into court to hear the

verdict and receive sentence of death, he once more bowed

to right and left before seating himself in the dock. He
ought to have remained standing but would not do so,

and the gendarmes had considerable trouble in making

him rise up even when everything was over. As he was

led away, I could see that his face was frightfully distorted
;

still he had retained a certain self-possession, for he once

more bowed with an assxamed politeness (which struck one

as being singularly unseemly on such an occasion) to every-

one around him.

Whilst at the Conciergerie where he remained until he

had forwarded his appeal to the Cour de Cassation, the

criminal to the surprise of the authorities solicited per-

mission to visit the cell of Marie Antoinette ; but his

request was not granted any more than his extraordinary

petition begging that " should the emperor suffer him to

be executed, he might be permitted to mount the scaffold

on January 21, the same day that the most innocent of the

Kings of France was guillotined."

I learnt from the chief warder of the prison of La
Eoquette, that Troppmann on being placed in one of the
so-called condemned cells, behaved in a somewhat extra-

ordinary fashion. He ate inordinately and constantly

complained of his food being insufficient. At one time he
was seized with an access of piety, confessed his sins and
received the communion, but on the morrow he bewan
inventing all manner of false stories in reference to his

pretended accomplices. M. Claude was constantly bping
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summoned to La Eoquette by Troppmann, who sought

to beguile the shrewd chief of the detective police with

spurious revelations.

The prisoner also formed a plan for committing suicide,

so as to escape the guillotine. Foolishly imagining that

M. Trencart, the prison chemist, might be bribed to supply

him with poison, he wrote asking for some, and promising

in return a bank note for a thousand francs, which, he said,

the Abb6 Crozes, the prison chaplain, would hand to him.

This letter was intercepted by an agent, unknown to Tropp-

mann who again wrote to the chemist asking to have some

prussic acid and chloroform prepared for him. " If," said

he, " you can only give me one of these things to-night, it

will be more than if you gave me life ... let me have it

between four and five o'clock, for the chaplain will have

the key and will at once be able to give you a guarantee for

the thousand francs that I promised."

Of course the poison was not supplied, and Troppmann

thereupon petitioned the emperor to spare his life. He
next sought to interest the empress in his favour, and by
means of a promised bribe to a subordinate police agent,

he caused several anonymous letters to be addressed to a

certain Madame Braig, a tavern-keeper of questionable

repute, with whom he was acquainted. These letters laid

stress on the circumstance that it was impossible for Tropp-

mann to have committed eight murders without assistance,

and informed Madame Braig that if she would obtaiu

permission to visit him in prison, he would confess to her

the names of his accomplices. It was, moreover, intimated

to her that she had been selected as the recipient of Tropp-

mann's confidences owing to the affection he felt for her by

reason of her striking likeness to his mother.

To obtain permission to visit Troppmann, Madame
Braig was advised to appeal to the empress, to whom
indeed she at once forwarded these anonymous communi-
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cations. They painfully affected the empress, who, believing

like many other people that Troppmann probably had

accomplices, sent the letters to the minister of justice

urging that a full enquiry should be made. The minister,

Emile OUivier, communicated the empress's request to M.

Philis, his secretary-general, and M. Claude, chief of the

detective service ; and the latter told me that when the

two met to discuss the question, they could hardly refrain

from laughing, as they both disbelieved in the existence of

any accomplices.

M. Claude nevertheless took Madame Braig to La
Eoquette, and during a couple of hours, as he himself

subsequently informed me, every effort was made without

effect to induce the prisoner to name the suggested culprits.

Troppmann's sole object seems to have been to gain time,

and he promised to write to Madame Braig the next day,

but as he failed to do so, it was resolved late in the after-

noon that the execution should take place on the morrow,

January 19 ; that was two days before the anniversary of

the death of Louis XVL, on which date, as will be re-

membered, Troppmann had petitioned to be guillotined.

Through the influence of M. Claude I obtained an

authorisation from the prefecture to spend the night pre-

ceding the execution at La Eoquette, and was further

privileged in company with other journalists to follow the

murderer from his cell to the scaffold. In ordinary cases

the utmost favour accorded to newspaper reporters at Paris

executions was permission to stand within the line of

troops and police ranged around the scaffold, but in the

present instance the authorities, for reasons of their own,

thought it advisable to make exceptional concessions in

favour of the press.

It will be remembered that soon after the Pantin mur-

derer had been sentenced to death. Prince Pierre Bonaparte,

a cousin of the emperor, had shot young Victor Noir,'^ a
1 See ante, p. 331,
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republican journalist, who had gone with a confrere, M,
Ulric de Fonvielle, to the prince's house at Auteuil with a

challenge from another journalist, M. Paschal Grousset

—

afterwards " minister for foreign affairs " under the Com-
mune, and better known of later years by his pseudonym
of Philippe Daryl—since assuming which he has come to

the front as one of the best French writers on England

after Esquiros and Henri Taine. The " drama of Auteuil,"

as the prince's cowardly act was generally called, had

thrown Paris into a ferment leading to riots, in which Henri

Eochefort, then editor of " the Marseillaise " and a deputy

for Paris, had taken a prominent part. He had, moreover,

described all the Bonapartes as being so many assassins,

and the government obtained the necessary authorisation

from the Corps L^gislatif to prosecute him.

In view of calming the popular effervescence, the

authorities adopted the usual tactics when any unpleasant

political complications arose under the empire, and sought

to divert attention from the Victor Noir and Eochefort

affairs by investing Troppmann's execution with especial

importance. To ensure great prominence being given to

the event, the representa,tives of the principal newspapers

were invited to La Eoquette, and it was hoped the result

would be to stop the Parisians from talking, for a few

days at all events, on subjects displeasing to those in power.

It was also considered desirable that the fact of the

execution should be minutely chronicled, so as to put

a stop to certain absurd reports to the effect that the

Pantin tragedy was a mere " police dodge," and that

Troppmann was to be rewarded by being sent across the

seas with his pockets full of napoleons. A certain class

among the Parisians, and this by no means an inconsider-

able one, gave credence to these absurd rumours, and the

authorities were only too glad to prove by independent

testimony that Troppmann had really been executed, and
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that no corpse from the Morgue or the Ecole Pratique, as

predicted by certain radical newspapers, had been substi-

tuted for the Pantin murderer at the guillotine.

For several days the Parisians had been nervously ex-

pecting the execution to take place, and on three succes-

sive nights expectant crowds had gathered around La

Roquette, and indulged in boisterous songs and shouts,

thereby so disturbing the prisoner's rest that the autho-

rities barred the street skirting that side of the prison

where Troppmann's cell was. It was near midnight when I

arrived on the Place de la Eoquette, and then not more

than a thousand people were assembled. A large space had

been cleared in the centre of the Place, and this was kept

by several hundred gardes de Paris, mounted and on foot,

assisted by a troop of horse gendarmes and a large number

of sergents-de-ville. The night was cold and dark, the

moon being thoroughly hidden by watery-looking clouds,

and I had some difficulty in finding an officier de paix, to

pass me through the line of soldiers.

On reaching the centre of the Place I saw at a glance

that the guillotine had already arrived. Numerous posts,

planks, and beams had been removed from a large van,

and by the light of a couple of lanterns seven or eight men
were setting up the machine with a speed and precision

indicating that the work was familiar to them. Since that

time the guillotine has undergone many alterations, and

to-day it rests upon the paving stones so that only its tall

upright arms are visible to the crowd; but in 1870 there

was a scaffold, some six feet in height and reached by a

flight of steps which the condemned man generally needed

assistance to mount.
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XLI.

(1870.)

AT TROPPMANN's EXECUTION—ROCHEFORT AND
" LA LANTERNE."

On entering the courtyard of La Eoquette I noticed that

fires were blazing in the kitchen on the left, and that the

cooks were making coffee for the soldiers and policemen,

who came in batches to sip the stimulating beverage.

Pacing up and down the courtyard, apparently indifferent

to the intense cold, was the Abb^ Crozes, the ordiaary of

La Eoquette, a venerable-looking little man, extremely

thin, with long, wavy, white hair, a high forehead, bronzed

complexion, and sparkling eyes. Attached to the top

button-hole of his soutane was the ribbon of the Legion of

Honour. In his young days the abb6 had been chaplain to

the Prince de Polignac, the ill-starred minister of Charles

X., and the author of those memorable ordinances which

brought about the " glorious revolution of July." After-

wards, M. Crozes had become a vicaire at the fashionable

church of St. Eoch, but at the time of Troppmann's execu-

tion he had for many years held the post of ordinary of

La Eoquette, in which capacity he had done an immense

amount of good among the prisoners generally, and had

strengthened the courage of many a criminal whom he had

accompanied to the guillotine by promising him the divine

forgiveness in return for a sincere repentance.

The abb^ was wonderfully popular among the criminal

classes. Those whom their "trouble" brought to La
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Eoquette found in him an earnest friend. He looked after

their interests, assisted their families or realised their pro-

perty for them, selling, for instance, their furniture and

trinkets, and holding the proceeds until their release, to

ensure their having some means before them when their

time expired, and not infrequently assisting them from his

own purse. Under the Commune, the abb6 was arrested

by Eaoul Eigault, and narrowly escaped the fate of the

Archbishop of Paris and the other hostages. Curiously

enough, however, he was saved by a Communist captain, a

released criminal, whom he had treated kindly, and assisted

both during and after his detention at La Eoquette. As a

rule, one only hears of grateful criminals in novels and

melodramas, but this was a real and well-authenticated

case.

Some few of the journalists favoured with M. Pietri's

invitation were smoking and chatting in the prison yard,

and in the porter's room others were interviewing a re-

markably tall and stalwart man with bushy white hair and

closely cropped whiskers, who, with the velvet collar of his

long brown overcoat turned up against his ears, sat warm-

ing himself before the fire. Guessing from what I had

heard of his appearance that this individual was the execu-

tioner, I at once joined the party. M. Heindereich—who,

according to the scandal of the time, was the uncle of Mar-

guerite Bellanger, the emperor's mistress—must have been

at this date nearly seventy years of age, but certainly did

not appear so. Seated smoking his cigar while toying

with his eye-glasses, which hung from a black ribbon about

his neck, and occasionally moistening his lips from a

glass of milk which stood on the mantelpiece, he replied

courteously enough to the various questions put to him.

He was telling those gathered round that he had assisted

at executions ever since he was sixteen, when he began to

help his father, who was headsman at Draguignan and
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Toulon. Afterwards h.e became executioner at Rouen, and

while occupying this post was frequently summoned to the

capital to assist in the guillotining of refractory criminals.

This was because of his herculean strength, which enabled

him to cope effectually with any attempts at resistance.

M. Heindereich mentioned quite a string of notorious

murderers who had passed through his hands. Among
them were Verger, the disfrocked priest, who assassinated

Archbishop Sibour of Paris ; Orsini and Fieri, who flung

the bombs under the emperor's carriage in the Eue Lepel-

letier ; DumoUard, the ravisher and butcher of the Lyons

servant girls ; La Pommerais, the physician, who poisoned

his mistress and his mother-in-law ; and Avinain, the

hoary-headed old scoundrel, who, at seventy years of age,

was condemned and guillotined for a couple of cowardly

murders. A story ran that Avinain having foully abused

Heindereich whilst the usual preparations were being made

for conveying him to the scaffold, the executioner, knowing

how dire was the agony of the last few moments preceding

the passage from life to death, took his revenge by keeping

him waiting a little when he had him expectantly stretched

on the bascule of the guillotine.

How far the story may have been true I know not, but

there was nothing in Heindereich's appearance to suggest

that he was of a cruel disposition. With his mild blue

eyes and placid expression he seemed the picture of good

nature. He expressed himself fairly well and was evi-

dently a man of some ability. Most of the improvements

effected in the guillotine of recent times were devised by

him, and as they all tended to expedite executions and to

lessen the criminal's sufferings, it is hardly likely that he

revenged himself on Avinain in the manner referred to.

The conversation subsequently turned, I remember, on

a sufficiently gruesome subject—whether the head of a

guillotined person retained any vitality and consciousness
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after being severed from the trunk. Heindereicli main-

tained that it did not, and grimly expressed his disbelief

in various extraordinary stories related by some of the

journalists present. One of them declared for instance that

some years previously, the Amiens executioner had told him

that having guillotined a murderer in the provinces, the

criminal's head rolled over on to the grass and that when
they went to pick it up, it was found adhering to the turf,

the clenched teeth firmly retaining their hold of a tuft of

grass which they had convulsively bitten. The same

journalist capped this wonderful story by a stiU more

extraordinary one, in which the head and trunk of a

guillotine having been placed together in the usual large

basket and conveyed to the cemetery, the head at the

moment of burial, was found clinging by the teeth to one

of the thighs with bulldog-like tenacity, and that the

trunk and limbs although firmly bound were fearfully

distorted. In order to place the head in its proper position

in the coffin, said the narrator of the story, a portion of

the flesh of the thigh had actually to be cut away and

the efforts of several men were necessary to straighten the

trunk and limbs.

To these anecdotes, Beindereich replied that his col-

league, " Monsieur d'Amiens " must have been a farceur

desirous of a joke at the journalist's expense, for nothing

of the kind had ever happened to any one of the hundred-

and-thirty criminals that had passed through his hands.

In his opinion the guillotine was the most humane form of

execution, and he referred at some length to the various

systems in vogue in foreign countries, passing condem-

nation upon them all. In this connection he mentioned,

I recollect, that in China there was a form of execution

called "the ten thousand bits of flesh," which consisted in

cutting a living man into mincemeat. " But the ignorant

brutes," he added, "perform their duty in a sorry fashion.
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They have no knowledge of anatomy and simply hack and

hew the culprit, not knowing even where to find the

joints."

Some talk ensued as to the courage displayed by con-

demned criminals, and Heindereich remarked that Orsini

was probably the bravest man in the execution of whom he

had been concerned. " But you know, gentlemen," he

said, " at the best,—expeditious though it may be—it is,

nevertheless, a terrible business, and I quite understand my
'patients' shrinking from it. I recollect some years ago

officiating on a prisoner in the provinces ; he was fearfully

affected and had to be carried to the scaffold. When
everjrthing was over, a young sub-lieutenant of infantry

who had been on duty and who, by appearances, had not

seen six months' service or even smelt powder, except per-

haps at a sham fight, came up to me and said :
' your man

funked it ; I can't understand a fellow being such a coward.'

' Ah ! mon lieutenant,' I replied, looking him straight in

the face, 'going into battle is one thing—you have a

chance there—but marching to the guillotine is another

—

there is no chance whatever for you when you have to deal

with me and my Jeannette.'

"

At this moment a warder entered the room and

announced that if "messieurs les journalistes" would step

up into the governor's apartment they would find some

refreshment provided for them, whereupon most of us

made our way to the governor's quarters. The room Was

full of tobacco smoke, still I had no difficulty in recogniz-

ing several well-known literary men among the company,

such as Ivan Turgeniefi" the novelist, who had been invited

as correspondent of some Eussian newspaper ; Victorien

Sardou, whom I was somewhat surprised to see at such a

place as La Koquette, for I thought the lugubrious guillo-

tine could have had no interest for the author of such

sprightly plays as " Nos Intimes " and " La Famille
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Benoiton" ; Albert Wolff of "the Figaro" who, as I have

already mentioned, had boomed Troppmann for Millaud of

the " Petit Journal " ; Henri de Pene, famous for his

duels; and several other well-known Parisian journalists

of that day.

M. Maxime du Camp, looking very serious, was taking

notes for the guillotine chapter of his great work on Paris,

,

whilst M. de la Roche d'Oisy, the governor of the prison,

explained to him in detail the various preliminaries of an

execution. M. Claude was also there, surrounded by a

little knot of newspaper men who, reviving the question of

Troppmann's accomplices, asked him what would happen

supposing the prisoner really named them when he was,

by and by, aroused to be conducted to the guillotine.

" The execution would take place just the same," replied

M. Claude. "But hasn't some one the power to grant

a reprieve?" he was asked. "Does not the procureur-

imp6rial attend at an execution ? Cannot an execution be

postponed in the event of a criminal making important

revelations at the last moment ?

"

To all these questions, M. Claude replied negatively,

and the governor of the prison confirmed his answers,

adding, however, that in the whole of his experience he

had never known of a condemned man making important

revelations on the morning of his execution. A prisoner,

he said, who could plead or prove anything in mitigation

of his guilt never waited till the last moment. It was

urged, however, that such a case might present itself, and

it was generally agreed that it ought to be provided for

—

as I believe is the case at the present time.

The refreshments provided consisted of cold fowl, sand-

wiches, biscuits, and bread and cheese, with wine, punch,

and coffee. This modest collation was subsequently mag-
nified, I remember, by some of my imaginative Parisian

confreres into a perfect banquet, served, as they said, in
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the grandest style by maltres d'hotel and waiters in white

ties and swallow-tail coats. It was stated, moreover, that

the governor's rooms were most brilliantly illuminated, and
that the assembled company beguUed the flying hours with

jest and song. There was, however, nothing of the kind.

I afterwards learnt, too, that most of the edibles and some
of the wine had been brought by the guests themselves,

and certainly the affair was entirely free from anything

approaching display.

Quitting the prison for a few minutes, and taking a

turn on the Place de la Roquette to see how far the pre-

parations for the execution had progressed, I noticed several

individuals standing on the platform and steps of the scaf-

fold. Heindereich had just been inspecting his machine,

to ascertain if everything were in proper working order

;

and it was afterwards reported that Sardou had profited by

this opportunity to rehearse the part of a condemned man,

allowing himself to be stretched on the bascule, but, of

course, without having his head in the lunette; A bundle

of straw had been placed there to supply the deficiency,

and Heindereich had then pressed the spring, so that the

knife fell cutting the straw, atwain. On the blade falling,

it was calculated that exactly eighteen seconds had elapsed

since the dramatist had been tilted over on the bascule.

The crowd assembled around the Place was very closely

packed, still, considering the limited space, I do not sup-

pose that more than seven or eight thousand people were

present. Now and then snatches of "the Marseillaise" were

heard above the continuous murmur of the throng, and a

shrill voice would cry out from time to time, " Voild,

messieurs, le vrai portrait de Victor Noir. Demandez, de-

mandez
!
" Making the circuit of the Place close to the

line of soldiery, I obtained a fairly good view of the crowd

considering the darkness of the night. There were plenty

of men in ragged blouses with handkerchiefs tied over
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their ears, and with a generally dissipated air about them.

Women were working their way here and there with cans

of hot coffee and wine, and baskets of bread, cheese,

sausages, sweetmeats, cakes, oranges, and cheap cigars

;

whilst the numerous sergents-de-viUe paraded up and down

with their hands thrust in their pockets, and the hoods of

their cloaks pulled over their heads. The trees around were

crowded with men and boys wherever a foothold was to

be obtained. People of the neighbourhood had also brought

steps and ladders which they had planted against the walls

of the reformatory facing the d^pot of the condemned. Scores

of temporary stages, too, had been improvised, and shouts

of " places cL louer ! voilcL des places
!
" went up incessantly.

Bonfires also had been lighted at several points in the out-

skirts of the crowd, and men and boys could be seen

chasing each other in the dark with blazing torches.

Intermingled with the raffish element were small shop-

keepers, boulevardiers, and students, with bona-fide work-

men who had their tools with them, so as to be in readiness

to start for their respective factories as soon as the knife

had fallen. Petits creves in evening dress, who with their

female companions in velvets and furs had arrived from

one or another of the night cafes and restaurants, were to

be seen at the windows commanding a view of the scaffold,

or hovering here and there on the outskirts of the crowd.

Naturally the Parisian gamin was in great force, from the

boy-employ^ smoking his sou cigar, to the boy-thief just

discharged from the neighbouring reformatory. Sprinkled

among the throng one also espied a few soldiers en permis-

sion, some drunken cab-drivers who had left their vehicles

to take care of themselves, cooks from neighbouring

traiteurs in the orthodox costume of the cuisine, mothers

of families with their daughters by their sides and now
and then carrying little children in their arms, together with
various hideous-looking old hags, and quite a surfeit of
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abandoned women. Of such as these was the crowd com-

posed that had come to see Troppmann guillotined.

As it was intensely cold, I speedily returned to the

prison, and secured a seat by the fire in the chemist's

sitting-room until just upon half-past six in the morning,

when the journalists were summoned together, and, pre-

ceded by the governor, M. Claude, and the Abb6 Crozes,

we repaired to Troppmann's cell to see him roused. He
had passed the night without undressing, but had slept

well. When as many as there was room for had entered

the cell, the prisoner was already seated at a table writing

a letter to his mother. " Troppmann," said M. Claude in

the melodramatic tone which French officials invariably

assume whenever the opportunity arises for display, " your

appeal to the Cour de Cassation has been rejected, your

petition for pardon also. The hour of expiation has

come !

The prisoner had darted at us a somewhat wild look as

we appeared upon the threshold, but he speedily recovered

himself. When a warder asked him whether he would like

a glass of wine, he quietly replied that he did not wish for

anything. " Do you admit your guUt ? " inquired M.

Claude.

" I helped, but I did not strike a blow," said Troppmann

in a cool, composed voice.

" Will you name your accomplices ?

"

" No."

Whilst the warders were assisting the prisoner to take

off the strait-waistcoat and put on a clean shirt, and also

the clothes he wore when arrested, the muscular develop-

ment of his breast and shoulders, his long, slender forearms

suggesting those of an ape, his powerful hands and claw-

like fingers, were all strikingly apparent. M. Claude, as

he scanned the criminal, remarked to us in an undertone,

" I knew he would not be afraid. Now that he has re-
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covered from the first shock, I will answer for his courage

to the end."

What struck me most forcibly was Troppmann's re-

markable composure. Now and again he drew a long

breath and steadfastly kept his eyes lowered as if troubled

by the multitude of glances, but beyond this, he did not

evince the slightest emotion. When he was ready, with the

strait-waistcoat again drawn over his clothes, we retired,

leaving him for a few minutes alone with the Abbd Crozes,

when all at once the lamp lighting the cell went out.

There was a general scramble up some steps in the dark

and somebody remarked that this was a fine chance for

Troppmann to escape. We soon reached a lighted corridor,

however, and after proceeding along various passages almost

at a run reached the " chambre de la toilette," or pinioning

room, where Heindereich and his two assistants were

waiting.

One of the latter was, I remember, an old fellow with

swollen hands, the other a young man, rather stout, with

small ferrety eyes. Heindereich called him " Emile," but

his surname was Eoch, and after Heindereich's death a few

years later, he was promoted to the post of executioner.

It was the old man, however, who did most of the work,

binding Troppmann's limbs and cutting off both his back

hair and the neckband of his shirt ; and he accomplished

this in a dilatory, bungling fashion which led to repeated

remonstrances from the executioner. Whilst the " toilette,"

as it is called, was being made, the Abbe Crozes began to

read prayers, whereupon all conversation ceased and every-

one uncovered. Troppmann meanwhile still kept his eyes

steadily fixed upon the floor, and only raised them when,

the pinioning being accomplished, M. Claude enquired of

him :
" Do you still persist in saying that you had accom-

plices ?

"

" Parfaitement," replied the prisoner.
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When everything was ready, an old grey coat was

thrown over Troppmann's shoulders, and we aU repaired to

the prison yard. Three police agents went on in front

;

then came Troppmann walking slowly on account of the

strap which secured his legs, and supported on either side

by the executioner's assistants, whilst Heindereich just

behind him, held him up under the armpits. On the

same line as the prisoner walked M. Claude and the Abb6

Crozes, who wore a white surplice and carried a crucifix in

his hand. The prison officials, the newspaper men, and

other privileged spectators brought up the rear.

As the prisoner reached the vaulted entrance of the

prison, the great iron gate was flung wide open. It was

now close upon seven o'clock but still extremely dark.

The cortfege in front of us could only be vaguely distin-

guished, the ordinary's white surplice alone standing out

in the prevailing obscurity. From the prison yard the

guLUotine itself was barely discernible. As the gate opened

the mounted troopers on the Place drew their sabres, and

at this signal a tremendous shout went up from the crowd.

Troppmann was led slowly across the Place, we following

in the rear until an officer-de-paix motioned us to halt.

As the condemned man reached the scafibld one saw him

bend his head to the left to kiss the ordinary, who immedi-

ately afterwards turned round and hurried back into the

prison. He subsequently related that Troppmann, true to

the last to the system of denegation he had all along

observed, after embracing him, had begged him to tell M.

Claude that he persisted in all his statements.

Whilst the murderer was assisted up the scaff"old steps

by the headsman's "valets," he could be seen perceptibly

swaying, but a moment later he was stretched upon the

bascule, and the upper part of the lunette being lowered

his neck was fixed as in a ship's porthole. Then the

triangular blade, rendered extremely heavy by its leaden
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haft, descended swiftly, merely a dull thud resounding as it

reached the springs, covered with indiarubber discs, which

stayed its further course. It was all over,—the Pantin

murderer had expiated his crimes.

Several of the newspapers of the time asserted, I

remember, that there had been a perfect struggle between

Troppmann and the executioner on the scaffold, but this

was not true. Pinioned as he was he was powerless to

struggle. What really happened was that when his neck

was already in the lunette, he tried as it were to raise his

head, whereupon Heindereich, fearing mutilation, pressed

his head downward, and in doing so had one of his fingers

rather severely bitten. Of the numerous extraordinary

stories respecting the execution which were current at the

time, very few had even the slightest foundation in fact.

Some days afterwards, when M. Steenackers interpellated

the government in the Corps Ldgislatif respecting the

abolition of the penalty of death, he actually maintained

that a member of the staff of the "Petit Journal" had
acted at Troppmann's execution as one of the headsman's

assistants, but this assertion was altogether false. It may
have had its origin in the improvised rehearsal in which

Sardou was said to have played the leading r61e, and
which I missed seeing.

Troppmann's remains were not dissected at the Ecole

Pratique as was customary with the corpses of the guillo-

tined. Having been claimed by his relatives, they were

buried in a corner of the so-called Champ des Supplici^s,

near the graves of Verger, Orsini, and La Pommerais

—

the only other capital offenders who, under the second

empire, escaped the surgeon's scalpel.

The Troppmann affair was no sooner a thing of the past

than the Parisians were in the midst of a new excitement.

That thorn in Napoleon's side, Henri Eochefort, had re-

ceived sentence of six months' imprisonment for his article
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in " the Marseillaise," alluding to the imperial family as

" a band of assassins "
; consequently he was invited to take

up his residence at the prison of Sainte P^lagie, one wing
of which, called the Pavilion des Princes, was specially

set apart for condemned journalists and political offenders.

They lived there in comfortable style, enjoying one

another's society—if this were an enjoyment—and having

liberty to smoke, to read the newspapers, to have their

meals sent to them from neighbouring restaurants, and to

receive their friends almost as often as they pleased.

Nevertheless, although life at Sainte P^lagie was agreeable

enough—there were, indeed, many gay junkettings there in

these latter days of the empire—Rochefort rudely declined

the proffered hospitality, and the government thereupon

resolved to arrest him. Such, however, was his popular-

ity at this period, that a democratic rising was feared as

the result of his incarceration, and accordingly, before appre-

hending him, orders were given for the entire army of Paris

to be placed under arms. The garrison of Versailles was

also transferred to the capital, several batteries of artillery

were summoned from Vincennes, and even the troops

from the surrounding forts were brought into the city.

It was intended that Rochefort should be arrested as

he left the Chamber on the afternoon of February 7, and

on that day the Palais Bourbon was strongly guarded by
troops and police, whilst powerful reserves were massed

in the Place des Invalides, along the quays, and in the

Champs Elys^es. A French journalist of my acquaintance

had informed me of what was brewing, and on making my
way to the Chamber early in the afternoon I found the

preparations already far advanced. This was due to the

energy of the minister of the interior, M. Chevandier de

Valdrome, who, to my great astonishment, I perceived

mounted on horseback and commanding the forces with as

much aplomb as though he had been born a marshal of
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France. He cantered and caracoled hither and thither,

giving his orders and disposing his men just as if some

great military enterprise had been in question, and not

simply the arrest of the vivacious deputy for Belleville.

At sight of this wonderful display of force to ensure

the arrest of a single man, I could not help recalling to

mind that a few years previously Rochefort, though of an

old and famous French family—tracing his descent back

through the celebrated Count de Rochefort, the great prac-

tical joker of the days of Louis XIII. , to the equally cele-

brated Count Thibaud of Champagne—and with the right

to call himself Marquis de Eochefort-Lucay, had been a

mere clerk at the Paris Hotel de Ville, earning his eight or

ten pounds per month, and devoting his leisure, and

possibly a portion of his office hours, to the composition of

vaudevilles for the minor theatres, and satirical articles

for " the Charivari." The latter largely influenced his

fortunes, for his contributions attracted the attention of

Henri de Villemessant, the famous editor of " the Figaro,"

of whom I have already spoken. Villemessant promptly

secured Rochefort's services ; but after he had been cam-

paigning for a few months first as "the Ev^nement's" and
then as " the Figaro's " principal political chroniqueur,

attacking the empire, its institutions, functionaries, and

abuses, in the most caustic fashion, it became absolutely

necessary to get rid of him in order to save " the Figaro
"

from suppression. The government had formally offered

ViUemessant this alternative, and seeing there was no help

for it he reluctantly dismissed his acrimonious contributor.

He did not, however, altogether cast him adrift, for if

Eochefort was shortly afterwards able to produce "the
Lanterne," that famous weekly pamphlet which dealt the

empire so many damaging blows, it was mainly due to

ViUemessant's pecuniary assistance.

" The Lanterne " could lay no claim to the perfect style
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and unerring logic whicli distinguished Paul Louis Courier's

political writings, but it was well adapted to the period at

which it appeared, being lively and vivacious, full of smart

things, and characterised by a profound loathing for the

corruption which reigned in high places. The first two

numbers circulated freely, but the third was seized by the

police, and a similar fate overtook most of the subsequent

issues. The eleventh number was the last that appeared

in France, and was confiscated, according to the ofiicial

report, on account of its containing an " abominable out-

rage on her majesty the empress" ; the outrage in question

being contained in the following lines, which I quote as

showing on what flimsy pretexts the imperial government

was wont to interfere with free comments on the part of

the press:—"Her majesty the empress of the French,"

wrote Eochefort, " presided at the council of ministers yes-

terday. What would be my surprise if I read that Madame
Pereire had presided at the board of directors of the Credit

Mobilier ? " That was all ; yet not only were the news-

vendors' shops and kiosks ransacked for copies of the

offending print, but I well recollect seeing mouchards

snatch it out of the hands of promenaders on the boule-

vards, and even march their victims off to the nearest

police station, if they were so imprudent as to protest.

Eochefort, having fled to Belgium, was condemned by

default to two years' imprisonment and £800 fine for ex-

citing his fellow-citizens to " hatred and contempt of the

government." He then arranged to publish " the Lan-

terne " at Brussels, and a special miniature edition of the

pamphlet, printed in microscopical characters, was regularly

smuggled into France, in imitation of the course pursued

many years previously with regard to Victor Hugo's

" Napoleon le Petit." At the general elections, however,

the free-spoken pamphleteer was chosen deputy for Belle-

ville, and forthwith returned to Paris, there establishing a
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daily newspaper, " the Marseillaise," in which he continued

attacking the empire as bitterly as ever.

I frequently saw Eochefort about this time either in

the Chamber or at public meetings. Tall and slim, and

aristocratic in his bearing, he had a most characteristic face,

with a high " bossy " forehead, crowned by a mass of frizzled

black hair, dark piercing eyes, and very prominent cheek

bones. He was rather strongly marked with the smallpox,

and his lips, shaded by a small moustache, were almost in-

variably pursed into a sarcastic grimace. Though a fluent

and ready writer, he was most disappointing as a public

speaker, for not only was his voice weak and ineffective,

but he had a confused, halting, stumbling style. For this

reason, popular though he was, he was never able to sway

the masses like that born orator, Gambetta.

By an unwritten but generally accepted principle of

French law, Eochefort's election had wiped out all his pre-

vious convictions for political offences, still it in nowise

screened him from prosecution for subsequent misdemean-

ours, and the authorities kept a vigilant eye on him and

his " Marseillaise." For a time he sailed as near the wind

as he could without transgressing the press laws, but the

Victor Noir affair having prompted him to denounce the

Bonapartes as a band of assassins, the government secured

the opportunity they had long been watching for.

Curiously enough, despite the stupendous preparations

which I have alluded to, Eochefort was not arrested on

leaving the Chamber on the afternoon of February 7.

The ministers indignantly denied afterwards that they had

ever thought of apprehending him on the " threshold of the

legislative palace," but the truth was they had been foiled in

their endeavours. Conceiving that Eochefort might leave

the Palais Bourbon by the Quai d'Orsay, two commissaries

of police had been stationed there, each with his cab and

attendant agents in readiness, while another brace of com-
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missaries, with vehicles and satellites, were posted on the

Place de Bourgogne to capture the condemned deputy
there, should he make his exit by way of the courtyard.

Eochefort heard of all these preparations from a number
of journalists and deputies of his own party, with whom I

found him holding a kind of lev^e that afternoon in the Salle

des Pas Perdus. The courtyard of the palace was sacred

ground which the police were not privileged to enter, and

accordingly, when Eochefort made up his mind to depart,

four cabs were summoned within the precincts, and into

them scrambled a dozen journalists and deputies, including

Eochefort and Gambetta, who, with his hatred of the

empire, was no doubt only too glad to assist his colleague

in foiling the imperial police. Anxious to see what would

happen, I followed the four cabs out of the courtyard, and
on their reaching the Place de Bourgogne I heard one of

the commissaries order his driver to follow them.

The chase at once began, but after a few minutes the

pursued vehicles parted company, and the commissary was

sorely perplexed as to which of them he ought to follow,

for he had neglected to take the number of the particular

one in which Eochefort was seated. As is often the case

under such circumstances, he made a wrong selection, and

continued pursuing a couple of grinning journalists half

over Paris, whilst Eochefort was quietly driven to a friend's

house, where he made preparations for attending a public

meeting of his constituents at Belleville that same evening.

As it was still announced that he would be present at the

meeting in question, I was on the spot in good time to see

whether Eochefort would keep his engagement. It was really

to prevent him from addressing this gathering that the autho-

rities had been so desirous of arresting him on his leaving

the Chamber. Foiled for the time being, they changed their

tactics, and just as the recalcitrant deputy was about to

enter the meeting hall—the so-called Salle de la Marseillaise
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—they captured him by means of an ingenious stratagem

thoroughly in keeping with the traditions of the imperial

police. Eochefort drove to the spot in a cab, and had no

sooner alighted than a band of police agents, disguised as

workmen in blue blouses and silk caps, rushed forward

with loud shouts of welcome, and surrounded him as if for

the purpose of carrying him in triumph into the presence

of his constituents. But instead of doing this they dragged

him into an adjoining courtyard, where a commissary was

waiting with the needful warrant. The member for Belle-

ville, who had lost his hat in the scrimmage, was then

hastily bundled into a cab, and driven with all speed to

Sainte P^lagie, where, to guard against any attack on the

part of the populace, a detachment of foot, a hundred and

fifty strong, had been expressly stationed.

WhUst the arrest was being effected I was inside the

hall, where the proceedings had already commenced under

the chairmanship of one of Eochefort's friends, Gustave

Flourens, who, on hearing what had happened from some

new arrivals, rose up excitedly, brandishing a revolver and

a swordstick, and summoning the entire audience to arms.

Great uproar and confusion ensued, in the midst of which

Flourens arrested a commissary of police who was present

;

and then sallying forth into the streets with a few score

of followers, threw up some trumpery barricades in the

Faubourg du Temple and vainly besieged the Belleville

theatre in view of appropriating, and arming his adher-

ents with such old muskets, pistols, and rapiers as might

be comprised among the " properties " there. The whole

affair was extremely grotesque, though for a couple of days

Paris was almost in a state of turmoil. Everyone knew,

however, of the military preparations of the government,

and no republicans of note would support Flourens in his

rash endeavour to overthrow the empire. His few sup-

porters speedily dropped out of the ranks or were arrested,
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and he himself had to hide in some workman's lodgings
till he found the means of escaping to England.

The son of a distinguished member of the Academy of

Sciences, and elder brother of M. Emile Flourens, who, a
few years ago filled the post of minister of foreign affairs

with considerable ability, Eochefort's friend and ally be-

came estranged from all his relations on account of his

violent revolutionary opinions. As will be remembered,
he figured conspicuously as a demagogic leader at the time
of the German siege of Paris and the subsequent rising

of the Commune, during which he was shot dead, whUe
engaged in fighting, by a party of gendarmes.

I frequently saw Flourens at the public meetings held

under the empire, and remember that he was a very tall

athletic man with a sharp aquUine nose, flashing eyes,

flowing beard, and extremely loud voice. So bitter was
his hatred of the Bonaparte regime, and so secure did it

seem against all assaults, that on reaching London after

the Eochefort fracas, he contrived a plan for taking the

emperor's life, and engaged as his instrument a deserter

named Beaury, whom he sent to Paris with a supply of

money and a letter of introduction to an intimate friend.

But Beaury promptly squandered the cash in debauchery,

and the intimate friend revealed the plot to the prefecture

of police, which did not move in the matter however till a

few months later, when, on the eve of the plebiscitum, it

was deemed expedient to frighten the bourgeoisie and the

peasantry by the news that the emperor was in danger of

being assassinated.

This, however, was scarcely the case, as thanks to

Flourens's friend the police had known everything about

the plot from the outset, and could have nipped it in the

bud had they been bo minded. They eventually arrested

some seventy persons, on the charge of being Beaury's

accomplices, but of these more than half were acquitted.
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After the government's vigorous proceedings with

regard to Eochefort and his adherents Paris became toler-

ably quiet again, though threatening manifestoes frequently

appeared in the democratic journals, at which both im-

perialists and royalists invariably affected to take alarm.

On the plea that all honest folk were threatened by the

" blouse party," and that they could scarcely hope for ade-

quate protection from such an effete minister as Emile

OUivier, Villemessant of " the Figaro " suggested that the

conservatives should band together for mutual defence,

and arm themselves with good stout staves in default of

revolvers, the carrying of which was prohibited by law.

No little amusement was occasioned when the versatile

journalist, putting his idea into practice, founded what he

called the " Society of United Cudgels," which although it

finally crumbled away beneath the fire of ridicule, recruited

at first a number of adherents, so that for a few weeks

fidneurs sauntered along the boulevards, carrying every

variety of staff and bludgeon, including even some of the

familiar corkscrew pattern—such as were patronized by the

incroyables of the Directory, from which period, possibly,

they had been handed down as family heirlooms.

WhUst amusing itself in this fashion, Paris still turned

its attention to the proceedings of the High Court of

Justice, which had met at Tours to try Prince Pierre

Bonaparte for shooting Victor Noir. The prince's acquittal

led to a brisk newspaper agitation, followed by some noisy

disturbances among the Paris medical students, who were
indignant with Professor Tardieu for his evidence in favour

of the accused. These disturbances, however, were promptly
quelled, and a term of peace and quietude seemed about to

dawn—when early in the spring I was summoned to

London, and dispatched thence to Ireland, which was at

that time in a somewhat disturbed state.
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XLII.

(1870 et seq.)

IN THE WAKE OP RORY OP THE HILLS—AT KILLARNEY

—

THE PRENCH PLlfiBISCITE—THE PRANCO-GERMAN WAR

—

INSIDE PARIS DURING THE SIEGE—AT VERSAILLES AND
IN BRITTANY—A JOURNEY TO LAVAL—ARREST AND
RE-ARREST— RETURN TO PARIS— TRIUMPHAL ENTRY
OP THE GERMAN TROOPS—THE COMMUNE—THE SECOND

SIEGE— THE CATASTROPHE— VISITS TO PAMOUS VINE-

YARDS—MEETING OF THE THREE EMPERORS AT BERLIN

—THE VIENNA AND PARIS EXHIBITIONS—DEATHS OP MY
ELDEST SON AND OP MY SECOND WIPE—I QUIT PRANCE
AND RESUME MY OLD CALLING OP PUBLISHER.

In the spring of 1870—ere the Fenian scare had finally

died out, and when agrarian crime was rife in Ireland, and

when the government of the day had both proclaimed and

drafted considerable bodies of troops into the disturbed

districts, and had, moreover, passed a Peace Preservation

bill forbidding people to be abroad at night-time

—

I went to Ireland on behalf of the " Illustrated London
News " and the "Pall Mall Gazette." Mr. John Proctor,

the well-known artist, accompanied me, and his truthful

and characteristic sketches were published in the former

paper in connection with the articles I then wrote.

After a flying visit to KUdare, where I called attention

to some miserable cabins on the Duke of Leinster's estate,

which brought forward the Earl of Kildare with a string

of apologetic excuses, we made for county Meath, the hot-

bed of agrarian crime, where the " tumbling over " of ten-
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ant farmers as well as landowners and their agents was of

almost daily occurrence. The hotels at Kells were crowded

with military officers and lawyers—the sessions being then

on—and we found it impossible to obtain quarters else-

where, because, as we afterwards learned, we were suspected

of being London detectives in the employment of the Castle

authorities.

I interviewed several of the unfortunate individuals

who had been shot at and more or less grievously wounded,

and discovered that although they often knew their assail-

ants they dreaded to denounce them lest even worse con-

sequences should befall themselves. The police, too,

asserted that sympathy with these ruffians, who did not

scruple to torture defenceless women, and to cruelly

maim dumb animals, was very general, and that when this

was not the case, no one would risk losing their lives by

giving information against them. Whenever we proceeded

from one town to another in county Meath the car driver

invariably drew one's attention to certain places in the

environs where some brutal murder had been committed or

attempted, or some dastardly intimidation had been prac-

tised. It was the same, too, in the adjoining county of

Westmeath, where I remember the police pointing out to

me the recognised captain of the Ribbonmen, of whose

complicity in almost daily occurring outrages they were

morally certain, though legal testimony to that effect could

never be obtained.

At Roscommon we visited a bog village, the wretched

inhabitants of which paid thirty shillings an acre for their

plots of sterile land which they had to drain themselves

before attempting to cultivate ; and on the other side of

the Shannon we drove from Athlone to Goldsmith's
" Deserted Village

"—

" Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain,"
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"witli its ruined parsonage, its " never-failing brook and busy

mill," and the " decent church " topping the neighbouring

hm at Kilkenny West, where I remember seeing the gentry

on their way to divine service with a couple of policemen,

armed to the teeth, riding beside them on their cars.

In the neighbourhood of Westport, where the Marquis

of Sligo has a "lordly dwelling place," and where gaunt,

melancholy-looking, decaying warehouses tower over the

deserted quay which skirts his park-railings, one came

upon entire villages of ruined cabins, and solitary tracts of

land where not so much as a single head of cattle or a

single sheep was to be seen, though ten years before small

homesteads with their farm stock might have been counted

there by the hundred. The villages had all been depopu-

lated and fourteen square miles of land effectually cleared

by the marquis at the time of the famine, in order that he

might escape the heavy burdens which the poor law

imposed on him.

From Westport we went to Castlebar, where fighting

Fitzgerald was hanged in front of the gaol some hundred

years previously, and then through wild county Sligo to

Ballybeg, where a lady, known as " Man Gardiner," from

her habit of going about in semi-male attire with the stock

of a revolver peeping out of her pocket, had been recently

evicting some aged tenants who had passed their long lives

on her estate. On returning to Westport we visited

Tryenar, on the shore of Clew Bay, where a " Scatch-

man," as he was called, Mr. Hunter, had been recently

shot dead on his car from the corner of a piece of bog land

rented by him, and ofi" which he had warned his neighbours

found helping themselves to turf that did not belong to them.

While we were descending the road sloping to the bay

our car driver carelessly held the reins rather loosely, and

the horse stumbled and fell. Proctor sprang from the car

in good time, but there were some formidable boulders on

VOL. II. 2 D
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my side, and although. I saw what was coming, I could

only prepare for the catastrophe. I had no expectation,

however, of being shot as I was clean over the horse's head,

a distance of some eight feet, which resulted in the laceration

of the muscles of my left shoulder, causing me acute pain.

The horse was utterly done for, and as we had to walk eight or

ten miles in a drizzling rain before we could secure another

car, it was past midnight when we got back to Westport.

After a short stay at Leenane and Clifden I went on to

Galway to obtain surgical advice, and remained there in the

doctor's charge for a week. I then made for Cork and

Kinsale, and afterwards proceeded to Blarney, to see, as

Father Prout has it

—

"... the stone there,

That whoever kisses,

Shure he never misses

To grow eloquent."

Thence I went to Mallow, which I found in the amusing

turmoil of an Irish contested parliamentary election, and

on to Killarney, where I foolishly listened to interested

prophecies of a threatening morning turning out a fine

day ; for by the time I was well afloat on the lake I had

to occupy myself incessantly with baling water out of our

boat instead of gazing enraptured on the much-extolled

romantic scenery, as I was befooled into believing would
assuredly be the ease. Eight hours' thorough drenching

brought on an attack of fever a day or two afterwards,

when I was at Tipperary, and as soon as I recovered I

made for Dublin and crossed first the Irish and then the

English channel—glad to find myself back in Paris again.

France had just voted the plebiscite and acclaimed the

reforms introduced into the constitution by the emperor

by a majority of more than five to one. Prince Anatole

Demidofi", the father of Paul, and husband of the Princess

Mathilde, from whom he had been divorced for five-and-
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twenty years, and to whom, by the czar's order, he had to

allow £20,000 a year, had died very suddenly a few days

previously. A fortnight after the plebiscite vote had been

taken the official returns were presented to the emperor

in the grand Salle des Etats at the Louvre by a deputation

of the Corps L^gislatif, amidst frantic shouts of "Vive

I'empereur
!

" when universal congratulations were in-

dulged in at France having pronounced in the imperial

favour with no uncertain voice. It was true there had

recently been some nasty rioting at Belleville, but this

scarcely damped the feeling of intense satisfaction which

found general expression among the brilliant throng.

By-and-by, however, the horizon became ominously

clouded. The HohenzoUern candidature to the Spanish

throne aroused the indignation of the emperor and his

advisers, and its speedy withdrawal failed to appease the

party who were so ready to go to war with a "light

heart." A more decided renunciation of the Prince of

HohenzoUern's pretensions was demanded from King

WUliam, and was met by the king's intentional slight of

M. Benedetti at Ems. Then came the formal declaration of

war against Prussia on the 15th of July, followed by a

tardy dispatch of French troops to the Ehine.

Before hostilities commenced the poor beguiled Parisians

evinced the most arrogant conceit. Pushing tradesmen

volunteered to subscribe their hundred francs a day for

patriotic purposes until French troops triumphantly entered

the Prussian capital, and the newspapers confidently headed

their war correspondents' letters, " From Paris to Berlin."

Police-improvised processions, with noisy mobs shouting

"A Berlin! "k Berlin! " traversed the boulevards, and caf^

habitues exultingly felicitated each other on fantastic feats

of French valour, in the many absurd rumours concerning

which they for the moment |implicitly believed. A suc-

cession of reverses, however, soon changed all this, espe-
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cially when it became known that Bazaine was penned, as

it were, under the walls of Metz, and that MacMahon,

instead of relieving him at all hazards, had retreated on

Sedan, where his army, surrounded by the Germans, had

been compelled to surrender, and the sick and weary

emperor had placed his unfleshed sword in the hands of

his so-called " good brother " of Prussia.

At this time one's evenings were spent at Paris caf^s,

listening to wearying discussions on warlike tactics until

the hour for closing arrived. On the night preceding the

ominous September 4, rumours of a dubious nature were

afloat regarding the respective positions of Bazaine's and

MacMahon's armies, and on my way home at midnight,

as I passed the hotel of the minister of the interior (out-

side which the more important ofiicial bulletins of the

war were from time to time posted), I noticed a new

bulletin, placed so high up that the excited late roosters

gathered around were unable to decipher it. At last one

of them mounted on a companion's shoulders and read out

an ambiguous announcement shadowing forth impending

disaster. It was evident that the crisis was at hand.

The bxilk of the Parisians went to bed that night in

blissful ignorance of the catastrophe that had befallen

France, and only those who hung about the Palais

Bourbon until the midnight sitting of the Corps L^gis-

latif was over knew what had really happened. Next

morning—which was Sunday—I strolled to the Champs
Elys^es, where I noticed only the usual promenaders

—

well-dressed bourgeois and neatly attired bonnes with flocks

of young children, nourrices with streaming cap-rib-

bons, shouting marcliands-de-coco, crawling goat-chaises,

and marionette shows in full swing, as though these were

still the piping times of peace. When I reached the Place

de la Concorde I found it thronged with national guards

—

some in fuU uniform with bayonets fixed, others clad simply
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in blouses and shouldering walking-sticks and umbrellas,

but all wearing the distinctive k^pi. They marched six

or eight abreast, with the armed men judiciously in front,

across the Place to the foot of the bridge leading to the

Corps L6gislatif. Suddenly they came to a halt on ob-

serving the resolute demeanour of the gendarmes and

sergents-de-viUe, to whom the holding of the Pont de

la Concorde had been confided. These men drew their

swords and formed in line across the bridge^ as though

determined to dispute its passage.

The foremost national guards hesitated to advance, but

their comrades in the rear, ignorant of the check they had

met with, pressed them forward until the stomachs of the

more portly citizen soldiers in the front rank were brought

inconveniently near several scores of flashing sabres, and

for the moment a collision seemed inevitable. At this

juncture the commandant of the gendarmes held a short

parley with an officer of the national guard, and speed-

ily exhibited signs of irresolution. The next minute he

ordered his men to sheathe their swords and open their

ranks, thus leaving the passage of the bridge clear to the

advancing battalions, which, with shouts of "La ddch^ance!"

and " Vive la r^publique !
" speedily made for the Palais

Bourbon, where the soldiers on guard at once raised the

butt-ends of their muskets in the air, signifying their

adhesion, and the revolution was virtually made.

Of the singular sights which I -witnessed on that event-

ful Sunday, the one that most amused me was certainly

the following. As I was proceeding homewards along the

Avenue de Marigny my attention was attracted by a loud

bugle-call, and on turning round I espied a seedy-look-

ing cab escorted by some Francs-tireurs de la Presse. A
perspiring, red-shirted captain, who from time to time

flourished his drawn sword to keep back the curious

crowd, marched in front of the vehicle, on the box of
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which, an excitable individual with unkempt hair and

rumpled shirt-front, but in the conventional shiny black

costume of the French professional classes, was seated be-

side the driver, while a companion, whose toilet also had

evidently not been made that day, was perched upon the

roof. Among the four inside passengers I at once recog-

nised the swarthy complexion, the black beard, and Jewish

cast of countenance of the popular tribune Gambetta, who

had hurried, it seems, from the deliberations at the H6tel

de Ville to instal himself, unbeknown to his colleagues, as

nainister of the interior, a post which he knew Ernest

Picard not only coveted, but had made up his mind to

appropriate. After the young chubby-faced provincial

sentry on duty at the ministry had been compelled to

salute the new arrivals, the cab was driven inside the court,

when the concierge advanced, cap in hand, to receive

his new master, bowing to the self-installed citoyen-min-

istre, if anything, more obsequiously than he had been in

the daily habit of doing to his aristocratic predecessors for

nearly a score of years before.

About a fortnight after this incident the Germans had

shut us in, and most of those who had intended to leave

the city, but had delayed their departure till it was too

late, were reduced to follow Mr. Micawber's excellent ex-

ample, and waited patiently for something to turn up. A
few made desperate attempts to get through the German
lines, but in every instance were forced to retrace their

steps, one adventurous representative of a Birmingham firm

characteristically observing on his return that it was im-

possible for even a mouse to get through this vigilant

military cordon. When the baffled ones again reached the

gates of the fortifications, they were generally arrested as

spies by the national guards on duty.

An English acquaintance of mine who met with this

fate, had, on quitting Paris, provided himself with a supply
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of a certain greenish liquid, with the object, as he pretended,

of keeping out the cold. His flask, being discovered, was
seized by a captain of national guards in the belief that it

contained some inflammable essence designed to destroy

the adjacent chevaux-de-frise by merely sprinkling it over

them. Protestations on my friend's part were in vain, and
he would probably have been shot had not the happy idea

occurred to him of ofiering to swallow the dreaded fluid

by way of proving his innocence. After some hesitation,

permission was granted him, and the captain prudently

withdrew to a safe distance, fully expecting to see his

prisoner suddenly explode. But as he sipped the liquid

with evident gusto, and no disastrous consequences ensued,

the captain hastened back again, and even ventured to

taste the supposed combustible fluid himself To his

amazement, he found it to be excellent tipple—it was
genuine Chartreuse verte—and only after the captain had

drained the bottle was the owner of it set at liberty, with

a profusion of apologies and thanks.

There was some excuse for arresting strangers seeking

to pass inside the fortifications, but scarcely any for seizing

and incarcerating peaceful residents within the capital

simply because some excitable individual took it into his

head that they must be Prussian spies. At this time it

was a dangerous undertaking to seek for a breath of fresh

air in the neighbourhood of the ramparts. I underwent

arrest half a score of times, either in Paris or the suburbs,

and when I confidently produced my passport and other

documents establishing my identity, I was commonly met

with the cool remark that " they proved nothing at all, for

Prussian spies were so cunning, they either stole or forged

the necessary papers to enable them to foUow their nefari-

ous calling."

Although an hour or two's incarceration was the only

result of these senseless arrests, I did not care to be con-
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stantly subjected to even this amount of inconvenience,

and, acting upon the advice of a friend, I eventually carried

about with me, in addition to my passport, the receipts for

my last few quarters' rent, an old butcher's or bootmaker's

bill, and other evidences of my having been resident in

Paris long before the tiff between King William and M.

Benedetti took place. I found these domestic vouchers far

more serviceable than the familiar oflScial document sur-

mounted by the royal arms and with the hieroglyphic of

the British secretary of state for foreign affairs at foot.

Prior to these periodic arrests, much of my attention

had to be directed to the best means of supplying the " Il-

lustrated London News " with sketches of the exciting

events that were daily transpiring within the beleaguered

city. I remember calling upon Mr. Labouchere at the

Grand Hotel, where the " Besieged Eesident " had his com-

fortable quarters throughout the siege, and discussing with

him the chances of our embassy assisting English news-

paper correspondents to get their despatches out of Paris.

He knew the ways of the diplomatic world too well to place

the slightest hope in that quarter, and smiled good-hu-

mouredly at my simplicity. The correspondents subse-

quently had meetings among themselves, all of which I

attended, but they led to no satisfactory result ; whereupon

I decided to seek out Nadar—notable alike as journalist,

photographer, and aeronaut—whom I had known since the

days of that aerostatic monster Le Gdant, and who was
then one of the leading men of the newly organised balloon

service.

The first batch of sketches I dispatched went off in a

great hurry in the balloon which carried Gambetta and his

secretary to the provinces. Once, when a favourable spot

had been fixed upon for a descent, it was suddenly dis-

covered that they were hovering within the German lines,

and the balloon was received with a volley while it was
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dropping slowly down to earth. A rapid flinging out of

ballast was speedily resorted to, and one of the occupants

of the car, in his nervous anxiety that the balloon should

rise beyond the reach of German rifles, pitched out a bag
of letters. Unluckily for the " Illustrated London News,"'

this identical bag contained the score of sketches destined

for that paper, and the Germans were immensely delighted

at securing such a prize. The sketches were passed on
from one general to another, until they reached headquar-

ters ; when, no doubt, they were attentively examined, both

by Bismarck and Moltke, as well as by King William,

prior to their being divided among the correspondents of

the German illustrated papers for publication in their

respective journals.

At this time I, of course, knew nothing of the fate

that had befallen my first pictorial consignment ; still, I

was fully aware of the risk incurred, and, as I have

previously mentioned, I determined in future to have

three photographs taken of every sketch, and to send

out sketch and photographs in four different balloons.

Frequently all four sets reached England, but at other

times merely some of them arrived, occasionally by such

roundabout routes as Norway or the Cape of Good Hope,

when a balloon car was discovered in mid-ocean by some

passing steamship. Fortunately in every instance—al-

though many balloons were captured and others lost in

the sea—at least one set of sketches or photographs

reached the paper, which was thus enabled to publish a

series of vivid representations of well-nigh every incident

of interest that transpired in Paris during the four -event-

ful months of the siege.

Every third evening or so I used to call upon the

aeronauts Godard and Nadar to ascertain when and from

where the next balloon was appointed to leave Paris ; and,

after aU the cab-horses had been eaten, I was accustomed.
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an hour before daybreak, to trudge to one or another

distant railway station where the balloon was to ascend,

to find far more often than was agreeable that, from the

wind being in the wrong quarter, no ascent would be

attempted that day. As a rule, the journey had to be

repeated again and again—for the wind often persistently

continued unfavourable—before my batch of accumulated

sketches or photographs was eventually got rid of.

Walking six or eight miles on a cold and not infre-

quently a rainy morning would have been a mere bagatelle

if the journey had not had to be performed on an empty

stomach. As I trudged along in the cold, grey dawn,

I constantly came upon queue after queue outside the

various butchers' shops, the men with pinched faces,

shivering in their thin blouses, and old women balancing

themselves atop of their chaufferettes, while waiting for

long, weary hours to receive their meagre rations. Now
and again, on my way homewards, I tvirned into the

capacious but then almost empty Halles Centralles, and

found boucheries de cheval installed in the fish pavilion,

while an auction would be going on in some remote

corner, whereat a few Seine eels or gudgeons readily

fetched their weight in silver.

My concierge acted as caterer for me, and bought up

for my benefit the ration cards of several impecunious

neighbours ; but even then the tiny piece of meat which

these secured me only served to whet one's appetite, with-

out in any degree satisfying it. Before long, too, there

was an end even to these few mouthfuls of beef and

mutton, and horseflesh became the sole animal food of

those who were not prepared to pay exorbitant prices

for tough old swans which had floated beyond living

memory on the ornamental waters of the capital, or for

a cutlet from some elephant, bear, bison, yak, or kangaroo,

once the pride of the Jardin des Plantes. For my own
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part, I did not take kindly to horseflesh, and for a few

days I dieted myself on bread and jam. But I was soon

satiated with confitures, and willingly returned to banquet

on Buflfon's "noblest conquest of man." My concierge

devoted himself to breeding rabbits secretly in the deserted

stables of the house I lived in, but demanded sixty and

seventy francs a-piece for them, and eventually only found a

purchaser at this exorbitant price in Baron Eothschild's cJief.

" Gutter-rabbit," as it was called, was plentiful enough

for a time ; but when Paris surrendered there was not a

cat left in the city. Nor were there many dogs remain-

ing; cotelettes and gigots de chien having commanded a

ready sale during the later months of the siege, when many
epicures of moderate means indulged in salmis of sewer

rats, whose price was a recommendation, as they ordinarily

cost only a franc a-piece.

These viands, however, were more in vogue after I

had left Paris, for in the course of November I had

eaten as much horseflesh, been present at as many noisy

manifestations, interviewed as many bellicose amazons,

listened to as many crazy speeches, given an ear to as

many mad plans for the destruction of the belt of armed

men who were bent upon reducing Paris by famine, and

had obtained glimpses of as many abortive sorties as I

cared about, besides having been arrested so many times

as a spy that I scarcely dared to take out even my pocket-

handkerchief, let alone a note-book, in the street. I was

also in indifferent health, and, after satisfactorily arranging

with draughtsmen, photographers, and aeronauts (among

whom I generously divided my highly-prized store of

Eoquefort cheese, then almost worth its weight in gold)

for the due transmission of sketches to England so long as

the siege lasted, I profited of the last opportunity afforded

to foreigners, and quitted Paris with my son Ernest and

a miscellaneous party composed of swells—who had regret-
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fully left their blood steeds behind them to be eaten

—

artists, commission agents, grooms, and others.

We took our departure from the beleaguered city on

the eastern side and trudged to Brie Comte-Robert, where,

after being rationed while in a semi-starving condition on

two small mutton cutlets with very large bones, I and

my son were billeted by the German authorities on a

friendly basket-maker, who could, however, offer us neither

bed nor covering on an exceedingly bitter winter's night.

But, although we were constrained to make our couch on a

bare tiled floor, I remember that our sympathetic host consid-

erately provided us with two good hard baskets for pillows.

On leaving Brie Comte-Robert we were driven, in

company with Mr. Wodehouse of the British embassy, in

Lord Lyons's brake to Versailles, and so wide a round were

we compelled to take by the German commanders that we
only reached our destination after a couple of days' journey

in a blinding snow-storm. At Versailles I found a number

of English and American newspaper correspondents, in-

cluding Dr. W. H. Russell, Lord Adare, a Yankee general

whose name I forget. Major Beatty Kingston Skinner, of the

" Daily News," and Mr. David Douglas Home—Browning's

"Sludge"—who persistently pumped me for information

to be transmitted to several American or colonial papers

that he was corresponding with ; and who, I found, was

voluntarily fasting in the midst of comparative plenty

—

mustard and matches being the only necessaries of life

of which there was then any real scarcity in the capital

of the Grand Monarque. Home was fasting, however,

with a purpose. He always did so prior to a stance,

and he was then preparing to evoke the spirits of the

great Napoleon and the great Frederick, to ascertain from

them how much longer this wearisome resistance of the

Parisians was likely to last. Count Moltke, he assured me,

was vastly interested in the matter, but this I rather doubt.
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though, on the other hand, Home was certainly hand and
glove with all the grand dukes and princelings of what the

Germans sarcastically termed their " ornamental " staff.

From Versailles most of those recently liberated from
the besieged city were by favour of General Moltke per-

mitted to pass through the German lines to some railway

station in Normandy, to and from which trains were still

running. Thence I and my son worked round to Brittany,,

while the rest made for the coast and crossed over to Eng-
land. I remember on our passing through Mantes seeing

the long marble counter at the refreshment buffet literally

in a thousand pieces, having been smashed in that fashion

by some infuriated Bavarians, who on their arrival found

there was not a thimbleful apiece of either champagne or

eau-de-vie for such droughty warriors as they were to drink,

I was happy to meet my dear wife and family again,

and to find them all safe and well. After a brief sojourn

with them I paid a visit to England, and on my return

went in company with my son Ernest to attach myself ta

General Chanzy's army, then in full retreat from Le Mans,

We travelled by rail to a point where the line was effectu-

ally blocked by the rolling stock of several of the southern

lines—shunted westward to save it from being captured by
the Germans ; and I recollect our driving parallel to the

railway for a dozen miles or more, past engines, carriages,

vans, and cattle trucks in unbroken succession on the rails.

It was the depth of winter, and there was a foot of

snow on the ground, and as we approached Laval, where

Chanzy had halted his troops, we came upon miles of

vehicles laden with commissariat stores, which, while

pushing forward to the relief of the army, had got inter-

mingled in hopeless confusion with a long line of baggage

waggons retreating westward. Horses that gave in were

at once slaughtered, and pieces, cut out of their flanks,,

were hastily cooked over fires kindled for the purpose;
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the file of waggons being halted while the drivers ban-

quetted by the wayside over smoking viande de cheval.

Before we had been a couple of hours at Laval my son

and 1 were arrested and threatened with summary lynching

—either by shooting or drowning—by a crowd of infuriated

national guards, who discerned a spy in every stranger.

Fortunately the half dozen gendarmes, who conducted us

first to the provost-marshal and then before General Chanzy,

stood firm with fixed bayonets, and kept the yelling crowd

at bay. The general was satisfied with our papers and

explanations, and gave us a written authorisation to remain

in the neighbourhood of his command. Yet the production

of this document failed to save us from re-arrest within an

hour afterwards, and, seeing the hopelessness of our being

left at peace while we remained in Laval, the moment we

had once more regained our liberty we turned our backs

upon the place and reached St. Servan as best we could.

By-and-by the news came of the capitulation of Paris,

and as soon as I had obtained the necessary passports I

returned with two of my sons, Ernest and Arthur, to the

capital. On the morning of March 1 we were early in

the Champs Elys^es and saw the first mounted German
soldier ride proudly under the Arc de Triomphe. He was

speedily followed by a small army, which, with music

playing and colours flying, marched down the Champs
Elys^es and took up certain appointed positions along the

avenue. To describe even a tithe of the strange and

exciting incidents witnessed on that day would fill far

more space than now remains to me. I therefore pass

them over, and in the same way pass over the gasconading

though alarming regime of the Commune and the renewed

siege of Paris by the Versailles troops, when cannon

thundered day and night incessantly, and shells fired by
Communards from Montmartre shattered house after house

in the doomed quarter of the Elys^e, where I was residing.
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Then came the entry of the soldiers, the conflagration

of half a score of public buildings, the murder of the

hostages, and the carnage in the streets—during which I

and my sons frequently found ourselves in positions of

extreme peril—and eventually the restoration to a state of

security, to which Paris had long been a stranger.

When these troublous times had ended, and I had
removed my family from Brittany to Nogent-sur-Marne,

in the environs of Paris, I resumed my studies of the more
famous wines of the world, and every succeeding autumn
for the next half dozen years I visited scores of celebrated

vineyards in the Champagne, the centre and south of

France, along the Rhine and the Moselle and in the Palati-

nate. I also explored the vineyards in the neighbourhood of

Vienna and of Buda-Pesth, with those in the south of Spain,

Portugal, Madeira, and the Canary islands, and wrote numer-

ous articles relating to them in the " Pall Mall Gazette."

In 1872 I was at Berlin for the "Illustrated London
News" and "the Globe" during the first famous meeting

of the three emperors, and subsequently I made rather a

lengthened stay in the city, which resulted in my writing

a somewhat elaborate two volume work relating to it.

I was appointed wine juror at the Vienna and Paris

Exhibitions, and penned a long report on the wines

shewn at Vienna for the British government. I was,

moreover, decorated by the Emperor of Austria with the

order of Franz-Josef, and received an invitation from the

Archduke Carl to dine with him. The dinner party was

small, but the banquet was a stately one, the dishes being

borne into the saal in grand procession, headed by major-

domos and maitres d'hotel. The guests, too, ate ofi" silver,

and everyone had, I remember, a couple of attentive flunkeys

standing behind his chair.

My eldest son and my second wife both unhappily

died in 1874, and I quitted France a few years afterwards
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when my engagement with the "Illustrated London News"
was terminated by a friendly arrangement. Advancing

years had warned me that my part of special correspondent

was now played out, and that I must yield the place to

younger and more active men ; and eventually I deter-

mined to resume my old calling of publisher, in which

capacity I issued several of Mr. Grenville Murray's smartest

books, and Mr. Sala's interesting Paris, American, and other

experiences. I also introduced to English readers hundreds

of volumes translated from foreign authors whose writings

until then had been sealed books to the multitude, when my
publication of the works of M. Zola, and the persecution of

a band of fanatics, brought about my pecuniary ruin.

The occurrences, however, in which I have been

mixed up during the past twenty years, if more than

glanced at, would form far too long a story to be told at

the fag-end of two sufficiently bulky volumes. Still I

cannot help remarking that the irony of fate has so willed

it, that, after having been prosecuted for issuing M. Zola's

novels by the solicitor-general of one administration, I

read in the newspapers at the very moment I am penning

these concluding lines, of the enthusiastic reception of

M. Zola at the Institute of Journalists, with Sir Charles

Eussell, the attorney-general of another administration,

giving the signal for the rounds of ringing cheers with

which the representatives of British journalism welcomed

the great French novelist.^

1 "The Standard," September 22, 1893. Of the Friday's reception, when M. Zola read

his paper on " Anonymity in Journalism " to the members of the Institute, the " West-

minster Gazette " remarks : " No man ever received a more courteous and respectful

greeting than he, in Lincoln's Inn to-day—yet it is only a few years ago since his English

publisher, an old man with a name respected in Enghsh journalism, was haled to prison

for publishing what at most was but a bowdlerised edition of one of the Sage of Medan's

most harrowing dissections of the moral cancer. How changed to-day !

"

THE END.

TDENBULL AND SPEAKS, PEINTERS, EDINBURGH.
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